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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation takes a functional view，of language and applies its perspective to 

literary discourse， both poetry and prose. Following the performative hypothesis by 

Ross (1970)， which argues that a declarative sentence consists ofthe performative part 

and the proposition， 1 assume that a literary discourse also has these two parts: the 

perforτnative level which consists of the author-reader level (speech act of narration) 

and the textual proposition. First， 1 argue that the propositional text is made of what 1 

term ‘discourse theme'，‘discourse rheme' and ‘the mediating function'， which 

transforms the first into the second one in a communicative dynamic way. The 

propositional content of this variety of discourse is best viewed in terms of the 

extended Halliday's concept of the ‘text-forming'自mctional・semanticcomponent 

based on the Functional Sentence Perspective (FSP) of the Prague Schoollinguists-

the concepts of theme， rheme， transition， and Communicative Dynamismー， or，what 

1 term ‘discourse theme'，‘discourse rheme' and ‘the mediating function'. Secondly， 

as for the aspect of the message form， there also are manifested the authorial voice in 

the formation of the text. The coherence scope of Jakobson's (1960: 358) 

‘equivalence' in the micro-structural arrangements ofverbal elements in a literary text， 

whether sound or sense， sentence or episode， depends upon this aspect of the 

performative合amework.Thirdly， in the performative leve1， the authorial viewpoint is 

reflected. The literary texts discussed range仕oma short poem to a long prose work 

like that of Kazuo Ishiguro. Occasional examples仕omother English literature are 

also included. 
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1町 TRODUCTIONTO THE PROBLEM 

The importance of the functional view of literary style features has already been 

suggested by some leading stylistics scholars. 

Early in the 20th c印刷ry，in his La language et la vie， Charles Bally outlined what 

areas ‘stylistics' covers， saying: 

En resume: la stylistique d'une langue doit operer sur une periode bien detenninee de son 
evolution， en s'interdisant de chercher des materiaux ou des preuves dans les periodes 
ant剖 euresou subsequentes; elle doit s'attacher a toutes les manifestations de la vie 
linguistique de l'idiome (vocabulaire， syn阻xe，sons， etc.)， en pren加 tpour base le langage 
spontane， naturel， p訂le，emanation de la vie r;白lle;...

(ln short: the sり，listicsof a Ianguage must deal with one well defmed period of its evolution， 
avoiding seeking materials or evidence in the time before or after the period; it must examine 
all the manifestations ofthe linguistic life ofthe language (vocabulary， syntax， sounds， etc)， by 
taking for its base spontaneous， natural， spoken language， the emanation ofthe reallife...) 

ー (Bally1935: 109) 

In Japan， in 1938， Tadao Yamamoto suggested the same linguistic items as above 

to be dea1t with in stylistics in his Buntairon KenかII[S旬diesin Stylistics]， saying 

出atone stylistic factor of a writer could be realized in various grammatical aspects 

ofhis language (Yamamoto 1938: 69); and in 1940 he expressly showed the same 

areas to be studied in his Buntairon [Stylistics]， arguirrg th剖
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百lelinguistic method to study style is stylistics... What styliはicsdeals with coextends wi血
what linguistics covers;由atis， s句rlisticsalso covers phonetic shapes and all semantic 
matters， not only a small gran1matical area. What makes s刷出icsdifferent from gfaD1mar 
is only its method， not the area it deals with. 

(Yamamoto 1940: 41-42) 

In 1981， in his Eigo-no Style [Style in English] Masanori Toyota emphasized the 

necessity of stylistic studies to cover the same field as Bally proposed. 

Yamamoto (1938: 103)， emphasizing the importance of studying all these levels of 

language in the study of s旬listics，白rthersuggested the necessi勿 ofdiscussing these 

linguistic levels in relation with Buhler's (1965) four functional elements (addresser， 

addressee， message， context)， a functional view which discourse analysis later 

includes in its scope of language s加dy.Yamamoto's suggestion foreran the functional 

study ofs句rlisticsin Japan. 

In this dissertation， 1 also take this functional approach to English literary discourse 

Wl由inthe framework ofRoss's (1970) peぽormativehypothesis. 

Background of the Study 

In the years of philology， language and literature were not yet separate. With the 

beginning of the 20th century， these two fields were separated with the development 

of‘sci entifi c approaches of modem lingui sti cs'. On the other hand， in recent years， we 

witnessed the re-amalgamation of language studies and literary studies. Scholars have 

explored the role of various discourse elements in the various contexts like classroom 

discourse， telephone conversation， advertisements， and literature. It is generally 

acknowledged that each of these texts in actual contexts has different discourse 

features~ however， the issue of what and how literary discourse communicates and 
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how literary communication is different from spontaneous exchange has never been 

fully explored. 

Statement of the Problem 

What is needed now is a new approach to the old problem: what is converyed by 

literature and how? Most of the linguistic approaches so far have concentrated on the 

collection of surface ‘unique' verbal features in a literary text. Others have focused 

their attention on an environement in which literary language is used (register) just as 

they did to study telephone conversation， classroom exchanges， and the language used 

in the register called ‘literature' has been thought to have nothing different from other 

ordinary uses oflanguage. While the previous research on the language of literature is 

often stimulating and comprehensive in their collection of unique literary usages， it is 

clear that this research does not pay attention to the literature-specific functional 

framework in which these collected usages are used. The problem lies with their lack 

of insight into the function of literary communication which is carried out between the 

author and the reader. 

Purpose of the Study 

In this dissertation， 1 propose a method of analyzing several aspects of the framework 

of literary communicative function based on the theoretical postulate of perforrnative 

framework. 
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Significance of the Study 

This research contributes in a significant way to the overall understanding of three 

aspects ofliterary discourse within the framework ofRoss's performative hypothesis. 

The first area consists of identiちringthe thematic and the rhematic elements th剖

work in literary language as well as in natural discourse. The author， by interpreting 

the world around him or her in the fictional text in a way more favourable to the 

author， finds himself or herself better adjusted in出ereality. 1. A. Richards' concept 

of catharsis (Richards 1926: 113， 245)， or the purging of these emotions， is related 

with this function of literary thematization. 

The second area is placing the message-form， which Jakobson (1960) particularly 

emphasized in his analyses ofpoetic texts， within Ross's performative framework. 

The third area where this research will contribute is to help replace arguments on 

‘vi ewpoints'， author' s or narrator' s， wi thin Ross' s framework. 

Research Questions 

Following the above three aspects of literary communication， there will be three 

research questions: 

(1) What are the regularities of the linear development of the main content of a 

literary text? 
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(2) How unique are linguistic forms and functions in literature from the functional 

standpoint? 

(3) How do the viewpoints of discourse participantns work in the multi-facetedness of 

literary discourse. 

C
B
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白
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H
 

The issue that needs to be resolved is whether literary language has a unique function 

of its own. For this pu中ose1 will employ the concepts of Performative Hypothesis 

proposed in Ross (1970) and Halliday's (1967) text-forming function 1 which 

organizes the utterance communicative-dynamic way. 2 The former performative 

analysis could be outlined as in the following: 

1 -promise -you ___ 

~ [that [ 1 will study harder ] ]. 

Theme--(Transition) -Rheme 

Figure 1 
Performative丘ameworkof a sentence 

[1] According to FO¥yler (1996: 31)， HaIlidaゲstext-fonning function is defmed as folIows: 
According to HaIliday's linguistic theory， language has three functions...He caIls these the 
textual， the interpersonal， and the ideationaI (or ‘experiential '). 

Brown & Yule (1983: 127) defmes it as foIIows: 
The theme， then， is what speakers / writers use田 whatHalIiday calIs a ‘point of departure' 
(1967: 212). In many cases (often considered to be the unmarked or neutral cases) the 
theme of declarative sentences wiII be a noun phrase (the grammatical subject)，. 

[2] See F仕切(1975).Crystal (1997: 73-74) defmes Communicative Dynamism as folIows: 
Communicative dynamism (or CD) is a fundamentaI concept of the modern PRAGUE 
SCHOOL theory of LINGUISTICS (cf. FUNCTIONAL SENTENCE PERSPECTIVE)， 
whereby an UTTERANCE is seen as a process of graduaIIy unfolding MEANING， each 
part of出eutter組問 con住ibutingvariously (‘dynamicaIly') to the total communicative 
effect. Some parts of an utterance wiII con甘ibutelittle to the meaning， because出eyreflect 
only what has already been communicated: these‘thematic'出 pectswould be considered to 
have the lowest degree of CD. By contrast，‘rhematic'出 pectshave the highest degree of 
CD， containing new infonnation which advances the communicative process. 
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This approach sheds light on the fact that literary discourse is after all a 

communicative event between author (addresser) and reader (addressee). The 

functionalist view clarifies the fact that a whole literary text is like one propositional 

clause in which the ‘sequence of elements in the clause tends to represent thematic 

ordering' (Halliday 1967: 205)， which could be represented as follows: 

I(AU百fOR)-TELL -YOU (READER) 
Chaucer， Dickens ¥ 

Figure 2 

that [ TEXT 
Them←(Mediation) -Rheme 

Perfonnative framework of a literary text 

Based on these assumptions， this study is specially aimed at exploring a unique zone 

of‘mediation' that combines the theme and rheme at the literary discourse level， an 

equivalent of what Prague linguists call ‘transition'σirbas 1992: 70-73， 89-93).3 1 

will argue that a literary text is basically a composite of three discourse constituents 1 

label ‘discourse theme' ，‘discourse rheme' ， and ‘mediating function'. The first two are， 

at the clausal level， analogous to the ideas of theme and rheme. The third links these 

two in a mediating section (what anthropologists call the ‘liminal zone') 4 where the 

[3] 'Transition'， according to F油田(1992:70ー72)，is: 
Whereas the notional component of the verb shows a strong tendency to serve as mediator 
or transition between two types of elements， the categorical exponents of the verb do so 
invariably. They do so especially through the indications oftense and mood... 

The categorical exponents of the verb conveys systemic information like person， number， 
tense， etc.). 

[4] ，百lebetwixt and betw民 narea of liminality' (Leach 1982: 158) is the interface between 
human and spiritual beings， through which the attributes of one world are inverted in the other 
world. And one who is able to cross from one world to the other， or‘the mediating hero' 
(Leach 1973: 52)， is given both attributes. Ac∞rding to Leach， the mediating hero is，‘in all 
religious systems， a being of the middle zone'， justぉ JesusCI汀istand John the Baptist. Their 
roles are reversed in the Bible， argues Leach. For example，‘Jesus starts out as a being of this 
world; he belongs initially to出ecity not the desert; his royal status is emphasized from the 
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‘mediating function' that transfonns the discourse theme into the discourse rheme. In 

mathematics， figures that share the same descriptive name must have the same shape， 

but do not have to be of the same size. Just as similar figures are identical in shape， 

but not in size， so the literary discourse that has the tripartite structure is an 

enlargement of the sentence. The lengths of discourse increase many times， but the 

relation of the linguistic units remains similar. 

1 need to clarify the author-centeredness 1 take in this thesis. If we follow the 

diagram of Jakobson (1960)， Hymes (1968)， and Cook (1989， 1994)， communication 

consists of the following seven macro-components: addresser， addressee， message 

fonn， topic， channel， code， and setting. It is as natural to focus on addressee when 

discussing communication as an addresser. Following the rise of post-struc加ralismas 

advanced by Barthes' (1988b)， among others， first message and then addressee have 

been the center of discussions. In natural discourse， the role of the addressee in the 

interaction between speaker and listener has been emphasized. However， in the 

discussion of functional components in an 凶 erance(that is， infonnation structure of a 

sentence)， no reference has been made concerning the addressee's participation in the 

communication except for the consideration for the addressee on the addresser's side 

(like the addresser's placing the infonnationally given element at the head of the 

u仕erance，etc.). In this dissertation 1 examine only this side of infonnation st印刷reof 

a text. 

start but he becomes fiIled 、吋ththe Holy Ghost only when he is baptized by John; he then 
immediately goes out into the wilderness， but when he does so he is in communication not 
W1血Godbut with Satan; nevertheless Jesus ends up as a being of the Other World. John is a 
prophet， a spokesman of God， who becomes a murdered king; Jesus is a king who becomes a 
murdered prophet' (Leach 1973: 54-55). They bo血mediatesbetween白isworld and the other 
¥Yorld. These reversal uses of attributes in someone / something of the middle zone are the 
same devices as a graphological inversion in Poe's‘百leHaunted Palace'， for example: III・2
(Wanderers...) saw -(III-8 (The ruler of the realm) was seell)ー1V・2(…glowing) Was (the白k
palace-door)..・・6(whose s¥Yeet duty) Was (but to singよ
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As for the author / implied author， throughout this thesis my concern is only with 

author as addresser. Actually it is not necessary to distinguish between author and 

implied author because of the following reason. As for the difference of ‘author' and 

‘implied author' (Booth 1961: 71-76)， Leech & Short (2007: 210) argue as follows: 

‘We usually do not know the opinion of the real author except by inference from 
what he writes; and there wi1l often be no practical need for us to distinguish 
between the reader and the implied reader because we， as readers， happen to have 
the requisite knowledge， beliefs and preconceptions. Because of this， and for 
terminological ease， we refer normally to author and reader. But it should always 
be borne in mind由atauthor means implied author and reader means implied 
reader:' 

(original italics) 5 

A second reason why 1 use addresser or author and avoid the use of implied author is 

that this dissertation attempts to access the addresser's， or author's， speech intention 

as theoretically constructed on the basis of the ‘discourse theme-mediatio-discourse 

rheme structure'， and referring to the real author' s information obtainable from the 

text and his or her actual life. The author is not accessible only through the text as 

Leech & Short (2007) argue. As in the case of Shakespeare， if there is less 

information concerning the actual author， 1 discuss him as more implied in his text. If 

there is more information about the aurthor obtainable as in the case of Ishiguro， 1 

discuss him as less implied. So there is a scale of‘impliedness' about any author. 

There is no clear-cut distinction between author and implied author. My approach in 

this dissertation shows that an author's actuallife and his or her historical background 

are also essential for constructing a hypothetical author's mind as reflected in the 

functional structure of discourse-theme， discourse rheme and mediation. 

[5] 1町fw、，¥'eplace more emphasis on the r問eadeぽr乍 position，the‘author' is called an inferred author. 
The figure the reader infers from the evidence to be the author is the inferred author. 
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Defmition ofTerms 

Message-internal Context: The fictional world the text creates. This fictional 

text-world will be discussed within the context of the message-external， social， 

or speech-act approaches to literary discourse. The ‘macro-structural' 

approaches deal only with this world without considering the performative level 

of discourse or the structure of the fictional world as placed within the 

communicative framework. In this dissertation， 1 assume that this part is 

thematized. 

Message-external Context: The real world outside the text. The message-external 

context surrounds the text. This is the concept that should be separated from the 

concept of the message-internal world the text creates. This is where the role of 

author-reader is expected. This is discussed in the two sections ofthe thesis. 

Message form: One of the seven communicative elements in Jakobson (1960: 

357)， Hymes (1968: 117)， and Cook (1989: 24-26， 1994: 37-40). In this 

dissertation， two sections are allocated for the discussion of message form in 

literary discourse. 

Discourse theme: Discourse theme can be defined as representing what the 

literary text is about at the author -reader leve1. Its defau1t position is text-initial， 

but it can appear later in the text depending on the author's s句rle.Also in a 

literary text， information moves through communicative-dynamically. In 
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communicative dynamism， the rheme of a sentence was thought to have the 

greatest significance; whi1e the theme， the lowest. 6 

Discourse rheme: Discourse rheme refers to the author's comments about the 

discourse theme at the author-reader level. Discourse rheme is significant in 

terms of its semantic burden for the addresser. In discourse rheme， the author 

provides a psychological solution to the problem presented in discourse theme. 

Mediation: Mediation is a function unique to a fictional text， which mediates and 

transforms the author's psychological burden presented in the discourse theme 

into something less troublesome， or more favourable， in the discourse rheme. In 

literature， this liquidation progresses in the disguise of literary fiction. This 

concept of mediation is the same as what some anthropologists call ‘a liminal 

zone'. Mediation is also an equivalent concept to Firbas' s (1992: 70-73， 89-93) 

‘transition'. His transitional elements are a kind of bridge between theme and 

rheme in the Prague linguists' concept‘Functional Sentence Perspective' 

(Vachek 1972， Danes 1974， Mathesius 1975， Firbas 1992). 

[6] In the concept ofCommunicative Dynamism， the speaker-oriented theme-rheme strucure and 
the Iistener-oriented information st印刷rewere not 抑制ted.HaIliday (196ηseparated the 
two concepts. In出isdissertation， 1 argue the former structure. 
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1.2 OVERVIEW 

Chapter 2 reviews past approaches to literary discourse and discusses how these 

approaches have failed to see the unique function of literary discourse. In this Chapter， 

on the basis of assumption that literary discourse is composed of three layers， 1 will 

review representative theories (See Figure 4 in 2.3， Chapter 2). The three layers of 

literary discourse are: what is equivalent ofRoss's performative clause (the message-

external context)， a top layer of this communicative event (author - reader level); a 

propositional text (the message-internal context， or a story world); and the text itself 

(the message form). 1 also assume th剖 thesethree layers correspond to the three 

categories respectively， (A) style based on the message form， (B) two varieties of 

style based on the message context， which are (B)ー1:message-internal context (= 

story world) and (B)・2:message-external context (= real world). 1 criticize the past 

approaches based on the message form (Category A) because they assumed that 

literary language is only one variety of register and overlooked its integrated 

communicative nature. The second approaches 1 criticize (Category (B)・1)are 

narratological approaches which have considered only the story world separated from 

the real communication setting. The third approaches (Category (B)-2) are based on a 

sociolinguistic standpoint and that do not consider differences between natural 

narrati ve - in natural narrati ve， addresser (or author in the case of li terary di scourse) 

and narrator are not separated; on the other hand， in literary narrative， they are 

different. 

Chapter 3 is separated into three parts. In 3.2， 1 will review ‘parallelism' in detail， 

one of cohesive devices， and criticize a mere collection of this sort of stylistic features 
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because mere parallelism does not lead us to an integrated understanding of a literary 

text. Towards the end of the section， 1 will suggest that Ross's performative part is 

also essential in literary discourse. 

In 3.3， 1 discuss how discourse coherence with literary significance is attained. Here 

1 will argue that the source of literary significance lies in由eperformative structure of 

a literary text and its propositional text which is a sort of mathematical figure similar 

to a clause and， therefore， consists of the thematic and the rhematic. In 3.4， 1 will 

discuss the Communicative Dynamism and the thematization in a literary text， which 

corresponds to the proposition in the performative sentence. 1 also examine the system 

of discourse theme from which discourse theme and discourse rheme are chosen. 

These two parallel parts are linked by ‘discourse mediation'， the mediating function 

由atneutralizes the demarcation between the two functionally oppositive terms and 

promotes the transformation of the former into the latter. 1 also argue that the 

‘liquidation of oppositions'， which is widely discussed in mythology and studies in 

folk tales in anthroplogy， has a great relevance to this mediating function. 1 assume 

由at，within the framework of literary performative hypothesis， the mediating function 

is where the author's stylistic technique is best realized. 

Chapter 4 investigates how the proposed performative structure takes specific 

forms in an individual literary work. The works discussed include Shakespear出

Sonnet 129， Geoffrey Chaucer's Troilus and 0古の'deand several works from his 

Canterbll1y Tales， Shakespeare's Othello and Hamlet， Kazuo Ishiguro's five novels 

from A Pale View of Hills to When We Were Olphans， Edgar Allan Poe's 'Haunted 

Palace'， Hemingway' s 'Cat in the Rain' ， and false effects of literary speech. 
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The conclusion of the research described in Chapter 5 is that the functional and the 

performative approaches at the level of discourse shed light upon the communicative 

aspects of literary discourse. 
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Chapter 2 REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE AND 

RESEARCH APPROACHES TO LITERARY DISCOURSE 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter 1 will begin with critiques of past approaches to literary discourse 

employed in the fields of linguistics， literary criticism and anthropology， and 1 will 

conclude th剖 thePrague linguists' and Halliday's text-functional view of language， 

especially his theme-rheme struc加reof the clause， shed a new light upon the analysis 

ofliterary discourse in communication. 

Traditional linguistic approaches to literary discourse have viewed it as a mere 

collection of surface verbal characteristics， treating a literary text as one of the 

varieties of language. Likewise， much literary research into literary language has 

explored it only as a medium to convey the thought of literary character， and 

consequently it has concentrated more upon the use of language in a specific situation 

of a story or in a specific text than upon the general nature of the language in由e

context of literature. Among these approaches， however， Richards' (1926) insight into 

the literary use of language as a psychological problem-solving medium should be 

more positively evaluated. The corollary of this view is that a literary discourse is the 

description of the world viewed from the specific perspective of an author who is 

a抗emptingto present a psychological solution to his present world through the text. 

The trouble with this approach is that there has been little systematic discussion of 

how the language user encodes language in accordance with his or her view of the 

world. Richards' view of literary language would be best described within the 

framework of the extended use of the functionalists' theme-rheme struc印re，which 
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govems Jakobson's (1960) equivalent units at micro-structural levels. The 

development of text analysis has tumed our attention to a stretch of language beyond 

the sentence， and Hoey's (2001) problem-solution approach or Labov & Wale包匂's

(1967) narrative analysis would seem applicable to the analysis of literary discourse. 

However， these approaches are most1y for natural discourse and their application to 

literary discourse has not been very persuasive due to the complex nature of literary 

discourse. Much anthropological research into this varieザ oflanguageuse， though 

illuminating in that it provides a general viewpoint of the symbolic use of language， 

has failed to place the literary use of language within the entire system of language 

itself or even within a specific literary text， such as those by Chaucer or Ishiguro. 

Moreover， these approaches have not been very effective in dealing with a specific 

mind styleσowler 1977) 1 of a specific author. Some of the approaches taken by 

structural anthropologists， especially those ofPropp (1968) and Levi-Strauss (1972)， 

to folk tales and myths， however， should be positively evaluated， since they provide us 

with a useful insight into the nature of literary discourse which is in accordance with 

Richards' insight into literature. 

2.2 HOW STYLISTICS DEALS WITH LITERARY DISCOURSE 

In dealing with the language in literature from a linguistic point of view， we cannot 

[1]‘Mind style' is defined in Fowler (1977: 2) as follows: 
The study of mind style therefore involves the identification of linguistic patterns that 
accounts for the perception of a distinct world view during the reading of a text. The notion 
of ‘patterns' is p制 icularlyimportant here. Mind style釘isesfrom the frequent and 
consistent occurrence of particular linguistic choices and structures within a text¥ 

Fowler's idea of‘mind style' is a ve巧， roughly defmed concept and it covers a wide area of 
similar ideas including mine. lf his mind style can be understood as 'a particular point of view 
of things' created by language (Le∞h & Short 2007: 28)， we may call the discourse 
theme-mediation-discourse rheme structure a general mind style， and a particular world view 
realized白血estylistic devices specific to a particular aUthor， a specific mind s匂'Ie.
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avoid the concepts ofιstyle' or‘stylistics¥2 

According to Fowler (1987) and Wales (2001)，‘style' is， whether literary or not， a 

mode of expression at which linguistic forms and non-linguistic conditions meet. 

Therefore， the study of ‘style' deals with all modes of linguistic expressions， literary 

or not. On the other hand，‘stylistics'， often seen as a branch of linguistics， is chief1y 

concemed with the study of literary s守leand deals with modes of literary expressions， 

employing analytical methods developed in modem linguistics from the early 20th 

cen加ry.

The pu中oseof stylistics lies not only in describing formal features of a text， but 

also in showing what functional significance the formal features have for the 

interpretation of the text. In other words， the role of stylistics is to relate literary 

effects to linguistic features. 

For this， stylistics uses a linguistics model and its terms， and， by doing so， stylistics 

is close to the study of usage. This is where stylistics differs from criticism based on 

an impressionistic judgment. On the other hand， stylistics overlaps with criticism in 

that the object ofboth approaches is a literary text， while it is close to usage studies in 

that it takes a linguistic approach. 

In 2.2.1， 1 will review of the history of stylistics， beginning with ancient Greek and 

Latin. Up to the present time， there has been no clear demarcation between literary 

language and non-literary language in the concept of s句rleand stylistics. Therefore， 

the stylistics discussed in this section all deal with both modes of language. In 2.2.2， 

following Fowler (1987) and Wales (2001)， 1 will define the areas由剖 stylistics

covers in comparison with usage studies. This classification is necessary for the basis 

[2] The concept of‘style' shares common elements with‘usage'，‘register'， and‘speech IeveI' 
(Ots叫.;:a& Konishi 1973: vii). AIso note白紙 thestudy of style and stylistics do not cover the 
same町民theformer has a wider range of application. (See aIso [3] below.) 
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of discussion in 2.2.3 Definition of two style-related concepts: source of liter，αry 

signi.ftcanceー‘'messageform' and‘'message context' and 2.3 THE THREE 

CATEGORIES FOR STYLISTIC ANAL YSES based on the concepts of style in 

Fowler (1987) and Wales (2001).3 This discussion leads to that in Chapter 3. 

2.2.1 A diachronic review of stylistics 

Stylistics as an independent discipline was established in the 19th cen加ty.According 

to OED， the word ‘s句rlistics'was first recorded in the 19th cen知ty:

Stylistic B. sb. The science of literaty style; the study of stylistic features. Also 
(more commonly) S勿listics[see -ICS]. 
.. .1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Rel. Knowl. 11. 965 Giving proper place to New 
Testament stylistics and rhetoric. 

Before discussing stylistics from the 19th cen旬tyup to today， we should look back 

to ancient Greece and Rome for the original ideas of stylistics. The word ‘s句rle'itself 

is derived from the Latin word ‘stilus' which meant ‘a stake or pale， pointed 

instrument for writing， style of speaking or writing' (OED). It is a particular1y 

polysemous term， whose meanings and values enormously varied between the 17th 

and the 19th c印刷ty.And these are still changing. 

Since the beginning of the 20th centuty the word ‘style' has been so widely used 

that it has become ambiguous:‘Stil = individueller geistiger Ausdruck' (‘s句rle= 

individual mental expression') (Vossler 1904: 16);‘…le style est 1 'homme meme' 

(‘.. .style is the man himself) (Buffon 1922: 24);‘…le choix， c'est-a-dire le style' 

[3] The mode of language出atstylistics in a narrow sense deals wi出 andthe mode of language 
which‘style' refers to are different. According to Wales (2001)， the latter is more extensive in 
reference白血血eformer， for the former is concemed only with the language of literature. 
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(‘…the choice， that is s旬le')(Marouzeau 1946: 10);‘The style of a text is the 

aggregate of the contextual probabilities of its linguistic items' (Enkvist 1964: 28); 

‘A set of conscious or unconscious choices of expression， inspired or induced by a 

particular context' (Verdonk 2002: 121). However， generally， the definition of style 

could be grouped into two categories depending on its focus of attention. One 

category is the addresser's attitude; the other， a specific realization of language. For 

the former， one representative is Marouzeau. For him， style is， as reflected in the 

choice，‘l'attitude que prend l'usager， ecrivant ou parlant， vis-a-vis du materiel que la 

langue lui fournit' (‘the attitude which the user takes， writing or speaking， with 

respect to the material that the language provides him'). Marouzeau (1946: 14) 

German linguist Spitzer (1948: 158) represents the other 側 egory:¥..lamise en 

田uvre methodique des elements fournis par la langue' (‘the methodical 

implementation of elements provided by the language'). However， Fowler's (1987) 

and Wales' (2001) concept of 

‘style'， as a mode of expression at which linguistic forms and non-linguistic 

conditions meet， 

as 1 quoted above， is an intermediate definition for this long-used term.‘A mode of 

expression' signifies a linguistic form in which the user's a仕切deis reflected， thus 

this is a combination ofMarouzeau's and Spitzer's definitions. For the study of ‘s句rle'， 

we should start our discussion from the classical era. 

Among the people of ancient Greece， sザlisticstrategies were all the object of 

rhetoric. According to Guiraud (1955: 10) 
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‘L'ensemble des procedes de style etait chez les Anciens l'objet d'une etude 
speciale， la rhetorique qui est un art du langage， une technique du langage considere 
commeun art¥ 

(The set of stylistic processes were for the Ancient people the subject of the special field of 
study， rhetoric， which is血eart of language and a technique of treating language田 anart¥)

Guiraud (1955: 10) 

The first theoretician of stylistics was Aristotle (384-322 BC) 4 and for him there was 

another stylistics-related discipline， poetics. Considering the fact that today's stylistics 

deals mainly with the language of literature， poetics should also be ca11ed one origin 

of stylistics: 

Rhetoric: The art ofusing language ‘in such a manner as to impress the hearers and 
influence them for or against a certain course of action' (Aristotle: Art of Rhetoric， 
‘Introduction'， xi) 

Poetics:に.attemptto scrutinize poetry in a systematic and analytic manner -
beginning， ••• from what are taken to be the most fundamental propositions about 
the field of enquiry .ぺ developingan argument whose main stages are carefully 
signaled...; and striving， ••• to make the connections between its basic tenets and its 
individual judgements as tight as possible' . 

(Aristotle: Poetics，‘Introducti on'， 6-7) 

At the time of the Middle Ages， according to Guiraud (1955: 11)， rhetoric， together 

with grammar and dialectics， became one ofthe three liberal arts subjects (the trivium 

of grammar， logic and rhetoric) ofhigher education. 

The 19th and 20th centuries saw a rise of stylistic theories based on the science of 

language， or modem linguistics. Two major lines of stylistics starting from Humboldt 

are the Croce (Italian)ー Vossler(German) and the-Saussure (Swiss) -Bally σrench). 

Later formalist (Sklovskij) and structuralist (Jakobson) theories arose. English and 

American stylistics also flourished， including Halliday's Cohesion theory in English， 

[4] In this section， to give a glimpse of a period ofhistory， some key philosophers and linguists are 
given their life span. 
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to be followed by Semino and Short's computer-assisted co中usstylistics. 

In the following， 1 will examine major scholars of s勿listicsfrom the 19th cen加ry

on in more detail. 

At the beginning of the 19th century a German linguist and philosopher， Wilhelm 

von Humboldt described functional stylistics in his book Uber die Verschiedenheit 

des menschlichen争rachbaues，published in 1876. And it was Humboldt who must be 

credited with identifying the two facets of language， ergon (a finished product) and 

energeia (a creating process) (‘Sie (=the language) selbst ist kein Werk (Ergon)， 

sondern eine Thatichkeit (sic) (Energeia)' (‘It is no work (Ergon)， but an activity 

(Energeiα)')但umboldt1876: 56)). According to him， language was not a static 

product but rather a productive activity. Humboldt also held th剖 thestructure of a 

language parallels the folk culture of its speaker. 

From this dichotomy， ergon and energeia， two major lines of stylistics were 

developed: one is the Saussure-Bally line and the other is Vossler-Spitzer line in由e

first half ofthe 20th century. The former takes the course of analysis as follows: 

general → collective (→ individual) 

Bally did not include the individual into his stylistics. On the other hand， the latter 

takes a different course of analysis: 

individual → collective (→general) 

In these two tendencies of stylistic studies， we should keep in mind that there is no 

distinction between the literary and non-literary. (As 1 stated above， this distinction 

becomes important for later discussion in 2.2.2， 2.3 and in Chapter 3.) 
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Ferdinand de Saussure， who developed Humboldt's theory in the direction of 

structuralism， distinguished langue (the system of rules and conventions) from parole 

(its use in particular instances) and Charles Bally， working under the supervision of de 

Saussure， developed his own descriptive stylistics. In Bally's view， stylistics should 

describe relationships between events and their verbal expressions in one language， 

and examine rules that the language should obey to express thoughts and feelings in 

all the forms. Thus， his stylistics is also called expressive s句rlistics.

Bally conceived stylistics as an extension of Saussure's linguistics applied to the 

field of the expressive s句rlisticfacts. Thus when he studies s守les，he extends the 

concept of langue down to the utmost bottom level of the scale， but never goes into 

the level of parole. He stops analysis before getting down into that level. At the last 

level of langue comes literary language; however， Bally's stylistics only describes the 

verbal facts and does not go into the sphere of individual psychology that produced 

the facts. Bally's descriptive s句rlisticsthus deals with such phenomena in language as 

present in a system， or with the facts that are not confined to individual use. One 

example from Bally (1952: 59-60): 

- Une lettere， pere Azan? 

- Oui， Monsieur， ca vient de Paris. 

n etait tout fier que ca vint de Paris， ce brave pere Azan; moi pas， etc. 

On sent que l'interlocuteur de pere Azan a ete frappe， comme le lecteur， de la 

forme cαvIent et qu'il veut lui en laisser la responsabilite (il etait tout fier que cα 

vInt); c'est que cette syntaxe est le symbole d'une culture imparfaite; en l'entendant， 

on s'apercoit que celui qui l'emploie doit etre un homme du peuple ou un paysan， et 

elle provoque un sentiment ou un jugement de valeur portant， non sur les choses 
dites， mais sur celui qui les dit. 
..celle-ci (=la stylistique) ne s'y attache que si l'expression entendue symbolise 

un milieu social (par exemple le peuple)， ou une forme determinee ou generale de la 
vie， ainsi un age (par exemple l'enfance)， ou une forme speciale de pensee (par 
exemple la pensee scientifique). 
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( -a le口:er，Azan father'! 
ーYes，Sir， it c佃 lefrom Paris. 
He was very proud出atit came from Paris， this honest Father Azan; me not， etc. 

One feels that the interlocutor of F ather Azan was s加 ck，like the reader， by the form 'ca vient 
de Paris' and that he wants to leave Father Azan the responsibility for it (he was very proud that 
‘ca vint'); this syntax is a symbol ofunlearnedness; by hearing it， one feels出atthe user must be 
a man of lower classes or a peasant， and the phrase causes a value judgment relating， not on the 
things said， but to the one who says it. 

…stylistics concerns由isexpression only when it symbolizes a social background (for 
example， the people)， or a given or general form of life， thus an age (白rexample， chi凶 ood)，or
a special form of thought (品rexample，血escientific thought)). 

Bally (1952: 59-60) 

Bally's stylistics is thus also called the stylistics of langue. 

Bally' students， Jules Marouzeau and Marcel Cressot， followed him by expanding 

Bally's narrow concept for stylistics. These two successors of Bally analyzed the 

written styles of literature as Bally did for the spoken language. Bally (1963: 29) had 

argued that only spoken language is the reliable manifestation ofthe language: 

Quant a la langue parlee， dans le sens restreint du mot， c. a d. la langue de la 
COllvers，αtiOll ou expressioll familiere， il faut se garder d'y voir un mode 
d'expression id句1，une langue deduite par abstraction des tendances generales du 
langage; c'est au contraire une realisation concrete de ces tendances， c'est la seule 
langue reelle et vivante qui existe. 

(As for the spoken language， in the restricted sense of the word， namely， the language of 
conversation or familiar expression， it is necessary to be car志向1not to see there a mode of ideal 
expression， a language deduced by abs甘actionof the general tendencies of the language; it is on 
the con回1)'a concrete realization ofthese tendencies， it is the only real and living language that 
exists.) 

Bally (1963: 29) (original italics) 

Expanding Bally's concept，乱1arouzeau(1969) and Cressot (1947) completed the 

stylistics of one written language， that is， the stylistics ofwritten French. 

Heymann Steinthal， German philologist and philosopher， and Wilhelm Wundt， 

German psychologist and physiologist， both， following Humboldt's theory， 

developed a psychological study of language， implying parallelism between ideas 
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and the language. The former developed his stylistics in his Eineleitung in die 

Psychologぜeundや'rachwissensch祈， 1881， on the assumption that style as personal 

and artificial forms appeared in literature depending on logical forms of thought 

(Steinthal 1881: 450). In his争'rachgeschichteund争rαchpsychologie，1901， Wundt 

argued for the paraIIel relations between language and folk psyche from the 

standpoint of folk psychology， and for the two types of Iinguistic structures， that is， 

'attributiv' and ‘pradikativ'， respectively based on 'gegenstandIiches Denken' 

(‘objective， relational thinking') and ‘zustandliches Denken' (‘stational thinking') 

(Wundt 1901: 447). He cIaims that in Homer many paratactic sentences are used， 

which is best suited for describing events objectively and relationaIIy and indicates 

the Greek psyche (Wundt 1901: 312). 

Another philologist inf1uenced by Humboldt was KarI、'ossler.Vossler， under the 

inf1uence of aesthetics of Croce， established his linguistic aesthetics. He developed 

his stylistics of aesthetics on the basis of an idealism that linguistic expressions are 

assumed pure creations by an individuaI. 

So， as 1 stated above， there were two lines of stylistic tradition: the 

Humboldt-Saussure-BaIIy line (general → coIIective (→ individuaI)) and the 

Humboldt-Croce-Vossler line (individual → coIIective (→generaI)). 

Against the positivists who deal with language like an object， Vossler based his 

theory of language on Croce's aesthetics. Language， he thought， was the mental act 

and recognized work of aesthetic creation at aII the levels of sound， form， and syntax. 

The Latin synthetic forms (cases， the passive， the fu旬re)，for example， are 

supplanted by Romance analytic forms because of expressive necessity， Vossler 

maintains (1925: 66). Vossler argues for ‘man nach starkeren， eindeutigen 

Ausdrucken des WoIIens， des SoIIens， des Mussens trachtete' (people began to seek 
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stronger， clear expressions of the Wollens， the Sollens， the Mussens). He stresses 

what is now called grammaticalizaton as a result of individual stylistic changes 

leading to convention. 

Den Sprachgebrauch， insofem er individuelle Schopfung ist， betrachtet die Stilistik. 
Der inductive Weg aber fuhrt vom Individuellen zum Allgemeinen， vom Einzelfall 
zur Konvention. Nicht umgekehrt. Also erst Stilistik， dann Syntax! 

(百lestylistics regards the linguistic usage，江 itis individual creation. The inductive way， 

however， leads from the individual one to the general one， from the individual case to the 
convention. Not in reverse. Thus only stylistics，白ens戸ltax!)

(Vossler 1904: 16) 

For Vossler， style is ‘individueller geistiger Ausdruck' (individual mental expressions) 

(Vossler 1904: 16) which trigger historical grammatical changes. 

Though Leo Spitzer is grouped together with Vossler (‘la linguistique id句listede 

l' ecole Vossler-Spitzer' (the idealistic linguistics of the Vossler-Spitzer school) 

(Guiraud 1955: 64))， this linguist tried to harmonize the two tendencies in stylistics， 

Bally's positivism and Vossler's idealism， in his studies of literary texts， saying 

‘mochte ich einen positiven Idealismus oder idealistischen Positivismus verfechten' (1 

wish to defend a positive idealism or a idealistic positivism) (Spitzer 1961:氾).

Spitzer st問 ssesthe inductive-deductive nature ofthe steps to be taken for the siylistic 

analysis that consists in carrying out to and from between the philological details and 

the text under consideration as a whole. Flaubert， for example， often uses phrases like 

the following: a neologism apalir (‘to fade gradually')， instead of usual palir (‘to 

fade') because 'apalir mit seinem Prafix a-druckt Annaherung an einen Zustand aus' 

(‘呼7alirwith its prefix a-expresses approach to a condition') (Spitzer 1961: 8)， 

ir-verbs like pourrir‘to rot'， palir‘to fade') because ‘die ir-Verba drucken ein 

Werden aus' (‘the ir-verbs express a gradual change')， and s'irradier (‘to irradiate 
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themselves')， a neologism made after s'echapper‘escape' (Spitzer 1961: 9). Spitzer 

asks himself: What artistic intention made one to use these grammatically specific 

phrases. His answer is: 

...im Dienste des >>faire du reel ecrit<<， wie Flaubert selbst sagte， im Dienste 
desselben >>Dynamismus<< oder der >>description en mouvement<<， ...， der 
Wiedergabe der dynamischen Intensitaten durch den Stil， einer Art abgeleiteten 

Lautmalerei， die den Vorga昭 derAuf3enwelt sprachlich po市計iert:ein ahnlicher 
Effekt wie das Partizip in il vit la carriole s 'eloignant zum Ausdruck fur 
allmahliches Entschwinden! Flaubert hat sich sprachliche Mittel geschaffen， um 
Dampfung der Realitat， ein Decrescendo却 malen，wobei er nur Keime， die in der 
Volkssprache bereit lagen， zu entwickeln brauchte. 

(‘in the service of出e>>fa廿youreel ecrit<< (‘to make writing real')， as Flaubert said himself， in 
the service of the same >>Dynamismusα(‘dynamism ') or the >>description en mouvement<< 
(‘description moving ')，…， the reproduction of the dynamic intensities by the style， a kind of 
derived onomatopoeia which portrays linguistically the process of the outside world: a similar 
effect 1注ethe participle in il vit la carriole s切o砲nant('he sees the cart moving away') to the 
expression for gradual disappearing! Flaubert has created linguistic means to paint the damping 
of the reality， a Decrescendo， when he needed only the buds ready in the people's language to 
develop.') 

(Spitzer 1961: 9) 

These Flauberian verbs th剖 Spitzerdiscussed (apalir， pourrir and s'irradier) all have 

a gradual change as their core meaning. Spitzer goes so far as to claim that Flaubert's 

use of these verbs is motivated by a desire to illustrate the mode of change actually 

taking place in the story. In this case， one s句rlisticeffect is realized by three 

grammatical uses of the verb， on the basis of the stylistic and the grammatical 

mteractlons. 

One who refused to take a psychological method in his studies of romance 

languages was Eugen Lerch， a Vossler student. In Lerch (1930: 22)， instead， did a 

‘historische' (‘historical ')， as well as‘おthetische'('aesthetical') and /‘soziale' 

(‘social')， explanation in his style studies. According to him， the form of er frug in 

German， for example， did not go out of use because ‘die starken Praterita 

altertumlicher und daher edler klingen als die schwachen' ('the strong preterits sound 
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more ancient and therefore nobler than the weak (er fragte)'). (Lerch 1930: 22) 

On the basis of Wundt's血eory，those who attempted style studies of one language 

are Fritz Strohmeyer， Max Deutschbein and Philipp Aronstein. 

Strohmeyer devotes himself to the stylistic study of epithets. According to 

Strohmeyer (1924: 91-97)， the emotion is expressed in only one word or in only one 

word group solidified， while the proposal is the expression of a reflection. Thus 

Strohmeyer saw a single idea in the pre-posed adjective and its modified noun， while， 

to the post-posed adjective， he saw the value of a proposal. He collects examples in 

French， whether formal or informal， comparing them with German counte中artsand 

a抗emptsto obtain a Gesamtbild ('an overall view') ofthe language. 

Unlike Lerch who took a historical， as well as an aesthetic， approach to styles， the 

stylistics ofDeutschbein is psychological in his approach. For example， 

Um also der Eigenheit eines sprachlichen Phanomens einen besonderen 
sprachlichen Ausdruck zu geben (meist herbeigefuhrt durch starke 
Gefuhlserregung)， wahlt die Sprache die stilistisch wertvollere Form， z. B. das 
Abstraktum oder das substantivierte Adjektivum. Man vgl. z. B.: 

a) in der dunklen Nacht verlor er den Weg 
b) in der Dunke1heit der N acht. . . 
c) im Dunkel der Nacht. . . 

σ'0 give a special linguistic expression to the peculiarity of a linguistic phenomenon (mostly 
caused by strong feeling of excitement)， the language chooses the stylistically more valuable 
form， e.g.出eabs住actsubst加 tiveor the substantivized adjective. Compare the following: 

a) in der dunklen Nacht verlor er den Weg (in the dark night he lost the way) 
b)血derDunkelheit der N acht... (in the darkness of the night...) 
c) im Dunkel der Nacht... (in the dark of the night...)) 

Deutschbein (1932: 108) 

According to Deutschbein， through this process abstract substantives like ‘choice'， 

‘dainty'，‘commonplace'， and ‘cheap' became adjectives. They lost their stylistic 

value because their use became stereotyped. 

Aronstein (1926) claims that， to examine characters of the English language， it is 
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necessary to observe its individual peculiarities， and this is most successful by 

comparing English with other languages. He， therefore， does a comparative study of 

English and German. He argues that personification is less often used in English than 

in German， which is caused by English people's character that prefers objective of 

view ofthings. Look at the following extract from Aronstein (1926: 11): 

Der Satz‘Ein prachtiger Buchenwald nahm ihn auf' (Hauff，‘Das Bild des Kaisers') 
konnte English sehr wohl ubersetzt werden: A forest of mα'gllificent beeches 
received him. Ein .solcher Ausdruck wurde aber nicht wie im Deutschen sachlich 
sein， sondem poetisch，‘'jlowe1)ぺwieder Englander klingen. Der englische 
Ubersetzer (M.A. Faber， Tauchnitz Collection of German Authors， vo1. 11， p. 160) 
sagt deshalb prosaisch: He entered a forest of magnificent beeches. Die englische 
Sprache， nicht der einzelne sprechende Englander， ist weniger poetisch als die 
deutsche; sie neigt weniger zur Belebung des Leblosen， zur Personifikation， sie 
S拍包tsich weniger als diese auf Anschauung und Phantasie und mehr auf die kuhle 
reflektierende Betrachtung. 

(‘The sentence ‘Ein prachtiger Buchenwald nahm ihn auf' (Hauff，‘Das Bild des Kaisers ') could 
very probably be translated into English: AJorest oJmagn折centbeeches received him. However， 
such an expression would be not出 poetic出 inGerman essentiaIIy， but it sounds 'flowery' to 
Englishmen. The English translator (M.A. Faber， Tauchnitz CoIIection of German Authors， voI. 
11， p. 160) says， therefore， prosaically: He entered aJorest oJmagni.ficent beeches. The English 
language， not the individual speaking Englishman， is less poetic出anthe German; she incIines 
less to the stimulation of血eIifeless， to the personification， it relies less on opinion and fantasy 
出anon the cool reflecting view¥) 

Aronstein (1926: 11) 

Aronstein (1926: 4) defines stylistics as follows: 

Die Stilistik in diesem Sinne betrachtet also die Sprache als Organ und Ausdruck 

der Geistesorganisation eines Volkes und umfaf3t alle ihre Erscheinungen， soweit 
sie diese widerspiegeln. 

(‘百lestylistics in this sense looks at the language倍加 organand expression of the mind 
organization of a people and covers aII its phenomena， as f:紅白血eyreflect this¥) 

Aronstein (1926: 4) 

While the Romance countries were mainly influenced by Bally's descriptive 
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町listicsand Germany by Vossler-Spitzer's idealistic and individual stylistics， a new 

literary movement known as formalism developed in Russia at the beginning of the 

20出 C印刷ry.

The trends of stylistics in the 19th century could be grouped into the two main 

streams as 1 stated above: (1) from the grammatical， through the collective， down to 

the individual; (2) from the individual， through the collective up to the grammatical. 

Adding the Idealistic stylistics， as well as several other recent trends in stylistics， to 

Weber's (1996: 88) tree diagram of the history of stylistics， we obtain an overall view 

of the history of stylistics from the point when this term became widely used: 

Fonnal~ 

(Jakobson) 

Stylistics 

S紅uc旬ralsty listics 

/但ally)¥¥¥

Idealistic sty listics 
(Vossler， Spitzer) 

Objectivist 

Functionalist Pragmatic Cognitive 
但alli白y，Fowler) (Short， Pratt)σreeman， Stockwell) 

丹gure1 

Brief history of stylistics 

At the tum of出e20th cen加ry，with the development of linguistics， stylistics 

started to show a systematic development from rhetoric， especially，‘elocutio' (Wales 

2001: 372). Fowler argues that stylistics was established as an academic field with the 

development of linguistics in血e20th cenωry. 

百ledevelopment of stylistics in the 20th century falls roughly into two periods. In 

the first half of the 20th cen卸ry，it developed in continental Europe， in the latter half， 

in Britain and America. 
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As stated above， in the first half of the century， the representative traditions of 

stylistics were Bally's and 、Tossler-Spitzer's.The latter half of the century began with 

the rise of descriptive linguistics in America and the subsequent rise of stylistics there. 

This period is within the scope of our contemporary stylistics and I wi1l discuss it in 

contrast with usage studies (style studies in a wider sense) in the next sub-section 

(2.2.2) because I wi1l distinguish the two fields in the discussion of methodological 

framework in Chapter 3. 

The rise and the out1ine ofthe varieties ofthe contemporary stylistics are as follows. 

In 1959， T.A. Sebeok opened a conference on style studies at Indiana University and 

the resu1ts were published in T. A. Sebeok (ed.) Style in Language in 1960. Weber 

(1996) includes several representative stylistic approaches that developed after this 

Indiana conference. An epoch-making article included in Sebeok's Style in Languαrge 

above is Jakobson's‘Poetics and Linguistics'， the retrospect of the 1959 conference. 

In the 1960s， a leading linguistic theory was generative grammar， in the 1970s and the 

1980s， discourse analysis and pragmatics offered effective methods for stylistic 

analysis. Stylistics in the 1970s was also influenced by a literary theory th剖 placed

emphasis more upon the reader than on the text (e.g. Fish's (1980) affective stylistics 

and Iser's (1974) reception theory). In more recent years， cognitive linguistics has 

developed and this branch of linguistics along with relevance theory， a part of the 

former， has contributed great1y to stylistics (Werth 1999， Pilkington 2000， Sperber & 

Wilson 1995). In 1997， the 17th annual conference of an association for stylistics 

named the Poetics and Linguistics Association (P ALA) was held at Nottingham Trent 

University， UK.5 The conference tit1e was ‘New Rhetoric'. At the conference， Ronald 

Carter emphasized the cognitive aspect in stylistic studies， and summarized recent 

[5] The Poetics and Linguistics Association (PALA)，田 thename shows， aims at combining 
literary and linguistic approaches to style. 
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developments as:‘PAST 20 years - sociolinguistic-driven (discourse grammar) vs. 

PRESENT - psychologically-driven (poetics of mind)¥ 

In the following， 1 will examine the position of stylistics at the present time 

comparing usage studies， a sザlisticsin the wider sense. 

2.2.2 A synchronic review 0/ stylistics: in compαrison with usage studies 

As the sources of na加ralusage become more available with the coming of the 

computer age， the literary texts are being given a position of single register distinct 

from natural verbal sources like newspaper， letters or telephone conversation. What 

field does stylistics cover now? Though Bally emphasized the importance of spoken 

texts， these source differences have not been considered so much until now. Below 1 

will discuss the difference between stylistics and studies of natural usage. 

Wales defines usage studies as follows: 

As a singular noun， usage is the generallinguistic practice at any period oftime in 
speech and writing of a speech-community. 

(Wales 2001: 401) 

In a word， the goal of usage studies is to describe formal fea加resin a verbal text as 

part of the linguistic custom of a certain language community. For instance， it is rare 

for several adjectives to come ahead of a noun (‘the cold grey water') and such a 

usage is characteristic of advertisements， brochures， and fashion journalism何Tales

2001: 8). In stylistics， such fronting ('the cold grey water') or postpositioning ('the 

water cold and grり，')of adjectives is a question of stylistics as long as this appears in 
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a literary text， that is， as long as it has literary significance in the text， and it is 

discussed from the standpoint ofthe author's style and the style ofthe text as pa此 ofa

certain literary group. If the linguistic feature in the text is viewed as the reflection of 

a community or a time in socie句r，then those linguistic fea加resare a subject for usage 

studies， not stylistics. In Milton's Paradise Lost or Paradise Regained， there appears a 

phrase ‘batt1e proud' (Paradise Lost， Book 1， 43)，6 a case of postpositioning of an 

adjective. This is a phrase influenced by Latin. The tit1e ofthese books has a formula 

ofNP + Past Participle. The ‘Lost' and ‘Regained' are placed after the noun not as a 

participial adjective， or rather， syntactically， they are the same usage as‘Kennedy 

Shot; Condition Critical' used in a newspaper headline in modem English. That is， 

like ‘Shot'in‘Kennedy Shot'， 'Lost' and ‘Regained' are of predicative use. But either 

form took a different development process. The form of ‘Paradise Lost' reflects the 

style called neoclassical style based on the participle of classical Latin and Greece that 

became popular during the Renaissance. Other examples of this kind are Shelly' s 

‘Prometheus Unbound' in the 19th cenωryor‘Batman Unmasked' in present-day 

usage. In present-day usage， the a司jectiveis usually placed before the noun as in‘The 

Lost World'， though the meaning of‘Lost' is different from that of‘Paradise Lost'. 

As to the example ofthe postposed participial adjective， in Milton's work，‘armed' in 

‘And to the fierce contention brought along / Innumerable force of spirits armed / 

That durst dislike his reign …(italics mine) (Paradise Lost， Book 1，. 100-103).‘Lost' 

m ‘Paradise Lost' and ‘Regained' in‘Paradise Regained' are different from the use of 

‘armed'. In Milton， the participial adjective would be preposed due to the metrical 

reasons as m‘… has regained lost Paradise (Paradise Regained， Book IV， 608) 

The question of such preposition or postposition of an adjective is of stylistics as 

[6]百letext used is 1. Milton (2003 [1667]) John Milton: the mザOrbooks (Oxford worId classics) 
(Oxford: Oxford Uni¥'ersity Press). 
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long as it occurs in a literary text - therefore， the usage is related to literary 

evaluation -， and it is discussed in terms of the author's style， the style of the text， 

the style of the group to which the text belongs. The usage will be discussed in the 

field of usage studies if it is treated as a reflection of a linguistic feature specific to a 

certain group in society or to a certain period. However， there is no room for either 

stylistics and usage studies when it comes to the agreement of subject and verb 

because there occurs no questions of choice. Such a matter is treated in grammar. 

Thus， there can be three combinations as to the field in which a certain expression 

is treated. They are: (1) an exp日ssionis treated only in stylistics， (2) an expression 

that has been treated in the field of s句rlisticsis also discussed in the filed of usage 

studies， and (3) an expression is examined only as a feature of social usage. 

The following is one of Leopold Bloom's lines in James Joyce's Ulysses. The 

italicized part needs attention. In this passage， Leopold Bloom is feeling that the way 

of eating of a hungry man is like that of an angry man: 

‘Chump chop from the grill. Bolting to get it over. Sad booser' s eyes. Bitten off 
more than he can chew. Am 1 like that? See ourselves as others see us. Hungry man 
is an angry man. Working tooth andjaw. Don't! O! A bone!' 

(Joyce Ulysses， 169) (italics mine/ 

According to Staten (1997)， Ulysses is a work where physical and verbal 

‘decomposition' is described. 

…the digestive pro∞ss is a fonn of decomposition， and in one sense Ulysses is a stomach 
or tomb in which Ianguage breaks dO"TI into its constituent units一…mimesisぉ曲e
isomorphism between t¥¥'o decompositionaI series， one involving Ianguage and the other the 
body. 

(Staten 1997: 380-392) 

[7] The citation is from 1. Joy∞(1992 [1934]) UIJ回目(NewYork:百leModern Library). 
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The passage，‘Hungry man is an angry man'， is where both types of decomposition 

are manifested. First of all，‘hungry' is a word that is related with ‘digestion / 

decomposition' in the act of eating. How about the verbal aspect?‘Hungry man is an 

angry man' is originally from a proverb ‘A hungry man is an angry man'. In Ulysses， 

the first indefinite article‘a' is omitted. Or we should say that the article is not 

realized， because， in Joyce's stream of consciousness， the language in the state prior 

to the goveming of the language rules is described， and the uncertain state of body 

and language is expressed. In this passage from Ulysses， the noun phrase does not 

have an article as in a telegram or in a newspaper headline. 

This passage of‘Hungry man is an angry man' seems to be following the style of 

an inner monologue of Leopold Bloom. This is an expression which is stylistically 

significant in Joyce's context. Such a s句rlisticfeature that is only significant to a 

certain author - here the feature is zero article that expresses decomposition and / or 

uncertain st蹴 ofbody and language before its definite shape - can be an object of 

stylistics， but not of usage studies. However， if zero article is discussed in relation 

with the register like telegraph or a newspaper headline， this verbal feature is treated 

in usage studies. In addition， in the case in which the expression of zero article is 

more widely accepted beyond Ulysses and gives birth to a similar expression， the 

verbaI feature becomes more the subject ofusage studies. This is just as in the case in 

which with analogy of a proverb of‘No pain， no gain'，‘No organs and no music' and 

'No ID and no way' are created. These phrases are all discussed in usage studies. 

An expression used in a literary text Iike CharIes Dickens'‘in short' (Kawai 1984: 

62-69) is significant in the Iiterary work as well as in usage studies. In this case， the 

approach from both sides， that is， stylistics and usage studies， become possible. In 
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stylistics， when Micawber in David Coppeポeldhesitates to say something and only 

says this idiomatic phrase， for instance， and this hesitation， as a result， shows th剖 this

person cannot understand the situation accurately. To approach this sort of literary 

significance， it is necessary to exceed the definition of ‘in short' in OED as‘A 

summary statement'. On the other hand， in usage s加dies，this phrase will be examined 

in relation with other similar phrases like ‘briefly'and ‘concisely' : 

short B….1. With prepositions， forming adverbial phrases. a. in short....: briefly， 
concisely. From the 18th c. onwards used only as parenthetical phrase， introducing 
or accompanying a summary statement ofwhat has been previously said. 

(OED sho此B.1.)

How about the 'after' in the following? This is a phrase of a tabloid newspaper 

discussed by Walter Nash， former Professor， Nottingham University， in the 17th 

annual conference of the above-mentioned Poetics and Linguistics Association 

(pALA)， 1997. Here， a preposition ‘after' is used， which shows development in time， 

instead of the preposition for cause and result. He argued that this is a feature of the 

tabloid newspaper: 

A young tennis star has been zapped after developing‘Nintendo elbow' from 
playing too many computer games. 

Nash (1997) (italics mine) 

In this passage， a preposition ‘after' that shows a time order instead of the 

prepositional phrase (for instance，‘due to' and ‘because of) that shows the causal 

relation is used in order to describe that the player has been defeated at tennis by 

playing too much Nintendo Wii Sports Tennis. According to Nash， this is one of the 

‘stylistic' features of a tabloid newspaper. However， if we follow the definition that， 

m a narrow sense，‘stylistics' covers distinct expressions in a literary text， the case of 
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‘after' is not one that is to be discussed in the field of stylistics， but in usage studies， 

or‘stylistics' in the wider sense. 

As the last example above shows， the term s句rlisticsis sometimes so widely used as 

to cover the area of usage studies， causing an overlap of the two fields. (Crystal & 

Davy 1969; Bex 1996) In this case， a term ‘general stylistics' is appropriate as a term 

to cover the whole repertoire of language varieties in a context. Stylistics in this sense 

treats so wide a range that it becomes more like sociolinguistics. 

Formal stylistics as advanced by those such as Jakobson (1960) who regard‘均le

as an inherent property ofthe text' (Weber 1996: 2) does not assume that this feature 

is inherent only in a literary text: 

The poetic function is not the sole function of verbal art but only its dominant， 
determining function， whereas in all other verbal activities it acts as a subsidiary， 
accessory constltuent. 

(Jakobson 1960: ) 

Thus their formal stylistics deals with both categories， literary and non-literary. For 

the aesthetics of the Prague linguists， I will examine in detail in the discussion of the 

bottom-up approaches in 2.3.1. 

From the latter half of the 1970s to the first half of the 1980s， the trend of s旬listics

has changed from the extraction of the language form in the work objectively (e.g. 

formalist 均 listicsby Roman Jakobson) to 均 listicanalyses which take into 

consideration the context (e.g. functional sザlistics，affective s句rlistics，pragmatic 

stylistics， criticallinguistics， cognitive stylistics). 

The major advocator of functionalist stylistics is， of course， Halliday (1996). 

Fowler (1981)， who uses the framework of Halliday's systemic-functional grammar 

for his linguistic criticism can be said also to be a functionalist (Taylor & Toolan 
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1996: 89). As an example of stylistic analysis， Halliday (1996: 71) c1aimed th剖

William Golding's The lnheritors effectively uses‘c1auses of action， location or 

mental process¥the last of which ‘is expressed by a finite verb in simple past tense' 

and almost 'all of the action c1auses describe simple movements (turn，げse，hold， 

reach， throw forward， etc.)'， creating a Neanderthal wor1dview that dominates the 

novel. Halliday's systemic stylistics for the analysis ofboth highly valued literary and 

everyday texts belongs to the second group whose method can be applied to both 

literary and non-literary languages. According to Fowler (1996: 200)， who advocates 

critical stylistics， we understand reality through the language. And the language that 

mediates between reality and our experience is not neutral but it has its own values， 

that is， it is ideologically coloured; therefore， it is possible to discern the ideology by 

analysing the language. Thus he analyzes both literary language like that of George 

Orwell and non-literary language like the language in the news σowler 1991).8 

Other functional stylisticians are Hausenblas (1993) and Chloupek (1993). 

Hausenblas (1993: 52-53) sees the structure of communication in which ‘conveyance 

and exchange of information' is achieved in a literary text and argues that‘thematic 

means' are “‘carried" by linguistic means， [and] constitute a higher level of the 

semantic structure of communication'. Hausenblas is different from Halliday and 

Fowler， neither of whom posits the higher level of semantic structure. This sort of 

higher level of structure is essential in my functional approach to literature and 1 wi1l 

discuss my version in detail in Chapter 3. As Chloupek (1993: 113) defines 

[8] According to Fowler (1987)， the object area of stylistics co-extends with白紙 ofliterary 
criticism and mostly deals with a literary text: 

The term ‘stylistics' or‘linguistic s匂'Iistics'has come to designate加 yanalytic s刷dyof 
literatur忘れ，-hichuses出econ∞ptsand techniques ofmodem linguistics，... 

(Fowler 1987: 238) 
百lisdoes not mean Fowler limits his style studies to literature， because he uses his method for 
出eanalysis of new language. Thus his stylistics deals with both the literary and the 
non-literary language. 
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‘functional styles' as‘relatively established sets of means of expression intended for 

the basic function of communication'， Hausenblas claims that‘the motive of sharing 

grief which is an essential component of a letter or telegram of condolence'， for 

example， could be expressed by various linguistic means and some of them are 

established. If we may call this type of functional styles as conventional， we need to 

examine non-conventional， or author-specific， functional styles， too. This is my 

discussion in Chapter 3. 

A branch of stylistics closely related with the concept of‘functional' is literary 

pragmatics， for the concept of politeness， for example， cannot be achieved without the 

expression's function in a certain context， used for different pu叩oseson different 

occasions (Sell 1991a: 223). Thus， Sell examines Tennyson's poems and claims that 

由eyare written in excessive deference to his contemporaries. Pagnini's (1987) 

approach considers both formal semiotics like Eco's and the extra-textual context. 

Therefore， he discusses both ‘the“subject" of semiotics' and ‘the real subject' 

(Pagnini 1987: 9). 

One of由eaffective stylisticians is， according to Weber (1996)， Fish. Affective 

s句rlisticsis part of literary criticism called ‘reader-response criticism'. For affective 

stylisticians， the literary text that is formally self-sufficient doesぜtexist. It only 

becomes a text when it is read.σish assumes that the reading experience is identical 

for all readers. But Iser (1974)， an exponent of ‘the theory of aesthetic response'， 

departs from Fish's affective stylistics in that different readers fill the gaps in a text in 

different ways.) 

In computational stylistics， the researchers count the frequency of distinct， ordinary 

or rare words to detect a certain author's writing style. This stylistics includes such 

researches as ‘The distribution of the ーか adverb in Dickens: prolegomena to 
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computational stylistics' (Tabata 2003)， Illvestigatillg Dickens' style :αcollocational 

αnalysis (Hori 2004)， which is an excellent integration of the philological approach 

(such as Yamamoto 2003) and computational stylistics (such as Tabata 2003). To this 

we should add the co中ussザlisticsof Semino & Short 2004. 

As to cognitive stylistics based on cognitive linguistics， the first th剖 shouldbe cited 

are Fowler (1986)， who that discussed the pioneering idea of ‘mind style' prior to the 

cognitive approach， Semino & Culpeper (2002)， Stockwell (2002)， and Boase・Beier

(2003， 2004a， b， c). These are all stylistics in the narrow sense that deals with literary 

style. In the field ofthe cognitive usage studies， Sperber & Wilson (1995) and Carston 

(2002)， the advocators of relevant theory， are making a great contribution to the 

examination of natural language. In pedagogical sザlistics，Widdowson (1975) defines 

stylistics as one that bridges literary education and linguistics. Toyota (2001) also 

emphasizes the educational effect of stylistics for literary education， saying that 

stylistics enhances our sensitivity to the language. Saito' s (2000) creative stylistics 

also emphasizes this effect of stylistics. Hughes (1996) and Carter (2004) discuss a 

combination of colloquial style， literary style and style education. This area is a field 

where the stylistics in the wider sense and usage education meet. 

Toyota (1981) argues that style can be examined at each linguistic level， not only at 

the level of word or sentence， and discusses various styles from the level of 

phonology to that of sentence. He places a special emphasis on the s勿leof sound， and 

one chapter of this book is devoted to the stylistic examination of this area. He 

examines how 印刷alclass and regional dialects are reflected in literary works. He 

出usfocuses both on literary and non-literary styles. This approach is part of 

phonostylistics. 

A similar term ‘register' is defined in Wales (2001: 337-338) as the area that deals 
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with systematic linguistic variations for non-literary situations such as advertisements， 

legallanguage， etc. The study of register covers the linguistic areas that血es句rlistics

in the narrow sense (stylistics for literary studies) does not cover. Crystal & Davy 

(1969) use the word ‘stylistics' for the analysis of linguistic areas that‘register' also 

covers. Thus， for Crystal & Davy， stylistics is used in the wide sense. 

How then is stylistics different from criticism in literary studies that also deals with 

similar areas? According to Wales (2001)， the object area of stylistics co-extends with 

that ofliterary criticism: 

In many respects， however， stylistics is close to literary criticism and practical 
cntIcism. 

(Wales 2001: 372) 

In summary， stylistics overlaps with usage studies in that it uses devices in 

linguistics to analyze various style techniques; while， it is different from usage studies 

in that the object of analysis is literary texts. Stylistics overlaps with literary criticism 

m出atit deals with litera加re;while it is different from literary criticism in that it 

takes linguistic approaches. 

2.2.3 Defil1itiol1 0/ two style-related COl1cepts: source 0/ literary siglがcal1ce-

‘message /orm 'and 'messα'ge cOl1text' 

In the previous section， we have seen that the word ‘style' has a wider application 

than ‘均listics¥Theformer covers almost alllinguistic fea加res;while the latter deals 

most1y with linguistic features with literary significance in a literary text. In this 

section， 1 will reorganize the various ideas of ‘style' discussed in Fowler (1987) and 
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Wales (2001) in order to examine what aspect of style past stylistic studies shed light 

upon and， at the same time， what aspect they did not discuss. 

Definitions of ‘Sザle'in Wales (2001: 370-372) are grouped into the following six 

types: 

(1) (1) Style as a MANNER OF EXPRESSION:出iscategory is used for a style of writing or a 
style of speaking: ornate style， comic style， good style， and bad style， etc. 

(11) Style viewed from a SITUATION or 
(a) a REGISTER: in this category， style refers to a systematic variation common to 

a specific non・literarysi卸ation，for instance， common to a verbal genre named 
advertising， legallanguage， and sports comment鉱山 or

(b) a恥1EDIUM，a GENRE or a PERIOD: style of Augustan poe句r，etc. belong to this 
class. 

(111) Style出 aSET OF L町 GUISTICFEATURES at the text level: this category deals with 
stylistic features appearing at the text level: the ‘Style ofKeats's Ode to a Nightingale' and 
the ‘Style of Jane Austen' Emma'; and an author's linguistic style at the language level: 
Miltonic style and Johnsonese style， etc. 

(1V) Style viewed from CHOICE: the following are two variations ofthe same concept: 
(i) Pater passed away last summer 
(ii) My Dad kicked the bucket last summer 

(V) Style viewed田 DEVIATIONfrom a certain verbal norm. In other words， this sense of 
style refers to a text or a language against the common core of a certain age or a whole 
language. In a different text， different dominant features are foregrounded， creating a poetic 
dialect such as血atof Hopkins， of向rlanThomas， and of e.e.commings. 

(VI) Style viewed as commodity: style is market-valued discourse. 

It seems that the classification of the six 町lesabove can be re-grouped into the two 

major categories following the framework of macro-functions in communication 

(Jakobson 1960: 357， Hymes 1968: 117， and Cook 1989: 24-26，1994: 37-40). One is 

to describe individual linguistic fea加resbased on a message form. The other is to 

view style from the message context (for instance， channel， context， participants， etc.) 

in which the message form is placed. Of the six variants of style， 1， 111， IV and V， 

which focus on ‘linguistic features' themselves， belong to the message-form category， 

while 11 belongs to由emessage-context categ町 ((a)REGlSTER is a sort of context; 

(b) MEDIUM refers to a sort of context named ‘channel'; and (c) GENRE is also a 
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context; PERIOD is a context in time， or a historical context). 9 

Thus， it seems possible to dassify roughly the first five variations of style into the 

two categones: 

。)(A) S刷ebased on the message form ((111) is句'picalofthis category)) 
(B) Two varieties of style based on the message context ((11) are representative of 

this type): 
(B)ー1:message-intemal context (= story world) 
(B)・2:message-extemal context (= real world) 

2.3 THE THREE CATEGORIES FOR STYLISTIC ANALYSES 

In the following three sections， 2.3.1， 2.3.2， and 2.3.3， 1 will examine the above three 

style categories， and in 2.4， 1 will present a brief view of an integrated approach which 

combines all these three categories， a detailed discussion of which will be shown in 

司
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2.3.1 Message form-centered， bottom-up approaches (CαtegoryA) 

Not many traditional approaches to literary discourse have attempted to integrate 

pieces of linguistic evidence found in a literary text for the systematic understanding 

ofthe entire text. Most ofthe approaches are descriptive and constructed upon a mere 

collection of characteristic、verbaldevices found in a literary work. 

The Formalists' view ofliterature is representative ofthis approach， which is well 

[9]百lelast VI，‘style viewed as cODllllodity'パvhichwas a new addition In the second edition of 
Wales (200 1)， is a sort of metaphor and this ‘style' does not belong to either categol)' ofmIne. 
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manifested in their analysis of a literary work. It is to look at a literary text as a set of 

devices employed in it， that is， a set of literary techniques‘laid bare'， like a 

self-valuable sound pa悦ern，such devices as placing the preface in the middle of a 

book， the deliberate omission of several chapters and the addition of long digressions 

as in Sterne's Tristram Shandy. In other words， they view litera加reas having a 

characteristic use of language that enhances the reader's awareness of form as form， 

or as particular uses of language that are concerned with the medium of language. 

They thought of the medium-oriented use of language as the differentia of literature. 

In his Theo.ヴザProse，the formalist Viktor Shklovsky discusses ‘estrangement' 

(ostranenie) or‘de-familiarization' as the main device in modernism and in art in 

general (Shklovsky 1990: xviii-xix，ι12). Estrangement is the de-automatization and 

aggravation of perception. In art our attention is long fixed on the work itself because 

it is something unusual. This is also an important device in advertising， in which a 

phrase like ‘MasterCard' or 'Timotei'， for example， is repeated in a normallinguistic 

environment more often than we usually encounter it in our everyday life. The second 

key concept of Formalist criticism is ‘motivation.. .for the threading device' 

(Shklovsky 1990: 69). Shklovs匂(1990:147-170) asserts that， although Sterne's 

Tristram Shandy is not accepted as an ordinary novel， it is a typical novel because the 

authorwas keenly aware ofthe novel's literary forms and filled the work with parody 

and mockery of conventional narrative schemes. 

In Shklovs匂'swords， a literary work is ‘the sum of its devices' (Shklovsky 1990: 

190) wi出 thefunction of making‘perception long and “laborious'" (Shklovsky 1990: 

6). The sum of its stylistic devices is only a surface collection of artistic devices. 

Beyond this approach， however， as Toyota (1981: 186) suggested， we need to go 

白目herinto the system which governs these artistic elements， or which ‘motivates' 
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these surface elements， something beneath the fictional‘story' 10， an idea opposed to 

‘plot' (Tomashevsky 1965: 66-78). 

Tynjaov developed the Formalist view of literature from a mere collection of 

literary devices into one dynamic system. Though his main concern was with surface 

stylistic features， he proposed examining the interrelations of stylistic‘devices'， 

arguing that 

. .. it must be agreed由ata literary work is a system，ぉ isliterature itself... the separate 
elements of a work， such白血ecomposition， style， rhythm， and syn旬xm prose，加d也e
rhythm and semantics in poetry. . . are int国 relatedand interョcting.

(Tynjanov 1978: 67) 

Fowler (1986: 72) cites two theorists in the tradition of Russian Formalism， Jan 

Mukarovsky as a representative of the Prague School poetic theory， and Roman 

Jakobson as ‘the founder of modern linguistic poetics'. They both present， to use 

Fowler's phrase，‘the Mukarovsky -Jakobson theory'. Mukarovsky argues， 

In poetic language foregrounding achieves maximum intensity to the extent of pushing 
communication into the background as the objective of expression and of being used for 
its own sake; it is not used in白eservices of communication， but in order to place in the 
foreground the act of expression， the act of speech itself. 

(Mukaiovsky 1964: 19) 

Jakobson's concept of poetic language shares much with Mukarovsky's. The 

following is Jakobson's view of the literary， or poetic， language that he 

re-conceptualizes based on Buhler's (1965: 28) Organon-Modell and the 

communication theory oflanguage in the 1960s: 

[10] 1 have added the epithet ‘fictional' because we should define Tomashevs1 .. y's 'story'国

something that did not really happen but fictionally occurred in the text. 
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百leset (Einstellung) toward the MESSAGE as such， focus on the message for its own 
sake， is曲ePOETIC function of Ianguage...This function， by promoting the paIpability of 
signs， deepens the fundamentaI dichotomy of signs and objects. 

(Jakobson 1960: 356， Jakobson's itaIics and capitaIization) 

Though they could be grouped together because they share the same idea as to the 

characteristics of literary language， Mukarovsky and Jakobson differ subt1y in their 

emphasis. Mukarovsky's central idea is ‘foregrounding'; Jakobson's is ‘parallelism¥ 

Fowler (1986: 74) terms the central idea of Jakobson's poetics‘parallelism and 

equivalence' . 

Reωrning to the discussion ofMukarovsky， his aesthetic function covers too much 

to get to the core question of what linguistically makes a verbal work a work of art. 

His work in poetics is， like Jakobson's， rooted in a functionalist conception of 

language. His definition of the aesthetic function of language thus resembles 

Jakobson's definition of the poetic function:‘concentration on the linguistic sign 

itself'. Like Jakobson， Mukarovs勾 alsosees the aesthetic as distinct from all the 

other communicative functions. But the major difference in his poetic theory is that 

the aesthetic function organizes the other linguistic functions within a poem. This 

conception of poetry as incorporating the totality of communicative pu叩osesseems to 

come c10ser to grasping the ways in which a poem， as a fusion of linguistic functions， 

functions as a human communication medium. 

In short， their view of poetic language is that foregrounded linguistic signs are 

repeatedly arranged in parallel with each other in a text. In spite of Werth's (1976) 

Chomskyan criticism of Jakobson's idea of repeated， paralleled use of linguistic signs 

mpoe釘y11， my intuition still supports the Mukarovsl寸-Jakobsontheory. criticism of 

[11] Werth (1976: 54)時 ues:
... a telephone directOI)'， for eX3l1lple， will display the most remarkable pattems of repetition 
ms戸 tax， lexical Items and phonology). Obviously the mere e泊stenceof such pattems 
guarantees neither their efIectiveness nor their meaningfulness... Such 1加 guageselects 
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their view of literary language should be directed not to the repeated use of 

foregrounded linguistic signs as an innate characteristic ofliterary language， but to the 

fact th剖 theydid not see any difference in function in their foregrounded， paralleled 

verbal elements in the text in which they occur. One realization of paralleled elements 

could be different in the way they function if， for example， they appear in a different 

part of the text， that is， in a different fictional context. 

When Leech (1981: 36) criticized ‘the search for the mot juste' for good prose， 

saying it is only an attempt to restore ‘language to its full semantic value'， thus 

‘recreative'， not ‘creative'， he based his criticism upon Chomsky's syntactic creativity. 

Leech argues that even the right word or words for good prose are within the scope of 

syntactic， rule-govemed creativity. When he argues that real creativity should be 

looked for outside this sort of syntactic creativity such as in ‘conceptual fusion' like 

Odi et αmo (‘1 hate and 1 love') or mere-steed ('sea horse')， a metaphor for ship， his 

discussion is still剖 orbelow the level of syntax. Biber et al 's Longman Grammar of 

やokenand Written E1智lish，of which Leech is a co-author， is in this tradition and is 

syntax-based， though a rough category of‘fiction' (one of the four core registers) is 

given in this grammar book as a context in which literary expressions occur. 1 assume 

that literary language should rather be seen as ‘pragmatic' conditioned across 

‘message form' (A) and‘message-intemal context' ((B)ー1)and ‘message-extemal 

context' ((B)-2)， and Leech's view ofliterary language also lacked this aspect. 

Criticizing Jakobson's approach to literary language， Kiparsky (1987: 185) argued 

出atlinguistic communication is manifested in two ways: one is that the grammatical 

from a imite (or at least denumerable) inventOIy of signs at any given level， repetition is a 
fundamentallinguistic principle. 

He argues that a telephone book is not a 、¥"Qrkof poetry because it has repetitions of verbal 
items. Then we can ask， following Werth， whether a telephone book with repetitive items is a 
language activity. It is not. The telephone book is not meant to communicate something 
through its repetitiveness. 
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structure is generative， as Chomsky (1972) shows， which denies the reduction of 

linguistic systems， syntactic or phonological， into similarity and contiguity relations; 

the other is that communication is inferential as developed by Grice (1975) and 

Sperber & Wilson (1995). As 1 understand it， however， literary discourse cannot be 

reduced to these two positions. 

It is less promising to approach literary discourse just by applying a sentence 

grammar such as generative grammar or an inference theory such as Grice' s 

Cooperative Principle and Relevance Theory based on natural discourse. These are 

the two linguistic theories th剖 Kiparsky(1987)12 argues for in his discussion of 

figurative aspects of language; however， they have intrinsic limitations in their 

application to literary language. The way to identi今whatthe author hopes to convey 

to the reader resembles the way a physician detects the affected part in a patient. The 

physician examines the part using an X-ray film. When detecting the focus， he wi1l 

never consu1t the structure of C-3PO， the humanoid robot in Star W匂rs，because a 

robot is， a白erall， a robot; and a model of human language is， after all， only a model. 

The model does not necessarily ref1ect the reality of language. It is an algorithm that 

keeps both the number of rules and conditions per rule as small as possible. The 

principle that the number of rules that explains one verbal phenomenon should be as 

small as possible is a pillar of algorithms used in mathematics and computing， but not 

necessarily a principle of‘human language'. When examining the nature of literary 

discourse， we cannot expect the Chomskyan model of language to be an ideal tool， 

because what we gain through the examination of such a model is just the nature of 

mechanical rules of logic. Neither can the physician rely only upon the outer 

complexion of the patient to infer the existence of the focus. He can infer what is 

[12] Among other theorists who use ReIevance Theory for their analysis of poetry are Papafragou 
(1996) and Pilkington (2000). 
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going on inside the patient， but the patient's outer mien will seldom precisely indicate 

the affected part within. In many cases， the outer features lack sufficient information 

for a physician to pinpoint the affected part. The reddish face of a patient only allows 

the physician to infer that the patient has a high tempera仰向 orallergic reaction in the 

body， together with numerous possible causes behind this. But how can he go on to 

tell whether the problem is that the patient has a small lung cancer cell in the upper 

part of his or her left lung? What the doctor needs is not the knowledge of an intemal 

physician， but that of a surgeon. He should have a surer method to depend upon. 

Though the picture is not distinct， he can identi今theaffected part as 'a reality' in the 

patient's organ on an X-ray film. 

Transformational approaches， Thome's， for example， have only added new 

grammatical terms to the reservoir of English grammar thus far used for the analysis 

of literary language. The transformational analysis of Raymond Chandler's The Lady 

in the Lake by Thome (1970: 190-191) discusses the highly repetitive style of the 

novel in which the pa仕emof‘I...and...(I)...' repeats itself， deleting the second first 

person pronoun. This repetition， Thome argues， creates ‘the mood of aimless， nervous 

agitation the passage conveys¥However， deletion of the second first person pronoun 

is a common grammatical operation and this alone is insufficient to connect the 

deletion with‘the mood of aimless， nervous agitation' the passage creates. We should 

connect this mood with the higher level ofverbal operation exercised in the text. 

A simple applic剖ionof pragmatic rules to literary language also belongs to these 

message form-centered， bottom-up approaches. Whether Grice's Maxims or the 

cost-based relevance approach， pragmatic inferences do not lead us to the authorial 

mtentwn. 

Many of the pragmatic analyses of literary discourse have tried to show that 
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everyday language and literary language use the same linguistic mechanisms (Pratt 

1977: 27). If some principles of Grice are extended， Pratt argues， they are applicable 

to a literary text as a communication medium between the reader and the author. 

According to her， even if the writing violates Grice's Cooperative Principle，‘this 

includes writing according to the genre rules'， the reader tends to assume that the rules 

are broken on pu中osefor some effect， and tries to find the appropriate interpretation. 

According to Pratt (1977: 215)， in literary communications it is very rare that the 

reader thinks of the CP being broken. 

Because a wor1d created in literature is closed， that is， it requires interaction outside 

the wor1d created， pragmatics， which is originally a tool for the analysis of natural 

language， is not a sufficient means to analyze this wor1d. For instance， we can easily 

find relevant relations between the utterances in the following， an exchange 1 created 

for the discussion here in the style of Soseki Natsume's 1 amαCat 13; 

(3)‘My master said由atit was cold曲目C¥
‘Howmiserョblehe was!' says Lickshaw's Black Cat. 

The proposition developed with the help of pragmatic inference on the basis of the 

incomplete proposition uttered by the Cat could be ‘enriched' as in (4) below: 

enrichment 

(4)‘Mymぉter，Mr Atishoo， told the housemaid that it was cold in the room'. 

From the proposition expressed in (4) and the contextual assumption (5)， we can draw 

out implicature (6): 

[13] 1 am a Cat is a no¥'el which satirized Meiji-Era Japan (the reign of Emperor Meiji) and has 
not lost its popularity since its frrst publication in Japan in 1906. It wぉ writtenby Soseki 
Natsume， frrst Japanese lec卸rerof English Literature at T01 .. yo Imperial University and later a 
no¥'elist.百lestoη， begins with a famous sentence:‘1 am a cat; but as yet 1 have no name'. 
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contextual assumption 

(5) Man who does not have a natural coat offur feels cold and is miserable. 

implicature 

(6) Mr Atishoo is a man， and he does not have白r;therefore， Mr Atishoo feels cold and 

miserョble.

We， however， should not be unaware of where we can obtain the contextual 

assumption (5). It is from the personal view of life of Soseki Natsume， the creator of 

the text-intemal world in the novel (a text-world). He brings into the text-world 

dichotomies like ‘one who DOES have fur by nature vs. one who DOES NOT have 

fur by nature' or‘miserable vs. NOT miserable'. We should then consider the fact that 

the text-world ref1ects the author's view of the current world. If Ogai Mori， another 

major writer of 19th cen旬ryJapan， had created the exchange， it is very probable that 

some other dichotomous concept would have been significant. To obtain coherence 

factors that are more specific to a particular author， we should describe organizing 

elements that create a literary world in an author-specific significant way. 

An inference-based language analysis， or a bottom-up approach， is not enough 

without probing into the organization ofthe message-context， extemal and intemal， or 

without a top-down approach somewhere halfway from the bottom. 

Another message-form centered， bottom-up， approach to literary discourse is a 

cohesion approach.百1Isapproach is a view血ata s仕etchof language shows uni句， due 

to its surface-linking formal devices， like referring expressions or repetitions and the 

latter groups categorically similar verbal elements and examines their formations in a 

text. 

The trouble with the cohesion approach is that it lacks integration of cohesive items 
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at a higher order. Cohesion is an idea most developed by Halliday and Hasan (1976)， 

according to whom consecutive sentences create a unitary stretch of language due to 

formal linking devices like repetitions， referring expressions， ellipses， etc. In the 

passage below from George Eliot's Silas Marner， for example， there are several uses 

of cohesion: 

(7)‘Why， hasn't he been home yet?' said Bryce. 
‘Home? no. What has happened? Be quick. What has he done with my horse?' 

(Silasλ1arner， p. 116) 

‘Home? no' and Bryce's preceding words ‘Why， hasn't he been home yet?' are 

cohesively linked: 1 exically， because they share the same lexical item ‘home¥and 

grammatically because this ‘no' is an elliptical form of the sentence ‘no， he hasn't 

been home yet¥So far this is a normal exchange. In the following sentence‘Whathas 

happened?'， however， the readers face some ambiguity. On the first reading the 

readers infer that this sentence is about Godfrey's brother Dunstan because Bry旬、
question was about this profligate brother and this question and Godrey's response to 

it are cohesively linked. Being a shared topic， the reference to Dunstan could naturally 

be deleted from‘What has happened?' The wh-question of‘What has happened?' 

without the prepositional phrase ‘to Dunstan' is transmitting sufficient and adequate 

information， and so quite appropriate here. However， the sentence由atfol1ows urges 

us to cancel the first assumption that he is referring to Dunstan. A closer reading of 

the text reveals that‘What has happened?' is about this ‘horse' and the complete form 

of the question would be ‘What has happened to nザ horse?'(italics mine) If it were 

not for Godrey adding，‘Be quick'， it would be possible to read‘What has happened?' 

as a neutral question regarding the imagined misfortune. Godfrey's‘Be quick' is， 

however， a phrase urging Bryce to give him more information about his horse. As his 
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horse was already uppermost in his mind， informationallyιgiven'， Godrey used an 

elliptical structure and ‘to my horse' was naturally deleted from his question‘What 

has happened?' Only cohesive devices can create a subt1e stylistic effect such as 

above. However， if we consider the textual information that Dunstan is decaying in 

the pit after falling from the horse and， in parallel with this event， pretty Eppie appears 

and grows， we will see that the above quotation is not describing a simple fact of 

‘horse¥Finding a cohesion device in this way， however， does not mean we are 

reading this text with literary coherence specific to this author. At that time， Eliot was 

called‘great horse-faced blue-stocking' (Haight 1968: 417). Without considering this 

fact and how Eliot felt about her nickname， it would not be possible to feel subt1e 

shades of meaning this passage has in the author-reader level of literary 

commumcation. 

Jakobson' s parallelism based on the poetic function is one of the cohesive devices. 

This sort of approach to a literary text lacks an integrated textual interpretation. 

2.3.2 Approaches 10 the message-internal context， or a macro-structur，α1 story world 

(Category (B)-J) 

2.3 .2.1 Cognitive， anthropological and semiotic analyses 

An insight into a mental process through metaphor is fruitful in understanding literary 

language， though this approach can often be labelled ‘bottom-up¥George Lakoff and 

Mark Tumer have discussed metaphor as a cognitive process， not only playing an 

active part in poetry， but also as a way ofthinking. Metaphors are used automatically 

by the members of a culture. They are intersubjective and yet unconscious. In their 
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discussion of Shakespeare' s Sonnet 73， they argue that the ‘first four lines evoke the 

PEOPLE ARE PLANTS metaphor' (Lakoff & Tumer 1989: 27): 

(8) That time ofyear thou mayst in me behold 
When yellow leaves， or none， or few， do hang 
Upon those boughs which shake against the cold， 
Bare ruined choirs， where late the sweet birds sang. 

The metaphor PEOPLE ARE PLANTS is， according to them， a mapping of the structure 

of the PLANT schema onto the domain of MAN that sets up the appropriate 

correspondences between the stages of the plant life cycle and those of the human life 

cycle， like yellow leaves and old age， for example. Semino & Swindlehurst (1996) 

analyzed how metaphorization and what Fowler (1977) called，‘mind style' work in 

Ken Kesey' s One Flew Over the Cuckoo 's Nest to show the development of the first 

person narrator' s mind style， arguing， 

百ledevelopment of Bromden' s world view is marked in part by a rejection of the 
machinery me旬phorand in part by the expression， through metaphor， of his new belief that 
the machines can be beaten. 

(Semino & Swindlehurst 1996: 21) 

Werth (1999) offers a text-world model for analyzing how readers see the worlds 

created by texts (or a conceptual space in discourse)， or what 1 call ‘the message 

context' within a literary， fictional world， and how they interact with the texts. It is a 

fruitful approach to grasp an author's fictional conceptual world as one that maps 

itself upon his or her surrounding real world. What Semino and Swindlehurst's or 

Werth's cognitive approaches shows us is， however， a static mental collection of 

pictures of events in literary discourse in which events occur， not a communicatively 

dynamic pattem. Semino and Swindlehurst's cognitive approach certainly presents a 

metaphorical development along the axis ofthematic change; however， their approach 
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is not based upon the assumption of text as a communicative event and presents no 

basis for the interpretation of the machines-can-be-beaten metaphor over the initial， 

machines-are-power白1metaphor. The world we create in our fictional mind is 

communicatively dynamic and this communicative dynamism that works between the 

speaker / writer and the listener / reader influences the organization of the events in 

the text world， or in my ‘fictional， message-context'. If the conceptual world in a 

fictional literary discourse is static， then it does not serve for the ‘problem-solving' 

pu中ose(Leech 1983: x)， a raison d'etre of communication in society. 

Many of the issues of literature are direct1y relevant to questions pursued within the 

anthropology of folklore or myths， as is well reflected in Finnegan (1992: 1):‘The 

study of verbal arts and oral traditions has long seemed a Cinderella subject within 

British social anthropology， in the past often treated as more a matter for folklorists， 

oral historians or linguists rather than mainstream anthropology. But this position is 

changing'. 

Myth criticism， which attempts to probe into mental patternings in the literary work 

of art， appeared as a counter-criticism of Eliot's (1964) or Richard's (1926) New 

Criticism (from 1930s to 1960s) which posits that every text is autonomous. Frye 

(1957)， attempted to classify literature into four categories (comic， tragic， romantic， 

ironic)， which parallel what he calls four mythoi (spring， summer， autumn， winter). 

This representative theorist of myth criticism owed his inspiration to Frazer's (1994 

[1890]: 587-590) scapegoat theory of rituals， in which Fr位 erargues that a scapegoat 

IS ‘a vehicle'σrazer 1994: 587) that expels an evil， or something that stands between 

a good and an evi1. Here 1 wish to focus more on the two non-Anglican theorists: 

Vladimir Propp and Claude Levi・Strauss.

Propp， a Russian folklorist and author of the botany-based Morphology of the 
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Folktale， first published in English in 1958， concemed himself with the syntax of 

fairly tales， that is， the sequence of what he calls ‘functions' extracted as invariables 

or‘constants' based on the ‘actions' of改αmαtispersonaeσropp 1968). In this 

historically important work， he seeks the syntactic pattems common in Russian fairy 

tales. His findings are something like the grammatical subject， or object， or 

complement in sentence grammar. The grammatical subject may have， say， the 

functional meaning of‘actor'， but not more than that. 

To show Propp's approach briefly， the sequence offunctional categories he found in 

100 Russian fairy tales are one initial si加ation(α) plus 30 functions (β-W):α。
γ6ε 乙ηeABC ↑DEFGJIK↓PrRsOLMNQExTUW. The first symbol s 

designating the first function stands for ONE OF THE MEMBERS OF A FAMILlY 

ABSENTS HIMSELF FROM HOME (absentation). Any event of these functions has the 

same role across the tales as in the following set: (1) A tsar gives an eagle to a hero. 

The eagle carries the hero away to another kingdom / (2) An old man gives S自己enkoa 

horse. The horse ca凶esSucenko away to another kingdom / (3) A sorcerer gives Ivan 

a little boat. The boat takes Ivan to another kingdom / (4) A princess gives Ivan a ring. 

Young men appearing from out of the ring carry Ivan away into another kingdom. 

Propp gives a tale named ‘Swan-Geese' the following scheme: 
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Figure 2 

The fundamental scheme the Swan-Geese tale 

Propp's‘syntactic' approach to narrative texts is a typical example of this sort; the 

other is a ‘semantic' approach， of which Levi-Strauss's analysis of myth is 
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representattve. 

Levi-Strauss's works can be divided into two parts: kinship and mythology. Of 

these two categories of work， my present thesis owes much to the latter. He first 

learned primitive logic， or more generally speaking man's mental processes， from 

Durkheim's (1982: 40) model of society as‘collective representations'， a socie句， of 

which ‘is constituted different1y from the individual'. He further learned from Mauss 

(1990: 3--4) a theory of exchange; that is， a rule of‘reciprocity'， an obligatory rule 

出atevery social gift must be returned， a concept that Leach (1976: 83) also espoused. 

And he married it with other intellectual perspectives such as Roman Jakobson's 

structurallinguistics and Boas's (1997) view of cultural relativism against biological 

determinism， which he encountered during his American exile in the 1940s. The 

former two approaches， Durkheims's and Mauss's theories， took the form of kinship 

S加dies.On the other hand， the latter structural linguistic approaches appreciably 

influenced his mythological studies. In the mythological studies， he insists that the 

most general mode of human thought is analogy， and by c1assifying the objects in the 

natural and social environment， man imposes a pa口ernon his world. Or in other 

words， he thinks through a series of basic oppositions， each having a concrete 

reference， and then relates these oppositions. 

In his studies of man's mental processes， as in the mythological studies， as well as 

in his kinship studies， Levi-Strauss finds the common feature ofunconsciousness. 

In anthropologyぉ血 Iinguistics...，it is not comparison白atsuppo此sgeneraIization， but 
the other way around. If，ぉ webelieve to be the case， the unconscious activity of the 
mind consists in imposing fonns upon content， and if these fonns are fundamentaIly血e
same for aII minds - ancient and modem， primitive and civilized (ぉ白山dyof血e
symbolic function， e:¥."pressed in Iangua喜久 sostrikingly indicates) - it is necessary and 
su伍cientto grasp the unconscious strncture underIying each insti如tionand each custom， 
in order to obtain a principle of interpretation vaIid for other institutions and other 
customs， provided of course曲at白eanaIysis is carried far enough. 

(Levi・Strauss1963: 21) 
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Levi-Strauss resorts to two parallel theories of the unconscious: one is from 

linguistics; the other he owes to an Austrian psychoanalyst， Sigmund Freud. First he 

found an orientational inspiration in Boas (1997). Levi-Strauss (1963: 19) quotes the 

following: 

[可heessential di宜erencebetween linguistic phenomena and other ethnological 
phenomena is，白紙 thelinguistic classifications never rise ωconsciousness， while in 
other ethnological phenomena， although the same unconscious origin prevails， these 
often rise into consciousness， and thus give rise to secondary reasoning and to 
re-inte甲retatIons.

(Boas 1997: 67) 

For Freud (1976)， the unconscious is createdby an original repression. This theory 

supposes that human institutions resu1t from a compromise between violent urges and 

a necessity for organization that brings about the order of law. This is the Freudian 

origin of the social. And this is also Levi-Strauss's understanding of the primitive 

thought reflected in myths. To him， the unconscious is defined in terms of energies 

(conflicts， re白sals)and has a structure of oppositive terms. And in his mythology， 

these conflicts are resolved through the repetitive description of parallel events. The 

mythical logic includes this conflict-reducing function-what Propp calls ‘the 

liquidation of misfortune' (Propp 1968: 92)ーthroughoperations such as permutation， 

substitution， inversion， symmetry， and so on. The mythical narrative is a dramatization 

ofthese logical operations. 

1 should mention several major narratologists who elaborated Propp's syntactic 

approach to narrative. 

Narratology， a subcategory of semiotics， is the science of narrative and the 

structuralist approach to narrative was popular in 1970s. After the emphasis on the 

narrated in 1970s， in contemporary narratology， more emphasis has been placed on 
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‘narration' (Ohori 2004a: 250-255). In the foIlowing 1 will focus on classical 

structuralist narratology in 1970s and its major six theorists， criticizing them and 

proposing a new approach that includes both aspects of narrative， that is， the narrated 

and narration. 

島1anynarrative theories are based on syntax， a field of linguistics; and the basic 

structure of narrative consists of the subject and predicate verb that represents 

‘someone does something'. The subject corresponds to dramatis personae and the 

predicate their act. Therefore， in narrative analysis， there are two major areas: one in 

which the chain of acts is examined; and the other in which the agent of the act is 

discussed. The problem is that in linguistics the foIlowing two syntactic layers are 

treated differently， while in narrative theories， the distinction is not so clear-cut 

I 
GRAMMA TICAL 
SUBJECT 
AGENTIVE 

Table 1 

the door. 
OBJECT 

AFFECTED 

Layered grammatical and semantic roles in clause 

Propp (1968) developed a method ofstudying the tale according to the functions ofits 

dramαtis personae. His classification is based on their semantic roles in narrative. He 

argued that although different tales may feature different characters， these characters 

can be grouped into seven types of dramatic personae. Moreover， he argued， despite 

the surface differences， the actions ofthese personae served identical pu中oses(Propp 

1968: 79-80): 
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(1) Villain (日ghtswith hero)， (2) Donor (住ansmita magical agent to hero)， (3) Helper 
(helps hero)， (4) Princess (sought-for person) and her白，ther(出signsdifficult匂sks)，(5) 
Dispatcher (dispatches hero on mission)， (6) Hero (departs on a search)， and (7) False Hero 
(pretends to be hero). 

The pu中oseof Todorov's (1969: 10) analysis of Decameron is:‘Notre objet est 

constitue par les actions telles que les organise un certain discours， appele le recit' 

(‘Our object consists of the actions such as organizes them a certain discourse called 

ι'the r吋ecitγ，¥.).His approach could be called ‘'nar汀Ta剖ti討ves可yn凶taxピ，¥.In his analysis， he 

focussed more on syntactic aspects of narrative， which， he argues， consists of 

‘proposition' and a series ofpropositions called ‘sequence' (1969: 19-20)， saying 

(i) L'unite syntaxique de base sera appelee PROPOSITION. Elle correspond a une 
action <<indecomposable>>， p. ex. <<Jean vole de l'argent>>， <<Le roi tue son 
petit-fils>>， etc. 
(ii) Une certaine suite de propositions sera appelee SEQUENCE. 

(‘(i) The syntactic basic unit will be called PROPOSITION. It corresponds to an action 
くくIndecomposable>>，e.g.くくJeansteals money>>，く<Theking kills his grandson>>， etc. 
(ii) A certain suite ofpropositions will be called SEQUENCE.) 

Todorov (1969: 19-20) 

Proposition takes a form of ‘X leaves Y' or‘X arrives at Z'. They are a minimal 

actional unit of his syntax of narrative. Sequence， on the other hand， is a set to which 

a series of propositions belongs. 

Todorov argues that Peronella's tale of hiding her lover in a barrel in one of the 

tales in the Decameroll， for example， consists ofthe following sequence: 

X commits a misdeed --> (socially required consequence) Y should punish Xー>X desires 
to avoid punishment and therefore acts to modi命thesituation -・>X is not punished 

(Culler 1975: 216) 

And Todorov concluded that the Decameroll， describing how a lost equilibrium is 
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replaced with a new equilibrium by avoiding punishment， i1lustrated the superiority of 

the individual over the social. 

One ofthe critical comments on this approach from Culler (1975: 217) is: 

. .our cultural models make “ruse" or “deception" a basic structural device in narration. . . 

In the analyses of myths in Levi-Strauss (1969)， he showed the reduction of the 

degree of opposition between terms as the source of what he calls ‘reciprocity' or 

‘modification'in Todorov's terms. Another criticism by Culler (1975: 217) is: 

… 加y也mg曲atmodifies a situation will receive the same structural description，.. . 

This should be looked at different1y. What Todorov attempted to show was a soft of 

kernel structural description and different tales by different authors should derive 

from this in different fashions. 

Chatman (1978: 92) also criticizes Todorov's approach， saying 

But to transfer Propp's and Todorov's method to any narrative macrostructure whatsoever 
is questionable. Most do not have the necessruy overarching recurrences.百leworlds of 
modem五ctionand cinema are not two-valued， black and white， as are the Russian fairy 
旬lesand由eDecameron. 

As my analyses in PART TWO show， different manifestations of ‘modification' 

constitute a writer' s specific discourse style. 

Greimas's (1983) actantial model is a compressed version of Propp's concept of 

dramatis personae， which originally had three pairs of six ‘actants': (1) Subj ect / 

Object; (2) Sender / Receiver; and (3) Helper / Opponent. According to his ‘structural 

semantics'， narrative can be grasped in terms of the structural relations between these 

actants. As with both Propp and Levi-Strauss， Greimas argued that in narrative there 
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is a frame in which after a given order of things is disturbed， the initial disturbance (or 

misfortune or lack) is liquidated， and a new order becomes restored. 

The trouble with Greimas' s model is that in case of ‘X dispatched Y'， X is Sender 

and Subject of the dispatching act; while Y is the experiencer of the dispatching act 

and Subject being dispatched at the same time. The clause-initial unit 'The key' in 

‘The key opened the door' is not an AGENTIVE unlike ‘Bill' in ‘Bill opened the door 

with the key'. In the former sentence，‘The key' is a GRAMMATICAL SUBJECT， or 

semantically， an INSTRUMENTAL (Filmore 1968). In Greimas's model， a formal 

syntactic unit ιis not distinguished from a semantic unit on the surface， which is 

usually done in linguistics. The two criteria， syntactic and semantic， are discussed as 

being together at the same level. Thus his description of actants is confusing. 

Bremond (1975a， 1975b)， a French structuralist narratologist， offers a sort of 

systemic narrative model which allows choices at some nodes in Propp's linear chain 

of narrative units. Bremond sought the possibilities of story development following 

Propp's linear-arranged， syntactic model of folk tales. The framework of Bremond 

(1975a， 1975b) does not describe the making of a story itself， but it shows the 

possibility of two or more possible stories when an author writes a story. Using the 

same concept of‘function'，‘actions' or‘events' that combine sequentially to produce 

narrative， Bremond modified Propp by making possible systemic sub-categorized 

sequences， instead of one ideal sequence of functions like Propp's model. Similarly， 

Greimas (1983) refined Propp's notion of dramatis personae and arrived at an 

actantial model which consists of six actants: (1) Subject / Object; (2) Sender / 

Receiver; and (3) Helper / Opponent. He regarded narrative as a system of relations 

between these six actants. In the analysis ofBoccaccio'sDecamerol1， Todorov (1969) 

also focussed on the narrated and developed a grammar to account for it. 
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Their analyses are all devoted to the structure of the story world， or the 

message-intemal context， rather than to its discourse structure and they all regarded 

narrative as a device to restore order once lost. After a given order of things is 

disturbed， the hero goes on a quest for the lost order and， as a result， fulfills the initial 

aim of restoration of order. 

After initial works on the narrated， there occurred a shift to the narrating， as 1 

pointed out above (Ohori 2004a: 250-255)， together with the rise of discourse 

analysis in linguistics. Genette is one of the representative narratologists who 

emphasized this aspect of literary language. In Genette (1980， 1988)， he analyzed the 

time relations between the narrating text and the story it narrated. 

Just as in linguistics it has been revealed that the description of the grammar of 

language alone is not sufficient to account for human communication and the 

necessity of the description of discourse has been insisted on， so in narratology， the 

grammar of narrative should be supplemented with its discoursal aspects. In this 

dissertation， 1 therefore attempt to examine what 1 call ‘discourse theme'，‘discourse 

rheme' and ‘mediation' which are manifested inside the story world ofthe text within 

the communicative framework between the author and the reader. Before a detailed 

discussion of this approach， 1 will focus on the other major field of style studies in the 

following section， which also emphasizes the message-intemal world， or the story 

world. 

2.3.2.2 Literary伊'[Jroαches

There is a rich tradition in literary criticism which has explored the authorial voice 
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manifested in the text wor1d. 1 will start my discussion with two major literary critics: 

I.A. Richards and C.S. Lewis. The former deals with the effect that a literary work has 

on us and the latter suggests the source of this effect. Though New Criticism shifted 

the object of analysis from‘author' to‘text'， the discussion of textua1 effects upon 

readers that these two critics pointed to should also be discussed with reference to the 

author. Mter these two critics， 1 will touch upon E.D. Hirsch， a hermeneutic critic， 

whose criticism centered round the important role of ‘author' as ref1ected in the text. 

Richards's (1926) theory that we attain relaxation and peace of mind when 

finishing a great work goes far back to Aristot1e's principle of ‘catharsis' (Aristot1e 

1995: 49). According to Richards， at the imaginative 1 evel ， we resolve a conf1ict 

between the desire to do and the desire not to do. A psychological solution reached at 

the end of a great tragedy is， thus， according to him， good for our nervous system. 

Richards's 'catharsis'侭ichards1929: 113， 245) is close to the anthropological ideas 

of ‘liquidation' and ‘mediation' that 1 will discuss in detail in Chapter 3. As 1 pointed 

out in the introduction， my understanding of the effects of literary discourse is close to 

this view， in that 1 believe a literary discourse is an attempt to solve the present 

problem the author (and therefore the reader) is facing in its linear development. After 

all，‘communication is problem-solving' (Leech 1983: x). 

New Criticism has been criticized as being an approach to a literary text isolated 

from historical and biographical considerations. However， Richards's‘catharsis' 

theory pinned down one essential feature of literature in our lives， namely if a literary 

work does not give some psychological solution to a problem that a reader (and an 

author) has， then the work would not achieve wide readership. 

Lewis (1961: 135) shows a view slight1y different from both Richards's and 

Aristot1e's doctrines， saying that literature， at the incipient level， becomes just a place 
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where the reader can be ‘generous without expense'， for example， when he reads 

Dickens. He thinks that a work of literature should be composed of two elements: 

Logos (something said) and Poiema (something made). According wi由 theformer， 

the work of art ‘tells a story， or expresses an emotion'， while， with the latter， Poiema， 

it is ‘ano旬'etd'art，a thing shaped so as to give great satisfaction' (Lewis 1961: 132; 

original italics) which comes from‘the pattern' or由e‘thoughtsin an order， and at a 

tempo， prescribed by the poet' (Lewis 1961: 133).‘Great satisfaction' from literary 

patterns， however， cannot be attained without the problem-solving effects that 

literature provides. 

As was discussed earlier in 2.3 .2.1， the concept of ‘plot' in terms of ‘function' or a 

message-internal， macro-structure， was a central concern in Propp's Morphology 0/ 

the Folktale， 1968 [1928]. Also in literary approaches， there were attempts to pursue 

this aspect of a literary text: two of them are Forster's Aspects 0/ the Novel， 1961 

[1927]， and Friedman's ‘Forms of the plot' ， 1955. These 胡 empts were 

pre・structuralistand they dealt with the functions and the types of plot. 

When New Criticism emerged， it shifted the object of criticism from ‘author' at 

discourse level to‘work' at text level. More lucidly， Barthes (1988b: 171)‘removed' 

the author from a text. Though structuralism replaced the humanistic concept of 

literature as an organic whole with an inorganic idea of text， it still believed in the 

text's autonomous objectivity. Before long， the text， the structuralist concept ofwhich 

was a closed space， became assumed to be open to other texts and to由ereader. In 

reading， however， is not our major concern with the author? When reading a literary 

work， we attend to the author， hoping that we may have access to the true intention of 

the work. If we are interested in other readers' reading， it is only as a reference to 

approach the work. In this sense， 1 am attempting to pursue something close to what 
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Hirsch (1988: 259) calls ‘meaning' or‘textual meaning'， not Hirsh's‘significance¥ 

He argues: 

Marxist critics and fonnalist critics may be equally able to understand what a text means. 
What they usually di能 rin is the significance they give to白紙meaning.. . .Meaning is an 
object血atexists only by vi由民 ofa single， privileged， precritical approach. No matter 
how much critics may differ in critical approach，出eymust understand a text through the 
same precritical approach if they are to under託制ldit at all' . 

(Hirsch 1988: 259-260) 

His ‘meaning' is， after all， what the text represents on the page. Hirsch's approach is， 

therefore， rather text-centered. Unlike Hirsch， Eagleton's view of literary language is， 

on the other hand， society-centered and should be classified into s勿lecategory (B)・2，

style in the message-extemal context. According to him， the definition of ‘literary' is 

the ideological use oflanguage: 

What we have uncovered so far，血en，ls“出atthese valueてjudgementsthemselves have a 
close relation to social ideologies". 

(Eagleton 1983: 16) 

The approach 1 take here is author-centered， which does not mean 1 deny other 

manners of our relations with a literary text. 1 just assume that the author' s mental 

process at the time of writing can be， albeit roughly， restored by referring to， and only 

by referring to， the text placed in the communication framework. It has been argued 

that we are not concemed with the author， but this thesis takes the view that the 

pu叩oseof reading literature is a concem with the author. The reader can only 

reconstruct from the evidence what he or she takes to be the author' s intention， and so 

this is the implied author. Ifthe reader uses the evidence in the text carefully， then the 

implied author in the text， the inferred author (that the reader infers) and the real 

author will all be the same. We are able to read the evidence properly so that there 
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indeed is no difference， ideally， between what we as reader reconstruct as the author's 

intention and the real author' s intention. 

Though complying with the communication framework， some critics went so far as 

to value the addressee more. 

Benveniste argued that language is the system whose meaning is articulated around 

two dimensions， the addresser '1' and the addressee 'you'， or in the I-you polarity. 

(Benveniste 1966: 260) For him， this polari句ris the basis for the process of 

commumcatIon. 

Bakhtin， being inf1uenced by Benveniste's concept of communication， placed more 

emphasis on the addressee over the addresser '1'. He introduces the position of the 

addressee even in what usually concerns the narrated world in which characters are 

placed. He argues由atin Tolstoy's work， the author's discourse is about the hero 

(Bakhtin 1984: 56); on the other hand， in Dostoevs勾'sauthorial discourse， the author 

speaks not abollt a character， but with him. (Bakhtin 1984: 63， original italics) But as 

Figure 4 illustrates， reading a fictional story， we enjoy a mock communication event 

in the dotted area as if it is real. Thus Dostoevsky's writing is， however ‘dialogic' it 

sounds， no different from Tolstoy's. If we feel the author is speaking with the 

character， it is after all， illusionary. 

Again starting with Benveniste's idea of an I-you communication framework， 

Barthes' post-structural approach to literature goes farther than Bakhtin and he bases 

it on the death of the addresser. Therefore， for this approach， the author's biographical 

details were of no importance. He claims that the signifier belongs to everybody and 

meanings in a text are multiple， making varying readings possible. Even codes in a 

text are varying. In SIZ， for example， there are five codes (hermeneutic， semic， 

symbolic， proairetic， and cultural) when it was first published in 1970. Using these 
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codes， he analyzed the first sentence ofthe story Sarrasine: 

1 was deep in one of those daydreams which overtake even the shallowest of men， 
in the midst ofthe most tumultuous parties. 

By the title， we recognize it as a person's name. This is the hermeneutic code， or 

presentation of an enigma， as it raises a question ‘What is this?' As the name ends 

with e， an instance of the semic code of connotation， we can tell that the title is a 

woman's name. The symbolic code concems the binary oppositions and the 

‘daydreams' is in contrast with ‘reality¥Identi今ingthese five codes in the text， 

Barthes thus attributes meanings to Sarrasine， which might be different from what 

Balzac had originally in mind. Barthes claims that the plurali句rof meaning is inherent 

in every discourse. He showed us the freedom of the reader to read various sorts of 

signification so far hidden in the semiotic clues in a text， or to find pleasure reading a 

text; yet this work on the part of the reader still should be called ‘reading instances of 

signification'， not ‘production of meanings'. When we detect one's class origin 

hearing his or her accents in‘It is cold here'， for example， what is revealed is different 

from the semantic meaning or the pragmatic meaning ofthe utterance. 

According to Jauss (1982)， there have been three sorts ofrelationships between the 

work of literature， the author， and the reader. The first one is positivism in literary 

studies， which， in血e19th century， produced many nuanced accounts of the 

relationships between the work and the author's biography and the history in which 

the author lived. In this approach， the relationships between the author， his or her 

biographical facts and the work were considered， but the reader was not accounted. In 

the era of new criticism and structuralism (plus post-structuralism)， the author and the 

biographicaI facts， were not considered， but soIely the work， or text， directed to the 
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reader was considered. After that， in the era of reception theory and reader response 

criticism， the reader directed to the text became the center of attention. We may call 

this line of three sorts of approaches the production-oriented， the message-oriented 

and the reception-oriented. And according to Jauss， the approach that does ‘take part 

in the process of continuous mediation of past and present art' is only the third 

approach ofreader-text-interaction (1982: 62)， which explains why a literary work has 

been long accepted across different periods. 

Jauss's aesthetic reception theory was postulated as an answer to Marx's dilemma 

on classical art， that is， why literary works of aは， having a long history of being 

received during different periods， did ‘survive the conditions under which it 

originated' (Jauss 1982: 15). Jauss considered litera加rein terms of constant 

interactions of the work of literature and its reader， and for him， classical way of 

seeing literature as one between the author and the text is wrong. 

What Iser (1978) is suggesting is that there are two components in a literary text. 

One is the textual structure and the other the process of supplying the reader with cues 

to which the reader makes his or her own responses. For Iser， the text creates blanks 

and indeterminacies that the reader fills. This is certainly the way we enjoy a literary 

text. The readers fill blanks differently， so we enjoy one text in a different way. 

However， we have to make this clear: the addressee cannot create meaning; the 

addressee can contribute for the successful communication of the meaning created by 

the addresser. If the addressee finds some meaning th剖 isnot intended by the 

addresser， it is misinterpretation on the part of the addressee and a failure of 

communication. The meaning of language is composed of semantic meaning (A) and 

pragmatic meaning (B). These two sorts of meaning encoded / implied by the 

addresser is communicated to the addressee and he or she encodes and / or infers them， 
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and sometimes the addressee's own interpretation ofthe message is added (addition of 

meaning (C)). But if this meaning is intended by the addresser from the beginning， 

then it is meaning B， not C. If one not intended by the addresser， then this is a failure 

of communication. However， in reading literature， miss-reading or over-reading is a 

part of enjoyment. 

It is as a matter of course that in a communication event， as Jakobson's 

macro-structures of communication show， the addressee is given a role of his or her 

own. This， however， does not mean that the role of the author has diminished， which 

struc加ralists，post-structuralists and reader-response theorists have emphasized. Also 

it must be made clear that the reader never creates a meaning of a text; the reader can 

add a meaning to a text in his or her own context. 

2.3.3 Style based 011 message-external cOl1text (Category (B)-2) 

In contemporary Britain， approaches based on (B)・2are being more and more widely 

adopted with influences from corpus-based English studies. However， these registers 

like Novel， Newspaper， Letters and the like as in the following Figure 2 are all 

categories of message-external context. In this dissertation， following Leech & Short 

(1981) and Short (1996)， in order to see what is significant (literary significance) and 

what is not， 1 propose that the description ofthe message-internal context ((B)-l)， or 

the fictional text-world， should be re-viewed within the context of the 

message-external， social， or speech-act approaches to literary discourse ((B)-2) (See 

Fowler 1981). In the following， the style categories 1 will examine are based only on 

the message-external context. 
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According to Svartvik & Quirk (1980)， s守lebased on (B)-2 can be categorized as 

follows: 

Fiction 
/ Printed <三÷

/〆附蜘帥………“侃蜘叫叫叫叩e印叫叫叩叫nE山巾叫叫叫En恥刷坤叫吋n昭柑削ゆ町gl凶供吋lis可iお、sもb 白ωωベliペion-printed ..山……….. 山山..山.. . 
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(Svartvik & Quirk 1980: 12-13) 

J<igu陀 3

Message-extemal categories of style 

Out of the above categories，‘Novel'， a major object of stylistics， and ‘Drama' are the 

categories that deal with a fictional world， in which a participant's speech does not 

belong to the person， but to the author or playwright. 

As 1 discussed in 2.2.2，‘Hungry man is an angry man' in James Joyce's U砂'ssesthe 

article in the first word ‘Hungry' is not realized， because， in Joyce's stream of 

consciousness， the state before it is governed by the rules of language is expressed. 

Such stylistic features as above cannot be fully appreciated only by consulting a 

dictionary. 1n order to appreciate the significance ofthe passage， we need to know the 

world of James Joyce. 

On the other hand， the words such as‘Haggadah' and ‘Hair' below have a stable 
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meaning， or a less context-dependent meaning， that the OED
1 
can provide: 

(10) Cf.l haggadah. Add: 2. The Jewish ritual for the frrst two nights of the Passover. Also the 
book containing the text of the service. 

…1922 JOYCE Ulysses 708 An ancient hagadah book. 
Cf.2 hair. Sb. Add: 8....s. to lose one左hair(orωgetoneきhairojj): to lose one's temper. 
C 192却OD
yourhai註rofI， Mrs. Goddard.' 

(OED Supplement Volume II H-N) 

The reason why for James Joyce a ‘hungry-angry' combination is significant 

cannot be understood just by checking the sociolinguistic usage of the words in a 

dictionary. This is not only because the meaning the pair ('hungry-angry') bears is 

temporary， but because we need to know the communicative organization of Ulysses， 

and only when we place the word combination ‘hungry-angry' in this organization 

can we fully appreciate the significance of the words. The following approaches， 

mainly socio-linguistic， attempt to apply what is found in natural discourse to a 

fictional discourse in literature. 

2.3.3.1 Labov & Waletzky左fran仰 orkand the membersh伊categorizationdevice 01 

natlmα1 discourse 

Labov & Waletz匂 (1967)examined oral narratives of personal experience. The 

structure ofthese speech events has the following temporal organization: 

(11) Orientation-Complication-Evaluation-Resolution-Coda 
Labov & Waletzky (1967: 32-41) 
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South Lyons， 14 examines ‘a narrative told by a 73 year old man from Labov 

Michigan， recorded quite a while ago by Claire Galed at the 1973 Linguistic Institute'. 

This is a narrative of a man killed by a car in the town. This narrative is preceded by 

the Abstract of the speaker ('Shall 1 tell you about the first man got ki1t-killed by a 

car here. . .Well， 1 can tell you that') which does not necessarily accompany a 

narratIve: 

(12) Orientation 
a He-eh-'forド fore白eyreally had cars in town 
b 1白inkit was a judge-Sawyer-it w出 ajudgein-uh-c 
1 understand he was a judge in Ann Atbor 
d and he had a son that was a la町rer.

Complicating action 
e And this son-I guess he must've got drunk 

because he drove through town with a chauffeur 
with one of those old touring cars without， you know-
open tops and everything， b~宮 cars， frrst ones-
and they-they come tbr-through town in a-late in the night. 
And they went pr琶町rfast， 1 guess， 
and they come out here to the end of a-
where-uh-Pontiac Trail tums right or left in出eroad 
and they couldn't make the tum 
and山町 tumedleft 
and they tipped over in the ditch， 
steerin' wheel hit thls fellow in出eheart， this chauffeur， 
killed him. 

C
1
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b
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Evaluation 
n And-uh-the other fellow just broke his thumb-

the lawyer who [hh] was drunk. 
They-they say a drunk man [laughs] never gets it [laugh]. 
Maybe 1 shouldn't say白瓜

1 rnight get in trouble. 

o
p
q
 

Here Resolution that is for terminating the narrative is not expressed. The last unit 

of a narrative is normally a Coda，‘which is a functional device for 印刷rningthe 

verbal perspective to the p陀 senttime' (Labov & Waletz匂 1967:39). The Coda ‘is 

accomplished by a variety of means' (39)， but a very simple tag line would be ‘And 

[14] For this， see ‘Uncovering the event s凶 ctureofnarrative' on Labov's Web Page: 
(URL: http://www.ling.upenn.edu/-wlabov/home.html). 
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they lived happily ever after' (40). In the case of the above example， the Coda is 

omitted because it is not necessary. 

A discourse with initial Resolution or Evaluation is also acceptable in literature. For 

example， the description of the arrest of a criminal could be placed before his crime in 

由ecriminal's recollection. Kazuo Ishiguro's The Remains ofthe Dの，Faber and Faber， 

1989， for example， begins with a new master's advice to the hero butler， Stevens， to 

take a break and go for a drive， representing the fronting of the ‘evaluation -

pre-resolution' to the early part of the text. The butler's acceptance of this offer 

implies his retum after his drive and his stay in the Manor. Actually he says he wi1l 

‘undertake the expedition'， and he retums. This is ‘evaluation' that the narrator/butler 

applied to the course of his life in that he placed more value upon the above choice of 

his life course; this is also pre-resolution in that Stevens's temporary departure from 

the Manor to bring back Miss Kenton， Stevens's co-worker at the Manor， is the 

beginning of the end of The Remains of the Dの・ APale View of Hills， Faber and 

Faber， 1982， also begins with the fronting of ‘evaluation -pre・resolution'when Niki 

chooses not to leave her new place in London and retums there， admonishing her 

mother， Etsuko， that it would be a shame for Etsuko to sell the house and move to a 

newhouse. 

A problem with this approach is that we cannot access the ‘evaluation' because it is 

not the narrator who evaluates， not the one who narrates the story， but the one who 

makes the narrator tell the story. To access the authorial voice， we need a device that 

can handle this complexity. 

The idea of‘categorial devices' in socio-linguistics do not serve for the solution of 

this complexity， either. To read a medieval text， Chaucer's Troilus and Crisり'de，for 

example， through its su由 ce‘topicalcoherence' (Cou1thard 1985: 85-88) networks， 
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an approach to grasp a literary text as‘process'， is not enough ifwe aim to explore由e

overall function of literary discourse. 

The micro-structural network ofuniちringdevices of naturallanguage is expected to 

be quite different from that of a literary text. The discourse of naturallanguage can be 

seen as a simple succession of discoursal units， or utterances， each of which is 

topically coherent. And the topics of utterances are subject to change from one 

utterance to another; these topic changes are not controlled， and their direction is 

unpredictable. This is because natural discourse is ‘open' in nature. But in a 

completed text， a literary text for instance， some ‘integrating' unit is indispensable， 

which will integrate the discoursal units into one unified whole. This means出ata text 

with mere surface coherence formed between the topically grouped utterances has no 

claim to the name of a unitary， completed literary text. In the construction of a literary 

text， the establishment of integration is a necessary and sufficient condition. 

Here 1 will discuss micro-structural relations in stanzas 14 and 15， Troilus and 

Criseyde， Book 1， using what Sacks (1972: 333) calls ‘membershi p categorizati on 

devices'， a category collection or a semantic domain (Gumperz: 1972: 328)， like 

FAMILY， for example. The relations in this work are not like Sacks's relation of 

‘baby-crying'， in which case we apprehend a semantic tie between the baby and the 

act of crying (Sacks 1972， Gumperz 1972 and Coulthard 1985). In analyzing a 

sentence sequence like ‘(1) The baby cried. (2) The mommy picked it up'， Sacks notes 

that we will automatically recognize the ‘mommy' in sentence 2 as the mother of the 

infant in sentence 1， that is， it is topically coherent， though there is no overt linguistic 

device， such as‘his' or‘her'， in either sentence which provides for this identification. 

According to Sacks， items like ‘mommy' and ‘baby' are regarded as‘membership 

categorization devices' which assign actors to some kind of social category and 
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endow them with specific features expected in the category. In this child's case， the 

baby is crying and this is an activity bound to the category ‘baby' in the collection 

(baby -child -adu1t)，出e‘stageof life' device. Sacks sees background expectations 

as important in communication and these expectations are derived from a social 

structure ‘constraining behavior in somewhat the same way that syntax constrains the 

encoding ofsounds' (Gumperz 1972: 217). This activi守enablesus to set up F.品位LY

relationships (mommy -daddy -baby) but not (baby -child -adu1t)， which is 

confirmed first1y by the fact that 'mommy' in出esentence (2) forms part of this 

collectivity and secondly by the fact that the two terms are not isolated but occur 

successively. Ifwe apply the membership categorization rule to a literary work， it will 

be as follows. The text is Chaucer's Troilus and Criseyde. In the following， 1 will 

discuss the very early pa此 ofthestory， which runs as follows: 

Now fel it so， that in the town由erwas
Dwellynge a lord of gret auctorite， 65 
A gret devyn，曲atclepid was Calkas， 

That in science so expert was that he 
Knew wel that Troie sholde destroied be， 
By answere ofhis god， that highte thus: 
Daun Phebus or Apollo Delphicus. 70 

So whan this Calkas knew by calkulynge， 
And ek by answer ofthis Appollo， 
That Grekes sholden swich a peple brynge， 
Thorugh which that Troie moste ben fordo， 
He caste anoon out ofthe town to go; 75 
For wel wiste he by sort that Troye sholde 
Destroyed ben， ye， wolde whoso nolde. 

Gret rumour gan， whan it was first aspied 85 
Thorugh al the town， and generally was spoken， 
That Calkas traitor fled was and allied 
With hem ofGrece. and casten to be wroken 
On hym that falsly hadde his feith so broken， 
And seyden he and al his kyn at-ones 90 
Ben worthi for to brennen， fel and bones. 



Now hadde Calkas left， in this meschaunce， 
Al unwist ofthis false and wikked dede， 
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His doughter， which that was in gret penaunce， 
For ofhir lyf she was ful sore in drede， 95 

As she that niste what was best to rede; 
For bothe a widowe was she， and allone 
Of any freend to whom she dorste hir mone. 15 

The semantic tie of‘Calkas / lord -fled was' in Troi/us is not a natural one，出atis， 

treason is an activity unbecoming to the social category LORD， and thus this violation 

of a social semantic code caused him to be re-membershipped as TRAITOR， which 

parallels the change of textual topic to <treason>. For this we need to posit a 

membership categorization device NATION， wherein Calkas's conduct is labeled 

treason. Although the topic coherence is maintained for some stanzas， the device 

NATION overlaps a new device FAMILY: unlike Sacks's‘baby -mommy'，‘Calkas -

His doughter' is tied by virtue of a possessive pronoun‘His'， and the two form a 

collection (father -daughter)， the device FAMILY 16. However， to give an integrated 

interpretation to the collection of these devices， we need to discuss the necessity of 

establishing a communicative-functional framework of fiction above these devices. 

2.3.3.2 Van Dijk's and text-linguists ' mαcro・structures

Van Dijk belonged to‘text linguists'， as the title of van Dijk (1972) shows. By 

extending generative sentence grammar to text production， in Germany and Holland， 

[15] The citations are from G Chaucer (1987) 171e Riverside Challcer (3rd edn.)， edited by Larry 
D. Benson (Boston: Houghton M出1inCompany). 

[16] Other devices from line 55 to 117 in BOOK 1 are， for example: LORD (lord寸内司

-Calkas-he-his-Calkas-He) and TRAITOR (He-he-wise-H←Hym-he-Calkas， traitour-hym， 
his-he， his-His). Theseれ，¥"0devices are sub-categories of a larger device NATION. For 
detailed analysis， see Kikuchi (1981). 
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text linguists like Petofi (1973)， Rieser (1973)， Ihwe (1973) and van Dijk (1972， 

1973)， influenced by generative linguistics， proposed in the early 1970s the analysis 

of text beyond sentence boundaries. The description of a text becoming complicated， 

they finally gave up their a悦emptsto describe ‘formal systems' (lhwe 1973: 302) of a 

text grammar which could generate only a well-formed text. Among the text linguists， 

van Dijk is unique in th剖 hehas shown interest in macro-struc加raland social aspects 

ofliterary discourse. Van Dijk， who led this trend with his macro-structure hypothesis 

in van Dijk (1972)， later incorporated in this view of text a pragmatic concept such as 

a speech act framework advocated in philosophical works such as Austin (1962) and 

Searle (1969). Though paying more attention to the language in context which two 

participants positively and cooperatively create， van Dijk has been one of the few to 

consider both the social (sザlecategory (B)・2)and the macro-structural aspect (style 

category (B)-I) ofliterary discourse. He argues 

…our cognitive mechanisms will simply not allow us to understand discゅurseor 
information in a fundamentally di旺erentway. In this respect we should emphasize血at
literary discourse and literary communication generally will follow the principles holding 
for any kind of discourse and communication， 

(van Dijk 1978: Section 3) 

…the interpretation of sentences and sentence connections will seldom be partial: at 
the local level we mostly know what出estory is about. The complexity of (literary) 
narrative， however， requires曲atsemantic processing also take place at the globallevel: 
血eformation of macro-structures is necessary， otherwise we do not know what the story 
is about. In principle the same macro-rules operateぉ forother kinds of discourse¥ 

(van Dijk 1978: Section 3) 

Van Dijk's concept of ‘macro-structures' here only refers to schematic 

(super-)structures like Labov & Wale包ky's(1967)印刷ngand Complication at the 

beginning of a narrative text with the Resolution later in the same text. Van Dijk does 

not go beyond the Labovian‘na加ral'narrative analysis. In natural narrative， the 
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narrator， whether there is a sub-narrator in a ‘sub-world' (Werth 1999: 210-216) or 

not， is a real and autonomous being， and the narrator and the sub-narrator both belong 

to the same world of reference; while in a fictional story， the author and the narrator 

belong to a different world， one is real， the other not real， but fictional， and the 

narrator in the fictional world has no autonomy as an independent being. 

2.3.3.3 Other top-down approaches-text as 'product' in the Birmingham Schoolol 

discourse analysis 17 

Other top-down linguistic approaches developed to analyze natural language 

discourse provide us with an effective tool for the analysis of literary discourse. 

Linguists of the Birmingham School of conversation analysis， among others， have 

analyzed a classroom exchange between the teacher and the students (Coulthard 1985， 

1992). This approach looks fruit白 inthat a classroom exchange is also a 

problem-solving activity， ensuring context-specific significant coherence between the 

utterances. 

The Birmingham School of discourse analysis is characterized by a top-down 

approach to natural conversation， in contrast to conversation analysis (e.g. Sacks et al. 

1974) developed mostly in America. The aim ofBirmingham linguists is to elucidate 

the utterances made in a classroom in close connection with the structure of由e

classroom context. This is from the understanding of difference in meaning in form 

[17] Eggins (1994: 87-89) argues that there are two kinds of context in the systemic model of 
language. One is‘contex1 of culture'， namely， ge町 e，and the other ‘context of si加ation'，that 
is， register. Each category of context has its own coherence type. One is 'generic coherence' 
which relates to the context of culture， and the other ‘situational / registerial coherence'. The 
former is a genre-specific coherence， while the latter is a kind of coherence that can be 
identified in one context in which all clauses of a given text can occur. In出isdissertation， to 
make discussion simple， 1 will use Cook's defmitions. 
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and function. A mere combination of syntactic and lexical information sometimes 

cannot reveal the real meaning of an utterance. For example， one functional meaning 

of a reply (right-hand side) to the question (the left side) could take the following four 

forms， illustrating the difference between form and function (Coulthard 1985: 121): 

(13) 

Where's由etypewriter? 
Int. 
Decl. 
Imp. 
恥100dless

Is it in the cupboard? 
It's in the cupboard. 
Look in the cupboard. 
In the cupboard. 

Also in a classroom interaction， the following five ranks have been assumed (Sinclair 

& Coulthard 1992: 5): 

(14) Lesson 
Transaction 
Exchange 
Move 
Act 

At the level of ‘exchange'， a minimum unit between a teacher and the students is 

claimed to be composed of three ‘moves': Initiation + Response + Follow-up 

(Coulthard 1985: 125). In the Initiation move， for example， if a teacher says‘Well'， 

the utterance could be a speech act that marks a boundary at which a new exchange 

begins: 
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Lesson 

/1¥¥ 
Transaction 1 Tmns. 2 Tr出15.3

----ヤ---Exchange 1 Ex. 2 Ex. 3 

----て----Initiation Response Follow-up 

J芯P33
‘Well' 

Figure 4 

Classroom discourse strata 

Literary discourse is comparable in the sense that it is also a multi-layered 

problem-solving act of communication. But a literary discourse is not an exchange but 

a sort ofvery long single ‘turn' by one participant， that is， the author. 

2.4 AN INTEGRATED VIEW OF LlTERARY DISCOURSE 

So far， while reviewing past literature on literary language， 1 have emphasized the 

importance of ‘message context' both text-internal (that is， within the fictional text 

world) and text-external (that is， in the real world outside the text)， for evaluation of 

血eliterary significance of a linguistic feature in a literary text. Not only a single 

linguistic feature (message form)， but also the context in which the feature occurs 

(message context)， both message-external and message-internal， are important in 

evaluating the real significance ofthe item. 

The importance of a functional view of literary style has already been suggested by 

some leading stylistics scholars. Early in the 20th century， in his La langlωrge et la vie， 

1952 [1935]， Charles Bally outlined what areas ‘stylistics' covers， saying: 
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En resume: la stylistique d'une langue doit op的 rsur une p何odebien determin白 deson 
evolution， en s'interdisant de chercher des mat剖 auxou des preuves dans les periodes 
anterieures ou subsequentes; elle doit s'attacher a toutes les manif切ationsde la vie 
linguistique de l'idiome (vocabulaire， syn旬xe，sons， etc.)， en pren祖 tpour base le langage 
spon師国， naturel， parle， emanation de la vie li白lle:

(ln short: the stylistics of a language must deal with one we11 defmed period of its evolution， 
avoiding seeking materials or evidence in the time before or after the period; it must examine a11 
the manifestations of the linguistic life of the language (vocabulary， s戸ltax，sounds， etc)， by 
taking for its base spontaneous， natural， spoken language， the emanation of the reallife;…) 

(Bally 1952 [1935]: 109) 

In Japan， in 1938， Tadao Yamamoto suggested the same linguistic items as above to 

be dealt with in stylistics in his Buntairon Kenかu[8ωdies in s句rlistics]，saying that 

one stylistic factor of a writer could be realized in various grammatical aspects of his 

language (Yamamoto 1938: 69); and in 1940 he expressly showed the same areas to 

be studied in his Bunt，αiron [8tylistics]， arguing that 

百lelinguistic method to study style is stylistics・..What stylistics deals with coextends with 
what linguistics covers; that is， stylistics also covers phonetic shapes and a11 semantic 
matters， not only a sma11 grantmatical area.羽司13tmakes stylistics di低 rent合omgrammar is 
only its method， not the area it deals with. 

(Yamamoto 1940: 41-42) 

In 1981， in his Eigo・110Style [8tyle in English] Toyota Masanori emphasized the 

necessity of stylistic studies to cover the same field as Bally proposed. At the time of 

publication， these scholars all included ‘sentence'， and not ‘discourse'， a level above 

sentence， in their scope of study. This is because until quite recent1y the sentence was 

‘the last entity dealt with by linguistics'; however， there were some who found 

discourse ‘beyond the sentence'侭icoeur1984: 30).18 However， Yamamoto (1938: 

103) suggested the importance ofBuhler's (1965) four functional elements (addresser， 

[18]‘For a long time it was one of the tasks of classical rhetoric to deal with this ordered aspect of 
discourse' (=a succession of sentences)侭lcoe町 1984:30). 
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addressee， message， context)，19 a functional view which discourse analysis later 

includes in its scope， particularly in Halliday's interpersonal component; and Toyota 

(1981: 186) stated the importance of something that integrates a bundle of sザlistic

features， the idea ofwhich is close to the multi-layered literary communication system 

(Leech & Short 1981 and Short 1996) and the ‘supra-sentential structure and 

meaning' (van Peer 1991: 4). Their ideas of message-external context surrounding the 

text should be separated from the concept of ‘message context' within the text 

(message-internal)， or the fictional world the text creates. As 1 have examined in 

Section 2.3.2， the structural analyses of the 1970s were concerned only with the 

narrated (the story world) (the dotted part that resembles the framework of na旬ral

discourse) and did not consider the discourse level above the fictional world. 

The literary text presents the story as if it is rea1. The readers， knowing that the 

narrated story is not real and yet sometimes forgetting th剖 itis not real， enjoy the 

mock reali句， represented on the pages. This multi-layered communication framework 

ofliterary discourse will be represented as below: 

[19] The I-you polarity is also Benveniste's important suggestion for human discourse. He argues 
that on白ispolarity白eprocess of communication is based: 
Lapo加itedes personnes， telle est dans le langage la condition fondamentale， dont le proces 
de communication， dont nous sommes parti， n'est qu'une consequence toute pragmatique. 

σhe po加ityof the persons is出efundamental condition in the language， whose process of 
communication， which is our starting point of discussion， is only one very pragmatic 
consequence.) 

Benveniste (1966: 260) 

Paul Ricoeur's position concerning language is also communicative. Following Benveniste， 
Ricoeur's discourse consists of communication elements like addresser， addressee，印刷ng，
topic， etc. (Ricoeur 1991: 77-78). 
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Figure 5 

Communication白ameworkof literary discourse 

As a narrator belongs to the story world， he or she cannot govern and condition the 

story world， or the story world cannot be the ultimate and single source of information 

血atis necessary for the understanding of the text， because the text world in a fictional 

text is， as Figure 5 show， only a sub-world within the overall framework of literary 

communication. We need to resort to the overall framework for the functional 

interpretation of the text. The presence of the discourse level as described in Figure 5 

above ensures the presence ofthe source oftextual significance?O 

If the discussion 1 have presented so far is co町ect，those narrative theories that do 

not distinguish literary discourse from natural discourse and assume that they both 

have the same communication framework with the same number of levels will have to 

[20句]Lanse釘r乍(1981:151り)‘e郎x位afict“ionalvoice' is similar to the discourse level in Figure 5. 
Among her hierarchical voices in a narrative text， what she calls ‘ex仕afictional'voice is， 
according to her， the u1timate source of authority which governs all the other voices出atthe 
text creates， and血isis equated 叩ththe voice of the implied au血orぉ Lanser(1981: 151) 
argues: 

. . the narrating voi∞is equated with the textual author (the extrafictional voice or <<Implied 
autholi> ) unless a different case is marked -signaled -by the text. 

What is important here is出atfrom白eex仕afictionalvoice provides the information to 
formulate an‘implied' au出or.(For出ediscussion of‘implied author'， see 2.3.2.2.) 
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accept modification. 

Among the major linguistic approaches to literary language which regard as 

important both the message-external and the message-intemal contexts (the real world 

and the story world)， in addition to the message form， the one that should be 

mentioned first is Fowler's approach (1986， 1996). In his linguistic criticism， Fowler 

showed a more socio-linguistic tendency in his study of literary language， 

emphasizing the importance of the text-external message context， and said that 

“poetic language" is not an objective， distinct entity， but an imaginary concept 

produced by the business of letters by way of publishing， reviewing， criticizing， 

theorizing and teaching' (Fowler 1986: 72). Preceding his emphasis of socio-linguistic 

aspects of literary language， Fowler's earlier interest was in text linguistics and 

structural analysis of myth and narrative as was widely done in France in the 1960s 

and 1970s， emphasizing some sort of macro-structures over a collection of sentences 

created text-internally. In Fowler (1977)， he claimed: 

Describing plot structure and theme， and the roles of protagonists， in ways which relate 
these structures to potential universals， seem ωme valid and important ente甲山esin the 
theory and history ofthe novel. 

(Fowler 1977:泊)

Fowler's suggestion of a message-internally created story world of macro-structures is 

almost coextensive with Widdowson's (1984)， who a培ues:

Literature.. .represents realities other血anthose conventionally refe汀edto by creating 
unique schemata which confer upon signs an additionα1 dimension 01 meaning. 

(Widdowson 1984: 158， italics mine) 

Widdowson's‘additional dimension of meaning' refers to a new scheme created in 

language with a conventional reference system. This is the feature of literature and the 
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result of what Guy Cook calls ‘schema refreshing'， or world-view changing (Cook 

1994: 10-11)， which is one of the three major functions of schema. 21 Cook further 

argues: 

Discourse of the last type [i.e.， schema re合eshing]will deviate 合om schematic 
expectations. Linguistic deviation and structural deviation may be side-e能 ctsor causes of 
schematic deviation， but are not enough to disrupt schemata on their OWll. Discourse which 
is acclaimed as‘literary' is often of由is‘schemarefreshing' type， and it is血IS由ataccounts 
for the high value placed upon it. 

(Cook 1994: 10-11) 

Or Bex (1996: 183) calls this message-intemal， text world ‘an altemative world': 

It [i.e. literature] 0民 rsus an alternative world against which we can judge the phenomenal 
world.百lIspossibility seems to be confinned by the application of relevance由eory.If 
readers initially approach written texts using the same cognitive interpretive processes， 
when出eyare faced with a text由atclearly does not re島rto the real world they will assign 
some relevance to the cognitive world也eyhave created. 

(Bex 1996: 183， ita1ics mine) 

Their notions，‘plot structure'，‘the additional dimension of meaning'， refreshed 

‘schema'， and offered‘altemative world'， all refer to the message-intemally created 

world. Their notions， however， should be ‘refreshed' or supplemented by Fowler's 

socio-linguistic dimension of communication framework on the basis of the actual 

framework of literary discourse as Figure 5 illustrates. 

2.5 CONCLUSION OF CHAPTER 2 

1 began this Chapter with the review of literature with stylistics， a major branch of 

[21]‘Schema refreshing' is one of the血reemajor functions of schema. The other two are‘schema 
reinforcing' and ‘schema preserving¥ 
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language studies for literary language from two standpoints: (A) S勿lebased on the 

message context ((A)-l: message-external context (= real world)， (A)-2: 

message-internal context (= story world)， and (B) Style based on the message form. 

This classification of style is to show th剖 moreemphasis should be placed on the 

message-context， whether text internal or text external， for an author's specific literary 

significance does not lie in individual message forms alone. 1 also reviewed Roger 

Fowler's viewpoint ofliterary language， which is both ‘macro-structural' and ιsocial¥ 

This duality is the source of both literariness and literature as discourse， which 

underlies Fowler's‘mind style¥1 also examined other linguistic approaches which lay 

emphasis on the literary dimension ofmeaning: R. Jakobson's and M.A.K. Halliday's. 

Jakobson's‘parallelism¥1 assume， should be re-interpreted in a dynamic dimension 

of communication like Halliday's functionalism. This dynamism in communication 

also characterizes literary language placed in society as a communication setting. 

Cognitive pattems in a text world should also be understood in this dynamic 

framework. This approach， functional as well as textual， gives us a far better tool for 

the understanding of literary language由anjust thinking of this variety of language as 

a mere collection of specific linguistic features like a social or a regional dialect. 
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Chapter 3 METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

In Chapter 2， 1 outlined some existing approaches to literary discourse and argued that 

not many of them consider the functional and communicative aspect of literary 

discourse， which involves the message forms (the micro-structural)， the 

message-intemal context (the macro-structural story world)， and the message-extemal 

context (the real world). In this Chapter， 1 will examine in detail this integrated， 

functional and communicative nature of literary discourse， especially focusing on its 

mediating function. 

In Section 3.2， 1 will start my discussion with two varieties of functionalism: the 

functionalism of Mukarovs均一Jakobson，on the one hand， and that ofPrague linguists 

like Mathesius and Halliday， on the other. There will be more freedom ofverbal units 

in longer literary discourse and， in a longer work， the scope of parallelism is decided 

by a superordinate， functional structure at the discourse level. In a longer poem， for 

example， the levels on which verbal items function go up along the Rank scale， and as 

they go up， the verbal items resort to higher-level parallelisms for their artistic effects. 

In prose， higher-level structures like the episode become more important and almost 

no verbal items at lower linguistic levels form parallel correspondences for literary 

effects except for the occasional use of 1 ower-level items such as lexical repetitions or 

alliterations. 

This is followed by the discussion of the necessity of functional parallelism 

governing the micro-structural parallelisms. For the super-struc加re discourse 
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framework， 1 will examine Ross's (1970) declarative sentence theory based on 

Austin's speech act theory. 1 will claim that at the playwright /author - audience / 

reader level of Leech & Short (1981: 255-287) and Short (1996: 168-194)， Ross's 

superordinate performative clause forms the communicative superstruc旬re.The 

super-structure discourse framework does not require explicit structural representation， 

but is a necessary condition for every literary discourse. 

In Section 3.3， 1 will ar，思lethat the source of coherence with literary significance is 

derived from thematization based on Ross's superordinate performative structure at 

the level of text. As 1 mentioned in Chapter 2， the literary coherence in a text comes 

from the communicative setting between author and reader， playwright and audience. 

In this Section， Brown & Yule's two effects ofthematization (a starting point marking 

effect and a chunking effect)， varieties of theme， and topic development will also be 

discussed. 

In Section 3.4， 1 will focus on the thematic structure in literary discourse. In the 

prepositional part ofRoss's performative structure， there is communicative dynamism 

working， which consists oftheme， rheme， and mediation. 1 will also attempt to present 

the conditions for the definition of these three key concepts: that is， what 1 term 

discourse theme， discourse rheme and mediation. In addition， 1 will discuss the 

problem-solving function that thematization holds in literary discourse. In literary 

discourse， theme， or ‘discourse theme' to use my terminology， transforms itself or 

becomes ‘mediated' into rheme， or‘discourse rheme'， in a literature-specific fashion. 

In the unmarked case， the literary text unfolds from prominence as discourse theme to 

a new-information-oriented prominence as discourse rheme. By scrutinizing this 

thematic structure in literary discourse and the way it becomes mediated， we can gain 

access to what the author consciously or subconsciously hopes to convey to the reader 
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in a coherent way. Finally， 1 will attempt a sample analysis ofKazuo Ishiguro's works 

usmg血eideas discussed in this section. 

3.2 FUNCTIONAL PARALLELISM OVER MICRO-STRUCTURAL 

PARALLELISM IN LITERARY DISCOURSE 

Literary language uses a functional aspect of language for coherence of its 

message-forms in the message-intemal story world. Without any functional support 

for the coherence interpretation ofthe text， parallelism， one ofthe cohesive devices in 

a unified text， is only a collection of seemingly recurrent items. What sort of coherent 

meaning in the text do they serve? What function do they have in the text? 

Functionalism seems to provide us with a relevant point of view for these questions. 

Below 1 will discuss two sorts of functionalism: one is Mukarovs均一Jakobson'sand 

the other is the Prague linguists'， like Mathesius's， and Ha1liday's. In the discussion， 1 

will offer an overview of Mukarovsky-Jakobson's parallelism， the central idea of 

their functionalism that， they argue， characterizes literature. Then 1 will examine the 

Prague linguists' and Ha1liday's approach， in which an information structure govems 

a number of parallel correspondences in the message form， or the text. In the 

discussion ofthe former， 1 will examine: 

(1) how an English literヨrywork has come to owe much of its beau貯toparaIlelism at higher 
linguistic levels such as episode， at which level the Prague Iinguists' and HaIIiday's 
tex1-白ロningfunction comes in; and 

(2) how paraIlelisms白紙 playa centraI role in a short poem work in a long poetic work of， 
say， thousands of lines， and in prose， in which血ePra呂田 linguists'and HaIIiday's 
infonnation structure provides coherence to the text. 
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In the examination of the Prague linguists' and Halliday's functionalism， which， 1 

assume， can provide the highest-level framework for the coherence of a literary text， 1 

will discuss: 

(3) how a literary text can be coherently interpreted within the communicative framework 
between au由orand reader in a specific context. 

3.2.1 1Wo varieties of functionalism 

Functional linguistics， as opposed to formal linguistics， regards a language as a 

communication system that has been formed by 白lfillingspecific historical and 

cultural needs， not as a system of rules that combine one constituent with another. 

Halliday， the founder of functional linguistics in Britain， or the Systemic Functional 

Theory as it is widely termed， out1ines the history ofthis approachas follows: 

Systemic， or Systemic-Functional， theory has its origins in the main intellectual tradition 
of European linguistics也atdeveloped following the work of Saussure. Like other such 
theories， both those 合om the mid・2仇h century (e.g. Prague school， French 
伽 ctionalism)and more recent work in the same tradition (e.g. that of H砲とge)，it is 
functional and semantic rather血anformal and syntactic in orientation， takes the text 
rather由組曲esentence as its object， and defines its s∞pe by reference to usage rather 
than grammaticality. Its primary source w出血ework ofJ.R. Firth and his colleagues in 
London~ 出 well ぉ otherschools of thought in Europe such as glossematics it also draws 
on American anthropological linguistics， and on traditional and modern linguisticsぉ

developed in China. 
(Halliday 1994b: 4505) 

Functionallinguistics originated in East Europe， especially at two major schools: the 

Moscow School of Functionalism that Propp， Voloshinov， Bakhtin and Jakobson 

represented， and the Prague School of Functional Linguistics of which the 

representative scholars are Mathesius， Mukarovsky， Danes and Jakobson. 
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Functionalism itselfwas brought to Britain through Malinovs勾， and it was developed 

into the British style offunctionalism by Firth， Halliday， and Sinclair. 

East European functional linguistics has contributed to an understanding of the 

characteristics of literary language. As 1 have outlined in Chapter 2， Mukarovsky and 

Jakobson's aesthetics of verbal art have shed more light upon literary language than 

other theories before them. The Mukarovsky-Jakobson approach to literariness， 

however， confined its focus within the text， or the message form， in spite of their 

communication model shown in Figure 1 below. In this dissertation， 1 claim that a 

literary text should be placed in the communicative framework as Mathesius (1975)， 

Halliday (1994a)， and others in Prague and London (e.g. Firbas 1964a， Firth 1957)， 

claimed for natural discourse. 

1 will first examine ‘parallelism'， a central idea of literary aesthetics， in Jakobson 

(1960: 368-369) and Cook (1989: 15-16， 1994: 29-30); and then 1 will examine 

Prague linguists' and Halliday's functionalism in Section 3.3， especially their 

text-forming function that will complement the Mukarovsky-Jakobson aesthetics. 

3.2.2 Roman Jakobson s poetic ルnction: seven components and seven 

macro-fimctions 

Language used in communication is assumed to be composed of the following seven 

elements， each equipped with a macro-function: 
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poetic f. referential f. 
MESSAGE FORM (TOPIC) 

ADDRESSER-一一一一一一一ー一一一一一一一ー一一一一一一一・ADDRESSEE
emotive f. CHANNEL phatic f. directive f. 

CODE metalinguistic f. 
SETTING contextual f. 

Figure 1 

Seven Macro-components and Seven Macro-functions of Language 1 

The ADDRESSER is one who sends a MESSAGE， that is， the writer or the speaker; 

while the ADDRESSEE is the receiver of the MESSAGE， the reader or the listener. The 

CHANNEL is the medium through which the message passes. A speaker's voice， a 

writer's letters or characters， a telephone line， a computer screen， etc. are media in 

communication. MESSAGE FORM refers to the specific grammatical and lexical 

selection of the message. The poetic function is realized here. The TOPIC refers to the 

content of the MESSAGE. The CODE means a specific language like English or 

German， or a dialect of a language. The SETTING indicates the social or physical 

context in which the communication takes place. Each element is associated with one 

macro-function. 

According to Jakobson (1960: 356)， Hymes (1968: 117)， and Cook (1989: 24-26， 

1994: 153-154)， a message focussed upon the MESSAGE FORM is poetic in its 

function. According to Jakobson's poetics， so named after the major advocate of this 

view， a poetic work is a collection of self-focussed equivalent units that correspond 

with each other. In other words， poetry is a text involving parallelism of linguistic 

units， from those of lower levels (phonological， morphological， lexical， etc.) to higher 

levels (text， episode， etc.). 2 

[1] And it is as natural to focus on addressee when discussing communication as on addresser. In 
出isdissertation， 1 will focus just on the addresser's role in the thematization of the text. 

[2]‘Repetition， however， does not just involve recu町enceof sounds. It may also rest on an 
equIvalence of syntactic s肌lctureor of the semantic content of individual words¥ 
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3.2.3 More freedom of verbal units in longer literaηdiscourse 

Considering the fact that English has taken the ‘analytic' course， simplifying 

paradigmatic systems and fixing word order， the planes on which parallelisms are 

realized seem to have a specific shape of their own after Early Modem English. 

Modem English does not have a rich system of paradigmatic elements， especially in 

the lower linguistic units like morphemes; and the decreased f1exibility of word order 

does not help because in a limited space such as a short poem (e.g. an 8・linepoem， a 

sonnet， etc.)， there is little room for a higher unit like a clause or a sentence to be used 

for paradigmatic variation.3 Therefore， it is necessary to probe into parallelism at 

higher linguistic levels of a poetic work in Modem English even if it is short. A short 

poem should show salient parallel correspondences ofverbal items closely juxtaposed， 

but it cannot show its effective parallelism if it is written in Modern English without 

higher level parallelism. In this section， 1 will examine a longer text， verse or prose， 

and discuss why it is necessary to go beyond Jakobson's parallelism， which is mainly 

focused upon short works ofpoetry. 

Why is it then that Jakobson restricts himself to the analysis of short poetic texts? 

He argues: 

百leonly restriction由at1 have a110wed myself to place on the selection of texts regards 
their length....百lesimultaneous synthesis accomplished by the immediate memory of a 
short poem plainly determines its structura1 laws and disting山shesthem from those 
which underlie the network of lengthy poems. Such poems， similar in some principles of 
their cons住uctionto long musica1 compositions wi白 leitmotifsrunning through the work， 
。百era separate theme血at1 try to out1ine in examining diverse specimens of epic 
genre... 

(J必cobson1981b: 770) 

(Boase-Beier 1994: 405) 

[3] For the historical discussion of parallelism in English poetic texts， from Old to Modern， see 
Kikuchi (2003b). 
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In composing a long literary text like narrative poetry or prose， the author should face 

this problem of limitations in memory. His or her compositional work cannot be done 

at the level of phonology， because the longer a text， the more difficult it becomes for 

the lower linguistic units to correspond to each other. As 1 examine Chaucer's end 

rhymes in 3.2.4， dosely juxtaposed rhymes correspond to each other; however， if 

these rhyme words are placed hundreds oflines apart， it becomes almost impossible to 

find correspondences if the text does not have some superordinate structure that 

semantically govems these rhyme words. This is also the case for metre and rhythm， 

which are also phonological devices with which to create textual unity. At such lower 

linguistic levels as phonology or morphology， numerous correspondences of verbal 

items exceed our ‘memOIγnamely， the freedom of arrangement increases. In a 

longer text， therefore， we have to appeal to some higher levels， which govem the 

lower units from above. 

The following is an example ofthe poetic function in a short prose extract in which 

corresponding units， a series of bilabial /mJ consonant and lexical units which contain 

this sound， are closely juxtaposed. The text is from Ruth Rendell's Master 01 the 

Moor (Master in quotation). The prose text below is used as an example th剖 doesnot 

depend so much upon phonological correspondences for its literary coherence: 

(1) Stephen...had found Marianne's body and血enhad found Ann Morgan's car. (p. 
80)…百lerewas no time since the departure of his mother， when the moor had not been to 
him a re白ge，a domain，.…the murderer of those girIs，出isman who had usu中ed
Vangmoor and made himself a greater master of it曲anhe....(p. 84) Malm launched into 
a spate of questions.百listime白eywere all concemed with血egeography of the moor 
and Manciple，....(p. 87) So there wお aMinotaur here， after alI， a monster， half-man， 
halιanimal， who inhabitedぬismaze. (p. 109) 

RendeIl (Master， p. 84， p. 87， p. 109)4 

[4]百lCtext used is R. Rendell (1982) A1i応 tel・ofthemoor (London: Arrow Books). 
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From the extract above， 1 deliberately excluded the words which do not have the Iml 

sound at their head except Vangmoor and half-man. This succession ofthe sound Iml 

(Marianne' s (victim) body …Morgan's (victim) car …mother …moor …murderer … 

man…Vangmoor…master…Malm (detective)…moor …Manciple (detective)… 

Minotaur…monster …half-man …maze) converges upon one key word ‘mother¥ 

In an extracted ‘short' portion of a text such as the above， it is rather easy to see 

these poetic textures， the linear display of equivalent units on the chain axis. In such a 

‘short' text as above， in which one linguistic unit is put close to the other units with 

the same feature， there is no difficulty in reading repetitive self-objective verbal 

pattems. However， if there is more distance between the units， that is， if equivalent 

linguistic units are pr吋ectedon the combination axis as far apart as several hundreds 

oflines away， then it becomes difficult to pinpoint their relationships. 

In his analyses of poetry， Jakobson showed us various correlations of elements at 

different linguistic levels (phonological， morphological， lexical). However， we cannot 

view all these levels as equally pertinent or available in any analysis. Rendell's prose 

discourse above shows this inequality in血estatus of linguistic elements. We do not 

need to cite Dupin's theory in Edgar A11an Poe's Gold-Bug to assert that a certain 

alphabeticalletter， however frequently used in an ordinary English passage， does not 

play a correspondence-forming role.5 

We can see this inequality in the status oflinguistic data in Rendell's text. In it， the 

poetic function reduces its operation on a lower level such as that of phonemes or 

morphemes， though in some parts they are effectively employed; they may be 

recognized only within the scope of some other superordinate pattemings ruling over 

[5] In the Gold-Bug， Dupin， a detective， assumes that 8， which is most often used in the letter in 
cl)下tog叩h，corresponds to加 alphabeticallettere because this letter is most frequent1y used in 
English. 
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the lower， subordinate phonological and morphological pattems. Without it， we 

cannot give a satisfactory explanation which covers the configuration of 1m! above 

and other series of items. 6 

In Rendell' s novel， the phoneme Ifl is also repeated many times. All through the 

novel， the Ifl sound appears in the word Foin， and it shows a particular1y dense 

assemblage in the latter paはofthe novel: 

(7)τnere were probably Jlowers growing in the border here. He saw them as a grey mass， a 
λlZ勾，jungoid growth， and he stabbed由espade in among them haphazardly. His fancy 
was playing tricks with him， for when he looked up he thought白ra moment a角cehad 
looked back at him out of the gloom behind the kitchen window. (p. 205)…He角stened
由erope to the lip of rock and clambered down Apsley Sough.百lesides ofthe shaft were 
moist and slippery but not running wi由 waterand there was no water lying in the 
chamber at its foot. Stephen felt relief. There had been times in the pぉtdays when he 
feared aJlooding ofthe mine. (p. 209) 

Rendell (Master， pp. 205-209) 

Without understanding some higher thematic structures over these lower linguistic 

correspondences， which is suggested in the phrase ‘“female principle" and “a kind of 

opposite of the phallic'" (Rendell 1982: 112) it would be difficu1t to see that the 

phoneme Iml represents‘mother'; while， Ifl stands for 声ther¥Theyare two key 

words in this nove1. They represent a sort of power conflict， one attempting to 

overwhelm the other. Quirk (1968: 5-6) pointed out伽 tprior to the appearance ofthe 

monster， Grendel， in Beowll広thereis also this sort of special constellation of a key 

sound. Quirk argues: 

It can be sho"n曲atin a good dea1 of Old English poetry， too， words‘interanimate' each 
o由民 touse Donne's admirable expression. The name Grendel， for inはance，is 
a11iteratively linked in more由anha1f its two score occurrences wi血 wordscongruent1y 

[6]百le‘superordinatepattemings' for The Master ofthe Moor are just posited as a theoretically 
possible construct which would take the thematic-mediation-the rhematic田 well.Getting 
dO¥m into and out of the pit would possibly be significant correlating wi血/f/and Im/ sounds 
here， but it remains to be analyzed. 
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indicative of fierceness， especially glld and gryre: and it is surely unnecessary to point 
out血税thereis no question ofthe poet's being obliged to make such selections by reason 
of a scarcity of words which will alliterative. 

grimre gude， gif tu Grendles dearst 
niht-longne 今rst nean bidan. (525 ff.) 

百legrammatical connexion of grimre gllde here is with Beowulf's skill in the pぉt，but 
its equally potent lexical connexion is with Grendel and his present血reat.Similar 
relationships appear in lines 819， 1538， and elsewhere. 

Just as‘the setting up of lexical expectations is basic in the composition and 

enjoyment of the early poetry' (Quirk 1968: 4)， an assemblage of specific sounds 

around a word or words plays a role of getting the reader to expect the appearance of 

something. With this in mind， we can easily see the two key sounds 1m! and If/， 

converge upon a third victim's book entitled 

(2) ‘Muse ofFire¥ 

This reading is not possible until we posit a superordinate struc旬reover the 

phonological items placed far apart from each other. In the case of Beowulf， we need 

to know the role of this monster in the story to appreciate the phonological 

congruence of Ig/. 

In Hemingway's刀leOld Mall and the Sea， the same third person pronoun， one 

being the nominative case and the other the objective case， is used effectively to blur 

the demarcation between the two different referents in the old man's fight with a 

shark: 

(3) The shark canle in a rush and the old man hit him as he shut his jaws. He hit him solidly 
and from as high upぉ hecould raise the club.百世stime he fe1t the bone at the base of 
the brain and he hit him again in the 5anle place while the shark tore the meat loose 
sluggishly and slid dO¥m from the fish. 

Hemingway (Old Mall， p. 114)(italics mine) 7 

[7]百letext used is E. Hemingw可 (1980)The old mall and the sea (New York: Scribner). 
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In the first sentence， the shark and the old man take the subject position in tum in the 

three connected clauses: The shark came...the old man hit. ..he (that is， shark) shut. 

The first subject refers to the shark and， in the second clause， the old man takes the 

subject position and in the third clause it is taken by the shark again. In thematic terms， 

the highlighted clause in this first sentence is ‘He hit him'. We may call this a 

thematic key clause. This key clause appears twice. The other one is in the third 

sentence. In the first sentence， this clause takes an imperfect form sharing the 

predicate part with the other two，‘…the old man hit him'. All through the three 

examples， the subject and the object never change. They are ‘the old man' and ‘the 

shark' respectively. Syntactically there is no ambiguiザ.However， due to the sound 

similarity and being the same pronominal item，‘he' in a nominative case， the one that 

attacks and the one that is attacked become ambiguous indicating the fierce fight 

between the two. Considering the fact that the novel begins with ‘He' as‘He was an 

old man who fished alone in a skiff in the Gulf Stream and...'， and the special density 

in appearance of this third person pronoun up to this fighting scene， we may say that， 

as in the case of Ruth Rendell 's Master 01 the Moor above， Hemingway also used the 

repetitive sound as his prose technique. 

Lodge (1992: 89-93) points out that these sound repetitions also appear in a work 

of a writer whose writing style is thought to be most foreign to repetitions， and says 

出atin Hemingway's‘In Another Country'， this prose writer's superordinate literary 

theme is ‘death¥This short story， which begins with ‘In the fall the war was always 

出ere'，centres round， according to Lodge (1992: 91)， the unspoken key word ‘death': 

The American word for autumn，Jall， carries in it a reminder ofthe death ofvegetation， 
and echoes the conventional phrase for those who die in ba凶e，‘祉lefalIen". Its 
jUA1aposition with cold and dark in the second sentence strengthens these associations. 
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Even for Hemingway， who rejected traditional elegant variation as falsifying when he 

conveys experience， his writing style cannot go without centring on the words 

associated with his literary theme， death. Other texts that are discussed in Lodge 

(1992) are D.H. Lawrence's The Rαinbow， the Old Testament， Charles Dickens's 

Bleak House， and Martin Amis's M仰の・

In PART 11， considering the overall structure over the six stanzas， 1 wiII discuss how 

the author's name， E. A. Poe， is anagrammatically echoed in the key word 

'Porphyrogene'， in the form PO・p-o・e-e，in the semantic textures over the six stanzas. 

And with a similar overall system in mind， 1 will also discuss how we can identify the 

one who put his signature on ‘The Purloined Letter' (Purloined letters)， Poe's 

detective story. Chaucer's Canterbury Tales， which is considered metonymical in style 

(Brewer 1974: 1-20)， actually has a metaphorical semantic structure supporting 

correlations such as of rhymes at the morpho・phonemiclevel. Regarding each tale as 

a variant of others， and therefore equivalent on the vertical axis of language， we can 

extract common features from each tale. For example， The Canterbury Tales consists 

of a repetition of EVENTS like <Miller steals f10ur from student>/<Student gets back 

f10ur from miller>， or <Old ca中enterhas young wife>/くYoungstudent steals young 

wife> forming a pair of semantic units of FAIRNESS in POSSESSION， ending in false 

‘FAIRヲ topreach to the listeners of the tales:‘Such is the world and we should be 

careful'.‘The whole of The Cantel古lI1YTales may be symbolic of the pilgrimage of 

the human life'ゆ1asui 1988: 110) and this macro-structural semantic system 

supported by由efunctional superordinate layer determines the major correlations of 

its rhymes. This is because the author constructs a text following the functional 

theme-rheme structure which governs the correlations of the rhymes. In discussing a 

long tale like刀leCanterbll1y Tales， we should seek the ‘principle of equivalence' at a 
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higher linguistic level and determine the correspondences of equivalent rhymes on 

which the author's conscious and unconscious paradigms are reflected. 

Prose， a sub-genre of literature， relies far less upon phonological correspondences 

for its textual structure. This is because prose is such a genre that depends less upon 

rhymes or metres for its artistic effects than a narrative poem like The Canterbury 

Tales; and also because， if prose uses phonological devices for its effects like Ruth 

Rendell's M.ωter of the Moor， it is not easy for the rhymes or a1literations used to 

correspond each other over a long stretch of text. Alliterations can be used between 

words c10sely placed， but if the text is long enough， then the alliterative words cannot 

correspond with each other over the numerous number of language units. If the text is 

short， then it becomes like a short poem and phonological units can play their 

important role. 

3.2.4 The scope ofparallelism is decided by a Sl伊erordinate，fimctional structure at 

discourse level 

The scope of Jakobson's parallelism， one ofthe text-level cohesive devices， should be 

determined according to由esort of discourse-level functional super-struc加re.

According to Jakobson (1960: 353-357)， Hymes (1968: 115-124)， and Cook (1989: 

24-26， 1994: 37-40， 153-154)，白eseven communication elements such as addresser， 

addressee， and the others correspond to the seven macro-functions. Among them a 

message focussed upon message-form is poetic in its function. According to 

Jakobson's poetics， a poetic work is a collection of self-focussed equivalent units 

corresponding to each other. In other words， poetry is a text involving parallelism of 

linguistic units， from those of lower levels to higher levels. His poetics focussed 
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mainly upon short poetic texts. However， in a longer poetic text that contains some 

episode development， that is， a narrative poetic text， like an epic， or in a prose text， in 

which only parallelism of equivalent units at the level of episodes appears， there 

seems to exist a superordinate parallelism that is deeply rooted in the functional 

discourse structures discussed above.8 

Now 1 will briefly discuss Jakobson's parallelism in rhyme words， taking examples 

from Chaucer's Cαnterbury Tales.
9 It is almost impossible to find phonological 

correspondences in Jakobson's way due to the work's great length. If we adopt the 

idea of superordinate government of the scope of equivalence， Jakobson's idea 

becomes effective even when applied to a long poem. In the Miller's Tale， for 

example，flood appears three times together with wood ('mad， angry'): 

(4) Sha1 fa11e a reyn， and that so wilde and wood， 
百1atha1f so greet was nevere N oes jlood. 

(5)百1Iscarpenter out ofhis slomber sterte， 
And herde oon crien“water" as he were wood， 
And thoughte，“Alias， now comth Nowelisjlood !" 

(6)官leytolden every man由athe was wood， 
He was agast so ofNowelisjloodThurgh fan旬sle，

(3517-3518) 

(3816-3818) 

(3833-3835) 

All the three instances of flood in the Tale (Masui 1964) are a lexical realization of 

‘FAIR' (=deceitful) POSSESSION (a thematic idea in Chaucer由at1 will discuss in 

[8] For the defmition of ‘narrative'， s∞Labov & Waletzl-y (1967: 20ー32)who emphasize the 
sequen∞of narrated events， and Toolan (1988: 7) who adds ‘the role of the perceiver' to an 
event sequence. 

[9] All the citations of Chaucer's works are from G Chaucer (1987) The Riverside Chaucer (3rd 
edn.)， edited by Larry D. Benson (Boston: Houghton Mifl1in Company). 
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PART TWO， Chapter 4.5)， and they are all made what Jakobson calls ‘equivalent¥ 

Not only are these two words similar in sound (wood-f1.ood)， but as they are placed 

side by side， they are made to be grouped into the same category. Wood is related to 

the meaning of hustling and bustling， and finally things ending in a ‘good' st剖e.Wood， 

therefore， expresses an environment in which jlood takes place， placing jlood in a 

metonymical relation with wood， to use Jakobson's term， or cognitively speaking， 

placing them in the same schematic category. In addition， jlood also stands in an 

equivalent relation with showres ('showers') in that the two words are associated with 

‘rain， water'， foretelling the coming ofjlood.1O 

(7) If that men asked hym in certein houres 
Whan由atmen sholde have droghte or elles showres， 

(3195-3196) 

Wood also appears twice ((8) and (9)) prior to the above (4)一(6)，as if to foretell the 

equivalent relation of ‘f1.ood-wood' : 

(8) And at the chambre dore whil白athe stood， 
He cride and knokked as出athe were wood， 

(9)百latifthou wreye me， thou shalt be wood，" 
‘判ay，Crist forbede it， for his hooly blood !" 

(3435-3436) 

(3507-3508) 

These rhyme words are made phonologically‘equivalent' because they are all related 

with the structures behind the words. 

A11 the instances of rhyme word 1ザ'ghtin Chaucer's Reeve's Tale are lexically 

[10] Boase-Beier (1994: 405) argues: 
In generaI， such repetitions involve words which share elements of meaning， usually words 
from the same semantic field， words with some shared associations， or even words which 
contrast m meanmg. 
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related to the same thematic idea of deceitful ‘FAIR' POSSESSION that realizes itself at 

night. The word nyght is used here just as an example which corresponds over a long 

stretch of lines. It is of course that other rhyme words have their correspondence 

patterns. Here 1 mean phonological correspondences between one rhyme word nyght 

with other examples of nyght: 

(10) But shortly， til白atitwぉ verraynyght， 
百leykoude nat， though血eydide al hir myght， 
Hir capul cacche，.. 

(11) Ale戸1wax wery in the dawenynge， 
For he had swonken al the longe nyght， 
And seyde， "Fare weel， Malyne， sweete wight! 

(l2)Myn heed is toty ofmy swynk to・nyght，
That makes me出at1 ga nat aright. 

(13) As 1 have thries in由isshorte nyght 
s、ηIved血emilleres doghter bolt upright， 

(14) For she was白lleaslepe a lite wight 
With John the clerk，出atwaked hadde al nyght， 

(4103-4105) 

(4235-4236) 

(4253-4254) 

(4265-4266) 

(4283-4284) 

All the events in this Tale th剖 arerelated to‘FAIR' (=deceitful) POSSESSION， whether 

intentional or unintentional， take place in the black of night. All the instances of 

‘nyght' are not only identical as rhyme words， but also provide the same environment 

in which the thematic idea appears. In the Wife of Bath's Tale， as well， this word is 

correlated with the same theme-rheme higher structure above it: 

(15) Thou shalt it do， if it lye in出ymyght，
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And 1 wol telle it yow er it be nyght." 

(16) And， certes， yet ne dide 1 yow nevere unright 
Why fareye血USWl由methis firste nyght? 

(1011-1012) 

(1093-1094) 

As these instances show， Jakobson's‘principle of equivalence' or‘parallelism' is 

effective only when related with some superordinate structures that determine its 

scope. 

So far 1 have discussed how important it is to consider a thematic structure at the 

higher linguistic levels of discourse when we decide the scope of micro-structural 

parallelisms. Dependence upon this layer of discourse holds more true for a longer 

poetic text or a piece of prose in which almost no phonetic level parallelisms are 

realized for literary effects. 

1 have illustrated how necessary it is for parallelisms， one of the cohesive devices， 

to be coherently integrated by resorting to something at a level above these cohesive 

devices within the formal framework of language. Without this integration， surface 

parallelisms just lie there randomly. These surface parallelisms may evoke many 

strong or weak implicatures (for ‘poetic effects'， see Pilkington 2000)， but we never 

know which effects are relevant and which are not. In a literary discourse， as 1 discuss 

in Section 3.3 below， the communicatively dynamic， higher structure govems the 

verbal units below it， though the literary discourse depends more upon the 

arrangements of these lower level linguistic units such as phonemes， morphemes or 

words for its artistic effectiveness or for their literary pragmatic integration. Some 

higher structure goveming a longer poetic work is essential when we decide the scope 

of Jakobson's‘equivalence'. In a long poem like that of Chaucer， as exemplified 

above， equivalent units must be based on this narrative supeトstructureover the given 
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text for other lower linguistic units to be relevant1y correlated. 

In the next section， 1 willlook for the integrating， functional discourse structure in a 

communication framework of a literary text employing the multi-layered 

communicative structure which 1 examined briefly in Chapter 2. The framework must 

involve both the addresser and the addressee， or the author and the reader. The 

declarative sentence theory based on Austin' s speech act theory is an example of the 

multi-layered communication system (Ross 1970)1l， and the upper layer in this 

framework corresponds to the playwright /author - audience / reader level in Leech 

& Short (1981) and Short (1996): 

1 (AUTHOR) -TELL -YOU (READER) 、
Chaucer， Dickens ¥¥ 

¥せ13t[TEXT] 

Figure 2 

Top layer of literruy discourse合amework

1 assume伽 tinside the square brackets由eliterary message (text) - lakobson's 

parallelisms， as well as narratologists' units， are examined only within these square 

brackets - is also organized following the same theme-rheme principle as at the level 

of a clause. This will be detailed in the next section. 

3.3 THE SOURCE OF COHERENCE WITH LITERARY SIGNIFICANCE 

This section deals with the communicative characteristics of a literary text， which is 

[ 11] According to the‘Perfonnative Hypothesis' of Ross (1970: 259)，‘the deep structures of 
declaratives in alllanguages resemble each other in having a perfonnative clause containing a 
verb of saying as their highest clause . 
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the source of coherence of literary significance. 1 assume that a message conveyed to 

血ereader， or a fictional story told to the reader， has the same organization as a clause， 

in which， if unmarked， a theme presented in the early part of the unit is commented 

upon in the latter pa此 ofthe unit. And 1 also argue that the theme in discourse， or 

‘discourse theme' to use my terminology， to be commented upon later transforms 

itself or becomes mediated into the rheme in discourse， or‘discourse rheme' again my 

terminology， in a literature-specific fashion (See Figure 7 below (which is the same as 

Figure 5 in Chapter 2)). By scrutinizing this thematic structure in literary discourse 

and the way it becomes mediated， we can gain access to what the author consciously 

or subconsciously hopes to convey to the reader in a coherent way. For this， first 1 will 

examine how coherence is maintained in a literary text by resorting to the 

three-layered structure in Figure 7. Next 1 will discuss the theme-rheme structure of a 

literary message in the three-layered structure， concluding that what the author wishes 

to communicate to the reader is represented well in this literary theme-rheme structure 

and the function of mediation. 

As 1 outlined in Chapter 2， there are three maj or approaches th叫 havebeen used for 

the analysis of literary discourse: micro-structural， macro-structural and functiona1. In 

由e micro-structural approach， discourse is viewed as process. The 

message-form-centred approaches as in Jakobson (1960)， which 1 discussed in 

Chapter 2， belong to this micro-structural approach. This approach can be called a 

bottom-up approach. On the other hand， in the second， story-world-centred， 

macro-structural approach (e.g. Todorov's)， the text is viewed as an independent 

product organized irrespectively of the communicative framework. The third， social 

discourse approaches like Labov & Waletzky's (1967) were designed to be applied to 

the examination of natural narrative. As 1 discussed in Chapter 2， in some cases， the 
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latter two have not been clearly distinguished and the third approach has been applied 

to fictional narrative as if there were no difference in nature between the two sorts of 

discourse. One example of this approach is that in Fabb (1997). The integrated 

自mctional aspect as the source of literaty significance and as a means of 

communication is what 1 assumed necessaty and sufficient conditions in 2.4. 

To approach literaty discourse functionally is to consider the literaty discourse as a 

unified whole and to posit a super-structural， communicative layer of function like 

Ross's framework in Figure 2， which covers and rules the whole stretch of language 

by the author. This sort of approach could be called a top-down approach. 12 

In Section 3.3.1 below， 1 will examine how literaty coherence in the 

communication framework of literaty discourse differs from coherence in natural 

discourse. 

3.3.1 Cohesion VS. coherence in literary discourse 

It is of course clear that surface‘cohesion' is not enough for the establishment of 

literaty significance. Then is the idea ‘coherence' sufficient enough for this? No， it is 

not， because the sources of coherence are different between natural discourse and 

fictional discourse. 

When we discuss features at a level above the sentence such as text or discourse， 

cohesion and coherence (two sorts of uni句， over a stretch of language) are often a 

central topic of discussion. The first sample dialogue in (17)-a is an example of 

cohesion， and (17)-b is由atof coherence. Both examples are from Widdowson (1979: 

[12]‘百lepromise of literary pragmatics …lies in its inclusion of a “top-down" perspective from 
the very starC (SellI991:訂v).
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96): 

(17) a A Can you go to Edinburgh tomorrow? 
B Yes， 1 can. 

b A Can you go to Edinburgh tomorrow? 
B B.E.A. pilots are on strike. 

Both of these samples for the discussion of natural language can serve to identi命

unity in fictional discourse. In (17)-a， a formal， cohesive device called ellipsis is used 

when B says，‘Yes， 1 can'， omitting the latter part of the sentence，‘go to Edinburgh 

tomorrow'， connecting B with A. Unity realized between these two utterances is 

called ‘cohesion' when there is a formal connecting device like a pronoun， a repetition， 

an ellipsis， etc.， and a group ofutterances in which ‘cohesion' exists is called ‘text'. 13 

In the case of (17)-b， B creates ‘coherence' between B's u仕eranceand ~ s， by using 

contextual information，‘An airplane does not fly when there is a strike going on'， 

knowledge of the world outside the text concemed. 14 When unity is achieved with 

the help of contextual information as in (17)-b， the unity is called‘coherence¥In a 

stretch of language， or a text， in which coherence is realized with the help of the 

contex加alinformation， the text is called‘discourse¥15 In discourse as in case (17)-b， 

information from the context helps realize unity called‘coherence' within the stretch 

of language. Common knowledge that we share in our world， or information which 

[13] Following Cook (1994: 24)，血e‘text'is defined出‘Thelinguistic fonns in a s甘etchof 
language and those interpretations of them which do not vruy with context'. 

[14] Also following Cook (1994: 24)， here 1 use the definition of ‘context' as '(knowledge of) 
factors outside the text under consideration' and ‘knowledge of relevant fea加resof the world¥ 
‘Knowledge' can be further subdivided into: (1) non-linguistic knowledge related with a given 
utterance (when and where was it uttered and who uttered it); and (2) cultural background 
knowledge. In the present article，‘context' is defined as the combination of one that these伽 0，
i.e.， 1 use ‘pragmatic knowledge' in the sense of ‘knowledge ofthe context'. 

[15] Cook (1994: 25) defmes 'discourse' as‘a coherent 柑 'etchof language' which，部 opposedto 
text， is a stretch of language in use， taking one meaning in context for its users， and perceived 
by them as purposeful， meaningful， and connected'. 
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comes from ‘schema'， works together with the propositional information of the 

sentence(s) to guarantee coherence. 

The relations between ‘text' ，‘context'， and ‘discourse' can be diagrammed as 

follows: 

context 

discourse 

S= sentence 

Figu陀 3

What constitutes discourse of naturallanguage 

In natural language， the information from the context plays a key role in 

guaranteeing coherence. Is this also the case for literary discourse? When we 

represent the relations between the three terms above， text， context and discourse， in 

literature， taking samples from Soseki Natsume's 1 am a Cat， they are as follows: 16 

S 1 /""'. S 2/""'. S3 /""'. .会.，n

Fi旨11陀 4

text (Cafs lines) 
context 
(world in text of 1 am a Cat) 
discourse 

iscourse of 1 am a Cat) 

S= sentence 

What constitutes literョrydiscourse: a brief sketch 

The two Figures， 3 and 4， look alike. However，印刷allyin literature the tripartite 

relations of text， context and discourse are more complex， because， as Figure 7 below 

shows， there is no such context within which the text occurs for literary 

[16] For 1 am a Cat， see note [11] in Chapter 2. 
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communication. In natural communication， a text is placed in a context， or a 

message-extemal context (= a real world). And this context and the story world由at

the text creates are referentially continuous. In literary communication， on the other 

hand， the context (=the message-extemal context) in which the text (=message) occurs 

and the story world (=the message-intemal context) are not referentially continuous. 

The former is real， the latter fictiona1. 

1 will examine the literary discourse in more detai1. Keen (2003: 109) argues: 

All narrative fiction has a discourse or textua11evel and a story world. 

And her framework ofliterary discourse will be illustrated as below: 

DISCOURSE I TEXT LEVEL ‘1 am a cat; but 1 
have no name， yet¥ 

STORYWORLD 

Figure 5 

MESSAGE 

MESSAGE-
INTERNAL 
CONTEXT 

Communication framework ofliterary discourse in Keen (2003) 

By supplying this structure with Ross's framework for the declarative sentence on the 

basis of Austin's speech act theory (Ross 1970; See Figure 2)， we can obtain the 

following Figure 6， which is closer to actualliterary discourse: 
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I-TELL-YOU ¥ 
SPEAKER LISTENER¥¥ 

DISCOURSE LEVEL コ出足LL
TEXTLEVEL ‘1 am a student but 

1 have taken no 
credits yet¥ 

THE REPORTED WORLD 

F恕U陀 6

MESSAGE 

MESSAGE-
INTERNAL 
CONTEXT 

Communication白羽meworkof natural discourse 

Ross claims that all declarative sentences ‘derive from deep structures containing one 

and only one superordinate performative clause whose main verb is a verb of saying' 

(Ross 1970: 259). By replacing the verb of saying with ‘narrate to' which has different 

performative features， we obtain Figure 6. An author creates a fictional world which 

consists of‘text' and the ‘message-intemal world' or the world created by the ‘text' 

(the ‘macro-structural' level of literaty discourse) within the framework of 

communication， the ‘social' aspect ofliterary discourse. 

Does Figure 6 then sufficiently represent the literary discourse framework? The 

answer is negative. In 印刷ali句"literary communication is more like Figure 7 below. A 

literary text presents a fictional story as if it is real. The readers， knowing that the 

story is not real， enjoy the mock reality represented on the pages. And this is where 

the delight ofreading literature lies. The readers take the box ofbroken dots below for 

the framework of natural discourse in Figure 6， though actually the boxed part is only 

a fictional world the author created: 
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Idi立:;tt:R¥伽t[TEXT]
~\\\ 

TEXTLEVEL " 
STORYWORLD! 

1 -NARRATE TO-YOU 

¥伽t[TEXT]
4 ここごと』
‘1 am a cat; 
butI haveno 
name，yet'. 

MESSAGE-
EXTERNAL 
CONTEXT 

MESSAGE 

MESSAGE-
INTERNAL 
CONTEXT 

\ー~ // 

Theme - 。lediation) Rheme 

Figure 7 

Communication白羽neworkofliterary discourse 

In literature， the text pretends as if it is occurring in an ‘actual' context. The context in 

which the literary text occurs is a mock context. The literary text is like a pic旬rein 

which a mountain and people are drawn. The characters and their lines in a literary 

text are like these mountains and people. A real mountain is placed in an actual 

context of situation， but the painted mountain is not. It may look so， but it is illusory. 

Figure 6 and the dotted part in Figure 7 (Chapter 3) are alike， but different. The 

readers enjoy this illusion， but some critics and linguists get confused. It is of course 

true that the picture is placed in the actual context of situation between the 

painter/audience framework. Those theorists who attempt to apply the Labovian 

narrative analysis to a fictional text are misled into identiちringthe text as Figure 6. 

Labov & Waletzky (1967)'s speaker， a 73・year-oldman from South Lyons， is 

different from Hemingway's elderly speaker in his ‘Old Man at the Bridge'， who tells 

that he t1ed from his home because of approaching artillery bombardment. These two 

elderly men tell a story of their own， but they are not in the same communication 
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framework. We need to posit Hemingway's voice behind the old man who tells ofhis 

escape at the bridge. 

We need to examine the following exchange again: 

(18め)
‘T官Howmiserable he wa部s!ド"says Lickshaw's Black Cat. 

When we are faced with (18)， we should consider three types of voices. First of all， 

one of the main characters， Mr Kushami， or乱1rAtishoo， a high school teacher of 

English， utters the reported clause ‘It is cold here'. Secondly， the Cat， the na汀ator，

utters the first utterance in (18)， which consists of the reporting clause (‘My master 

said that... ') and the reported clause (‘it was cold there'). And， finally; it is the author， 

Soseki Natsume， who composes this exchange to be communicated to readers. By 

piling the three participants' worlds one on top of another， we can obtain Figure 7 

above. 

A literary discourse differs from a spontaneous exchange. The former is， as it were， 

one very long tum of conversation， in which exchanges occur pretending to be natural 

ones. But the participants in the big加m，or at the text level， cannot create any 

meaning unlike participants in natural conversation. It is only the participant at the 

highest level， that is， the participant outside the fictional exchange， who can create 

meaning and meaningful coherence. That person is the author. 17 

A secondary meaning， or an implication， if any， at each layer ofvoices is shown in 

parentheses in (19) below. (What the author intends to imply， which is shown as ?? 

(two question marks)， could be one of the m司orobj ects of sωdy for scholars of 

Natsume.) Only by understanding one possible implication by the Cat，‘This is 

[17] As for the reader's creation of meaning， this dissertation is focussed only upon the 
information structure of a literary text within the framework of Ross (1970) and Halliday 
(1967).百lereader's 'creation' ofmeaning is not discussed. 
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because man does not have natural fur'， Lickshaw's Black Cat can coherently utter 

‘How miserable he was!' This exchange between the two cats occurs in the 

message-intemal context within the text， or the text-created world， which exists only 

as the product of their exchange， with no direct and 印刷alreferential continui旬with

the message-extemal， or 19th century Japan: 

(υ19町) N尚at刷s叩um鵬 ewrote tωou山s[抽白伽a抗tt白hec叫a剖ttold u山s[肺白伽aωth凶iおsmaster s悶泊dι，‘守'It'仇t'山，這scold he悶r悶ピ叫cぜ什']].
Sおos悶ekiNa剖ts叩ume(σ??η) World 

Cat (He said so because man does n叫 wearnatural白r.)INarrョtorヲS

IWorld 
Master Atishoo (please close the window.) ICharacter' s 

'World 

What then is the real context (= message-external context) in which the literary 

context (= message-intemal context) and the literary text (= message) are placed? It is 

the context ofreality， that is， 19th century Japan， in which the author lived. How then 

is the message-extemal real world context different from the fictional， literary world? 

For one由ing，the message-intemal， fictional context is a closed，日nishedworld-here 

1 disregard the creative participation of a reader at different times and different places 

in the interpretation of the work; or by ‘closed， finished' 1 do not mean the world is a 

perfect world or a world in which all the necessary information is supplied. On the 

other hand， a natural discourse occurs in a developing， unfinished world. A story 

world in the message-intemal context is a product finished by the author， addressed to 

the reader， though it looks like a developing process interactively created between its 

parti Cl pants. 

The discourse of 1 am a Cat consists of the discourse level which functions in the 

author-specific frame of reference in 19th century Japan， the language used， and the 

text world created by the language (text)， the existence ofthe first ofwhich provides a 
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literary discourse with coherence. 

3.3.21百ematizationinαfictional text 

One of the major achievements of the Prague School of Functionalism is that they 

added a communicative structure of‘theme-(transitional zone)-rheme' to the 

traditional grammatical division of‘subject-predicator-complement'. In their 

notion oftheme-rheme， however， there was no clear distinction between the speaker's 

viewpoint (what the speaker wishes to communicate) and the listener's point ofview 

(‘what is known' and ιwhat is unknown' to the listener). Halliday (1985: 36) clearly 

locates theme and rheme as the communicative aspect from the speaker' s viewpoint: 

百le百lemeis a function in the CLAUSE AS A MESSAGE. It is what the message is 
concemed wi血:the point of departure for what the speaker is going to say. 

In the following， 1 wi1l briefly examine the concept of theme and rheme applied to a 

text of natural language; and then how the theme and rheme are different when put in 

a communication system ofhigher order， that is， in a literary discourse. 

3.3.2.1 陥rieties01 theme 

According to Wales (2001: 393-394)， there are three varieties oftheme: 

(22) (i) In the field of LITERARY CRlTICISM， theme銃犯ldsfor 'a central idea' of the 
literary work. And in anthropology， Levi・Strauss'smythology， for example， attempts 
to see thematic oppositions (like life vs. death)， in myths and品lktales.百11Svane守
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corresponds to TEXTUAL THEME (Refer to Jones (1977: Chapter 1) and Brown 
&Yule (1983: Chapter 4)); 

(ii) In LINGUISTlCS， there are three sub-classes: (a) Prague School of Linguistics: 
communicative dynamism， functional sentence perspectiveヲ and Halliday's 
由eme-rheme;(b) theme -白cusin Quirk et al. (1985).! (THEME) am a cat (FOCUS); 
!(耳fEME)like every animal except a cat (FOCUS). 

(iii) In ORAL-FORMULAIC THEORY， a fixed， recurrent element in narration is called 
‘由eme'(or， in other words，‘句rpe-scene')，which depicts a hero putting on armour or 
making a voyage.百liselement is larger than a formula in a poetic line.百1Isis the 
same concept as 'topos' in literヨ加re，which is a subject repeatedly appearing in 
literature. 

(my underline) 

Of these three varieties of theme， (i) and (ii) are relevant to the discussion here. It is 

these two categories on which 1 base my theory of discourse theme and discourse 

rheme， but we have to keep in mind the fact that they are applied to discourse analysis 

of naturallanguage use in which the addresser is directly responsible for the message 

addressed to the addressee. Before discussing literary discourse， 1 will first focus on 

thematization and topicalization in the discourse analysis of naturallanguage. 

3.3.2.2 Thematization and topicalization: Katz， Pe拘 ti& Goldman 

From the discussion here， 1 will exclude Katz's‘discourse topic' because the 

thematized is not necessarily ‘an entity¥ 

Katz (1980: 26) defines his ‘discourse topic' as follows: 

The notion of a discourse topic is血atof the common theme of the previous sentences in 
the discourse， the topic carried合omsentence to sentence出血esubject of their 
predication. 

His ‘discourse topic' does not stand for a grammatical constituent， but for what the 

constituent refers to (a referent); and thematization means foregrounding of the 

referent. The concept of a foregrounded and backgrounded referent in Perfetti & 
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Goldman (1974) and Chafe (1972) stands for the same. According to Perfetti & 

Goldman (1974: 71)， by the repetition of a main character as in the following， the 

referent is thematized: 

(23) Dr Jones …the doctor …the surgeon …he … Dr Jones 

In this example， a grammatical constituent like ‘Dr Jones' or 'he' is not thematized; 

however， by the recurrent appearances of the referent， the person is thematized and 

foregrounded. In a story for children as in the following， a thematized referent and a 

grammatical subject often share the same syntactically initial position， because it is 

the position that remains easiest in memory. 

(24)Jack goes up the beanstalk again.的 comesto the giant's house and he sees the giant's 
wife. 

To avoid confusion， Brown & Yule (1983: 135) argue that a recurrent， thematized 

referent (Jack ... He ... he) should be called ‘a topic entity¥ 

3.3.2.3 ξffects 01 thematization:αstarting point mαrking effect and αchunking 

宅ffect:Brown & Yllle 

Brown & Yule (1983: 139) argue that the tit1e of a chapter and the topic sentence of a 

paragraph are devices of thematization; they are not only (1) the starting point of 

discourse， but also they have (2) a chunking effect， creating ‘a topic area'. They argue 

出atthe speaker's topic area becomes clear by collecting themes at the sentence level. 

If they are correct， we should be able to identify the author' s main concem from the 
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collection of sentence themes in the following passage from Kazuo Ishiguro's The 

Remains 01 the Day: 

(25) It seems increasingly likely曲at1 really will undertake the expedition由athas been 
preoccupying my imagination now for some days. An expedition， 1 should say， which 1 
will undertake alone， in the comfort of Mr Farraday's Ford; an expedition which， as 1 
foresee it， will take me through much of由efmest countryside of England to the West 
Country， and may keep me away合omDarlington Hall for出 muchas five or six days. 
百leidea of such a journey came about， 1 should point out，合oma most kind suggestion 
put to rne by Mr Farraday himself one afternoon almost a fortnight ago， when 1 had been 
dusting the portraits in the library. 

This is the first passage from K沼 uoIshiguro's The Remαins 01 the Day， and a 

succession of sentence themes here is as follows: 

(26)It… I…the expedition白紙… Anexpedition，… I…I…an expedition…I…The idea of 
such ajourney…I…I 

This set consists of two chunks， '1' and ‘expedition / journey'. Because this is a 

first-person novel， it is natural that '1' is used so often. The other expressions that 

stand for ‘a journey'， occupying the thematic position at the clause level， constitute a 

group， or the narrator' s‘topic area'. 

However， it is doubぜulthat a chain of thematized elements like. this leads to the 

‘main intention' (Brown & Yule 1983: 143) ofthe addresser， or the author. After all， 

this is another旬peof bottom-up approach， and these groups of clause themes should 

be authorized by an overall， super-frame if the clause themes are worthy the name 

‘main intention' ofthe author. 

Brown & Yule (1983: 133-134) argue that thematization also occurs at the levels 

above sentence: 

百leprocess of linear organisation which we have been examining， largely at a sentential 
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level in 4.2， produces the same sort of problem for the speaker / writer in organising units 
larger than the sentence. We may talk in general of thematisationωa discoursal ra也er
than simply a sentential process. What the speaker or writer puts first will influence the 
interpretation of everything由atfollows. Thus a title will influence the interpretation of 
也etext which follows it.百lefirst sentence of the first paragraph will constrain也e
interpretation not only of血eparagraph， but also of由erest of也etext.百18tis， we 
assume由atevery sentence forms part of a developing， cumulative instruction which tells 
us how to construct a coherent representation. 

Thematization occurs not only at the sentence 1 evel ， but also at the level of a 

paragraph and a text， they assume. In the paragraph， it is at the topic sentence， and in 

the latter， in the title of the text， where thematization occurs. With the initial element 

and the rest， the three divisions of the unit at the clause level are equal to those of the 

unit at the paragraph and the text level. Smaller theme -rheme figures， according to 

Brown and Yule， fit together to form a larger similar figure and the largest figure is 

the text or the discourse. 

Text 

T'itIe -Body 

U 

/
「
|

4 こj
Topic sentence -Body 

Paragrap~ I| | |「/
: Theme-Rheme 

Sentence ! [[]JIJ巴"

F恕ure8 

Thematization at various linguistic levels 

Here all the cases of thematization above sentence (Brown &Yule 1983: 133ー134)

occur at a linguistic constituent that has some form， like at a topic sentence or a title 

of the text. If this concept is applied to a literary text， the title ‘The Remains of the 

Day' becomes the theme of the text， 111e Remains 01 the Day. 
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This approach is not sufficient to get to the ‘intention' that the author wants to 

communicate to the reader. If 'The Remains of the Day' is the theme of the text and， 

then， how about ‘A Pale View of Hills' by the same author? And how about 'The 

Artist of the Floating World'? A title of these works represents something that is 

significant only in a specific text world， and even if such titles are put together， it is 

difficult to access the author' s main intention beyond each work. 

Then how about topicalization discussed in Brown & Yule (1983)? 

3.3.2.4 Topics develop;・onthe other hand， theme is followed by rheme: Brown & 

Yule 

According to Brown & Yule (1983: 84)， topics develop within the flow of discourse， 

as in the following conversation， where three topics develop along the time axis: 

(27) E: 1 went to Yosemite National Park 
F: didyou 
E: Yeah -it's beautiful there right throughout the year + 
F: 1 have relations in California and白at'stheir favourite Park because they + enjoy camping 

a lot 
E: Ohyeah 
F: they go round camping + 
E: 1 must admit 1 hate camping 

Yosemite Park → relations who Iike Yosemite Park and camping →camping 

Discourse theme / discourse rheme which 1 discuss in this dissertation is not a chain of 

such topics. These natural exchanges as above are something that the participants 

jointly create as a developing process， while a literary text is， as 1 said before， a 

finished product， or a sort of long‘加m'by one speaker at a super-structure above the 

text. Van Dijk (1985a: 116) rightly argues that‘Sentences might be connected 
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appropriately according to the given local coherence criteria， but the sequence would 

simply go astray without some constraint on what it should be about globally¥18In 

the case of literary discourse， this superordinate structure， however， should be sought 

at the top layer ofthe communication framework in Figure 7. 

3.4 THEME AND RHEl¥伍 INTHE LITERARY TEXT LEVEL 

3.4.1 Communicativeかwmismin the text 

Functionallinguistics has examined the third layer below in the clause from the 

standpoint of information structure: 

I opened the door. 

GRAMMA TICAL PREDICATE OBJECT (1) grammatical role of 
SUBJECT VERB the elements 
AGENTIVE AFFECTED (2) semantic role of the 

partlclpants 
THEME Rl亜ME (3) textual role ofthe 

information units 1 
(addresser's point of 
view) 

OLD NEW textual role of the 
lNFORMATION 問FORMATION information units 2 

(addressee's point of 
view) 

Table 1 

Layered grammatical， semantic and textual roles in a clause 

[18]明治macro-structureis the semantic information that provides this overall unity to a natural 
discourse as出efollowing sentence succession: 

This morning 1 had a toothache. 
1 went to the dentist. 
The dentist has a big car. 
The car was bought in New York. 
New Y ork has had serious fmancial troubles. 

And 1 assume白athis overall， macro-s加lctureis only a text component below the top level of 
literruy discourse. 
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Jakobson， as well as Shklovsky， argued that a poem is a text in which what he calls 

‘poetic function' (one of his six linguistic functions) becomes dominant or 

foregrounded over the other functions through rhythm， rhymes or other poetically 

licensed figures of speech. Consequently our attention is drawn to the manner in 

which these features deviate from the normal mode of expression in everyday 

language. Therefore Jakobson (1960: 356) assumed that in self-referential literary 

language the practical functions which everyday language has become backgrounded. 

Eikhenbaum (1982 [1927]: 247-249) and Tynjanov (1985[1924]: 73-201) later 

became aware that attention should also be directed to other elements than sounds， 

such as lexis， syntax， and semantics， because they together with self-referential 

sounds form a poetic text. In addition to this， we also need to consider the following 

point: In a literary text at discourse level， a level where the author communicates 

something to the reader， the way the elements work together is communicatively 

dynamic， along the lines of theme-rheme development at a text level below the 

superordinate author-reader struc加re，as words and phrases do in a clause. The 

original text-functional unfolding of utterance the Prague School of Linguistics calls 

‘Communicative Dynamism' (CD). 

Michael A. Halliday has discussed the clause in language as being built up by a 

relation between ‘theme' and ‘rheme' where theme means what is talked about and 

rheme means what is said about it但alliday1985: 39ft). At the sentence level， 

Mathesius as early as the 1930s gave 'new sense to the traditional distinction of 

grammatical and psychological subject (and to the analogous distinction of the two 

kinds ofpredicate)' (Vachek 1972: 19) by introducing new functional terms viewed in 

terms ofthe information conveyed by them:‘theme' and ‘rheme'. The ‘element about 

which something is stated may be said to be the basis of the utterance or the theme， 
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and what is stated about the basis is the nucleus of the utterance or the rheme' 

。1athesius1975: 81). From the study of the above Functional Sentence Perspective 

σSP)， Firbas (1964a， 1966， 1972) developed a concept called Communicative 

Dynamism (CD)， which is based on ‘the fact that linguistic communication is not a 

static， but a dynamic phenomenon' (Firbas 1972: 78) and which ‘pushes the 

communication forward' (Firbas 1972: 78). According to him， in the sentence‘He 

was cross'，‘the lowest degree of CD is carried by ‘Hピ， the highest by ‘cross'， the 

degree carried by ιwas' ranking between them'σirbas 1972: 78). The CD is defined 

as follows: 

…a process of gradually unfolding meaning， each p訂tof the utterョncecontributing 
variously (‘dynamically') to the to凶 communicativeeffect. Some parts of加 utterance
will contribute little to the meaning， because they ref1ect only what has already been 
communicated: these ‘thematic'ぉpectswould be considered to have the lowest degree 
of CD. By contrast，‘rhematic' aspects have the highest degree of CD， containing new 
inforrnation which advances批 communicativeprocess. 

(Crys旬11997:72) 

This sort of information structure is also called ‘functional sentence perspective' 

σSP) (Danes 1974: 106-128， Mathesius 1975: 82)， the ‘focus of contrast' (Chafe 

1976: 38) or ‘packaging'， a concept introduced by Chafe (1976: 28). 19 The CD was 

[19] Hendriks (1997) defmes 'inforrnation packaging' as follows: 
The basic idea of“inforrnation packaging" (Chafe 1976)is that speakers do not present 
inforrnation in an unstructured way， but that白eyprovide a hearer with detailed instructions 
on how to manipulate and int怠grat怠出einforrnation according to their beliefs about the 
hearer's knowledge and attentional stat怠.

According to ('Glossary of Systemic Functional terrns' by Christian Matthiessen， URL: 
http://minerva.ling.mq.edu.au/resourceNirtuallLibrary/Glossary/sysglossary.htm)，‘lt is 
roughly equivalent to白etextual metafunction of systemic theory， although it may include 
other considerations as well'. 
Chafe (1976: 28) argues血at‘thepackaging phenomena relevant to nouns include the 

following: (a) the noun may be either gi旦且 or盟主;(b) it may be a !jocus of con仕as1;(c) it 
maybe坐旦型且orm坐E型些;(d) it may be the ~辿i旦!ofits sentence; (e) it may be the包型Qof
its sentence; and (f) it may問 presentthe individual whose 12oint ofview the speaker is taking， 
or Wl出 whomthe speaker empathizes¥(Chafe's underline) Chafe is dealing with similar 
linguistic phenomenaぉ di民ussedfor FSP by suggesting thatιa particular noun in a sentence 
- or more properly the idea expressed bγ伽 tnoun - in addition to occupying some “case" 
status， m町 occupyvanous日packaging"statuses selected by the speaker on the basis of his 
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thought to be operating at a clause level， but actually， as Figure 8 showed， it is also an 

essential pa此 ofa text (Brown & Yule 1983). Thematization， they argue， occurs not 

only at the sentence level， but also at the levels of a paragraph and a text. Halliday 

redefined FSP as 'the“textual" component in the grammar of the sentence'但alliday

1976: 28). 

In literary discourse， the same sort of dynamism holds true. The theme-rheme 

dichotomy is also a fundamental， text-creating function of literary discourse. An event 

introduced in the former part ofthe story is given a solution in the latter part. 

Given the discourse level and the text level as represented in Figure 7 above， we 

can get value y by giving x a function f， 由enhow can we identi今thetheme and 

rheme at discourse level? This all depends upon what the author-specific literary 

significance is in a literary text. Figure 9 below shows parallelism of literary 

significance between the way Ishiguro or Natsume looks at the surrounding world (x) 

and the world views within his text world (y): 

(DISCOURSE LEVEL) (STORY WORLD) 
REAL WORLD as recognized MOCK WORLD 
by the author 

__ function r 
x 
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y 
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Figure 9 

Text-eA1emal and Inter-textual parallelism 

assessment of what白eaddressee's mind is capable of at the time' (Chafe 1976: 54). 
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The texts， 1，2 and 3， inter-textually resemble each other in terms of an author-specific 

literary significance; or， in other words， these texts are created on the basis of the 

authorial discourse above them. The discourse here is the ultimate source of literary 

significance of each text. In a text in which the aesthetic function as defined by 

Jakobson is dominant， the selection of verbal materials is not only determined by the 

exigencies of their paradigms within the text， but also by the functional factor at the 

discourse leve1. Choice of elements is done to fulfi1 the textual demand， that is， by 

placing the most known， or the element由atshould be assumed most known， or the 

discourse thematic， at the start oftext， towards the syntagmatically most prominent， or 

the discourse rhematic， through mediation. 

Following Brown and Yule's Figure 8 above， 1 argue that in literary discourse there 

also occurs thematization dividing a literary text into two parts with the transitional 

zone between them. Though at different levels， they are mathematically called 

‘similar figures' at different levels: 

D. THEME Il~~~~~A!~~~J I D. RHEME 

巨召員長IiliiEE

Figure 10 

Sentence thematization and discourse thematization 

Thus， Ishiguro's two novels， A Pale View 01 Hills and The Remains 01 the Day， 

could be analyzed communicative-functionally as follows: 
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DISCOURSE THEME MEDIATION DISCOURSE RHEME 

Communicative stretch at discourse level 

D. Level Ishiguro's leaving of Japan一一( ) 一一 Ishiguroヲssettling in Britain 

A Pale View of Hills 

linear (temnoral. cause-effect. etc.) stretch at text level 

T. Level1 Etsuko's leaving of 
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Niki's 'temporary' leaving ofher 
Londonhome 
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Figure 11 

Discourse thematization in two ofKazuo Ishiguro's two works 

くNiki'stemporary visit to Etsuko> / <Niki's temporary leaving ofher London home> 

at T. Level 2and <Steven's temporary leaving ofthe Manor>剖 T.Level 2 both白lfil

the same functional demand at the D. Level though they are placed at an initial 

position in the text. This sort of postpositioning or fronting of an event that does not 

follow a natural course of events often occurs in detective stories. For example， the 

description ofthe arrest ofa criminal could be placed before his crime is committed in 

the story as由ecriminal' s recollection. In theme， the author presents his or her own 

problem to which the author wishes to give an imaginary solution; then the solution to 

the problem is provided in rheme in the form of an author's comment on the theme. In 

literary discourse， the addresser or the author raises an issue in the form of the 
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discourse theme， as if it were an informationally‘given' already-known common 

ground between the communication participants (that is， author and reader)， to be 

followed by the author' s comment upon it， or the author' s psychological solution to it. 

In the above theme-rheme， LEAVING (discourse theme) is transformed， or mediated， 

into SETTLING (discourse rheme) through mediation stages of opposition-weakening 

process. We may term this ‘the mediating function' of literary discourse following the 

Prague linguists'‘transitional zone'. The utterances that appear in these stages are 

given a functional meaning of mediation. 

3.4.2 The represent.αtion ofliterary discourse structure: theme， rheme and mediation 

What we may term the system of discourse theme is placed high above along the axis 

of Rank scale. In this System of Theme， discourse theme and discourse rheme are 

paradigmatically stored in ‘the set of substitutable paradigms' of ‘significant others' 

(Cu凶e2004: 27， Currie's italics)， and each of them realizes itself linearly along the 

syntagmatic axis. Figure 12 below shows that theme at an abstract level as the starting 

point (problem presentation) is followed by rheme (the solution of the problem 

presented). When this default order appears in the text， it is unmarked; when reversed， 

it is marked (like Niki's temporary visit to Etsuko or Steven's temporary leaving of 

the Manor in Figure 11): 
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Axis of selection 

百leme→
system 

Fowler (1977: 76) puts it: 

一¥
百leme

Figure 12 

一一一一色
Rheme 

Axis of combination 

System of discourse theme 

Cumulatively， consistent structural options， agreeing in cutting the presented world to 
one pa悦emor ano出er，give rise to an impression of a world-view， what 1 shall call a 
‘mind均rle¥

The diagram above represents the essential structure of a fictional story， or a source of， 

what 1 term，‘general mind style¥In a particular literary text， there should be， what 1 

call， an‘author-specific mind style' depending upon the author's linguistic concem 

and the genre and length ofthe text he or she is dealing with. 

In the actual realization of the above theme-rheme structure (source of general， or 

global， mind style) in Ishiguro' s discourse， LEAVING (discourse theme) is 

transformed， or mediated， into SETTLING (discourse rheme) through several stages of 

an opposition-weakening process (Ishiguro-specific mind style). 

h a literaIy text，there is no independent，natural outer world surroundingan 

exchange of the characters由atis an important element for coherence in the actual 

conversation. Mr Farrady， new master of the Manor in the Remαins 01 the Day， 

advises the butler to go for a drive， but we should not seek something like the 

motivation for the advice on the part ofthe new owner ofthe Manor. It is possible that 

a character' s utterance may ca町， a certain implication as the Cat's line in (18) does. 
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But the character' s utterances do not depend upon the independent world outside the 

person (or the animal) because the speaker himself is not an independent real being. In 

a tictional， artiticial dialogue， some features are different from those in spontaneous 

exchange， because in tictional discourse，印刷alinteractivi旬 doesnot occur at the 

Characters level， but at the Writer，・Reader，or the Playwright-Audience level (See 

Figure 7 again). If we overlook this characteristic of literary discourse， we would 

misunderstand， for example， the motivations .that Iago in Shakespeare's Othello 

attributed to himself for his bad intention towards Othello. If we mistake the 

mu1tiplicity of motivations Iago raises for real one that we have in our own world， we 

would look for his real motivation and be surprised as Coleridge was. Coleridge 

(1836: 260) says ‘Iago's soliloquy-the motive-hunting of a motiveless 

maligni勿-howawful it is!' 1 would say伽 tIago's multiple reasons for his hostili勿

towards Othello are each directed to the actual audience， each of whom could 

embrace similar feelings toward his or her superior in their own life. Iago' s 

mu1tiplicity of motivations for criticizing Othello was just to attract a wider audience. 

Or in the case of Ishiguro's example， Niki， a daughter of Etsuko， a heroine， is not 

informative enough， and not co-operative with Etsuko because the reason why selling 

a house is ‘a shame' is not transmitted to Etsuko， but to the reader. Here again a 

character， Niki， is created to be co-operative with， and informative to， the reader. We 

should seek real coherence in the independent outer world surrounding Othello like 

the audience， a stage environment， the social situations in which Shakespeare was 

located when he wrote Othello; or Ishiguro's personal experiences， his life up to then. 

It is not sufficient to seek coherence within the text. 

To these abstract schematic structures or frame structures at literary discourse level 

出atgovem a genre named ‘narrative' and guarantee ‘generic coherence' should be 
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added a basic， psychological tendency underlying the human mind. Now 1 will discuss 

this tendency as the basis for ‘the mediating function'. The mediating function is the 

verbal function that realizes ‘problem solution' . 

3.4.2.1 The mediatingルnctionthat tran抑制 discoursetheme inω discourse 

rheme 

In this section， 1 will detail specific features of literary language， which 1 have only 

briefly referred to so far. A literary discourse inherently possesses a neutral and 

intermediary zone which has a mediating function between two parallel， but 

contradictory， terms. Or， following the discussion so far， a literary discourse has an 

intermediary zone which transforms the theme presented early in the discourse 

structure into a sort of what Halliday calls the theme of the discourse. 

The mediating function in literary discourse mediates the topic (discourse theme) 

presented in the early pa此 ofdiscourse s佐uc加re，changing it into the comment on it 

(discourse rheme)， presented later. As was discussed first in the works of the Prague 

linguists who advocated Functional Sentence Perspective (Mathesius 1975; Firbas 

1964a， 1964b， 1966， 1972; Vachek1972) and later by Halliday (1985) and others 

(Eggins 1994)， the communicative structure of a clause was divided into three parts 

(theme -transitional zone -rheme) or into two (theme -巾eme).Depending on how 

it relates to the discourse， or on how it uses the information already known to the 

listener， a clause organizes various sorts of information in context. In literary 

discourse， the theme must be mediated and changed into the rheme through what 

some anthropologists call ‘a liminal zone' (Leach 1976: 82)， or‘interface' (Leach 

1982: 158) where this thematic transformation takes place. 
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In a short poem， say， Shakespeare's Sonnets or Edgar Allan Poe's poems， 

parallelism and theme-transformation operate at the lower linguistic levels such as 

phonology or morphology owing to the shortness of the text. In short poetry there is 

not much room for sentences or stanzas to play a central role in creating cohesive 

parallelism and in mediating the discourse theme into the discourse rheme. In Poe' s 

‘The Haunted Palace'， a poem in The Fal/ 01 the House 01 Usher， for example， 

mediation is realized by means of a gradual change of lexical items (e.g. a 

graphological and voice inversion like III-2 saw -(m-8 was seen) -IV・2Was....6 Was). If 

Poe's‘The Raven' consists of only one sentence，‘Quoth the Raven，“Nevermore"に

the devices for mediation is so limited， for example， as in ‘Raven-never' (/r.v.n/一

/n.v.r/)， a mere juxtaposition of two inverted successions of phonemes. In a long text， 

this is not so. In Chaucer' s long narrative poem， Troilus and Criseyde， for instance， 

the parallelism and the thematic transformation are realized through a series of false 

reciprocal exchanges of semantic units， or what can be termed ETHICAL DEBT and 

ETHICAL CREDIT at the levels of episode. These Chaucer-specific mind style of false 

DEBT / CREDIT relations can be formulated as follows: 

(28)A → B / A ← B 

(x) (x+l) (l =‘interest' or‘tax') 

This formula shows:‘x' in the first Cycle on the left loses some of its value in the 

second Cycle on the right due to the ‘interest' or‘tax' imposed on the transaction. In 

Troillls and CrisのJde，Book 1 which begins with the abduction of Helen (The 

raりJsshyngωwreken01 EZのme，/ By Paris don (62-63)) is paired with Book V， the 

last section of the story (And whan that he was slayn加的ismanere， / His lighte goost 

ル1blis.ゆlかお l1/ent/ゆ ωtheholllg/messe 01 the eighthe spere，...(= destruction of 
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Troy) (1807-1809))， enclosing Book 111. In this core section， Book 111， Criseyde's 

winning Troilus's heart (that is， x) is never equivalent to Troilus's gaining Criseyde 

(that is， x+ 1)， because Troi1us， who exchanges love terms with Criseyde， is a public 

figure who represents the state of Troy， while Criseyde is only a private figure whose 

role is related to the fate of Troy only through Troilus. Criseyde's taking Troilus's 

heart is falsely balanced by the latter's gaining the former in the consummation scene. 

Through these false exchanges，‘interest' or‘debt' increases， leading to the destruction 

ofTroy. Through a series of deceptive equations like these， the Rape ofHelen in Book 

1 is finally unfairly paired with the Destruction of Troy. If we illustrate these stages， 

they will be represented as in Figure 10: 

(RAPE OF HELEN) (DESTRUCTION OF TROY 
/ DEATH OF TROILUS) 

D. LEVEL DISCOURSE THEME --一 MEDIATION--ー DISCOURSERHEME 

T.LEVEL 1- II-II1σ'roilus's consummation scene) -IV -V 

Figure 13 

Mediating function in literary discourse: 
Longer poetry (phonology-/ semantics-based mediation) 

Due to the increased freedom of arrangement of verbal items in the text， these 

relations occur at higher levels of language like clause， sentence， stanza， book， or 

episode， as well as at lower verballevels of phonology like rhyme. 

We can thus reasonably assume that a prose text utilizes verbal items at higher 

linguistic levels， mostly at the level of episode. In the case of Kazuo Ishiguro， the 

weakening geographical MOVING / SETTLING dichotomy will be represented as 

follows: 
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(LEAVING JAPAN) (SETILING IN BRITAIN) 
(LEAVING OLD ERA) (SETILING IN NEW ERA) 

D. LEVEL DISCOURSE THEME -----MEDIATION 一一DISCOURSERHEME 

T. LEVEL 1 -II-III -IV -V  -VI-VII-VIII-IX-X-XI 

Figure 14 

Mediating function in literary discourse: 
Prose (semantics-/ narratology-based mediation) 

As discussed earlier， also with Ishiguro， his view of the world that the discourse 

theme-discourse rheme structure represents does not necessarily follow this 

succession when realized in the text scheme. What is regarded as the solution of a 

problem (that is， discourse rheme) can be placed in the early part of the text. In 

Steven's leaving of the Manor placed at the beginning of the story，‘temporariness' is 

implied because he was advised by the new owner of the Manor to take a drive for a 

change of air. 20 

3.4.3 One tendency初 literaturediscourse: what the author hopes for intentionally 

and unintentionally 

When we give some judgement (categorical judgement， or in equation form， S-P) or 

interpretation about an event in the extemal world as in (29)， some general 

psychological tendency that we all have is ref1ected in the judgement or the 

interpretation. It is as in (30): 

[20] The above-mentioned function of theme-rheme in a literary discourse -a function to present 
some problem and give a solution to the problem as a form of comment - should be sought 
not at the level of sjuzet， to use a terminology of the Prague School of Aesthetical， at which 
there is a surface development of events， but at that ofjabula， a deep， abstract level. 
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(29) 1 am acat. 

THEME - RHEME 

(30) Each individual desires to locate him-or herselfbetter in the environment around him-or 
herself. 

In other words， by narrating a fictional story， that is， by creating a mock reality， we 

attempt to locate ourselves in the world we belong to in a way that is preferable for 

ourselves， as Kawai (1993: 3) argues for each human individual's innate 

psychological tendency towards self-realization in the world. Soseki Natsume pitied 

Mr Kushami， or Mr Atishoo， for not having natural fur like the cat and his friends; 

that is， the author pitied man who was not leading a natural way of life. For Natsume 

Soseki， who wished to lead a natural way of life， the life of the cat with nothing on it 

except for its natural白r，like the simple life of a Zen priest， was the author's ideallife 

and therefore the simple life of the cat was significant for Natsume. Such being his 

philosophy towards life， Natsume would never have written a work entitled 1 am a 

Doctor 01 Literature， because a doctor of literaωre is one who proudly wears a badge 

ofknowledge on his chest， and that was why he did not accept the offer of endowment 

of a doctoral degree by the Ministry ofEducation. 

In communication theories， there are two major principles: efficiency and 

politeness. The Cooperative Principle of Grice (1975) and Relevance Theory of 

Sperber & Wilson (1995) are both efficiency models. The latter assumes that‘Human 

beings are efficient information-processing devices' and ‘Man is an efficient 

information processor' (46). Human beings are assumed to be ‘Problem-solving' 

devices (46) in ostensive， or intentional， communication who a口emptto achieve the 

maximum effect，‘with the smallest possible expenditure ofwhatever resources (time， 

money， energy...)' (46) or with minimum energy consumption at‘the minimal cost' 
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(47). However， communication participants attempt an ostensive communication， not 

only with maximum effect in mind， but also with politeness effects in mind in order to 

maintain good relations with others in society. The Politeness Principles by Brown & 

Levinson (1987) and Leech (1983) represent this approach to communication. 

In addition to Grice's or Relevance Theory's principles of efficiency and Brown & 

Levinson's or Leech's politeness principles， another aspect of human communication 

should be considered in dealing with narrative texts like literature， myths or folk tales. 

It is the above-mentioned tendency we have， that is， man tends to narrate about a 

world that has his favourite shape. In other words， our minds are designed to process 

information in a way that is desirable to us. A fictional story， as well as a non-fiction 

story， or a narrative in general， is govemed by a general tendency such as (30) above. 

It is desirable for a human being to keep his intemal/external conditions in a state that 

is as stable as possible. If we use the concept of entropy as gleaned from 

thermodynamics to define this tendency， a state of minimum entropy-an increase in 

entropy corresponds to an increase in disorder -， or a maximum orderly state， 

inside/outside him or her is desired. A maximum orderly state on the part of an 

addresser is， as it were， an innate feature programmed in man as a social being. The 

addresser's communicative ‘intention' or ‘inference' are for communication 

efficiency;‘politeness principles' are part of social requirements to keep good 

relationships with other people. What 1 call ‘man's stability seeking tendency' is 

psychological， but it is also social and is close to the politeness principles in that it is 

for placing him-/herself in society in the most stable fashion possible. 

Yamaguchi (2001: 117) argues: 

A narrative is an interpretative act出atconnects the events sUITounding the narrator and 
出enarrator's e却 erIences.It interprets and reconstructs出epぉtand locates the narrator 
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in an appropriate place. By the present act ofnarration ofthe pぉt，the pぉtin turn shows 
the narrator a correct direction leading to a more certain白旬re，creating inside the 
narrator a positive expectation for a bright future. 

Yamaguchi 's appropriate observation of the nature of narrative reveals that underlying 

由eact of narration， there lies a tendency towards homeostasis-biological organisms 

maintain homeostasis and many biological processes depend on an equilibrium of 

some sort-， that is， a tendency that directs the narrator in a psychologically more 

stable direction. Organisms are able to regulate their internal environment in a 

beneficial way. This autonomous working in us that attempts to keep its own intemal 

environment constant is correlated to the narrative act， attempting to locate the self in 

the world in a more stable manner. Baerger & McAdams (1999) argue that there is 

psychological well-being in the person when he or she can talk about a consistent 

story of himself. What narrative psychology above is dealing with is our 

psychological desires to locate ourselves in the world more stably. This also holds true 

for a fictitious narrative. 

We wish our world to be like such and such. When the world is not in a favourable 

state， we wish to decrease the negative state of the world as much as possible. A 

literary text is also a problem-solving device with which the author solves his or her 

own psychological problems， and by reducing the intemal negative energy， the text 

helps the author restore a psychological balance， a more desirable environment for the 

author. The idea is that a literary text has a problem-solving function and brings about 

‘catharsis' of contlicting emotions through it. Or so is art in genera1. The idea of 

‘catharsis'， originates with Aristot1e， and the idea was handed down to new critics like 

Richards and Lewis. For more refined theoretical tools， we can look to linguistics or 

anthropology which have dea1t with the functions and structures of myths and folk 

tales. 
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3.4.3.1 How prob/ems are so/veιandsωbility is regained 

In examining how discourse theme is transformed and mediated into discourse rheme 

in literary discourse， we cannot dispense with the notion discussed by Levi・Strauss

(1963) that， in mythology， initial conflicts are gradually mediated into oppositive 

terms that are easier to overcome in mind. His approach is that the unsurmountable 

difference perceived in a pair of two oppositive items is gradually replaced with less 

oppositive pairs， reducing u削 rmountablenessof the first two objects. In the 

transformation of discourse theme into discourse rheme that 1 propose here， however， 

something unsurmountable is presented at first and it is reduced in its 

unsurmountableness into something surmountable， attaining psychological stability. 

It seems to be possible to posit various analogies between the static type of 

multi-dual primitive society and the literary texts. For example， at the level of 

distinctive features， we can discuss the marked/unmarked system of equivalence 

between two oppositional pairs such as /bl vs. Ip/. At the morphological level， a 

singular/plural opposition is realized in a pair like ‘book/book-s or man/men'， for 

example; or lexically， a ‘male/female' opposition is realized in a pair like ‘boylgir/¥ 

Although the structure of oppositions differs from one linguistic level to another， we 

have to recognize some sort of system of differences and similarities. For example， 

the opposition in /bl vs. Ipl is unifaceted， that is， the presence or absence of voice; on 

the other hand， the opposition in lexical items is multifaceted. However， whether it is 

unifaceted or multifaceted， as we see in phonemes， morphemes， lexical items， or word 

order，‘the notion of opposition underlies and defines PHONOLOGY and GRA恥品1AR'

(Waugh 1976: 64). 

There are also oppositional pairs in long poetic works with a motif development 
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and in prose. At the level of motifs which develop on the time axis， however， the 

oppositional pairs in those texts need a different perspective. In Edgar Allan Poe's 

story The Fall of the House of Usher， for example， the narrator goes into Usher's 

Palace and， in the latter part of the story， he runs out of it. In another story by the same 

author， the hero becomes caught up in a big whirlpool and， towards the end of the 

story， he escapes from it. In these two cases， we can easily find a literary significant 

oppositional pair， IN / OUT. This equivalence system is at the episode or motif level. 

Just as the contrastive terms in a linguistic system are stored in a static way and 

combined with each other on the axis of combination， so are the contrastive episode 

units combined and developed on the linear axis of story. The principle of 

‘reciprocity' inheres in the episode structure. 

As 1 pointed out at the head of this section， the idea of mythological solution that 

French anthropologist Levi-Strauss (1963) presents in his s加dyof myths is also 

effective in the discourse of literature. He argues， following Freud， that a myth is like 

something that comes up to the level of consciousness in the guise of a dream at night， 

when the res凶ctionsof reason become lax: 

First， the question hぉ oftenbeen raised why m戸hs，and more generally oral literature， 

are so much addicted to duplication， triplication， or quadruplication ofthe same sequence. 
If our hypotheses are accepted， the answer is obvious:百lefunction of repetition is加

render the structure of the my甘 apparent. For we have seen 白紙由e
synchronic-diachronic structure of出emy血 permitsus to organize it into diachronic 
sequences (the rows in our tables) which should be read synchronically (the columns). 
Thus， a myth exhibits a “slated" struc仰向， which comes to血esurface， so to spe北，
through the process of repetition. However， the slates are not absolutely identical. And 
since the pu甲oseof myth is to provide a logical model capable of overcoming a 
contradiction (an impossible achievement if， as it happens， the contradiction is real)， a 
theoretically in日nitenumber of slates will be generated， each one slightly different from 
出e0出ers.百1US，m戸hgrows spiral-wise until the intellectual impulse which has 
produced it is e油 austed.

(Levi・Strauss1963: 229) 

And， as a device to solve the contradiction， he introduces the concept of‘mediation' : 
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INITIAL PAIR 

Life 

Death 

FIRSTTRIAD SECOND TRIAD 

Agricultu民

Herbivorous animaIs 
Carrion-eating animaIs 
守町en;coyote) 

Hunting 
Beasts of prey 

War 

Figure 12 

Process of mediation 21 

It is assumed that‘mythical thought' starts with the recognition of conflicts， and， by 

mediating them， it gradually reduces the barriers to their resolution. What 

Levi-Strauss (1963: 224) shows in the box diagram above is as follows. To mediate 

Life and Death， Death is first replaced with War， because War is like Death in that it 

causes many deaths. Life is metaphorically compared to Agriculture. War is like 

Hunting in that the former causes animals' death; while Hunting resembles 

Agriculture in that the former ‘harvests' animals like crops. At this stage， Hunting 

mediates War and Agriculture. And at the stage of a pair with smaller difference and 

another mediation， Hunting is metaphorically replaced with Beasts of prey， and 

Agriculture with Herbivorous animals. Both are mediated by the mediating term 

Carrion-eating animals. That is， Carrion-eating animals are similar to Beasts of prey 

in that the former exploit animals; at the same time， they are like Agriculture and 

Herbivorous animals in出atthey do not kill what they eat. The coyote feeds on 

carrion; in this respect， the animal is assumed to mediate life and death. 

[21] Levi・S住auss'smythology is a combination ofMarxist dialectics and Freudian psychoanaIysis， 
from which comes the interpretation of a myth出 dialecticaIlydevelops， mediates the 
oppositions into less oppositive， and psychologicaIly resolves the problems the tribe is faced 
Wl出.
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Let us retum to the discussion of Kazuo Ishiguro. Such a structural analysis of his 

works as exemplified above reveals that the author implicit1y expresses the 

author-specific pragmatic meaning of‘an intemational moving must be denied¥ 

Although this author implicit1y expresses his intention， the expression does not take 

place in a simple， linear way as‘A is B' on the surface， because the story must 

develop along the long time axis. A is converted into B for the first time after some 

stages of‘mediation¥Something that was presented at the very beginning of a story 

- in the case of Ishiguro， it is INTERNATIONAL MOVING， or discourse theme to 

extend the use of the term of functional grammar at the discourse levelー is，through 

several replacements with less oppositive pairs， in the end commented upon in 

something that denies the original state， or in discourse rheme. 

According to Leach (1970)， Levi-Strauss assumed that primitive people thought 

with things round them in their daily life until the sufficient development of their 

language system: 

Primitive man， before he had any writing， perhaps even before he had developed his 
spoken language to a point where it could be usedぉ arefined instrument of logic， was 
already using things ‘out由ere'as instruments with which to think.τbis is the essence of 
Levi・Strauss's arguments about totemic-species categories and food-preparation 
categories. They are categories which re島rto things ‘out there' in the human environment 
and they are things good for thinking， not just things good to eat. 

(Leach 1970: 124) 

In the works of Ishiguro， the author is attempting to cancel his inside conf1icts by 

usmg‘instruments' in his text world - a traditional but1er who tries to hold out in the 

old Manor in a new situation; a Japanese woman who marries a foreigner; a house and 

22 a car. 

[22] In van Dijk (1978)， he argues，‘we may take literary texts， in pragmatics， as a kind of ritual¥ 
If a literary text acts like a myth in its meditation of author's emotions， for which 1 argue in 
this dissertation， the au出oruses the instruments like a but1er， a car， or marriage in the text 
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3.4.4 Definition 01 equivalence， discourse theme， discourse 1加 neand mediation 

In this section， 1 will define ‘equivalence' in general and then go on to define 

discourse theme and discourse rheme， which are stored as equivalent units in a 

discourse theme system. Discourse mediation， on the other hand， functions on the 

syntagmatic axis to liquidate the oppositive quality of discourse theme and discourse 

rheme. 

In Systemic-Functional Linguistics， or SFL， there are three basic strata for the 

description of language: the semantic， lexicogrammatical， and phonological; however， 

the number of strata one should consider in an analysis depends on the pu叩oseofthe 

analysis. In the analysis of a literary text， another level should be added to the above 

three: the textual， in the sense that the textual provides a context in which the units 

below the text occur. The textual， in卸m，serves as a constituent in the environment 

above it. The unit of analysis for SFL is the text because the functional meaning 

potential of language is realized in text. Though text is the largest message unit 

expressed by the addresser in SFL， in a literary language， text is not exchanged in an 

actual context， only in a mock-world. If language as a communication tool can be 

formulated in a natural narrative as follows， 

(a) L.COM ( text ) (L.COM =白nction1 (language as 
communication) ) 

出enarrating text 1 and the narrated text 2 belong to the same reference world to 

which the same functional rules are applicable. The formula would be， 

world as in the ritual. See Levi-Strauss (1987: 201)， for the close relations between the ‘myth， 
considered as a thought ritual' and the ‘ritual considered出 actedmyth¥ 
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(b) L.COM 1 text 1(L.COM2 (text 2 )) (L.COM 1，2 =白nction1 (language出

communication)) 

On the other hand， literary language is fonnulated as follows: 

(c) L.COM text 1 (L.CR (text 2 )) (L.CR function 2 (language出

mental creation)) 

Fonnula (a) shows th剖 aftertext is created to function to the user's advantage， the 

communicative rules such as cooperation， truth and relevance come into play to adjust 

the text to suit the exchange with the other language user. This holds true for (b). This 

is the case in which a narrator narrates a narrative. In this case， text 1 and text 2 have 

the same reference world; th剖 is，the narrator's world and the narrated world belong 

to the same reference world. Literature， represented as Fonnula (c)， is， on the other 

hand， a language fonn in which the restrictions required for the natural exchange with 

other communication participants are not 白llyapplied. In a literary text， the author' s 

world and the narrator's world (and the narrated world) do not belong to the same 

reference world， because the fonner is a world surrounding the author and the latter is 

the author's mental creation; it is the author who governs consciously or 

unconsciously the exchanges oftexts. 

Considering this， conditions to be satisfied for ‘equivalence' ，‘discourse theme and 

rheme' and ‘mediation' are as follows: 

CONDITION 0 (conditions for‘literョriness')

Ifthe author's world includes the world that the narrator narrates; and 
Ifthe following CONDITIONS (1・3)are applicable only to the Text World白紙白c
narrator narrates in Figure 7， and not to the Discourse World血atsurrounds the au由民

then血efollowing CONDITIONS (1・3)are the rules也atgovem in a literary text. 
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CONDITION 1 (condition for 'equivalence') 

(1) (same environment) 
If Unit A and Unit B are in par叫lelin a text or in a part of the text; or 

AYZ+BYZ 
(e.g. 1 Whose woods these are 1 think 1 know，…/4To watch his woods ful Up with snow.) 23 

(2) (same constituent) 
When Unit A and B share a feature or features at the level below Unit A and Unit B. 

A + B 
[a， b， c] [a， d， e] 
(e.g・1Whose woods these a問 1think 1 know，…/4To watch his woods fil1 Up with snow.) 

then Unit A and B are equivalent. 

If (1)， then (1) is necessarily (2); however， if (2)， (2) is not necessarily (1). 
(e.g. Line 1 and Line 4 share /nou/ at a rhyme position (thus (1))， and they ar芭 equiva1ent;in 

addition， these two rhyme words are the same constituent of the two lines in血atthey are rhyme 

fel10ws (thus (2)). From the standpoint of woods， these two lin巴sare equiva1ent because they both 

have the same constituent (woods); however， these two woods are not in a paral1el position， so not 

、.，J
• 、.E

F

'
E
A
 

，，.、

In a text with a limited space for arrangement ofunits， like a short poem， a haiku， etc.， 

the units to form a text with are only those at lower linguistic levels. In a longer text 

such as Chaucer's narrative poem， Ishiguro's prose， etc.， the lower level units have 

only limited significance in terms of their overall relations with each other in the 

entire text. These low-level units should be viewed from the perspective of their 

contribution to the content expressed by the total text in the context within and outside 

the text world. Though phonological aspects do not disappear as in Ruth Rendell's 

mystery novel， The Master 01 the Moor， more significant parallelisms tend to be 

realized at upper linguistic levels. Even in a limited-space-text like a short poem， due 

to the structural characteristics that the English language has (they have lost linguistic 

inf1ections in the evolution ofthe language)， parallelism tends to be realized at higher 

[23] See Frost's‘Stopping By Woods on a Snowy Evening'， in Section 4.4 in PART 2. 
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levels compared with other poetry in more synthetic languages like German， Russian 

or French. 24 

CONDITION 2 (condition for ‘discourse theme' and‘discourse rheme') 

If two parallel units， A and B， are to be in such semantic contrast出 tobe significant in 
the fictional world; or 
If two linguistic units satisfシCONDITION1 and the two units are in contrast in value 
(equivalent in contrast， and one is favourable in content to either a human being in 
general， or to白eau血or，

then the白.vourableunit is discourse rheme (B); while the other with the unfavourable 
value is discourse theme (A). 

CONDITION 3 (condition for ‘mediation') 

Iftwo parallellinguistic units are oppositive in terms of one feature or more; and 
Ifthese linguistic units are followed by those of smaller opposition in scale; and 
If these regressive differences lead to the denial of one ore more features in discourse 
theme， 

then the linguistic units in smaller opposition can mediate discourse theme into discourse 
rheme. 

Firth (1957) originally defined ‘system' as the abstract， theoretical representation of 

paradigmatic relations， in contrast with ‘structure' for syntagmatic relations in which 

paradigmatic features become realized. What 1 term ‘discourse theme' and ‘discourse 

rheme' are new additions to the systemic functional terms in paradigmatic relations. 

And just as SFL is a theory that views language as a social semiotic， a問 sourcepeople 

use to accomplish their pu叩osesby expressing something in context， so my theory 

here views a fictional text as a social semiotic， that is， a resource the author resorts to 

when expressing something with it implicit1y in his or her literary disguise. By 

‘implicit1y'， 1 mean the author is organizing his or her discourse through the mock 

[24] As Figure 13 shows， parallelism is explicit realization of equivalent tenns (whether (+)A + 
(+)A or (+)A +←)A or←)A + (+)Aor←)A+←)A) on the chain出 is.Discourse theme and 
discourse rheme are realized in parallel fashion. 
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reality on pages， not as we do in natural discourse. Therefore， 1 am not discussing this 

from the reader' s standpoint or arguing that it is the reader' s task to work out what is 

implied. 1 am attempting to show Hallidayan information structure hidden on pages as 

a hypothetically constructed structure. And the information structure is of course what 

is constructed by the addresser or the author. 

By using the surface clues as defined as CONDITIONS above， we can 

hypothetically construct the thematization structure in a literary text. In a modern 

methodology of science， the arbitrariness of the hypothesis is used. When a certain 

hypothesis is posited and can derive an explanation system compatible enough for 

many phenomena， the hypothesis is assumed acceptable. 25 

Using the CONDITIONS and the hypothetical assumptions， we can access 

Shakespeare's grand design of Hamlet， for example， as reflected in the thematization 

structure. If the hypothesis that 1 present explains the observed phenomena， then 

Ishiguro's or Shakespeare's thematization structure posited as a hypothetical construct 

is accepted as true. 

This is the procedure 1 took to construct my performative hypothesis of literary 

discourse. For the reader to access what the author intended to convey， he or she can 

take similar procedures. After all what 1 call ‘what the author intended to convey' is a 

hypothetical construct. It is of course possible to develop discussion to argue that the 

intention of the author is neither available as in Wimsatt & Beardsley (1946). My 

[25] Euclid，白rexample， attempted to defme point， line， and plane. Euclid defmed，品rexample，a 
line as‘length wi白outbreadth.' While attempting to de白lethese terms， he ran into the 
problem of needing to defme a term羽山anotherterm. This process lead to circul紅白fmitions.
Hilbert， a mathematician in Germany， attempted a1temative hypotheses in his Foundations 01 
Geometry. His hypothesis says白atthe axiom 'There is only one line between two different 
points' is sufficient as a working hypothesis. Thus 
(1) There are various phenomena and facts. 
(II) A certain hypothesis can explain these phenomena and facts if the hypothesis is 

accepted true. 
(III) Then， there is a good reason to assume the hypothesis as回 e.
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starting pos加lateis that there is the author's intention for thematization and which is 

accessible though it is a hypothetical construct. 

Given (or old) information in natural exchanges is that knowledge which the 

speaker assumes to be shared with the addressee at the time of the utterance and it is 

placed at the head of the utterance. Unmarked pa仕ernof information flow coincides 

with the theme of the utterance. In literature the author develops the story as if it is a 

real exchange with the reader， and raises an issue in the discourse theme， as an 

informationally given， already-known common ground between author and reader. 

The informationally given discourse theme is then followed by the author's comment 

upon it， which is the author's psychological solution to the issue. By adding the 

problem-solution character to theme-rheme relation， we obtain the following: 



Axis of selection 

百leme→
system 
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一¥
百leme ヶーもleme Axis of combination 

Problem →Eコ→ Solution26 

Mediation 

Figure 16 

System of discourse theme 

The graphic representation above shows the theme system is also a system from 

which one is to be chosen. Just as we look at the system to consider the choices that 

are available for a certain勿peof clause，‘imperative' or‘subjunctive'， for example， 

so we choose theme / rheme at the discourse level from the theme system. Stylistic 

characteristics each author has are realized， phonologically， morphologically or 

lexically， at the level below the theme system. 

The liquidation of systemic contrasts at mediation are achieved in various ways， 

ref1ecting the author's mind style， or verbal concem， and the length ofthe text: 

[26] Aristot1e (1995: 55) argues that all白 narrativehas a s加 C佃reof Beginning -Middle -
Ending. Herman (2003: 2) views events as a time-and space-transition from Source State S 
to Target State S. In the discussion of ‘aboutness' in a scientific paper， Hutchins (1977: 9) 
represents血isformぉ follows:

statement of ‘current' hypothesis 
出e‘p帥 leぜ Itests ofhypothesis 

disproof ofhypothesis 
statement of ‘problem' 
statement of ‘new' hypothesis 

the ‘solution' J tests ofhypothesis 
proof ofhypothesis 
statement of ‘solution' 

In other words， a problem-solving thematic structure of a narrative takes the following form: 
ISSUE → X → SOLUTION. These analyses of textual structures of natural discourse， 
scientific or not， helps in understanding a literary text， because the communication framework 
in Figure 7 for literary language is， after alI， a sub-category of that in Figure 6. This 1 wiII not 
discuss in detaiI in this白esis.
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(Reflecting pragmatic meaning) by means of a gradual dif島rencein use (e.g. 
What dost thou say? (utterヨncewith single meaning) -What dost thou也ink?
(secondary meaning comes into being) -What dost thou mean? (secondary meaning 
accep附)(Shakespeare's Othello);‘Seems， (madam?) (Nay，) it is. (1 know) not 
seems' (1.2) (X is X) -'To be， or not to be' (3.1) (X seems Y， but X is really Y or 
not Y) -'1ft be soに.'Butlet it be. (Horatio， I am dead)' (5.2) (X is Y) 
(Shakespeare' s Hamlet) 

(Reflecting semantic meaning) by means of a gradual change in episode (e.g. By 
replacing a semantic unit wi血 aless contrastive one: intemational moving → 
intra-national moving → in-city moving → in-house moving → and no moving 
(lshiguro's A Pale View of Hills)) 

By means of a gradual change in grammatical structure (e.g. a change in voice 
of the same le正icalverb like III-2 (Wanderers...) saw -III-8 (The ruler ofthe realm) 
was seen; active voice (III-2 saw) vs. passive voice (III-8 was seen)) (E.A. Poe's '百le
Haunted Palace')) 

By means of a gradual change of lexical items (e.g. a graphological inversion like 
III-2 (Wanderers..・)saw -(III・g(百leruler ofthe realm) was seen)ー IV・z(…glowing)
Was (白efair palace-door)…・6(whose sweet duty) Was (but to singよachiastic 
arrangement of words like 11-7 (Along the ramparts) plumed and pallid -V-6 (…the 
glory /官lat)blushed and bloomed. (E.A. Poe's 'The Haunted Palace')) 

By means of a contrastive phonological feature (e.g. /p/ vs. /b/ in 11-7 plumed and 
pallid -V-6 blushed and bloomed (E.A. POピピTheHaunted Palace')) 27 

Figure 17 

Different levels ofRank scale on which MEDIA TION is realized and 
varieties of verbal mediation processing 

As the lower part of the Rank scale in Figure 17 shows， in a short poem， there is no 

room for higher level items to be used for thematization; instead， lower level units like 

morphemes or phonemes are used. Robert Frost's or Edgar Allan Poe's short poems， 

for example， are most1y organized at these lower levels. On the other hand， longer 

works like Chaucer's， Shakespeare's or Ishiguro's are thematized at higher levels of 

the Rank scale. 

[27] At the level of phonology， it is d江ficultto show a gradual change in theme. Usually a change 
comes suddenly by juxtaposingれ，vodifferent phonemes such出 /p/vs. /b/， or these 
phonological changes just support a gradual change in discourse theme manifested at other 
levels. 
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3.4.5 A bri巳fcase studies of the analysis of litermy discourse: thematizcition， 

parallelism， the authori，α1 point ofview 

3.4.5.1 The textゾormingルnction的 literarydiscourse: the case of Kazuo Ishiguro 

Now 1 will give a brief analysis of two of K位 uoIshiguro's novels， A Pale Vzew of 

Hills and The Remαins of the Day， and show how the author overcomes his inner 

conflicts using his ‘tools' in his text world. While attempting to better a司justhimself 

or herselfto the world round - in this sense， the author is a social being - the author 

uses a device to solve the problem. Like a myth， a literary text is a fictional device 

with which the author， consciously or subconsciously， seeks for his or her better 

adjustment in society by solving the problem in imagination. Litera加reis an 

imaginary solution for tensions， conflicts， and contradictions that cannot be resolved 

in realiザ.The reason 1 discuss these two works is that they reveal a problem 

(DISCOURSE THEME}-solution (DISCOURSE RHEME) pattem more clearly than other 

works by the same author. First， we can examine these works from the two codes of 

CHANGE. They are CHANGE IN LOCUS and CHANGE IN TIME. We can term MOVING 

and SETTLING the two abstract types of event (EVENT types) that manifest these 

CHANGES. In the following， 1 will examine only the code of CHANGE IN LOCUS in 

the two works: 
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A Pale Jliew 0/ HiIIs Tlle Remaills 0/ tlle Day 
........... ヘ¥

別TER-movinglsettlingI STRONG /THEME 

--TEK;史、メ"、一??!???
INTRA- moving2 settling3

: moving1 settling1 WEAKENED 
NATIONAL (N， S2ト\(E2)企 (Kl)一---{~1) OPPOSITION 

/〆"〆..... 
INSIDE の 問削t凶t1inぜ品 mo肝V叩i白m時n昭1喝g'< 副 lHhimng醤 WEAKENED
TOWN (βS3勾) ~ (K2， SZ勿j OPPOSITION 

INSIDE 
HOUSE 

(K=Etsuko， S=Sachiko， 
N=Niki) 

Figure 18 

Mediating Function 

WEAKENED 
OPPOSITION 

inA Pale巧ewofHills and 1恥 Remainsof御 Day

By using the code， CHANGE IN LOCUS in these two works， Ishiguro clearly shows his 

‘affirmative tendency'， which generally lies beneath his works. Though at the text 

level， A Pale View 01 Hills begins with Niki's‘temporary' visit to her mother， Etsuko， 

- which implies Niki's not leaving her new home in London-， at the more abstract 

level of the story， Ishiguro replaces the first most oppositive MOVING， that is， the 

international moving from Japan to Britain by Etsuko， a heroine， with smaller 

movings， finally denying the first most oppositive one， INTERNATIONAL MOVING. In 

this work， a woman named Etsuko is the first heroine， who deserts a Japanese 

husband and starts on a journey to Britain with her new British husband and her 

daughter by her Japanese husband， though this tragic daughter hangs herselfin Britain， 

helping Etsuko eliminate one of her ties with Japan， making it easier for her to gain 

Englishness in her new life in Britain. The second heroine is Sachiko， and her original 

hope was to emigrate to America with her American husband and her Japanese 
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daughter Mariko， a picture paralleling that of Etsuko. However， Sachiko's hope never 

comes to fruition and she has to stay in Japan (affirmation of staying in Japan and 

denial of intemational moving). Instead of emigrating to the United States (denial of 

intemational moving)， Sachiko moves to her relatives in Kobe， central Japan， from 

Nagasaki， westem Japan， with her daughter Mariko (affirmation of domestic moving). 

What both tree diagrams in Figure 18 show is a gradual weakening of 'difference¥ 

Only by assuming the text-world structures like this can we find significant coherence 

ofthe words of Stevens' new American master who encourages Stevens to drive in his 

car for a change of air. What is thematically important here is that Stevens never 

moves out of the Manor.民1IssKenton， Stevens's former colleague， refuses to leave 

her new home (DENIAL OF INTRA-NATIONAL MOVING). After his ‘break'， he retums 

and remains in the Manor (DENIAL OF lNTRA-NATIONAL MOVING)， though not in 

completely the same environment. 

As this brief analysis of his text world shows， the works of Ishiguro reflect the 

author's attitude towards the world surrounding him: intemational moving should be 

denied. And， this attitudinal framework underlies Ishiguro's fictional， textual world in 

which texts are exchanged between characters. Only by putting his 印刷aldiscourse 

world over his structured fictional texts we can appreciate the ‘coherence' realized in 

his fictional texts. 

3.4.5.2 Parallelisms arranged lollowing the scheme 01 thematization: the case 01 

Robert Frost 

In Robert Frost's four-stanza poem entitIed ‘Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening' ， 

the four opening phrases at each stanza show a significant parallelism which reflects 
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出ethematization structure. 

Stopping by W∞ds on a Snowy Evening 28 

}~ Iscourse Theme 

Mediation 

}~ Iscourse Rheme 

The state of possessorship， in which the two key referents (‘woods' and ‘horse') are 

SI旬ated，determines the main thematic trend of the text: the process of soinething 

etemal engulfing the possessed， and then the possessor. These two referents are 

linguistical1y realized in the four stanza-opening items. In the peripheral stanzas， 1 and 

IY， the first key word woods opens the s旬nzas;on the other hand， a grammatical 

subject co・referringto the same horse starts the central two stanzas， II and III which， 1 

assume， hold the role of mediation. 

The order ofthese stanza-opening thematic words (woods -horse : horse -woods) 

reverses the semantic drift of the whole poem. The phrases which open the first two 

stanzas， 1 and 11， are al1 accompanied by some possessive pronoun (Whose woods ; 

[28] The poe句.'is quoted from R. Frost (1923) Nc仰 Hampshire(New York: Henry Ho1t). 1 
folIowed the punctuation ofthis first edition. 
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My little horse) as if to give them a general notion of POSSESSION; whereas， the 

opening phrases in the last two stanzas， III and IY， lack such a pronoun， creating in the 

second half of the poem a scene in which the possessor retreats into the background 

(He (=horse) The woods). This disappearance of possessive pronouns looks 

superficial because as long as factual coherence， as well as grammatical cohesion， 

remains， it is linguistically quite natural that the second co・referentialterm should be 

pronominalized or referred to with a definite article. In poetry， however， every single 

choice of phrasing is made purposefully. In this work too， the disappearance of 

possessive expressions iconically reflects this work's rhematic idea that all the 

relationships based on possession from outside and the possessor of them are after all 

destined to be lost; therefore， people should live on with words of fu加re‘promises'

with fellow humans in mind， for people intemally possess them and never lose them. 

Depending upon whether the phrase has a binary feature of [+POSSESSlVE PRN] 

(PRN=pronoun) or [-POSSESSIVE PRN]， the semantic relationships holding 

between these discourse structure-reflecting items would be thus diagrammed as in 

Figure 7: 

+POSSESSNE PRN Wlzose woods 
-POSSESSNE PRN 

woods 
(POSSESSED 

Izorse 
(POSSESSED 
BY 官E')

RETREAT OF HUMAN POSSES-
SIONS FROM OUTSIDE 

Figure 7 

Izorse 一一 woods
(POSSESSOR) (NEW POSSESSION) 
BY'I') 

NO HUMAN POSSESSIONS 
FROM OUTSIDE 

A change ofpossessorship: from POSSESSED to POSSESSOR 
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Paralleling the two contrastive flows of thematic meaning (woods -horse : horse -

woods)， the arrangement of end rhymes is neat1y divided into two types. The first half 

of the text exhibits rhymes ending with diphthongs (/ou/ and /I'd/) with no consonant 

following (one exception is the odd-rhyme lake): know-though-here-snow; 

queer-near-(lake)-year. By contrast， all the rhyme words in the seeond half end with 

consonants (/elk/ and /i:p/): shake-mistake-sweψ-flake; deψ-keψ-sleep-sleψ. 

This vowel / consonant distribution corresponds to the thematic opposition that 1 

discussed above. In this poem， each third-line rhyme becomes the source for the major 

rhyme in the stanza following， linking them together in a chain (a variation of terza 

rima): I-1knOW， 2though， (3here)， 4snow; 11・lqueer，2near， (31ake)， 4year; III・lshαke，

2mistake， (3sweep)， 4flake; IV・ldeep，2keep， 3s1eep， 4s1eep. (Note that only the fourth 

stanza has the same rhyme /i:/ for all the four lines.) The first end rhyme /ou/ and the 

last end rhyme /i:p/ are in sharp contrast in terms of ‘back' or‘丘ont'in vowel 

articulation. This distribution accords with the arrangements of other verbal items to 

support the thematic mediation realized in the text. The rhyme scheme thus parallels 

the thematization framework of ANTERIOR (1， ll) and POSTERIOR (llI， IV)， the same 

parallelsim as realized in the stanza-opening phrases. 

As this brief analysis shows， this poem is organized according to the patteming of 

‘discourse theme -mediation -discourse rheme'， manifesting its pa抗emsat the lower 

linguistic level in items such as end rhymes and grammatical subjects occurring at the 

head of each stanza. 
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3.4.5.3 The authorial point ofview: the case ofGeorge Eliot 

This section briefly explores how the author of Silas Marner， George Eliot， releases 

her psychological tension against the character Dunstan through Dunstan's brother 

Gofrey. Throughout the in-text strategies， Godfrey shows an attitude of 

non-involvement， his ‘let it be' (1.25， p. 125) strategy， towards his brother， Dunstan.29 

Therefore， by identifying herself with Godfrey， the author neutralizes her own 

complex feelings in relation to men. To show this 1 will discuss two passages. The 

first is passage (1) beginning with‘Why， hasn't he been home yet?' (1.22， p. 116). The 

second is (2)， a passage beginning with ‘and when he heard a horse' (1.11， p. 116). 

Passage (1) shows information which is subt1y repressed in Godfrey's elliptical form， 

and implies the author's identification with Godfrey: 

(1)‘Why， hasn't he been home yet?' said Bryce. 
‘Home? no. What has happened? Be quick. What has he done with my horse?' 

(Sil，αs Marner， p. 116) 

‘Home? No' and Bryce's preceding words ‘Why， hasn't he been home yet?' are 

cohesively linked: lexically， because they share the same lexical item ‘home'， and 

grammatically because this ‘no' is an elliptical form of the sentence 'no， he hasn't 

been home yet' (ellipsis being one ofHalliday's categories of cohesion). So far this is 

a normal exchange. In the following sentence ‘What has happened?'， however， the 

reader face some ambiguity. On the first reading the readers infer that this sentence is 

about Godfrey's brother Dunstan because Bryce's question was about this profligate 

brother and this question and Godfrey' response to it are cohesively linked. Being a 

[29] AII citations are from G Eliot (1967 [1861]) Silas Marner， edited by Q. D. Leavis (London: 
Penguin Books). 
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shared topic， the reference to Dunstan could naturally be deleted from ‘What has 

happened?' The wh-question of‘What has happened?' without the prepositional 

phrase ‘to Dunstan' is transmitting sufficient and adequate information， and so quite 

appropriate here. However， the sentence which follows urges us to cancel the first 

assumption出atthe is referring to Dunstan. A c10ser reading of the text reveals that 

‘What has happened?' is about his horse and the complete form ofthe question would 

be ‘What has happened to my horse?' If it were not for Godfrey adding，‘Be quick'， it 

would be possible to read‘What has happened?' as a neutral question regarding the 

imagined misfortune. Godfrey's‘Be quick' is， however， a phrase urging Bryce to give 

him more information about his horse. As his horse was already uppermost in his 

mind， informationally‘given'， Godfrey used an elliptical structure and ‘to my horse' 

was naturallydeleted from his question ‘What has happened?' 

By making her voice coincide with Godfrey's， the author is able to release her 

repressed feelings against Dunstan without directly criticizing him and evade possible 

negative reactions by her readers. In line 23 on page 116， the author makes Godfrey 

rather uncooperative or not sufficiently information in the interaction with Bryce. 

Through this irrelevant discoursal exchange， Godfrey violates the Maxim of Relation 

(Be relevant). In discourse， a character cannot violate a maxim to the reader， i.e.， 

characters can only violate a maxim to each other. If the discourse is structured 

carefully， the author can pretend that she is just reporting Godfrey's speech and 

therefore have no maxim violation on her part to the reader. This kind of two-Iayered 

discourse is often used in detective stories where the end of the story reveals that a 

second reading of some speech is a more probable interpretation that the first reading. 

The second example below iIIustrates the author's habitual use of the two-Iayered 

message to persuade her readers. 
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We can trace back the author's habitual practice of assuming Godfr旬、‘passive'

point of view to the passage which precedes (1). In passage (2)， Godfrey's point of 

view， and behind it the author's， is synchronized with the description of factual 

occurrences: 

.. and when he heard a horse approaching at a trot， and saw (1.11， p. 116) a hat 
rising above a hedge beyond an angle of the lane， he felt as if his conjuration had 
succeeded. But no sooner did the horse come within sight， that his heart sank again. 
It was not Wildfire; and in a few moments more he discerned that the rider was not 
Dunstan， but Bryce， who pulled up to speak， with a face that implied something 
disagreeable. 

(Silas Mαrner 1.11， p. 116) 

Passage (2)， supported by the expression preceding it， (‘The possibility th叫 Dunstan

had played him the ugly trick of riding away with Wildfire， ••• was a fear that urged 

itself upon him more， even， than the thought of an accidental injurγ(1.38， p.115-1.5， 

p.116) and passage (1)， contain Godfrey's undercurrent of negative emotion towards 

Dunstan beneath its apparent1y factual report. The author cleverly hides these negative 

feelings by using the natural setting of the hedge where the horse's appearance must 

precede the identification of the rider. However， it is Godfrey's anxiety about his 

‘horse' rather than his concern about his brother which is being emphasized. This 

priority of concem in Godfrey's mind is cleverly made to coincide with the 

chronological appearance of the horse and then the rider. Godfrey's point of view 

could have been stated in a more explicit way. However， the author made it latent and 

hard to perceive. Here we can see that， by concealing Godfrey's negative feelings， 

Godfrey escapes the reader's accusation of his indifference to his brother. The author 

herself further avoids the accusation白atshe is not giving sufficient information 

regarding the character's priority of concem， and her concem， by using the Maxim of 

Quantity in conversation. This very practice of making Godfrey's point of view 
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coincide with factual occurrences convinces us ofthe author's unconscious s汀ategyto 

vent her negative feelings towards Dunstan as in (1). 

To sum up， in both cases we have seen how the author's voice is linked to Godfrey's: 

in the first case(I)， through Godfrey's verbally expressed speech， and in (2)， more 

subtly， through Godfrey's implicit point of view. It is clear that under the surface of 

the quiet flow of ‘natural' discourse， there runs a repressed current of negative 

feelings. We would call the author's technique the ‘let-it-be strategy' after the phrase 

Godfrey used. With this strategy the author increases our expectation about Dunstan's 

fall and indirectly through Godfrey， justifies his ruin. 

3.5 CONCLUSION OF CHAPTER 3 

In this Chapter， modifシingRoss's performative hypothesis， 1 examined how liter何

discourse works. 1 contended that every literary discourse consists of the functional 

super-struc仰 向 that is equivalent of the performative sentence (in which author 

narrates to reader; one which 1 called the message-extemal context in Chapter 2)， and 

the proposition (or text， or the message-intemal context / the story world) that the 

performative super-struc加reexpresses. 1 also proposed that inside the proposition the 

Hallidayan thematization works， dividing this part into what 1 term ‘discourse theme'， 

‘discourse rheme' and ‘mediation¥ 

1 have demonstrated that the information structure which works communicative-

dynamically in the text proposition has a problem-solving nature， by which the author 

attempts to reduce an inner conf1ict or conf1icts， consciously or subconsciously， and 

thus regains inner stability. In the fictional text world， the problem facing the author is 
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first presented in the form of a problem to be solved， and the problem is replaced with 

others of smaller confrontation. This work of replacement is continued until the 

problem ceases to be a big psychological load to the author. How the author reduces 

his or her inner conflict and what the problem is will be demonstrated in detail 

through the sample analyses of a literary work in the SECOND PART. In the case of 

Ishiguro， the inner problems he faced-his family's move from Japan to Britain when 

he was five， resu1ting in the hard， cultural and ethnic experiences he had to face while 

growing up in Britain as a Japanese-ーrepeatedlyappear in disguise in his works， 

gradually being replaced with smaller conflicts decreasing their psychological burden. 

Through these processes of replacing the characters' moving of long distance with 

those of smaller distance， or through these stages of meditation， Ishiguro， imaginarily 

solving the difference in distance between Japan and Britain， attempts to better a司just

himselfto the real world?O Those who attempt to reconstruct the information structure 

of a literary text can speci今 thisby applying the conditions for ‘equivalence' ， 

‘discourse theme and rheme' and 'mediation' discussed in 3.4.4 Definition of 

equivalence， discourse theme， discourse rheme and medi，αtion， that is， specially by 

paying verbal items or episodes which recur in the text. Parallelisms are surface 

realizations of covert systems based on the author's mind s勿leas in Figure 17 in 

Chapter 3， and by reading these parallel items， we can trace them down to the covert 

[30] Miller (1982) also discusses ‘repetitionsヲ inliterature by dividing them intoれNOcategories: 
‘verbal elements' and ‘events or scenes'. Either of the categories has， he argues， Platonic 
repetition as‘icon' or Nietzschean repetitions as ‘phantasm'， applying them to seven literary 
works.ln白isthesis， however， due to the lack of space， 1 do not discuss出isin detail. A widely 
discussed reason for‘repetition' in myths or folk tales is田 ameans of memorization. 
Following this discussion， myths or folk tales were originally orally delivered and needed 
some device to help people remember the story. It has been argued that the device w出

‘repetition¥百lIsview of ‘repetition for the assistance of memory' does not apply to the 
repetition in a prose text because it is wr拙ento be read. In reading prose， we do not n田 d
‘repetitions'江theyare just‘for血e出 sistanceof memory¥Therefore， explanations other than 
白eぉsistanceof memory are needed for the repetition. In this section， 1 regard repetitions郎、
means to gradually cancel the psychological confrontations'. 
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thematic systems ofthe literary work. Ifnot successful， it is because surface evidences 

are scarce just like we reconstruct a whole dinosaur using a bit of his or her bones. In 

such a case， the weight of reasoning increases. 

1 also argued that depending on the length ofthe text， the linguistic devices used for 

the text proposition part are different. When longer， due to the freedom of 

arrangement of verbal items， the text depends more on semantic aspects of the text 

like episode， and it becomes easier to show the problem-solving nature of the text 

semantically. When short， the text relies more upon lower linguistic items for its 

development and the semantic aspects become more backgrounded. 

1 also discussed the conditions for the key terms; that is， equivalence， and what 1 

term discourse theme， discourse rheme and mediation. In one ofRobert Frost's poems， 

the two parallel lines in the first stanza ( 1 Whose woods these are 1 think 1 know，…/ 

4TO watch his woods fill up with snow.) contain the same word woods， thus these two 

lines are equivalent. In the case of Ishiguro's works，‘Steven's temporary leaving of 

the Manor' and '1吋iki's temporary leaving her London home' contain the same 

semantic constituent‘temporary leaving one's home'， thus these two episodes are 

equivalent; on the other hand，‘Etsuko's leaving her home in Japan' is contrasted with 

‘Etsuko's not leaving her home in Britain'， thus equivalent in an oppositive manner. 
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Chapter 4 ASPECTS OF LITERARY COMMUNICATION: 

CASE STUDIES 

1n the following ana1yses of different eight types of 1iterary discourse， 1 aim to examine 

different aspects of 1iterary discourse in the framework of 1iterary performative 

hypothesis. 

1n the first five sections (4.1， 4.2， 4.3， 4.4， 4.5)， 1 will illustrate how each author 

transforms， or mediates， his or her persona1 psycho1ogica1 topic (discourse theme) into 

the comment (discourse rheme) through the intermediary， synthetic stages， using the 

author's strategically different devices， depending on the 1ength of the text and 

reflecting the author-specific mind sty1es. 1n 4.6， 1 will a1so show that in each text， 

micro-structura11inguistic items， mostly recurring in the text in some form or other， are 

given a support by the highest 1ayer of functiona1 structure， discourse theme and 

discourse rheme. 1n 4.7 and 4.8， 1 will discuss the authoria1 viewpoint， as well as the 

characters'， focusing on the message-extema1 s仕切旬reof literary discourse. 

1n 4.1， WHY MEDIATION TAKES PLACE ABRUPTLY IN SHAKESPEARE'S 

SONNET 129， 1 will show that the 10ss of inflections and genders has had an impact on 

the evo1ution of English poems， creating a tendency for poe町 in(Early) Modem 

Eng1ish to depend 1ess upon their morpho-phonemic aspects (rhymes， for examp1e) for 

creativity and to 1ack some of the power， beauty， expressiveness or precision of Old 

Eng1ish poems. This tendency， in tum， 1eads to the text's further dependence on the 

1inguistically upper 1eve1s such as episode that is functionally conditioned to be divided 

into the discourse theme -mediation -discourse rheme. 

1n 4.2， LOSE HEART， GAIN HEAVEN: THE FALSE REC1PROC1TY OF GAIN 
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AND LOSS IN CHAUCER'S TROILUS AND CRISEYDE， 1 will shows how Chaucer 

transfonns the discourse theme presented at the beginning of the story， i.e.， the rape of 

Helen， into the discourse rheme， i.e.， the destruction of Troy， and how he presents this 

unequal equation in the story. The way he transfonns a small incident (the rape of 

Helen) into the destruction of a state could be called a deceptive equation. As every 

business transaction is taxed， the rape of Helen， through many stages of deceptive 

equation， tums into the destruction ofTroy. 

In 4.3，‘IRE'， A WORD OF DESTRUCTION IN TROILUS AND CRISEYDE， on the 

basis of the examples of‘lr，ピ downloaded仕omthe Harvard Program for the English 

Department and the Division of Continuing Education 

(http://www.courses.fas.harvard.eduJ-chaucer/tools/)， 1 will illustrate that the state that 

is triggered by a specific emotion that can be described by the use of ‘ire'， causes the 

cycle in the above chapter. Chaucer carefully used this word to describe Troilus's 

desperate state of mind in the key scenes， which is contrary to his acceptance of his fate 

in the consummation and parliament scenes， and which contrasts also with Criseyde's 

quiet but tactful acceptance of her fate. 

In 4.4， IAGO， THE MURDERER; HAMLET， THE AVENGER， Shakespeare's 

Othello and Hamlet are discussed. Shakespeare created ‘the perfect murderer'， 

according to Hercule Poirot in his last case， Curtain. Othello is a story in which one 

physically strong and mentally well-balanced man yields to words， which deceptively 

suggest something that sounds ‘real'， like words企oma ghost. In this section， 1 named 

these falsely suggestive words ‘the Ghost Implicature'， which is a modified version of 

Gricピピimplica旬re¥Theinnocent world of Othello-the world of‘A:， for example-， 

in which a word has a single meaning， and is‘transparent' in meaning， transfonns itself， 
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through the transitional stages of ‘Great Seeming' -the wor1d of ‘A or not A'ー， into 

the wor1d of deception-the wor1d of 'not A¥If Iago is the perfect murderer， Hamlet 

can be called ‘the perfect avenger'， who violates no social codes of th剖 time，moral， 

religious， or legal， and fulfill his revenge. Hamlet is partly like Othello in that his father 

ghost tells him to take revenge， or partly like Iago in that he drives Claudius into 

des加 ctiononly through deceptive suggestions. Shakespeare kept challenging the 

audience's sense of morality， of religion， and of law， just like Mark Antony did in front 

of the Romans， gradually downgrading Brutus from a hero to a traitor. By questioning 

what seems to be firmly rooted in the socieザ ofhis time-an honourable hero (Bru加s)，

a formidable general (Othello)，ピglorious'king (Claudius) -， Shakespeare challenged 

the intelligence， morality， re1igious and legal mind ofhis time. 

In 4.5， TO LEAVE OR TO SETTLE?: KAZUO ISHIGURO'S REMAINS OF THE 

SUMMER IN NAGASAKI， 1 will show that Kazuo Ishiguro unconsciously hopes to 

solve the irreducible form of psychological antitheses that can be expressed in such 

abstract pairs of EVENTS as MOV1NG vs SETTL1NG. Next the abstract EVENT terms 

MOV1NG vs SETTL1NG can be realized with such LOCATION pairs as: JAPAN vs 

BRITA1N， i.e.， CHANGE 1N LOCUS; and PAST vs PRESENT， i.e.， CHANGE 1N TIME. These 

two pairs are the more specific features he has to carry throughout his life as someone 

ethnically different living in Britain. At the level ofhis work， these abstract features take 

on much more specific forms such as: home town vs big city， people on the ground floor 

vs people on the first floor， wor1d affairs vs family affairs， and traditional vs 

non-traditiona1. In the course of my discussion， 1 shall show how the~e two polar terms 

are mediated into less extreme terms which， to Ishiguro， psychologically means less. 

In 4ムTHEPALACE OF POE， Edgar Allan Poe's six stanza poem is discussed仕om
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the standpoint of its message-form. Poe， who had a self-destructive mental trait， realizes 

this desire through a coffin・likezone in which we may call ‘past glory' is transformed 

into‘present pleasurable fall' by an iconic use of parallel verbal items - mostly lexical 

- that change their forms through several stages of mediation. 

In the rest two sections， 1 will focus on the message-extemal context. In 4.7， CAT IN 

THE RAIN AND GEORGE ON THE BED: HEMINGWAY'S OBSSESSIVE TRUST 

IN REALITY， 1 will focus upon the different viewpoints of participants in this literary 

communication: characters， the narrator and the author. Hemingway keeps asking us a 

question of coherent identification through verbal devices (clever uses of adjectives， for 

example) and the way the characters move / do not move in the story. The conclusion 

drawn合omthe discussion of his stylistic and narrative technique is that Hemingway 

wanted to say that what is reported cannot always be identified with what should be 

reported. 

In 4.8， PLEASE FORGlVE ME. 1 REALLY DIDN'T MEAN WHAT 1 SAID: FALSE 

EFFECTS OF LITERARY SPEECH， 1 will argue that the two false effects of literary 

exchange，‘over-involvement' and ‘distance' in communication of literary characters， 

tend to create a false impression of the author's original intention to be conveyed to the 

reader. 
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4.1 WHY MEDIATION TAKES PLACE ABRUPTLY IN 

SHAKESPEARE'S SONNET 1291 

4.1.1 INTRODUCTION 

This section examines why mediation in Shakespeare's Sonnet 129 lacks gradual 

stages that transform discourse theme into discourse rheme. Compared with the 

elaborate mediation stages in E. A. Poe's poem of six stanzas discussed in the 

previous section， those of Sonnet 129 are very simple. The conclusion 1 reached is 

twofold. First， poetry in Early Modern English cannot resort to a rich inflection as Old 

English or Middle English poetry does for its mediation functions. Parallelisms are 

projected realizations of the covert theme system on the text， and if a poetic work has 

a limitation for the use of this device， it becomes hard for the poem to create gradual 

mediation stages on its surface text. Second， as 1 discussed in Section 4.1， a poem as 

short as this Sonnet， due to space limitations， cannot arrange verbal items as freely as 

a long poem like Chaucer's narrative poetry. These are the reasons why in this Sonnet 

its discourse theme is curtly transformed into the discourse rheme without the 

elegantly realized gradual meditation stages. For the first reason， 1 will examine the 

gradualloss of inflections in English during its process of evolution. For the second， 1 

will discuss possible combinations of verbal items in a line. These two reasons are 

closely related. 

百leloss of inflections deprives the English language of effective elements for 

parallelisms-parallelisms are surface realizations of the latent discourse theme 

[1] This section was originally published as S. Kikuchi (2003)‘Reading parallelisms in a 
syntagmatic poetic text: Jakobson's poetics and Shakespeare's sonnet 129'， Studies inλ10dern 
English (a special issue of Studies in Modern English to commemorate the 20th anniversary of 
出efounding ofthe Japanese Association ofModem English in 1980)，411-425. 
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system-at the lower linguistic levels. To discuss this， 1 compare Sonnet 129 

diachronically with poems from Beowulf and Chaucer， and synchronically with 

poems written in several modern inf1ectionallanguages like Russian and French. 

The history ofEnglish poetry over 800 years parallels the gradual historicalloss of 

inf1ections in English. How has this gradual morphological change inf1uenced the 

cohesion of poetry? How has a rich signification in poetic work endorsed by a rich 

variety of inf1ection been transformed in today's poetic works， which are almost 

devoid of these inf1ections? From the viewpoint of the gradual loss of English 

inf1ections， this chapter examines why the mediation stages-which were manifested 

at the chain axis in the forms of repetitive linguistic properties like inf1ections or 

conjugations， and which are rich in the poems in older English and in synthetic 

languages such as Slavic languages-do not work in gradual changes bridging the 

discourse theme and the discourse rheme in Shakespeare's Sonnet 129. In the 

following， among other evolutionary characteristics， my discussion centres round (1) 

word order and (2) inf1ections， including grammatical genders， prepositions， articles， 

and verbs. 

4.1.2 THE POETIC TEXTURE OF SONNET 129 AND ITS INTERLACED 

FACETS 

‘Th'expense of spirit in a waste of shame' is the 129th Sonnet by William 

Shakespeare (1564-1616): 
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Sonnet 129: Th'expense of Spirit in a waste of shame 2 

1 1Th' expense of spirit I in a waste of shame 

2Is lust in action; I and， till action， lust 
3Is peIjured， murd'rous， I bloody，白11ofblame， 
4Savage， extreme， rude， I cruel， not to trust; 

11 lEnjoyed no sooner I but despised straight; 

2Past reason hunted， I and no sooner had， 
3Past reason hated I as a swa110wed bait， 
40n pu中oselaid I to make the taker mad; 

m lMad in pursuit， I and in possession so， 
2Had， having， and in quest I to have， extreme; 
3A bliss in proof， I and proved， I a very woe; 
4Before， ajoy proposed; I behind， a dream. 

IV lAl1 this the world I we11 knows， I yet none knows well 

2To shun the heaven I that leads I men to this hell. 

Shakespeare's Sonnets are a collection of 154 short poems-Sonnets 127-152 are 

addressed to or concem a dark lady-composed in the form of what is called a 

Shakespearean sonnet. The Shakespearean sonnet is divided into four parts. The first 

three parts are each four lines long (quatrains)， and they are rhymed abab. The fourth 

part is a couplet， and is rhymed cc. Each quatrain develops one idea or a sequence of 

ideas， while the couplet offers a summary or a new development of the preceding 

images or ideas. 

This sonnet， first of all， can be divided into two parts grammatically. The first 

quatrain， which contains the two main clauses， is followed by the pa此iciplephrases in 

the second and the third quatrains. The first quarter and the couplet look placed 

against the inner two quatrains in terms of the distribution of clauses and participles. 

The distribution of clauses in the sonnet creates parallelism between the OUTER two 

strophes and the 1NNER two strophes， which contain no clauses: two coordinate 

[2] The text is from W. Shakespeare (1998) The Arden Shakespeare complete works， edited by R. 
Proudfoot， A. Thompson & D. S. K出 tan何TaIton-on・Thames:Nelson). 
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clauses in the OUTER (2+2) with two finIte verbs in each outer strophe; against 11 

participles in the INNER (7+4). This INNER part looks like a place where meditation 

occurs. However， as the lNNER quatrains are grammatically part of the first quatrain， 

The OUTER vs. lNNER grouping should be revised as follows: 

18 [Th 'expense ofspirit ...] 

2vIs… 8 [/ust] 

3vIs. 

i 2 main clauses 
門2subjects 
~ +2日凶teverbs) 

n IEnjo.戸dno 800ner I but despised straight; 
2 Past reason hunted， I and no soonぽ had，
3 Past reason hated I as a swal/owed bait， 
4 On pmpose laid I to make I the taker mad; 

m I Mad in pursuit， I and in possession 80， 
2Had， having， and in quest I to have， extreme; 
3 A bliss in proot: I and proved， I a v町 woe;
4 Before， a joy proposed; I behind， a dream， 
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N I All this 8 [the wurldJ…vknows，yet8[nune] vknows…ト 2main clauses 
(metathetical arrangement: IV-I well knows -knows well)ー (2subjects +2 fmite verbs) 

+ 1 subordinate clause 
(1 subject + 1日凶teverb) 

Figure 1 

Clause distribution and INNER vs. OUTER 

The main idea described in Sonnet 129 is lust and its attributes. Lust， or sexual 

at甘action，is one of the Seven Deadly Sins， and has been deemed to be an irresistible 

sin. This sonnet begins with condemning epithets against lust before the action， during 

the action and after the action. Furthermore， the description of lust continues 

throughout the three quatrains. They describe attributes of lust in three stages， prior to 

the action， during the action and following the action. In the couplet， a new aspect of 

lust is presented. 

When we focus specially on the epithets used for the si加ationprior to action， or 

‘till action'， we find a subt1e change from a possible resistibility to thorough 
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irresistibility. The initial feeling of resistibility to lust in the first quatrain-because 

lust is described as only ‘despisable' and therefore it does not necessarily imply its 

irresistibility-changes through the possible resistibili勿 inthe mid叩Iatrainsto the 

thorough irresistibility found in the couplet. This part of the three quatrains is 

juxtaposed with the couplet which introduces a further quality oflust: irresistibility. 

百l'expense of spirit in a waste of shame 
Is lust in action; and， ti11 action， lust 
Is peりured，murd'rous， bloody，白11ofblame， 
Savage， extreme， rude， cruel， not to trust; 

Enjoyed no sooner but despised straight; 
Past reason hunted， and no sooner had， 
Past reason hated as a swallowed bait， 
On purpose laid to make the taker mad; 

Mad in pursuit， and in possession so， 
Had， having， and in quest to have， extreme; 
A bliss in proof， and proved， a very woe; 
Before， a joy proposed; behind， a dream. 

A11白isthe world we11 knows， yet none knows we11 
To shun the heaven由atleads men to血ishell. 

Figure 1 

possible resistibility 

murd'rous and 
possible to resist 

thorough irresistibility 

Thematic distribution and mediation realizedぉ partof a clause 

The poem has complex and condensed verbal structures; especially in the second and 

the third strophes. The lines m-l. 2Mad in pursuit， and in possession so， / Had， having， 

。ndin quesl 10 have， exlreme would be as follows if 白llystruc加red:‘(Thetaker is) 

Mad in pursuing one's lust and in possessing the object oflust; in having had it， in the 

having of it， and in seeking to have it， going to extremes' However thus tightly 

organized， the second and the third qu剖rainsonly provide an abrupt and simple 
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mediation stage bridging the possible resistibility (discourse theme) and thorough 

irresistibility (discourse rheme). Why so? The reasons should be twofold: a gradual 

loss ofinflections and the more fixed word orders in the evolution ofEnglish. 

4.1.3 PARALLELISM BASED ON RICH PARADIGMATIC SYSTEMS 

In this section， two sorts of comparisons will be made: (1) Sonnet 129 and English 

poems of other periods (4.3.3.1);ο) Sonnet 129 and other inflectional modem 

languages (4.3.3.2). Among many characteristics in the evolution of English， 1 will 

examine word order and loss of grammatical inflections. 

4.1.3.1. Simplification throughout the history 0/ English and the loss 0/ properties 

/or parallelism 

English levelling has led to loss of its properties for parallelism at lower linguistic 

levels. There are two facets in this levelling. They are of two sides of the same coin: 

(1) the fixation of word order， as the result of (2) loss of inflections. If (1) word order 

becomes more rigid， then on the linear syntagmatic axis， the elements lose their 

flexibili句rin sentence or poetic line formation. Loss of inflection， (2)， results in the 

reduction in the number of elements in the paradigmatic systems. What is implied in 

(1) and (2) above is a 白rtherreduction of the number of possible arrangements in one 

line of a fixed number of syllables. The more obligatory verbal units occur 

somewhere in a poetic line of a fixed number of syllables， the less combinatorial 

freedom there is in the other units. 
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In Sonnet 129， for example， there are 10 syllables in each line. If each word has two 

syllables， allowing five words to occur in one line， the number of possible 

combinations ofword order is 120 (abcde， 5x4x3x2x1=120). However， the power向l

syntactic pa抗emof Subject-Predicate Verb-Direct Object in Modern English， for 

example， allows only 20 combinations in one line (5P2 = 20コ SVOab，SVOba; 

SVaOb， SVbOa; SVabO， SVbaO; SaVOb， SbVOa; SaVbO， SbVaO; SabVO， SbaVO; 

aSVOb， bSVOa; aSVbO， bSVaO; aSbVO， bSaVO; abSVO， baSVO; a and b are 

optional 叫juncts).3

This is a simple comparison of two groups in terms of the possibility of occurrence 

of arbitrary five-line elements at the rhyme position. If the line has a completely合ee

word order， any of the five words can occur at the line-end position as a rhyme word. 

On the other hand， if the line contains a group of syntactically fixed word order， SVO， 

for example， then one of only three words， 0， a or b (a & b = arbitrary elements)， can 

occur at the line-end position as a rhyme word. 

In Sonnet 129， there are two prepositional phrases in one line， Th 'expense 01伊irit

and in a waste 01 shame， abcd + efghi， and only two of these nine words can occupy 

the rhyme position:伊 iritand shame. Actually， it is grammatically possible to place 

the second prepositional phrase before the first one. However， if moved， the 

prepositional phrase， inαwaste 01 shame， becomes a sentence-modifying adverbial 

phrase. If the meaning of the part cannot be changed， there is only one word left to 

occur at the line-end as a rhyme word: shame. 

William Blake's‘Infant Sorrow'， which Jakobson (1970) analyzed， also contains 

[3] It is回 ethat some words have more syllables and others less syllables. By ‘In Sonnet 129， for 
example， there are 10 syllables in each line. If each word has two syllables， allowing five 
words to occur in one line...' 1 mean出athere in a sonnet-length poem there is a limitation in 
combinatory freedom of words due to both its shortness and Modern English's syntactic 
rigidity. 
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four sentences jammed in a small， confining space: 

INFANT SORROW 

lル1ymother groand! my father wept. 
2 Into the dangerous world 1 leapt: 
3 Helpless， naked， piping loud: 
4 Like a fiend hid in a cloud. 

5 Struggling in my白thershands: 
6 Striving against my swadling bands: 
7 Bound and weary 1 thought best 
8 To sulk upon my mothers breast. 

If a line can contain five words of which two are fixed in order (SV (My mother 

groand! my father wept; 1 leapt; 1的ought))in a form such as SVabc， there will be 

more flexibility in arrangement than a line that contains three fixed elements， SVO. 

Conversely， even though there may have been a preferred word order in Old 

English， there was in fact far more flexibility. Several major characteristics of Old 

English relate to the creation of parallelism. First， word order was not as rigid as in 

Modem English (SV， S…v， VS). Second， Old English was synthetic rather than 

analytic or isolating and nouns， verbs， adjectives， determiners， and pronouns were 

highly inflected. Third， gender (masculine， feminine， neuter) was grammatical and not 

natura1. Finally， word-formation largely took the form of compounding (noun+noun 

(sunbeam)， adj ective+noun 妙 んleorc)，adverb+noun (imψoh) (乱1itchell & 

Robinson 2001). 

Now 1 willlook briefly at Beowu抗analliterative， epic poem of 3， 182 lines written 

by an unknown author or unknown authors， and probably composed in the first half of 

the 8th c印刷ry:
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The first three lines consist of one sentence-equivalent grammatical unit. The unit can 

be linear1y rearranged in Old English prose style following乱1itchell& Robinson 

(2001: 46n): 

r 2-b trym…2-. teod-cyninga"'I_. Gar-Dena 
might ofpeople-kings ofSpear-Danes 

1・.We 2-b ge合加on J 01 

We (have) heard of I 
SI y1 し_.hu筒 atelingas 3.b ellen fremedon 

how血oseprinces valor performed 
02 [S2 03 y2] 

Figu陀 3

Prose word order scheme ofthe first three lines of Beowulf 

The Old English syntax was so flexible that it could front l_aGar-Denαto the first line 

to form part of double-alliteration: 1・'.Jiwat! We Gar-Dena I in g，ear-・!l.agum.Also Old 

English could create another parallel construction in such a small space as this: 

2.bÞりml~祈lÏnon ‘ might heard of' and 3.bellen fremedoll‘valor performed.' 1 will discuss 

later in血issection the inflexible prepositional make-up of Th 'expense 01争iritin a waste 01 

shame. 

The levelling further deprived Modem English ofmost ofthe inflections and 

much of its syntactic flexibility. SVO became more fixed， though other variations 

[4] The text used is Wrenn (1973). The phonetic仕anscriptionsare from Quirk & Wrenn (1955). 
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were also used: And forthy 1 yow plltte的 thisdegree‘Therefore 1 put you both in 

this si加ation'(Knight's Tale， line 1841) (SOV) or t，αlIghte me my dame ‘taught me 

my mother' (The乱1anciple'sTale， line 317; The Pardoner's Tale， line 684) (VOS). 

In the following， 1 wi11 examine syntactic parallelisms in a short poem from 

Chaucer's Canterbllry Tales (written c. 1386-1400): 

‘Adam，5 

1 Loo Adam， in the feeld of Damyssene， 
2 Wi白 Goddesowene 今ngerwroght was he， 
3 And nat bigeten of mannes sperme unclene， 
4And welte al paradys savynge 0 tree. 
5 Hadde nevere worldly man so heigh degree 
6 As Adam， til he for mysgovemaunce 
7W.ぉdryvenout ofhys hye prosperitee 
8 To labour， andωhelle， and to meschaunce. 

Lo， Adam， in the garden Damascene， 
By God Almighty's finger wrought was he， 
And not begotten of man's sperm unclean; 
He ruled all Paradise， except one tree. 
Had never earthly man so high degree 
As Adam， till he， for misgovemance， 
Was driven合omhis high prosperity 
To labour， and to Hell， and to mischance. 

This short poem in the Monk's Tale is in the form of Monk's Tale stanza-eight 

four-stress lines rhyming ababbcbc， not rime royal (ababbcc) -， which helps the 

episode develop in a chiastic way with a thematic break between the first and the 

second half (abab I bcbc). Adam is twice referred to in terms of governance: Adam 

once Ql(4)welte al pαm砂'ssavynge of 0 tree (the first half of the text (Q1=first 

quatrain): abab)， and he was driven out of paradise 'for mysgovernaunce' or the 

inability of reason to govern sensuality and the body (the second half (Q2): bcbc). 

[5] Chaucer's quotations are all from G Chaucer (1987).刀1eRiverside Chaucer (3rd edn.)， edited 
by Lany D. Benson (Boston: Houghton Mifllin). The modemization attached is from a web 
page 'Cl田sicLiterature E-text' (URL: h句:llclぉsiclit.about.comllibr町 Ibl・textslgchaucerl 
bl-gchau・can-mo出.htm;Re仕ieved1 October 2003). 
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As for the distribution ofthe only personal name in this text， Adam， in Q1， QIAぬm

and the name of the place Ql(lpamyssene to which he belongs occur in the same line 

(line 1)， and the grammatical subject referring to the same person (Ql(2y1e) and its 

predicate (Ql(2)Wroght was) also occur in the same line (line 2); on the other hand， in 

Q2， Q2 (6y4dam and the nominal phrase of the place Q2(7戸!)lshye prosperitee to which 

he belongs are separated to line 6 and line 7 respectively. The grammatical subject 

(Q2(6y1e) and its predicate verb (Q2(7)Was dryven) also occur in the two successive lines 

(line 6 and line 7)， not in the same line as their counterparts in Q 1. 

In the central line in the MARGINAL two strophes (line 2 and 7)， the definite 

predicate verb and the instrumental / locative prepositional phrase are reversed， 

showing an antithetic distribution: 

(2) 2 With Goddes owene fvmar wroght was he， 

(6heh Wasdヴven0ut ofhvs hve orosoeritee 

This reversed placement of the two groups iconically supports the thematically 

reversed direction: Birth INTO the paradise vs. Expulsion OUT OF the paradise. 6 

There exists a close semantic relationship between selections of a grammatical 

category and the thematic development of the text. All the passive forms in the poem 

are gathered in the MARGINAL lines surrounding the CENTRAL COUPLET (line 4・5).

In MARGINAL 1 (line 1・3)and 2 (line 6-8)， the passive voice is found (Ql(2・3)wroght

[6] For the concept of ‘icon' of C. S. Peirce， together with ‘indexヲ and‘symbol'， refer to Peirce 
(1960) and Jakobson (1965). The function of‘icon' here is close to 'iconic mapping' of Lakoff 
& Tumer (1989: 157):‘An iconic mapping...also relates the form of the poem田 awhole to 
the meaning of the poem as a whole¥For the importance of icon used in poetry， see 
Boase-Beier (1994). 
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was he， y4nd nat bigeten o}… Q2(7)Was dりrvellωt0乃;while， in the CENTRAL 

COUPLET， the voice is active (4welteαlpαradys s，αvyllge 0 tree; SHαdde nevere 

work砂man).The passive voice expresses Adam's passivity at the time ofhis birth to 

the world and the time of his expulsion from paradise and stands in contrast to his 

active ‘rule' and ‘possession' expressed in active voice. This development of 

‘passlveness→ activeness→ passiveness' in the mediation stages of this poem 

iconically illustrates the fatal activeness on the part of Adam which caused his fall. 

This poem thus iconically expresses the denial of lustful activeness. 

The syntax ofEarly Modern English clauses shows: (1) more flexibility than today; 

however， SVO order was regular in independent and dependent declarative clauses; 

(2) SOV was acceptable for pronoun objects and for emphasis; (3) VSO in questions 

and conditional statements; imperatives often had expressed subject (Knowest thou?); 

(4) OSV or OVS used to emphasize object. When some element is fronted， it is 

usually when it is thematized. In Shakespeare's Sonnet 129， there is one case of this 

thematization: 

(3) 1V.IAll血llithe world I well knowes.ー(x'x'I x' I…) 

Here thematization draws the Direct Object IV-IAll、thisto the sentence-initial position， 

summarizing in one phrase all things provided earlier as a unit of old information. 

4.1.3 .1.1 Prepositionαlphrases 

The loss of grammatical cases meant that Old English no longer enjoyed relative 
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freedom of word order. This， at the same time， meant a greater role for prepositions. 

Old English also had prepositional expressions， but in Middle English， with the 

diminished role of grammatical cases， prepositions became indispensable. 

On the other hand， the fronting of the second genitive element 1_aGar-Dena‘of 

Spear-Danes' before the first genitive 2-aTeod-cynil智α‘ofpeople-kings' would not be 

easy in Early Modern English， as well as in Modern English， even if it were expected 

by reason of rhyme， as it is here. In the first long line in Beowu抗thefronting takes 

place by reason of alliteration: 1_alfwat! We Gar-Dena I 1-bin gear-d，αrgum. Besides， 

not only the second genitive element is fronted， but also 1_bin gear-dagum is inserted 

between the two elements. This is also for the creation of alliteration in the first line. 

The irregular placement of two genitive elements was possible here because Old 

English was a highly inflected language th剖 allowedthe fronting of what Quirk & 

Wrenn (1955: 62) call ‘the origin of genitive' (1・aGar-Dena.. .2-aTeoιcyning，α). 

Shakespeare's Sonnet 129 does not allow this fronting， not because of-phrases are 

not the origin of genitive， but because of syntactic reasons: 

(4) [ト1Th' expense [ of spirit ] in [ a waste [ of shame ] ] ] 

It is unlikely that the author could front the prepositonal object like spirit or shame 

before the first element preceding the preposition like Th 'expense or αwα'ste， creating 

a prepositional phrase ofless natural order 01 spirit，的'expenseor 01 shαme， awaste. 

Without the restrictions of rhyme， it would be purely grammatically possible to 

place i11 a waste 01 shame before 1 -1 Th 'expellse 01 spirit. However， the fronting of illα 

waste 01 shame gives the phrase the status of a thematized， sentence-modiちring

adverbial phrase， making the whole line different in meaning. Therefore， this sort of 
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fronting is impossible. 

In Sonnet 129， there are two prepositional phrases in one line， Th 'expense 01 spirit 

and inαwaste 01 shame (abcd + efghi). Of the nine words in these phrases， only two 

can occupy the rhyme position. If fronting of的 αwaste01 shame or 01平irit，is not 

possible， only one word remains to occur at the line-end as a rhyme word: shame. 

The other prepositional phrases in this sonnet are: 1-1μ 01 blame， I _2in 

αction，...till action; n-40n purpose; m・dnpursut... in possession， m-2in quest， 3in 

proofe， J3モメoreajoy; lV・2to的ishell. To all of the stanzas， a prepositional phrase is 

allocated， inevitably depriving other verbal elements in the Sonnet of freedom in 

arrangement. 

William Blake' s‘Infant Sorrow' also contains lines jammed with space-taking 

prepositional phrases. This has six prepositional phrases in eight lines: 2lnto the 

dangerous world; d-ike a .ftend...in a cloud; 5 ...in my la的ershαnゐ:;6... against my 

swadling banゐ:;8... upon nり1mothers breast. 

If a preposition (ゆ， its object (shame) and the phrase the prepositional phrase 

modifies (αwaste) are syntactically not so flexible in order (e.g.αwaste 01 shame)， the 

prepositional phrase leaves little or no room for the other verbal elements to create 

varied sorts of parallelism. Jakobson's reading of parallelisms in Henri Rousseau's 

‘Yadwigha' that follows Blake's‘Infant Sorrow' section in Jakobson (1970) is more 

convincing in that， given the three fundamental line combinations in any poem (abab， 

aabb， abba)， the elements that can appear in these sentences are supported by rich 

inflections and grammatical genders as parallelism creating devices. 
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4.1.3 .1.2 Definite and indefinite artic/es 

The evolution of the definite and indefinite articles help to make the word order more 

fixed; for example， in BeowlIグthereappears no article for a common noun (cyning 

‘king')， as in 

(5) 1巾atwas

[8atwas 

‘that was a 

3
1
3
α
 

d

x

o

 

-

0

0

0

 

0
0
0
0
σ
0
 

6
 

cyning! 

kynilJg!] 
ung!' 

The levelling evolution of English towards a simpler form of language is not the 

only characteristic the language has shown in its history. This levelling has been 

coupled with another tendency， accuracy. The evolution of the article has served to 

satisfy the needs for accuracy. 

The tendency of accuracy can be well represented by the appearance of an indefinite 

article (a/an) (at toll-seeamllle (OE)→的 αtolbothe(ME)‘in a tax-house')日rst，and 

in the period of Modem English， by the emergence of a definite article (innan huse 

(OE)→ in the house (ME)). This means accuracy has required complexity， providing a 

poetic work with new devices to realize parallelism， or a new system of deictic. 

Modem English， however， while developing the complex deictic system which 

provides a poetic work with rich parallelism devices， has lost its inflections for gender， 

case， and number in demonstrativesφat 'the， that' and tis‘this'). Modem English is 

impoverished English in these respects. 

The nominal phrase (o g，δd cyl1Il1g) in the second half-line of the 11 th line of 

Beowulfis accompanied by information about gender， case， and number (See (8)). The 
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phrase is also marked ‘indefinite' by not including a definite demonstrative (se for 

singular nominative， tone for singular accusative， ta for plural nominative and 

accusative， etc.). By inflecting (nom) glδd / se 1JIδぬ cyning('a good / the good king')， 

(acc) glδdne / tone glδぬncyning (‘a good / the good king')， (gen) glδdes / tas g'δdan 

cyninges (‘a good / the good king's')， etc.， Old English could provide a poetic work 

with wider choices for parallelism. 

Of the changes that took place in Middle English， the two features below again 

hindered an effective formation of parallelisms in a poetic text. 

First 1 will discuss the loss or simplification of inflections. The example of nominal 

phrase 1 have shown above illustrates the simplification. In Old English， each element 

of the three words in the following nominal phrase changes systematically as in Se 

goda man ('the good man') vs. ta g，δdan menn (‘the good men'); while in Middle 

English， the goode man vs. the goode men; also in Modem English，‘the good man' is 

pluralized into‘the good men' only by replacing one phoneme /a/ in the head word 

with /e/ (Ono & Ito 1993: 13). 

Second， 1 will examine the loss of grammatical gender. In Middle English， as well as 

in Old English， there were three grammatical cases called gender: masculine， feminine， 

and neuter. However， during the period ofMiddle English， natural classifications based 

on sex replaced grammatical gender. Many of Old English genders did not accord with 

the categorization ofnouns based on natural sex. For instance， in Old English， w伊nαnn

(‘woman') and fot (‘foot') were masculine， hand ('hand') was feminine， and wif 

(‘woman， wife') was grammatically neuter. 

These two kinds of simplification that occurred during the period of Middle English 

further reduced the rich poetic possibility of parallelism， thus of elegantly gradual 
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stages of mediation， in English poetic works. 

By the fourteenth century the Old English inflectional system had been simplified to 

the point where the case endings formerly distinguishing number and gender had 

collapsed to ・ewith a schwa sound /~/. The plural -s and genitive ・es(now包)were 

regularly retained. In the General Prologue to the Canterbury Tales， however， Chaucer 

still used the final -e to indicate dative case as in to the root~ /to: ð~ ro:t~/， in addition 

to the plural adjective as in his shoures soot~豆 /hIS Su:rns so:t~/ ‘ its showers sweet，.7 

4.1.3.1.3 陀rbs

A Modem English verb only has four or five inflections. Hear has four inflected 

forms: hear， hear-s， hear-d， hear-ing. However， Old English verbs had to ag日ewith 

the subject of the sentence in both present and past， and in both the indicative or 

subjunctive moods. The typical weak verb paradigm for Old English hieran ('to hear')， 

for example， is as follows: hier-e， hïer-作~st， hier-{tりム hier-at，hたr-de，hier-dest， 

hier-dol1， hier-el1， hier-den， hier， hたr-ende，ge-hier-ed. This paradigm has twelve 

different forms， which means a poet can choose one of these to form a parallelism. On 

the other hand， Modem English poetry has lost more than half its parallel cohesive 

forms to create parallelism. The w附 ea北kv刊er巾bparadigm D伽O町rMiddle English her，刈e吋(1い11)(‘'tω O 

hear') was as follows (only the southem dialect is listed he町re吋):he，台r-e久，he，命r凶可a

her-d(ω均り弘j人， hë.仕r-~必'estげt， her-de(1り， her-yng(}サ， her-d. It had a1together eight variations. 

A glance at these conjugations is sufficient to see a sharp decreasing tendency in the 

[7] The phonetic transcripts of the General Prologue are from Gimson (1994: 73). 
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number of inflections. The decreasing number of weak-verb (Group 11) inflections 

shows that， at least as白ras this type of verb is concerned， the inflectional ending as a 

mediation-stage creating device was losing its mediating power: 

(6) OE 12 >お1E8> ModE4 

Together with other inflectional endings， the practice of using the final -e in rhyme 

began to die out in the twelfth c印刷ry，though it is occasionally found throughout the 

period. As a resu1t of graduallevelling， the only agreement ending in Modern English 

is -s with third person singular present as in: he hear-s， or as in Sonnet 129， 

(7) 1V-1 All由isthe world I well knows， I yet none knows well， 

4.1.3.2. COIηparison with other modern synthetic languages 

On a continuum from highly inflected to highly isolating， most modern Indo-European 

languages lie toward the inflected end. Italian， Spanish， French， German， Czech and 

Russian-they all inflect nouns and adjectives according to grammatical gender. 

In Russian， for example， which distinguishes between grammatical genders 

(masculine， feminine， neuter) - the 叫jectivestem O.n;H (odin)‘one' can be inflected as 

follows: 

(8) 0瓦即日江町'a(‘one plate') (t) 
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The important point to remember about Russian is that adjectives must agree with the 

noun they modify. If a noun has feminine gender and is in the genitive case， the 

叫jectivemust be feminine and in its genitive case form， too. Some lan思lages，

including Japanese and Russian， do not have articles at all， either definite or indefinite. 

They indicate such distinctions in other ways (use of O，lJ;MHιone' above or 3TOT‘this') 

or not at all. 

(9) 3aqeM OTeqeCTBO (m) 訂加o JIIO，Zl;Oe，Zl;OM (m) 
‘Why 白therland became cannibal' 

Apq瓦HHa(f) ero )l(eHOU (f) 
'But native land its wife' 

Citing a passage from Khlebnikov's passage above， Jakobson (1973: 22) emphasizes 

close relations between grammatical genders and the natural sex of the image the 

genders create:喧tantpersonnifies， les noms du genre 白mininedeviennent des 

personnes du sexe feminine， alors que les noms masculins et neutres deviennent des 

personnes du sexe masculins' (Being personified， the feminine nouns become human 

females; whereas masculine and neuter nouns， human males). 

Modem English， in lacking grammatical gender， has lost one of the creative devices 

for mediation stages that other synthetic modem languages have. French， and Russian 

as exemplified above， have retained this device and use it effectively to create rich 

parallel associative meanings. 
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(10) 1 I La depense de l'esprit dans un gaspillage de honte 
n (f). n (m) n (m) n (f) 

2 C'est convoitise dans l'action: etjusqu'a l'action， la convoitise 
n (f) n (f) n (f) n (f) 

This literal translation of the first two lines of Quatrain 1 in Sonnet 129 typically 

illustrates that in a language that retains grammatical genders these exert their 

influence upon the word to create a new image. The feminine noun turns into a woman 

by personification (honte， convoitise)， and the masculine noun becomes a man (1ヤ伊rit，

un ga高pillage).In Early Modern English， a woman's‘waist' was conventionally 

spelled waste， supporting the implication of a woman's‘waist' and the punning of 

waste-waist. In French translation above， the word glα有pillαrge(m)‘waste' is connected 

with ‘the condition of consummation' in a woman' s honte (η‘shame' and a man's 

waist which does the work of consummation. This association group is further 

connected with what is wasted. In the preceding phrase， something wasted by a man is 

associated with 1 'e平rit(m)‘spirit，' and the cause of depense (ηis implied by the 

femininity of the word. 

In Modern French， as well as in (Early) Modern English， the syntactic orders are not 

flexible. In a short French poetic text， we can expect less of its syntax to form rich 

parallelisms where the discourse theme system realizes itself. On the other hand， rich 

combination possibilities supported by its grammatical genders， for example， 

compensate for this rigidity of French word order and provide a French poem with 

wider choices than (Early) Modern English.8 

[8] In血issection 1 am arguing that in the evolution of linguistic history， English has become more 
analytic， which has deprived English of some sources for parallelisms (which is necessary for 
realization of the discourse theme system) at lower linguistic levels. As a resu1t of this， the 
devices for parallelism have to go up the Rank scale for its manifestation on the chain侃 is.But 
in sonnets， there is a limitation of space for the arrangement of verbal items. This leaves little 
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4.1.4 wl琵RETHE DISCOURSE THEME SYSTEM TEND TO BE REALIZED IN 

(EARLY) MODERN ENGLISH POETRY 

Considering the fact that Sonnet 129 is written in Early Modem English and it has only 

simplified paradigmatic systems and fixing word order， the planes on which the 

discourse theme system is realized seem to have arisen on the Rank scale after Early 

Modem English: 

Theoretical Categories 
4. .. 

Unit C/ass Structure (，砂'Stem)
Episode， 
Imagery 

刃 Sentence Simple α 
主~. I I /Compound a.i(s) 

~ 11 ClaUfe Ind. atα(S)P(C)(A) 
p lDep.at s .. 

百コ 守
3・ Group Nom at S/C (m)h (q) 
号。 VeIbatP _ _ t 

3 2E 悶司 Wo Z 
泊 11~~~~eme 

PhonelPhoneme 

Figure 5 

Where Parallelisms are Realized in Modem English Poetry 

As the triangles on the right-hand side of the diagram above show， Modem English 

does not have a rich system of paradigmatic elements， especially in the lower linguistic 

units like morphemes; and the decreased flexibility of word order does not help 

room for rich ‘syntactic parallelism' and hence， mediation stages become less elaborate than in 
the case of longer poetry. 
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because in a limited space as in a sonnet， there is not much room for a higher unit like 

a clause or a sentence to be used for the realization of mediation stages. This is 

represented by the narrowing of the triangle towards the apex. English still can provide 

complex sound parallelisms based on fragmentary sound correspondences， as complex 

as those in Modern French; but in (Ear1y) Modern English， they were not so complex 

剖 themorpho・phonologicallevel.This is why the right triangle for English is raised at 

the base. (Ear1y) Modern English poetry seems to rely more upon its parallelism at 

semantic levels， like episode or imagery， intra-textually or inter・textually.Inter-textual 

parallelism created between lexical items referring to Dark Lady， for example，白lfills

also an important role in (Early) Modern English poetry; Modern French poetry would 

also realize its parallelism on the same planes， but to a lesser degree由an(Ear1y) 

Modern English poetry， because the former has more devices to rely upon for 

parallelism at lower rank-scale levels: 

4.1.5. CONCLUSION 4.1 

In reading (Ear1y) Modern English poetry， which is not very rich in grammatical 

realization devices of mediation， we should talk more of semantic parallelism not only 

between two sentences， but also between groups of sentences， or between strophes: 

Parallelism， which suggests a connection of meaning through an echo of fonn， does not 
have to be grammatical parallelism. It may be a sound parallelism: as in the rhyme， 
rh戸hm，and other sound e宜ectsof verse. One might even extend the idea and talk of 
semantic parallelism where two sentences are linked because they mean the same thing. 

(Cook 1989: 16) 
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Due to the rigidity of word order and the poverty of morphological endings in (Ear1y) 

Modern English， it was not possible for Shakespeare's Sonnet 129 to access rich 

inflections for gradual thematic change. We should resort to sentence， lines or semantic 

parallelisms for mediation; however， in the case of Sonnet 129， the space is limited for 

verbal items to create rich parallelisms at higher levels such as between sentences， 

lines and episodes. These are the reasons why in Sonnet 129， mediation is realized 

through simple stages. 
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4.2 THE FALSE BALANCE SHEET OF LOVE IN CHAUCER'S 

TROILUS AND CRISEYDE 1 

4.2.1 INTRODUCTION 

This section explores what Chaucer hoped to convey through the functional structures 

of literary discourse in his Troi/us and Crisのlde.By viewing this work as a complex 

system of deceptive ‘equivalent' episodes， which are manifested in the mediation 

stages of this text， it is possible for us to appreciate Chaucer's intent that a small， 

foolishly act to Helen in Greece is unfairly matched with the destruction of one state. 

4ユ2CHAUCER-SPECIFIC MEDIATION: UNEQUAL EXCHANGES 

4.2ユ1Debt mllst be paid with interest orα11 transactions mllst be t，αxed 

Paralleling the small， worldly blind passion ofthe Trojan Paris for Helen that lead to the 

Trojan War， a similar small， blind passion begins and grows within the walls of Troy. 

The system made of major Episodes starts the following quasi-equivalence relations. 

Group A is the cause ofthis love affair inside the Walls ofTroy. And this is paired with 

the inverted love relation， Group B: 

[1] 1 would Iike to thank Prof. Derek PearsaII， Harvard University， for his suggestions. This section 
was originaIIy pubIished as ‘Lose heart， gain heaven: the faIse reciprocity of gain and loss in 
Chaucer's Troilus and Criseyde'担 NeuphilologischeMitteilungen 4.CII. 427-434， 2001. 1 
would like to thank Prof. Derek Pearsall， Harvard University and Prof. David M. Jackson， 
University of WaterIoo (Canada) for their suggestions. AII Chaucer quotations are from G. 
Chaucer (1987) The Riverside Chaucer (3rd ednよeditedby Larry D. Benson (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin). 
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A 
(Episode 2) 

CAPTURED 
Troilus (loses his heart to Criseyde) 

Criseyde (wins Troilus's heart) 
CAPTURER 

B 

(Episode 7) 

CAPTURER 
←→ Troilus (gains Criseyde) 

× 
←→ Criseyde (gained by Troi1us) 

CAPTURED 

(←→ stands for opposition; -stand for similarity) 

Figure 1 

Basic Pattem of Deceptive Reciprocity 

If this diagram showed the real equivalence relations between the two episodes， the 

story would end then and there， when Criseyde gains Troilus' s heart. By retuming what 

is owed to the other， the text should regain the original equilibrium. However， 

considering the public status ofTroilus， who is responsible for Troy's future， we cannot 

say that Troilus and Criseyde exchange love on an equal basis. Group B in the diagram 

above， or Episode 7 in Table 2 below， is， therefore， in spite ofits apparent equivalence， 

notan‘equivalent' episode of Group A (Episode 2) in the true sense of the word. This 

sort of system of imbalanced exchanges underlies Troi/us. 

Before discussing the exchange system in Troi/us， 1 would like to take the Reeve's 

Tale in the Canterbll1y Tales as an example ofChaucer's quasi-reciprocity system. The 

reason why 1 examine the Reeve's Tale is that the reciprocal structure of this tale 

provides us with a clue to access a much longer and more complex text of Troi/usαnd 

Criseyde. The reciprocal Episodes in the Reeve's Tale can be tabulated as follows: 
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RT 1. Sly proud miller 2. Students take 
steals half a bush- his wife and 
el of f10ur from daughter in 
two students 

5. Miller delivers stu-
dent a blow in 
revenge 

revenge 

3. The truth is 
revealed 

6. Wife is 
surprised 

UNFAD主‘FADど (DivineProvidence 
POSSESSION POSSESSION 1 and Resistance to 

4. Miller is 
surprised 

/ Acceptance of it) 

Table 1 

Deceptive Exchanges in the Reeve's Tale 

7. Wife mistaken1y 
harms her 
husband and 
students re-
trieve their loaf 
and f10町

‘FAIIど
POSSESSION 2 

Each Episode is numbered according to its temporal order of occurrence (1-7) and 

all the Episode units are bundled into the more abstract narrative category of either 

‘FAIR' (=deceit向1)or UNF AIR POSSESSI ON. (F AlR is placed in quotation marks because 

it is not really ‘fair' .)‘FAIR' POSSESSION 1， which consists of only Episode 2 in this 

tale， is usually accompanied by either a positive or a negative reaction by the 

participants. If the participant is satisfied with ‘F AIR' POSSESSION 1， the story ends 

there; but ifnot， it repeats the Episode cyc1e仕omUNFAIR POSSESSION (Episode 5). If 

‘FAIR' POSSESSION 1 causes a negative reaction， like ‘anger'， on the side of the 

participant， it triggers the repetition ofthe cycle and， after UNFAIR POSSESSION comes 

‘FAIR' POSSESSION 2， and the story ends there. 

The Reeve's Tale presents us with simple and c1ear exchanges of ‘a blow' and ‘a 

counter-blow' between the characters. Ifwe can tentatively posit that Character A， who 

unfairly GETS a blow丘omCharacter B， is IN ETHICAL CREDIT ¥¥司THCharacter B， or 

Character B is IN ETHICAL DEBT TO Character A; or in other words， Character A 

unfairly receives ‘a blow' which should not be with the character， then in the Reeve' s 
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Tale the miller is IN ETHICAL DEBT TO the students because the miller GIVES an unfair 

blow to the students (the miller steals flour仕omthe students; as a result， he unfairly 

possesses the flour which should not belong to him). By contrast， the students are IN 

ETHICAL CREDIT WITH the miller. This unfair state of possession must be adjusted. In 

Episode 2， the students use up their CREDIT with the miller by taking revenge， by 

TAKING his wife and daughter at night. The account is then ‘balanced'. When the miller 

leams the truth in Episode 3， that the students TOOK his wife and daughter's chastity， 

the story would end ifhe did not become ‘angry' but accepted the situation quietly. As 

the miller becomes ‘angry'， however， and revenges himself on the students by 

DELIVERING one student a new blow， the cycle retums to the unfair state. And since in 

this state the miller is IN ETHICAL DEBT TO the students， he must repay his DEBT to the 

students. The second counter-blow， however， does not come丘omthe students but仕om

the miller's wife. She mistakenly deals her husband a blow， and the ‘fair' state of 

possession is restored in the textual world. 

This reciprocity is， however， deceptive. It is not a true reciprocity， because 

‘GETTING flour' is not equal to ‘GETTING wife and daughter'. The flour could be 

retumed to the original owner. On the contrary， what is lost in the second event (i.e.， 

chastity) cannot be re旬Iτled.Thus every time ‘blows' are exchanged， they are， as it 

were，‘taxed'， or the DEBT increases as interest is added. The miller ultimately has to 

repay a DEBT made heavy with a great deal of‘interest' or‘tax'， which grew仕omhis

minor transgression. Ifwe follow the pattem in Table 1，‘Miller steals flour仕omthe 

students' can be said to be paired with ‘Miller loses the flour he stole (and the chastity 

ofhis wife and daughter)¥The part in the parentheses is the ‘interest' or‘tax' the miller 

has to pay. 
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Troi/us also accords with this narrative pattem. The following table shows a 

reciprocal network of exchanges in Troilus， which consists of four full cycles of 

Episodes (① 2 -7;② 8 -11;③12ー 15;④16ー 18)and one imperfect cycle (1) that 

will be paired later with (18) and become a 白11cycle which is not told in the tale. Each 

白11cycle consists of a pair of episodes of ‘FAIR' POSSESSION and UNFAIR 

POSSESSION. The ‘FAIR' POSSESSION presented to compensate the UNFAIR仕19gersa 

participant' s reaction to it， which is either for or against Providence. 

These major divisions can be further grouped into the three worlds: the Private wor1d 

of Troilus and Criseyde (Episodes 2-7)， the Public wor1d surrounding them (Episodes 

1， 8-15) and the Celestial world (Episodes 16-18) outside the Public surrounding the 

worldly affairs like Paris's and Troilus's love affairs or the warfare on earth as appeared 

in Episodes 1， 8・15.(In the Table， 1 have assigned to the terms to be exchanged the 

symbols T for Trojan and G for Greek， depending on which military camp the 

participants belong to.) The Private world starts after the initial imbalance caused by 

Paris's kidnapping of Helen合omthe Greeks (the Greeks being IN ETHICAL CREDIT 

WITH the Trojans and the Trojans別 ETHICALDEBT TO the Greeks)， without the 

imbalanced state being corrected. The UNF AIR POSSESSION is paired with the ‘FAIR' 

POSSESSION 1 that accompanies the revelation of a truth and a participant' s surprise at 

the revelation. Only in the last cycle does the story end， when the UNFAIR POSSESSION 

is paired with the ‘FAIR' POSSESSION 2: 
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Tr 1. Paris (T) kidnaps 
Helen (G) from 
Greeks 

2.Criseydeの
wins TJ・'oil:仰の包

heart 

8. Trojans assau1t 
Greeks and 
Greeks (G) 
captぽ e
Antenor (T) 

スTroilusのgains
Criseyde ρ7 

I1.Greeks (G) gain 
Criseyde (T) 
(and Antenor (T) 
retums to Troy) 
(G take Cr (T) 
and T regain 
Antenor (T)) 

12. Criseyde (T) 
wins Diomede's 
(G) heart 

13.Diomede (G) 
gains Criseyde 
(T) 

16. Troilus (T) rages 
回 thebattle and 
Greeks (G) take 
Troilus's life (T) 

3. The truthイCr's
presence) is 
revealed 

4. Troilus is 
surprised 
('astoned') 

5.The仰 th庁内 6. Criseyde is 
secret presence) surprised 
is revealed 

9. The truth (ex・
change) is 
revealed 

14. The truth 
(infidelity) 
is revea1ed 

10. Troi1us is 
surprised 
(‘no word') 

15. Troi1us is 
su中rised
(‘ire') 

17. Narrator 
IS sur-
prised 
(‘Swich fyn') 

UNFAsミ‘FAs主(DivineProvidence 
POSSESSION POSSESSION 1 and Resistance to 

/ Acceptance of it) 

18.Troilus (T) 
gains heaven 
in exchange 
for his Iife 
and love 

(Troy loses 
Troi1us and 
suffers de-
struction) 

‘FAD主'
POSSESSION 2 

(The ita/ic type stands for the Private world， the Roman for the 
Public， and the bold for the Celestial) 

Table 2 

A Balance Sheet ofLove in Troilus 
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The major part of the Table represents a network of mediations between the two 

polar events:‘Paris's kidnapping ofHelen (breakout ofthe Trojan War)' (the Trojans 

別 ETIDCALDEBT TO the Greeks) (Episode 1) and ‘Destruction of Troy (end of the 

War)' (the Trojans repay their ETHICAL DEBT to the Greeks) (Episode 18). Between 

these two paired events， there lies a series of mediating exchanges: 

Paris's kidnapping ~. 

ofHelen ~一一一一一一一--1
(The Trojans are IN 
ETHICAL DEBT TO the 
Greeks) 

Figure 2 

The Two Unfairly Mediated Events 

Destruction 
ofTroy 
(The Trojans repay 
their ETHICAL 
DEBTTOthe 
Greeks) 

Figure 2 illustrates the two polar functional meaning ofthe text-mediated stages of 

unfairly paired events. Paris's (T) kidnapping Helen (G)仕omthe Greeks is unfairly 

equated with the destruction of one state， Troy. 

Troilus and Criseyde is essentially a story about the love between the two Trojans， 

since the narrator says that‘how this town com to destruccion / Ne falleth naught to 

pu中osme to telle' (Tr 1.141-142). However， by telling oftheir love， and by having 

their love story mediate the cause and effect ofthe Trojan War， Chaucer tells us at the 

same time how Troy came to its destruction through the series ofmediating exchanges.
2 

[3] See Patterson (1991). He fmds no connection between Troilus's love story and the Trojan War: 
‘Chaucer's narrative persistent1y resists the equation of the erotic and the martial， even at the 
level of analogy or synecdoche一部 Troi1us，so Troy' (Patterson 1991: 112). However， by 
looking at the story as a continuing exchange of‘debt'， we gain access to Chaucer's idea ofthe 
two parallel episodes， Troilus's love story and the Trojan history. .In the succession of 
imbalanced， namely， not ‘fair'， exchanges， we can read the author's intent to show how a very 
small ‘cause' can grow into a big catastrophe. 
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There are three major deceptive equations in the table. The first one is Episode 7， in 

which Troilus's GETTING Criseyde is deceptively equated with Criseyde's GETTING 

Troilus's heart (Episode 2). After the first imbalanced cycle (2-6)， to 

text-schematically compensate for the disequilibrium， Episode 7 (the consummation 

scene) takes place in the second Private cycle. This scene is iconically accompanied by 

their exchange of rings (‘And pleyinge entrechaungeden hire rynges' (Tr 3.1368)). As 

Table 2 above shows， we should keep in mind that Troilus's gaining Criseyde should 

not be equally paired with Criseyde's gaining Troi1us's he訂t(‘His eye percede， and so 

depe it wente， / Til on Criseyde it smot， and ther it stente' (Tr 1.272-273))， because 

Troilus is a Public figure as his status property as well as a Private one. On the other 

hand， Criseyde is only a Private person. 

The second equation is Episode 11， in which the exchange of Criseyde with Antenor 

is also， for two reasons， neither equal nor fair. First， Antenor only retums to where he 

originally belonged， while-this is Chaucer's clever narrative technique-the Trojan 

Criseyde is sent to the Greek camp. It is not only the exchange of Criseyde and Antenor 

that makes the situation less favourable. From Troi1us's perspective， because Criseyde， 

who belongs to the same Private world ('my Criseyde' (Tr 4.378))， is seen as equal to 

Troilus himself in exchange value， the exchange of Criseyde for Antenor is equal to 

discarding Troilus for Antenor. The second reason is as follows. The exchange value of 

Troilus is， socially speaking， not equal to that of Criseyde or Antenor. Troilus is 

socially more valuable than Criseyde because he is a son of King Priam and 

symbolically rep問 sentsthe Trojan 印刷re(he belongs to what 1 call the Public world as 

Whether this reflects an actua1 rape scandal in which Chaucer was泊volvedor not is clear， but 
Chaucer's rhematic idea through this work is that a rape case and a destruction of a state are 
unfairly equated.‘On May 1， 1380， a certain Cecily Chaumpaigne released Chaucer of every 
sort of action“tam de raptu meo， tam de alia re vel causa". It has sometimes been supposed that 
this refeπed to an act ofphysical rape，...' (Chaucer 1957 xxiii). the woman who thr悶 tenedhim
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well as to the Private one). The exchange of Criseyde with Antenor thus becomes 

equated with the exchange of Troy's fu同refor Antenor. This lamentable situation is 

implied in the following lines: 

(1) 0 Juvenal， lord， trewe is thy sentence， 
That litel wyten folk what is to yeme， 
That they ne fynde in hire desir offence; 

(Tr 4.197-199) 

In this passage， the narrator laments the short-sightedness of the Trojan Par1iament， 

saying that they do not see the impending catastrophe which their short-sighted 

decision will cause. The narrator's lament seems to come丘omthe fact that Antenor 

later betrays Troy ('For he was after traitour to the town / Of Troye' (Tr 4.204-205)). 

But at the text-structural level， his lament comes企omhis anticipation of the unequal 

exchange and the tragedy that comes仕omit. 

After the deceptive ‘fair' exchange of Criseyde (the Private) with Antenor (the 

Public) comes another ill-balanced exchange. This is the third equation (13)， in which 

Diomede is unfairly equated with Criseyde. As 1 explained above， for Troilus， Criseyde 

is equated with himself， and her exchanging love with Diomede means to Troilus that 

he himself is to be replaced by Diomede and therefore erased合omthe wor1d. 

Ofthese three deceptive exchanges， the third one proves fatal， because Troilus reacts 

to it with ‘ire' (rage) and triggers the fourth， fatal Episode cycle. 

4.2.2.2 W古αtsets the episode cycles in motion 

with charges of rape a charge such部 rapefiled against him. 
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I have so far discussed the hypothesis that Troilus's anger at his fate prevented the third 

cycle仕omclosing at the ‘fair' Episode (13) and motivated the fourth，白talcycle. What 

then prompted the second and the third full cycles to occur? They also are caused by 

'folissh wilfulnesse¥From the author's point ofview， the textual motivation is to give a 

greater DEBT -CREDIT imbalance to Episodes 7 and 11. As a natural trend， the text 

d戸lamicusually reduces the disequilibrium generated between the oppositive episodes. 

Unlike the miller in the Reeve's Tale， in which it was only the miller's‘rage' that 

ultimately caused the great damage done to him， Troilus accepts his fate actively ((4)， 

(6) and (7)) or passively ((10) and (11)). And unlike the miller， Troilus is affected by 

the several worlds that sUITound him. In the Reeve's Tale， the miller's reaction to his 

fate is the only factor that develops the story. In Troilus it is not only Troilus's reaction 

to his fate that unfolds the story: several other factors in the sUITounding worlds also 

contribute. Specifically， the second cycle is motivated by the aggressive assault ofthe 

Trojans on the Greeks (8)， and the third cycle by the excessive glamour of Criseyde that 

at仕actsDiomede (12) and leads to his gaining her. Without these two factors， each 

cycle would have closed at the ‘fair' Episode unit of the previous cycle. What propels 

these three full cycles is， therefore， the people who foolishly and excessively involve 

each other.3 Oftheir sins，‘ire'， the final cycle teaches us， is the worst. 

One who reacts foolishly to the fate gains nothing good. On the other hand， as 

Criseyde's wish shows， if one accepts fate and waits， one at least avoids the worst 

result. 

[4] Pearsall (1985) emphasizes the foolish aspect ofpeople who act only to fulfill their desire， here 
as in the case of Episode 8， in which the Trojans recklessly assault the Greek camp only to 
satis命theirappetite for war， a sort of ‘ire'， and he argues:‘It must be stressed that these 
agreements made by author and reader do not constitute a narrative theme or purpose. Comic 
tales of this type do not exist in order to“celebrate life" any more than they exist to warn us how 
teπibly badly people behave who consult only their appetite' (Pearsall 1985: 167). 
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Chaucer in some tales ofhis CanterbUlァTalesalso makes use of the concept of these 

deceptive DEBT-CREDIT exchanges in the world and the people's reactions， negative 

or positive， to them. 

4.2ユ3Unequal exchanges in the Canterbury Tales 

The functionally identical structures of Troi/us and the Canterbury Tales allows and 

encourages the kind of interpretations of Troi/us that 1 made above. Troi/us predates 

and prefigures the CanterbUlY Tales. The narrative technique of ‘deceptive reciprocity 

of gain and loss' repeatedly appears later in several tales in his Canterbury Tales. 

In the Reeve's Tale， as 1 discussed above， the miller paid some interest to the 

students. This thematic structure is also found in the Miller's Tale， though this tale has 

a twist in the reciprocity， or in the direction of the ‘blow¥In this tale， a rich， old 

carpenter possesses a young wife， who does not match him in age (the carpenter's 

undue possession). When a young student， Nicholas， takes her， it should mean the 

proper， fair possession because， text-semantically; a young wife matches a young 

student. What one unduly possesses (a young wife) is given to another who unduly 

lacks it (a young s同dent).A sort of debt and credit are in balance. However， after that， 

because the wife jokingly GIVES a c1erk a blow， and the student also GIVES the c1erk a 

blow， these two young people become ‘in debt'. The story ends as paは ofthe 

misdirected blow is ‘paid' back to the student and part of it is ‘paid' back to the 

ca中enter.The Wife ofBath's Tale is a tale of‘patience¥The lusty knight， unlike the 

ca中enteror the miller， accepts his fate and， though there is some deception in the 

ending， things settle there without becoming worse. 
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4.2.3 CONCLUSION OF 4.2 

Cαha加uce町r乍 Tη〉均'0ωOωiltルUsand the three tales f合旨凶omthe Canterbury 1iαlた'eshave a discourse 

s紺甘加u山c旬r悶et白ha剖tmediates the two oppositional E匂pl包soωdeぽsぶ:(1) the 日飴rsはtEpisode in which 

one owes an ETHICAL DEBT to the other; (2) the second Episode in which the former 

repays the ETHICAL DEBT to the latter. In Troilus 'P訂is'skidnapping of Helen 

(outbreak ofthe Trojan War)' (The Trojans INETHICALDEBTTOthe Greeks) (Episode 

1) is paired with‘Destruction of Troy (end of the War)' (The Trojans repay the 

ETHICAL DEBT to the Greeks) (Episode 18) through a series of mediating exchanges as 

a story of love between Troilus and Criseyde. These exchanges are:‘Criseyde's 

winning Troilus's heart' is paired with ‘Troilus's gaining Criseyde';‘the Greeks' 

capturing Antenor' is with ‘the Trojans' taking back Antenor';‘Criseyde's winning 

Diomede's heart' is paired with ‘Diomede's gaining Criseyde'; and lastly 'Troilus's 

losing life' is paired with ‘his gaining heaven'. None of these pairs is equivalent: in 

each case， the second element is inferior in value. (And this is the cause of the ironic 

tone ofTroilus' s rising to heaven.) What the ethical debtor pays to the ethical cr吋 itoris 

always of greater in value. This is the general scheme ofTroilus's tragedy. 1 drew upon 

three tales仕omthe Canterbury Tales to support this scheme. The deceptive equation in 

the part of mediation is the general scheme of Chaucer' s fabliaux and Troilus. At the 

end of these tales， through several tragic or comical exchanges of different ‘values'， 

every CREDIT or DEBT reaches its height. Through these narrative devices of mediation 

in Troilus， Chaucer wams us that a foolish act， one of ‘lust'， for example， even in small 

measure， leads to large-scale destruction. 
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4.3 'IRE'， A WORD OF DESTRUCTION IN TROILUS AND 

CRISEYDE 1 

4.3.1 INTRODUCTION 

What drives Chaucer' s Troi/us and Crisのldetoward the final catastrophe is the 

participants' excessive and foolish involvement with each other. Among the instances 

of excessive involvement，‘ire' is the worst. 

4.3.2 HOW THE SEVEN DEADL Y SINS ARE DISTRIBUTED IN THE TEXT 

From the Harvard Program for the English Department and the Division of Continuing 

Education (http://www.courses.fas.harvard.eduJ -chaucer/tools/)， we can download the 

digitized site of Chaucer' s works. The downloaded examples of ‘lr，ピ illustratethat 

Chaucer carefully used this word to describe Troilus's desperate state of mind in the 

key scenes relating to Troilus's angry reaction to his fate， which is con仕aryto his 

acceptance ofhis fate in the consummation and parliament scenes， and which contrasts 

with also Criseyde's quiet but tact白1acceptance of her白te.The lines which contain 

‘ire' in Troi/us show the following distribution: 

There is 1 line in Troilus Book 1 which contains ‘ire': 793 

[1] The erarlier version of the section is S. Kikuchi (2003)‘“Ire"， a Word ofDestruction in Troilus 
and Criseyde'，担 M.Kanno (ed.)， FUL OF HY SENTENCE (Tokyo: Eiho-sha) 99-109. 1 am 
grateful to Professor Derek P悶 rsall，H紅vardU凶ve路 ity，for the opportunity to participate in his 

-Chaucer serninar， 1998-1999， and his suggestions. All Chaucer quotations are企omThe 
Riverside Chaucer， ed. Larry D. Benson， 3rd e命1.(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company， 1987). 
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，，.‘、 And for thyn ire and folissh wilallnesse，2 (Tr 1.793) 

There are 3 lines in Troilus Book 3 which contain ‘ire': 22 1805 
(2) Ye fierse Mars apaisen ofhis ire， (Tr 3.22) 
(3) That Pride， Envye， Ire， and Avarice (Tr 3.1805) 

There are 5 lines in Troilus Book 5 which contain ‘ire': 36 589 1223 1464 1755 
(4) For ire he quook， so gan his herte gnawe， (Tr 5.36) 
(5) “Wel hastow， lord， ywroke on me thyn ire， (Tr 5.589) 
(6) And with his ire he thus hymselve shente. (Tr 5.1223) 
(7) “Diane， which that wroth was and in ire (Tr 5.1464) 
(8) And dredeles， his ire， day and nyght， (Tr 5.1755) 

The word ‘ire' occurs only in Books 1， 3 and 5. In Book 1 the word is used in 

conjunction with ‘folissh wilfulnesse'， suggesting that this state of mind is a key to 

understand Troilus's ill-fated course oflife. Although， after the consummation scene in 

Book 3， he overcomes this vice， one of the Seven Deadly Sins， together with the three 

other vices，‘Pride， Envye and Avarice'， his ire retums in Book 5. 

In Book 4 Troilus's attitude towards Providence is explored in his meditation on仕ee

will. Whether we can exert 官eewill' and resist our fate with ‘1fピ isa major theme of 

3 
this tale oflove， as in Shakespeare's Hamlet. -Troilus justified his ‘rage against fate' 

and took a course leading to a catas仕ophe.Troilus fought against his fate and paid 

dearly. This illustrates Chaucer's attitude to the world: that is， if one resists the 

Providence， things become worse. If Troilus had had ‘patience' and been contented 

[2] All the italics in the citations are mine. 

[3] Pearsall argues that合eewill is the theme ofthe poem. See Derek Pearsall，‘Criseyde' s Choices'， 
Studi白 inthe Age of Chaucer (Proceedings， No.2， 1986: Fifth Intemational Congress 20ー23
March 1986， Philadelphia， Pennsylvania) (Knoxville: Univ. of Tennessee， 1987)， 17-29， and 
Derek Pearsall， The Lt舟ofGeos均IChaucer (Oxford: Oxford University Press， 1992)， 174. 
According to Jennifer R. Goo也nan，to understand the medieval idea of 官eewill'， it is 
indispensable to understand the Medieval concept of the nature of the universe， which heavily 
depends upon Aristotelian ideas of 'natural place' and ‘natural motion'， iム‘everythingis 
drawn by nature to its proper location in the universe'. The question of‘企eewill' should thus be 
understood as the idea set against Goodman's argument of ‘kyndely stede' (natural place). For 
this， see Jennifer R. Goodman，‘Nature as Destiny in Troilus and Criseyde'， Style 31.3 (1997): 
413-427. 
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with what was given to him， he would not have died and could have found a way to 

regain Criseyde and， perhaps， a way to save Troy仕omdestruction. 

In the first half of the story， Troilus shows utmost ‘patience' and accepts his 

providential fate whether it might be favourable or unfavourable. Though his heart is 

taken by Criseyde， he shows no resistance to this fate (Criseyde's appearance before 

him). After exerting‘patience'， he succeeds in gaining her in the consummation scene， 

Book 3. Even in the exchange scene of Criseyde with Antenor， Troilus shows much 

tolerance and again accepts his unfavourable fate with ‘patience'. Troilus was at the 

Trojan par1iament where Criseyde's exchange with Antenor was discussed， but he said 

no words and suppressed his sorrow: 

(9) Thus wolde Love - yheried be his grace!-
That Pride， Envye， Ire， and A varice 
He gan to fle， and everich other vice 

(10) But natheles he no word to it seyde， 

(Tr 3.1804-1806) 

(Tr 4.152) 

In the second half of the story， however， Troilus succumbs to the retum of his ‘lrピ，

which he overcame after the consummation scene， and with this retumed ‘lrピhereacts 

negatively against his fate. Resisting his fate， he rages in the battle: 

(11) Ayeyns whichfate hym helpeth nat to s町ve;
But on a day to fighten gan he wende， 
At which - allas! He caughte his lyves ende. 

(12) And dredeles， his ire， day and nyght， 

(Tr 5.1552-1554) 

(Tr 5.1755) 
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Not on1y do we seem to be ab1e profitab1y to compare Troi1us's acceptance ofhis fate 

in the former two scenes above ((9) and (10)) with his resistance to his fate as depicted 

in the 1atter two scenes ((11) and (12)) in Book 5， we are a1so profitab1y ab1e to comp訂 e

the attitudes of Troi1us and Criseyde to their fate. Criseyde， although she企antically

1aments her fate， continues to exert utmost patience in order to survive: 

(13) Ther as she 1ay in torment and in rage， 
(Tr 4.811) 

(14) For ye that ben oftorment in swich rage 
(Tr4.892)) 

Criseyde a1so wanted Troi1usωhave ‘patience' in facing his fate: 

(15) That men pu中osenpees on every side， 
Ye may the bettre at ese of herte abyde 

(16) Thus maketh vertu ofnecessite 
By pacience， and th戸lkthat 10rd is he 
OfFortune ay， that naught wo1e ofhire recche; 

(Tr4.1350-1351) 

(Tr 4.1586-1588) 

In the Reeve's Ta1e， the episode ‘Miller stea1s flour' is paired with the oppositive 

episode ‘Miller 10ses the chastity of his wife and daughter (and the ha1f-baked flour)¥ 

The miller refuses to accept his fate， a sort of Divine Providence， but thoughtless1y 

resists it. His impatient act of fighting back against the students 1ed to his having to 

repayhis ‘debt' (with the chastity ofhis wife and daughter) with ‘interest' (ha1f-baked 

flour).4 Had the miller been content with the state given to him， his 10ss wou1d have 

[4] For a detailed discussion， see Shigeo Kikuchi，‘A Text-linguistic Pilgrimage to Chaucer's The 
Call1el加 lyTales-The Wor1d of Symmetry-'， Hiroshima Studies in English Language and 
Literature 32 (1987): 44-53， and Shigeo Kikuchi，‘Lose Heart， Gain Heaven: The False 
Reciprocity of Gain and Loss in Chaucer's Troilus and Criseyde'， Ncωrphilologische 
Mitteilullgell CII.4 (2001): 427-434. 
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been smaller. He did not accept his fate， however， but counterattacked with ‘rage'，or 

‘ire'， ifwe use the word used in Troilus. So did Troilus. By this Chaucer implies， a little 

ironically， yet fundamentally seriously， that we should not resist Divine Providence. 

1n Troilus three other words are used as a synonym of ‘ire': rage， angre/anger， and 

wroth / wrath. They are used variously as advice to man in general or to Troilus not to 

become angry when faced with a sorrowful or a difficult situation related with love， or 

as a suggestion of Troilus' s 印刷repsychological state. The first example below is an 

admonition by Pandarus prior to the consummation scene in Book 3: 

(17) Woot ye not wel that noble and heigh corage 
Ne sorweth nought， ne stynteth ek， for lite? 
But if a fool were in a jalous rage， 
1 nolde setten at his sorwe a myte， 

(Tr 3.897-900) 

This scene could be taken as a hint about the course of ‘a fool' that Troilus will take in 

the second half ofthe story. The following example of rage in Book 4 is concemed with 

Troilus: 

(18) But after， whan the furie and al the rage， 
(Tr4.253) 

The example above describes that Troilus's rage weakened after he leamed of 

Criseyde' s exchange with Antenor. 

Another synonymous word，αngre， is used by Criseyde， but this use is to admonish 

Troilus with an old saying that after ‘anger' comes ‘delight': 

(19) As alday happeth after anger game， 
(Tr 4.1563) 
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This sounds ironic considering Troilus's later fate， but what is more important is the 

fact that， to be ironic， Criseyde/narrator highlights the ‘anger' of Troilus. Another 

angre passage depicts the recurrence of ‘ire' that drives out his woe: 

(20) Cassandra goth， and he with crue1 herte 
Foryat his wo， for angre ofhire speche; 

(Tr 5.1534-1535) 

The wroth examples are of Criseyde beseeching Troilus in her letter not to become 

angry with her: 

(21) But beth nat wroth， and that 1 yow biseche: 
For that 1 tarie is al for wikked speche. 

(22) And beth nat wroth， 1 have ek understonde 
How ye ne do but holden me in honde. 

(Tr 5.1609-1610) 

(Tr 5.1614-1615) 

And in Book 5， after the wroth examples above (line 1609， 1614)， the word ire (line 

1755) occurs in close succession: 

(8) And dredeles， his ire， day and nyght， 
(Tr 5.1755) 

And the last occurrence of the synonym of ‘ire'， i.e.， wrath， takes places in the 

narrator's description ofhis military prowess and death in battle: 
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(23) The wrath， as 1 bigan yow for to seye， 
Of Troilus the Grekis boughten deere， 
For thousandes his hondes maden deye， 
As he that was withouten any peere， 
Save Ector， in his t戸ne，as 1 kan heere. 
But - weilawey， save only Goodes wille， 
Despitously hym slough the fierse Achille. 

(Tr 5.1800-1806) 

If we consider the two factors一日rst，Pandarus's admonition against rage above 

(Book 3.899)， which 1 said is a suggestion about the later development of the story at 

5 
what Mick Short calls ‘the narrator-narratee level' of discourse， -and， second， the high 

density of occurrence of ire and its synon戸nsin the latter part of Book 5， actually 

depicting Troilus's final stage ofthe story-， we can see that the concept of ‘lrピ，oneof 

the Seven Deadly Sins， is a key idea deeply concemed with the theme ofthe work. 

There are several other scenes in which this key state of ‘rage' is used. The first line 

below is about the long-s 

next line is ofthe Greeks' anger with the Trojans: 

(24) “For though ye Troians with us Grekes wrothe 
(Tr5.141) 

(25) “That Grekis wolde hire wrath on Troie wreke， 
(Tr 5.960) 

From these examples， we can tell that the psychology represented by the word ire 

and its s戸10n戸nsis a key state ofmind ofTroilus in the final stage ofthe story. 

[5] See Mick Short， Exploring the Language ofPoems. Plays and Prose (London: Longman， 1996)， 
171-172，189，257，261. 
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Criseyde， in contrast to Troilus，‘follows the path of least resistance'. 6 Though 

unwillingly at first， she accepted her new fate with Troilus and， after being moved to 

the Greek camp，‘she accepted completely the new inevitable，with Diomede.7Taking 

the easiest way， she keeps her peace of mind. In Criseyde，‘anger' ， if it ever appears， 

does not last long. When Pandarus came to her for Troilus in Book 4， her rage does not 

last long. The next example describes also Criseyde in仕enziedsorrow， but not in 

anger: 

(26) Ther as she lay in torment and in rage， 
(Tr 4.811) 

(27) For ye that ben oftorment in swich rage 
(Tr 4.892) 

As her earnest request of Troilus shows， she herself reinains calm of mind， while 

Troilus does not. In the following 1 would like to cite again Criseyde's letter scene in 

which she begs Troilus not to become angry: 

(28) But beth nat wroth， and that 1 yow biseche; 
(Tr 5.1609) 

(29) And beth nat wroth， 1 have ek unde.rstonde 
(Tr 5.1614) 

The other Sins are not so deeply related with Troilus as to precipitate the final cycle. 

‘Pride， Envy and A varice' are only lightly touched upon as part of Troilus' s character 

up to the consummation scene in Book 3. They all disappear after this scene. The 

[6] Robert K. Root， ThePoelry ofChaucer: A Guide 10 Ils Stu砂andAppreciation (revised edition) 
(Gloucester， Gloucester， Mass.: P. Smith， 1957[1934])， 117. 

[7] Root， 114. 
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Harvard Server again provides the distribution of these words in Troilus. Avarice 

occurs only once， and coveitise， a synonym of avarice， four times: 

There are 4 lines in Troilus Book 3 which contain ‘avarice' or‘coveitise' or‘coveytous' : 
261 1373 1389 1805 

(30) That nevere 1 this for coveitise wroughte， 
(31) Lord，仕oweye a coveytous or a wrecche， 

(32) As hadde Mida，白1of coveytise， 

(33) That Pride， Envye， Ire， and Avarice 

(Tr 3.261) 

(Tr 3.1373) 
(Tr 3.1389) 
(Tr 3.1805) 

There are 2 lines in Troilus Book 4 which contain ‘avarice' or‘coveitise' or‘coveytous' : 
1369 1378 

(34) Is old， and elde is 白1of coveytise， (Tr 4.1369) 
(35) Ofhym that set is upon cove戸ise; (Tr 4.13 78) 

The first line is Pandarus's phrase explaining to Troilus that his mediation is not out of 

any desire. The second and the third lines refer to an imaginary situation. There is no 

other use of avarice but (33). Though it is implied， rather than stated， that Troilus was 

guilty ofαvarice up to this consummation scene， this characteristic of his disappeared 

after the scene. The disappearance ofthis word after (33) means that it is not part ofthe 

central theme of the work. The fifth line is Criseyde's reference to her father's 

covetousness. The next example is about covetous in general， referring back to Calkas. 

What about the other words? The word pride appears three times in the entire text， but 

after Book 3， line 1805， it is never again used: 

There is 1 line in Troilus Book 1 which contains ‘pride': 230 
(36) That he that now was moost inpride above， (Tr 1.230) 

There are 2 lines in Troilus Book 3 which contain ‘pride': 1801 1805 
(37) Hym liste of pride at no wight for to chace; (Tr 3.1801) 

(38) That Pride， Envye， Ire， and Avarice (Tr 3.1805) 

There is 0 line in Troilus Book 4 which contains ‘pride': 
There is 0 line in Troilus Book 5 which contains ‘pride': 
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From this fact， we can again infer that this word is also not pa吋 ofthe central theme of 

the work. Or， as in the case of ‘avarice'， Troilus was仕eedofthis characteristic after the 

consummation scene. As for the use of em少， there are altogether five lines in which the 

word is used: 

There is 1 line in Troilus Book 3 which contains ‘envie': 1805 
(39) That Pride， Enηe， Ire， and A varice (Tr 3.1805) 

There is 1 line in Troilus Book 4 which contains ‘envie': 275 
(40) Displesed hadde unto thi foule enηe， (Tr 4.275) 

There are 3 lines in Troilus Book 5 which contain ‘envie': 756 1479 1789 
(41) For evere on love han wrecches had envye. (Tr 5.756) 
(42) Ther ros a contek and a gret envye; (Tr 5.1479) 
(43) But litel book， no makyng thow n' envie， (Tr 5.1789) 

Ofthese lines， line (40) refers to Fortune， not to Troilus， so we can leave this line out of 

account. The use in line (41) is not related with Troilus， either. It refers to wretches in 

the wor1d. The next use (42) describes the condition among the Greeks. In the case of 

(43) this is about what the author calls‘litel book' (little book)， again not about Troilus. 

Thus， the concept of ‘envy' also does not take a central position in the thematic 

struc旬reof the tale. As for the distribution of other Sins， slewthe (sloth) and its 

synonym accidie appear nowhere in Troilus. The Sin of glotonie (gluttony) appears 

only once， in Book 5: 

There is lline in Troilus Book 5 which contains ‘glotonie': 370 
(44) Proceden they， or fast， or glotonye. (Tr 5.370) 

This is a line by Pandarus explaining to Troilus that one's dreams are said to come仕om

one's gluttony. By saying so， he is admonishing Troilus to stop dreaming about 

Criseyde's 印 刷rn.So this line has nothing to do with Troilus's present psychological 
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state. The seventh Sin， lecherie (lechery)， is not mentioned anywhere in Troilus. These 

distributions of words refe凶ngto other Sins confirm the hypothesis that‘ire'， and not 

the other sins， is the thematically important psycho10gica1 state for the cause ofthe fina1 

catastrophe. 

4.3.3 CONCLUSION OF 4.3 

Whether in comedy or tragedy，‘ire' causes a great 10ss. One who foo1ish1y reacts to 

fate gains nothing good. On the other hand， as Criseyde's wish shows， if one accepts 

fate and waits， one can avoid the worst resu1t. This is what Chaucer teaches us through 

the appearances and distributions of ‘lre¥ 
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4.4 IAGO， THE MURDERER; HAMLET， THE AVENGER1 

4.4.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this section， by extending the functional linguists' notion of the theme-rheme 

sequence at clause level to the level of the entire text， 1 will examine Shakespeare's 

Othello and Hamlet to show that he created Iago as ‘a perfect murderer' and Hamlet 

as‘a perfect avenger'. By transforming Othello， Hamlet， Claudius and the audience 

from the first textual wor1d of‘appearance is as appearance is' (what 1 term ‘discourse 

theme')， through the stages of doubt (the ‘mediation' of a ghost， or what 1 call ‘Ghost 

Implica卸re')，into the wor1d of conviction in which ‘appearance needs no proof' (my 

‘discourse rheme')， Shakespeare challenged the audience's intelligence and the 

religious， moral and legal codes of the time. 

The ‘endless discussion of the aesthetic problem of Hamlet ... for two centuries 

never reduced the play to aesthetic consistency' (Robertson 1919: 11) and Eliot (1997: 

84) went so far as to call Hamlet ‘an artistic failure'. Didn't Shakespeare have an 

aesthetically consistent grand design in mind when he wrote this work?2 

Before starting my discussion of Hamlet， 1 will examine Othello. This work， though 

[1] This section is based on the paper，‘Iago， the murderer; Hamlet， the avenger: How “Ghost 
Implicature" or“a ghost" mediates their success'， which 1 read at the Intemational Conference 
to Mark the 75th Anniversary of the English Department， Faculty of Philology， University of 
Belgrade (ellsii75)， 10 December 2004. This will be published in the conference proceedings 
edited by K. Rasulie et al.， entitled Proceedings of English language and literature studies:・
i1l1e.ヴacesand illlegratiolls. 

[2] As for Shakespeare's grand design of Hamlet in his mind ref1ected in the thematization 
struc何回，江 thepresented hypothesis of mine explains the observed phenomena， then the 
hypothesis of Shakespeare's mind is accepted as住ue.σorthis， see also the explanations of the 
hypothetical construct discussed in 3.4.5 Definitioll of equivalellce， discourse theme， discourse 
rheme and mediatioll， Chapter 3). 
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assumed to have been written later， is structurally much simpler than Hamlet， and 

analysis of its structure provides a model for a functional analysis of Hamlet. The 

processes by which Iago drives Othello to ruin and those by which Young Hamlet 

achieves his vengeance upon Claudius are inter-textually parallel， and it is possible to 

see what the complicated grand design of Rαmlet was like in Shakespeare's mind 

through the struc加rallyeasier text of Othello. 

4.4.2 THE GHOST WORLD AS AMEDIATOR IN SHAKESPEARE'S WORKS 

4.4.2.1 The structure of cheating and 'Ghost 111:ψlicature' in Othello 

Among the fascinating characters whom Shakespeare created， Iago in Othello 

undoubtedly ranks high on the list. Agatha Christie， one of the greatest of British 

mystery writers， had her Poirot say in the last case of the Hercule Poirot series， The 

Curtain， that Iago in Othello was a perfect murderer: 

(1) The play of Othello. For there， magnificent1y delineated， we have the original of X. 
Iago is血eperfect murderer. The deaths of Desdemona， of Cassioー indeedof Othello 
himself - are all Iago's crimes， planned by him， carried out by him. And he remains 
outside the circle， untouched by suspicion - or could have done so. For your great 
Shakespeare， my合iend，had to deal with the dilemma由athis own art had brought 
about. To unmask Iago， he had to resort to the clumsiest of devices -the handkerchief 
- a piece of work not at all in keeping wi由 Iago'sgeneral technique and a blunder of 
which one feels certain he would not have been guilty. 

(Christie Curtain， p.254) 

But did Iago， who has long been thought a villainous liar， really tell lies? By 

analyzing dialogues in the play using the Cooperative Principle of Grice (1975)， we 

can tell that Othello's full understanding of the Cooperative Principle and the 
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conversational implicatures， which resu1t from the regulating process to avoid a 

violation of the maxims， caused his fatal fall. He fell before Iago's manipulative and 

deceptive use of maxims. The verbal techniques which Iago used were， in most cases， 

not， con仕aryto general belief，ιlies': they were what we may call villainous maxim 

violations and the resulting ‘Ghost Implicature': a false implicature that Iago artfully 

created to get Othello to assume that Iago has something to hide. 

Critics who refer to Iago's false statements as ‘lies' include Rymer (1970: 123) 

(Jago…forging his lies)， H位 li抗 (1902:207) (a lie that kills)， Bradley (1991: 358) 

(Iago doubt1ess is a liar) and Barton (1980: 158) (the liar Iago). Ewbank (1991) 

includes Iago in her British Academy lecture entit1ed ‘Shakespeare's Liars'. Some 

critics do not use this term. Nowottny (1952: 332-338)， for example， prefers a 

‘true/false' dichotomy (He [that is， Shakespeare] shows the process of false 

testimony …; the impossibility of discriminating between true and false; Othello， 

convinced that Iago's tale is true; what Iago has said isfalse). She restricts her use of 

‘lie' to the cases of Cassio and the handkerchief (Iago's lies about Cassio and the 

handkerchiet). Other critics who do not use the word ‘lie' are Coleridge (1951: 167) 

(Iago's suggestIolls) and Neely (1994: 72) (Iago's IllsIlluafIolls about her [that is， 

Desdemona's] sexuali勿).(italics in this passage are mine)3 

Though many critics think that Iago lied to Othello， 1 assume rather that Iago drove 

Othello to draw a false inference through his manipulative use of Gricean maxims. In 

Kikuchi (1999: 30)， 1 named this false implicature as‘The Ghost Implicature'. Iago's 

success rests upon his accusation-evading ‘Ghost Implicature¥Contrary to the 

remarks by Webster (1942: 233)， actress and producer， that‘There are no ghosts in 

[3] OED's defmition of ‘lie' is also cited for reference: 
lie sb.1 

1ふAnact or instance of lying; a false statement made with intent to deceive; a 
criminal falsehood; lie v.

2 1. Intr. To tell a lie or lies; to utter falsehood; to speak falsely. 
(OED 1) 
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Othello…" when viewed from the perspective of ‘Ghost Implicature'， it is clear that 

Othello was also motivated by the same stage idea as others of Shakespeare's ghost 

plays. 

4.4.2.2 Grice's maxims and Iago 's Ghost Implicature 

If the speaker's intention is not explicitly stated， the hearer will make an inference 

about the speaker's intention， termed ‘implica加re'by Grice， in order to maintain the 

coherence of the discourse. 

Briefly outlining his Cooperative Principle， Grice says:‘乱1akeyour conversational 

contribution such as is required， at the stage at which it occurs， by the accepted 

pu中oseor direction ofthe talk exchange in which you are engaged' (Grice 1975: 45). 

Under normal circumstances， each conversation participant assumes that the other 

participant is cooperating by obeying certain conversational conventions， or maxims. 

The maxims are: QUANTITY (Don't provide more or less information than is 

necess町 forthe current exchange); QUALITY (Tell the truth); RELATION (Be 

relevant); MANNER (Be clear). 

4.4.2.3 VIOLATION STAGE 1 

'W加tdost thOll say?': violations ofQUANTI1γandMANNER 

Iago's first vicious scheme starts with this dialogue with Othello. This first stage of 

Maxim Violation begins with a question ‘What dost thou say?' The passage (2) below 
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is the first scene in which Iago剖temptsto arouse suspicion in the mind of Othello:
4 

(2) IAGO: Ha， 1 like not that. 
OTHELLO: What dost thou say? 
IAGO: Nothiog， my lord; or if - 1 know oot what. 
0百ffiLLO: W:出ootthat Cassio parted from my wife? 
IAGO: Cassio， my lord? 00， sure， 1 cannot think it 

百1athe would steal away so guilty-like 
Seeiog you coming. 

OTHELLO: 1 do believe 'twas he. 
(Othello 3.3.34-40)5 

The first underlined part of Iago's replies ‘Cassio， my lord?' to Othello's question is 

less informative than is required here. What Othello sought was confirmation that the 

man was Cassio. In this exchange， Iago gives Othello only an echoing reply in order 

to make him believe that Desdemona is having an affair with Cassio. These repetitive 

replies provide a smaller amount of information由anis necessary， leading the 

addressee to infer that the speaker might have some important information that he 

does not want to disclose， and causing the addressee to create an appropriate inference. 

Without any special justification， Iago's replies flout the Gricean maxim of 

QUANTITY. This first underlined part also violates the maxim of MANNER in that he 

does not give Othello a clear-cut explanation. The second underlined part again 

violates the maxim of QUANTITY， this time giving more information than necessary. 

These maxim violations can be eXplained， and the discourse made coherent， by 

inferring an appropriate implicature: that is，‘He had in mind something conceming 

Cassio and Desdemona¥The loyal general， Othello， here loyal again to Grice's 

[4] Muir (1991: 257) wroogly s甘essesthe importance of soliloquies in his search for Iago' s true 
motive:‘But very oaturally he does oot tell the fool Roderigo that he has another aod deeper 
motive， ooe that is revea1ed in his frrst soliloquy: ...' What is important about various motives 
revealed io Iago's soliloquies is their variety in the stage of SEEMING， oot a particular ooe of 
them. 

[5] All白etext citatioos of Othello are from W. Shakespeare (2002) Othello (The Ardeo 
S仙h広恥es恥p戸c紅眠e3r吋ds悶e釘rよe吋叫edit副耐i江t凶e吋db防yE.A.J. H而o∞o均11沌i氾g伊伊I宜ma凶1悶a釘nn(仰Wal油1t伽o凹∞o任0-0ト凶圃喝o∞oト1ト.品a制me民s丸， Surrey: Thomas 
Nelsoo and So叩os吟).
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Cooperative Principle， cooperatively a仕emptsto maintain the coherence of the 

discourse. 

4.4.2.4 VIOLATION STAGE 2 

'W加tdost thou think? ': vio/ations of m似 imsof QUANTITY and MANNER 

In the exchange (3) below， Iago again flouts the two maxims of QUANTITY and 

MANNER， the latter ofwhich requires us to avoid obscurity: 

(3) OTHELLO: Indeed? Ay， indeed. Discem'st血ouaughtin白紙?

Is he not honest? 
IAGO: Honest， my lord? 
OTI包LLO: Honest? Ay， honest. 
IAGO: My lord， for aught 1 know. 
OTHELLO: What dost thou think? 
IAGO: 百世凶ら mylord? 

4.4.2.5 VIOLATION STAGE 3 

'What dost thou mean?': vio/ation ofmaxim of脳 NNER

(Othello 3.3.102-108) 

Othello's concem about ‘what is said' in VIOLATION STAGE 1 develops into concem 

about ‘what is meant' here.6 
The underlined extracts in (4) violate the maxim of 

MANNER， which urges the speaker to speak clearly: 

(4) IAGO: I do beseech you， 
百lOugh1 perchance am vicious in my guess 
-As I confess it is my nature's 凶ague
To spy into abuses， and oft my jealousy 

[6] Widdowson (1982: 43) and Coulthard (1977: 177) are both correct when they say that Iago 
gradually spec出edhis accusations. Coulthard says:‘lago...gradually becomes more specific in 
his accusations until he can 羽官n:Look to your wife， observe her well with Cassio' (3.3.200). 
The last， most specified remark by Iago was， ifwe extend Agatha Christie's view， only one of 
the clumsiest devices to make Iago's guilt clear. 
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Shapes白ults由atare notー thatyour wisdom 
Fromone由atso imperfect1y conceits 
Would take no notice， nor build yourself a trouble 
Out ofhis scattering and unsure observance: 
It were not for your quiet nor your good 
Nor for my manhood， honesty and wisdom 
To let you know my thoughts. 

OTHELLO: Zounds! What dost thou mean? 
IAGO: Good name in man and woman， de町 mylord， 

Is批 immediatejewel of山 irsouls: 
Who steals my purse steals trash-'tis somethingー

nothing. 
'Twas mine， 'tis his， and has been slave to thousands-
But he that filches合omme my good name 
Robs me ofthat which not enriches him 
And makes me poor indeed. 

OTHELLO: By heaven， 1'11 know thy白oughts!
(Othello 3.3.148-164) 

Othello became ruined not because of Iago's‘downright lie'， but because of the 

groundless ‘Ghost Implicature' that Iago intentionally led him to believe. Othello 

created a false realiザ andruined himself 

4.4.2.6 Into the world o}βlse being 

These three stages represented in the three exchanges can be diagrammed as in F.砂 re

2 below. Following the progress ofthe play from top le白tobottom right， this diagram 

shows Othello's fall into a worse siωation: 
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Ghost Implicature as a Mediator in Othello 

World of 
+BEING 

World of 
SEEMING 

World of 
-BEING 

DISCOURSE 
THEME 

utterance with 
single meaning 

(‘What dost出ousay?') 
リesdemona

|Othello 

MEDIATION 

secondary meaning 
comes into being 

(‘What dost thou think?') 

My wife's infidelity 
IS certaw. 
(Assurance 
SEEMING) 

Figure 2 

DISCOURSE 
RHEME 

secondary meaning 
is accepted 

(What dost thOll meanワ)

惨

Progress ofplay 

百leBeing-Seeming Structure in Othello 7 

Figure 2 above illustrates the way in which Othello's simple 

one-utterance-with-one-meaning life is mediated by the Ghost Implicature into a life 

of implicature， a world of one utterance with multiple meanings. Here， reflecting the 

pragmatic meanings， mediation is realized by means of a gradual difference in use 

(e.g. What does thou sayつ(u口erancewith single meaning) -What does thou thinkワ

(secondary meaning comes into being) -What does thou meanつ(secondarymeaning 

accepted) 

otice that in the end Othello becomes a good user of ‘implicature' to Desdemona 

He says ‘Have you prayed tonight， Desdemon?' (5.2.25)， implying that she should be 

ready to die. On the other hand， Desdemona is still living in the world of utterance 

with a single meaning (World of +BElNG). The discourse theme of ‘innocence' 

presented earlier in the story becomes mediated through the stages of doubt into 

[7η] The tl山1feestages at the t胎opli口me制加1吋dtl出lethree stages at the left-ha創ndside ver巾ticalc∞oh川川umn
for tlle same t山hing，but 1 employed tl1Is fOffilation because this better depicts the developments 
of stoηand time 
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discourse rheme of death. 

4.4.3 TWO GHOSTS AS A MEDIATOR IN HA乱1LETAND THE悶FINITE

IMAGE EFFECT OF THE TWO FACING MIRRORS 

While in Othello it is Iago who creates the world of SEEMING; in Hamlet it is the 

‘Ghost' who first introduces Hamlet to the world of SEEお但NG，and then Hamlet 

himself introduces Claudius to the world of doubt. Figure 3 below represents this 

double world of SEEMIN~ mediation for Hamlet in which is realized through the three 

stages:‘Seems， (madam?) (Nay，) it is. (1 know) not seems' (1.2) (X is X) -'To be， or not to 

be' (3.l) (X seems Y， but X is really Y or not Y) -'1ft be so¥.. 'But let it be. (Horatio， I創n

dead)' (5.2) (X is Y). For Claudius， on the other hand， Hamlet first appears before him 

at the wedding ceremony in the court as his innocent son-in-law who is surely know 

nothing of the truth (so he looks to Claudius)， then at the play-within-the play scene， 

Hamlet appears as if to know somewhat of the truth. In the duel scene， for Claudius， it 

becomes no more deniable that Hamlet knows the truth， though actually Hamlet 

knows no truth: 
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Two Ghosts as a Mediator in Hamlet and the Effect ofTwo Facing Mirrors 

DISCOURSE 

THEME 

(X is X) 

‘it is.. .110t seems' (1.2) 

World of 
+BEING 

World of 
SEEMING 

World of 
-BEING 

Ophelia 

|Ham凶

inky cloak 

molmlful soul 

Claudius & 

Oueel1 

mOlmu手山hes

delight il1 marriage 

MEDIATION DISCOURSE 

RHEME 

(X seems Y， but (X is Y) 
X is really Y or not Y) 
ιTo be， or 110t 10 be' (3.1) 'But let it be' (5.2) 

Enter the Great Seem 
=Ghost 

Chart 1 

It is certain that 
Claudius killed my 
father and no 
evidel1ce l1ecessary 
(Assurance of 
SEEl¥但NG)

• Progress of play 

(X is X) v (X seems Y) (X is Y) 

World of 
+BEING 

1司(orldof 
SEEMING 

World of 
-BEING 

‘For what we know 
must be， and is as 

1 ) 

‘Ir't be th 'afilictiol1 
01" his love or no... '(3.1) 

‘Th巴re'ssome-
thing in his 
soul... '(3.1) 

Enter the Great Seem lt is certain that 
Hanuet knows 
my killing King 
Hrunlet and 110 

で百苛Tτ

Figure 3 

The Being-Seeming Structure in Hamlet8 

evid巴nce

-h U....，..n......，.roro，.... ~.... I n ..，..-

InHαmlet， the eponymous hero into whose ear a ghost pours poisonous words that are 

impossible to prove has a common ground with Othello， into whose ear Iago also 

pours‘poisonous' words; and Hamlet， in turn， also parallels the Ghost and Iago in that 

the prince provides Claudius with the ‘poisonous' impression that he knows the 

[8] All the citations frOIll Hamlet are from W Shakespeare (1995) Ham./et (The Arden 

Shakespeare)， edited by H. Jenkins (London: Routledge) 
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hidden truth. This is impossible for Claudius to prove， just as it is impossible to prove 

the Ghost's or Iago's words. By transferring Hamlet from the first textual wor1d of 

‘appearance is as appearance is'， through the stages of doubt (the wor1d of SEEMING)， 

into the wor1d of conviction in which ‘appearance needs no proof'， Shakespeare 

challenges the audience's intelligence and the religious， moral and legal codes of the 

time.9 

Chart 1 above， the first box diagram， represents the wor1d of Hamlet， to whom the 

Ghost delivers a message that is impossible to prove. It is when trapped in this wor1d 

of SEEMING， that Hamlet utters the famous 'To be or not to be' phrase. In Chart 2， on 

the other hand， Hamlet himself acts as Ghost for Claudius; that is， Hamlet appears 

before Claudius as the provider of a dubious wor1d. At a certain point in Chart 1， 

Chart 2 enters， and the two wor1ds develop in parallel till the final， feud scene like two 

facing mirrors - the mirror of Hamlet and the mirror of Claudius. And these two 

facing mirrors give an infinite number of ref1ections. 

4.4.3.1 1Wo implications初 thebeing-seeming structure的Hαmlet(Figure み

4.4.3.1.1 Firstin.伊lication:two facing mirrors and the u仰 itenumber of reflections 

[9] In the light of this Being-Seeming grand design， we can better appreciate the profound shade 
of meaning in the following lines: (1) OPHELIA: He rais'd a sigh so piteous and profound / 
And it did seem to shatter all his bulk / And end his being...1 He seem氾dto fmd his ways 
without his eyes， (Hamlet 2.1.95-98); (2).POLONIUS: That he is mad 'tis加le;‘tis位ue，‘tis
pl臥/And pity ‘tis‘tis加 e.(Hamlet 2.2.97-98); (3) ANTONY: Did this in Caesar seem 
ambitious?…Which he did thrice refuse: was this ambitious?..(4th PLEBEIAN)百lerefore
‘tis certain he was not ambitious. (Julius Caesar 3.2.91-114) For this， see a1so note [10]. (百le
citations of Ju/ius Caesar are from Shakespeare， W. (1998) The Arden Shake，宅pearecomplete 
works， edited by R. Proudfoot， A. Thompson & D. S. Kastan， Walton-on・百lames:Nelson. 
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For Claudius to know that Hamlet knows his crime， he has to draw evidence from 

Hamlet. Hamlet， on the other hand， has no clear evidence of Claudius's crime and he 

cannot say anything clear1y about it. Even in Elizabethan times， a confession made by 

a Ghost was not received in evidence. The Ghost's confession could be sufficient to 

sustain a conviction if accompanied by other proofs that Claudius committed the 

offence， for example， Claudius's voluntary confession. But Claudius does not need to 

confess as long as Hamlet does not hold clear evidence of his crime. And please note 

that in the Prayer Scene after the Play-within-the Play， though Hamlet enters when 

Claudius is confessing， he does not hear the confession. The lines in question run as 

follows: 

(5) KING: ‘Forgive me my foul murder? ' 
That cannot be， since 1 am still possess' d 
Of白osee能 ctsfor which 1 did the murder-
My crown， mine own ambition， and my queen. 
May one be pardon' d and retain血'0民nce?

Enter HAMLET. 
HAMLET: Now might 1 do it pat， now a is a-praying. 

And now I'll do't. [Draws his sword.] 
And so a goes to heaven; 

And so am 1 reveng' d. That would be scann' d: 
A villain kills my白由民 andforthat 
1， his sole son， do血issame yillain send 
To heaven. 
Why，血isis hire and salary， not revenge， 

(Hamlet 3.3.52-79) 

Hamlet just sees him making the confession. Or， more important1y， Hamlet shows no 

interest in the content of the confession. At this stage， Hamlet is already convinced of 

Claudius's crime， though he has obtained no direct evidence. That is， Hamlet and 

Claudius are both in the Seeming-to-Seeming world， or in limbo， and it is now 

impossible for either side to draw out direct evidence from the other side. As both 

sides are trying in vain to know what the other knows， and becoming confident about 
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the other's knowledge about the truth， the story develops to the feud scene. 

4.4.3.1.2 Second implicαtion: audience公readinessis all: audience is cheated 

It can be said that all of the elements in this play have been arranged to prepare the 

audience to accept Hamlet's vengeance upon Claudius. In the Prayer Scene (ACT 3， 

SCENE 3)， Claudius confesses his murder ofKing Hamlet， but Hamlet does not hear it. 

However， up to this scene， the audience has been fully prepared to assume Claudius's 

guilt through the revelation of the Ghost， and the player king's similar confession in 

the Gonzago play.lO In the prayer scene， the audience is now given sufficient grounds 

to believe who killed King Hamlet and who is to be avenged. In addition， people in 

the audience who knew the content of Ur-Hamlet and other revenge tragedies of the 

time were fully expecting vengeance to be taken. In addition to the building of 

expectation of Hamlet's vengeance， in the Play-within-the-Play Scene， the audience 

also becomes confident about Hamlet's conviction regarding Claudius's crime. 

Through these sorts of ‘shared knowledge'， the audience believes that Hamlet has 

achieved his vengeance in the feud scene when he kills Claudius. In reality， however， 

Hamlet dies without any clear evidence that Claudius murdered King Hamlet， and 

Claudius dies without knowing that Hamlet knows that he murdered the king. 

Also in Hamlet， the author's discourse theme presented in the form of INNOCENCE 

earlier in the play becomes mediated through the three stages of SEE~但NG into a 

rhematic comment on the theme (the discourse theme is presented with the formula of 

[10] Wilson (1937: 140) raises a question why the Ghost's story and the Gonzago story are 
parallel. The parallelism here is prepared by Shakespeare only to ready the audience to assume 
Claudius's guilt. Far from being parallel， whether Claudius actually killed King Hamlet by 
pouring poison into his ear as described in the Ghost's and the Gonzago story is not clear at all 
because it is not mentioned in Claudius's confession. 
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X is X. Namely， in Othello， the ‘utterance with single meaning'; or in Hamlet， X is X 

(‘Seems， (madam?) (Nay，) it is. (1 know) not seems'; in lne Midsummer Night's 

Dream (It is certain that) X loves Y.); that is， the悶 NOCENTwho believes in the 

dubious will u1timately faces RUIN.11 

4.4.4 A CASE OF COMEDY: GHOST LOVE AS A乱伍DIATORIN MID-SU乱仏1ER

NIGHT'S DREAM 

Is the communicatively dynamic structure of Othello and Hcαmlet also applicable to 

Shakespeare's comedies? In this section， 1 will touch upon only the Mid-Summer 

Night s Dream. In this story， it is clear th剖 thereis also a similar tripartite structure in 

this story: 

[11] The role of the reader in the composition of a text in general is not the main topic of this 
thesis to discuss， so血ispotentially interesting idea cannot be pursued here. But we should 
bear in mind that Shakespeare was well aware of the presen∞of audience in writing a play. 
From the following passage in Act 3， Scene 2 from Julius Caeser， W. Shakespeare (1998) The 
Arden Shak，ω;peare complete works， edited by R. Proudfoot， A. Thompson & D. S. K田 tan
(Walton-on・百lames:Nelson)， it is clear白紙 Shakespearewas conscious about the effect of 
‘seeming'出 adeceptive tool to cheat the audience， which is used to deceive Roman audience 
in the play. 

ANTONY: 
He hath brought many captives home to Rome 
Whose ransoms did the general coffers fill: 90 
Did白isin Caesar seem ambitious? 

↓ 
When出atthe poor have cried， Caesar hath wept; 92 
Ambition should be made of stemer stufI: 

↓ 
Y ou all did see that on the Lupercal 96 
1 thrice presented him a kingly crown， 
Which he did thrice re白se.Was this ambition? 

↓ 
4th PLEBEIAN: 

Mark' d ye his words? He would not take the crown; 113 
Therefore 'tis certain he was not ambitious. 
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Ghost Love as a Mediator in Mid-Summer Night's Dream 

World of 
+ BEING 

World of 
SEEMING 

World of 
-BEING 

DISCOURSE 
THEME 

X is X 

MEDIATION 

X appears Y 

DISCOURSE 
RHEME 

XisY 

ル E豆ラ

(Heln=HeJena， Henn=Hennia， D=Demetrius， 

Progr巴ssofplay 

Figure 4 

1 have awaken from a 
bad dream. It is certain 
t11at 1 only love Helen 
(Assurance of 
SEEMING) 

Love-sick / Love-awaken relations ofthe four Athensl2 

What Figure 4 represents is this 

Only the pair of Hermia and Lysander returns from State (3) back to State (1)， le白

above; while， the pair of Helena and Demetrius falls down into State (4)， into the 

bottom-right comer. Demetrius seemingly retumed back to the original state in which 

he loved Helen; however， it is by the effect of ‘love juice'. Though the story ends 

happily， but there is only one who does not know the fact that he is cheated. The 

audience must have understood the situation. Besides， Shakespeare had Demetrius 

utter to Theseus who wondered about the fact that the lion talked，‘No wonder， my 

lord. One lion may， when many asses do'; and this line is also directed to the audience 

who does not understand the situation 

Frye (1993: 63) rightly wrote that in Shakespeare's Troilusαnd Cressid，α，Helen and 

Cressida are not real ghosts， but the embodiment of ghost-like illusion. Greek Helen is 

[12] The text lIsed is W. Shakespeare (1979) Mid引 Imme/'nighl 's d/'e(jm (The Arden Shakespare)， 
edited by Harold F. Brooks (London: ROlltledge). 
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印刷allyin Troy; and Trojan Cressida， who seems to belong to Trojan Troilus also 

seems to belong to Diomede in the Greek camp. Cleopatra in Antony and Cleopatra， 

according to Frye， is also like a ghost. 

Theworld of GHOST， or the world of SEEMING， in the box in the centre of the 

charts， is， therefore， obviously serving the role of mediation， transforming the first 

stage of the story world which 1 name discourse theme into the last stage which 1 call 

discourse rheme， or author's comment upon the discourse theme. 

4.4.5 CONCLUSION OF 4.4 

The story world 1 discuss here has a specific mind-style based on the 

addresser-oriented， communicative dynamism， called ‘textual function'. The story 

world is not a static collection of linguistic features， whether sociolinguistic or 

cognitive. The text as a whole is communicative dynamically organized. In Othello， 

Shakespeare presented the innocent state of Othello as the discourse theme， which is， 

through the mediating stages of Ghost-like， false pragmatic implications， commented 

upon in the discourse rheme as being worth facing death for. In Hamlet， with the work 

of the Ghost's unprovable claim， Hamlet becomes mediated through the same stages 

of SEEMING into the world of groundless confidence. In Othello， Iago's claim was 

presented to the audience as false. In Hamlet， however， Claudius's crime was 

presented as true through Claudius's confession (though this does NOT mean that the 

Ghost's claim was true). 

Shakespeare described Iago as the perfect murderer beyond the law; on the other 

hand， he depicted Hamlet as the perfect avenger beyond legal， ethical， or religious 
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accusations.13 That is， Hamlet's act cannot be called ‘vengeance'， because his act of 

killing Claudius is not based on any evidence of Claudius's guilt; therefore， Hamlet 

cannot be accused of taking personal vengeance， which was against the Elizabethan 

religious and moral codes. However， the feelings of the audience， believing that 

Hamlet took vengeance upon his father， were satisfied. Religiously speaking， at由at

time， it was believed that vengeance belonged to God， and it is also a matter of fact 

that Elizabethan England had established legal systems for crimes that did not allow 

personal vengeance to be ca凶edout. However， people's sentiment sought vengeance 

and retribution. Shakespeare， satisfying these various social codes， seems to have 

presented an intell印刷alchallenge to the intellectual classes in society. Shakespeare's 

story world， which intellec加allychallenged those in charge of these religious， moral 

and legal codes， also provided the audience with challenging topics for the 

intellectuals of Elizabethan England. Can the Ghost's words be used as substantial 

evidence at court? Is Hamlet guilty of mistakenly ki1ling Polonius? Is Hamlet 

responsible for causing Ophelia to commit suicide? Does Hamlet's killing of Laertes 

with a poisoned sword without knowing the truth constitute the offence of murder? Is 

Claudius responsible when Gertrude mistakenly drinks poisoned wine? All these legal 

questions that occur in the world of SEEMING provided long-lasting topics of 

discussion among the audience during the play， after the play and over beer in a pub， 

making the play everlastingly popular. This meant the success of the play.14 

[13] Discussion of ‘legaIity' is necessary because出isis p制 ofa clue to access what Shakespeare 
was thinking when ¥刊itingHamlet.百1Isis concemed with audien旬、 readinessand the 
Elizabethan sociaI codes. 

[14] As Barton (1929) pointed out， Shakespeare's audience seemed to have more interest in legal 
matters白血 thoseat present time. Based on the audience' s 'readiness'， Shakespeare created 
plays full of legaI concems. The audience appreciated the play at various levels (Eliot 1964)， 
and as白ras出eplay has been the most popular among Shakespeare's works， Hamlet can be 
said to be ‘a success'. 
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As 1 have so far examined， understanding Shakespeare's manipulation of difference in 

viewpoints in a communicative dynamic way is effective in the appreciation of 

Shakespeare: 

(7) First Clown: …Here lies the water-good. Here stands the man-good. If 
the man go to this water and drown himself， it is， wi11 he nill he， he 
goes， mark you由at.But if the water come ωhim and drown him， he 
drowns not himself. (Hamlet， 5.1.15-19) 
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4.5 TO LEA VE OR TO SETTLE?: KAZUO ISHIGURO'S 

REMAINS OF THE SUMMER IN NAGASAKI
1 

4.5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Through the functional analysis of the theme-rheme structure of Kazuo Ishiguro's 

novels， 1 will conclude that his ‘discourse theme' of MOVING is ‘mediated' and given 

a solution of SETTLING (discourse rheme) in the end in his attempt to overcome 

cultural and ethnic differences he faces in Britain. 

In this section， 1 will first focus on the irreducible form ofIshiguro's psychological 

antitheses that can be expressed in such abstract Event pairs as MOVING vs SETTLING. 

These abstract Event terms MOVING vs SETTLING can be realized with such Location 

pairs as: JAPAN vs BRITAIN，由atis， CHANGE IN LOCUS; and PAST vs PRESENT， that 

is， CHANGE IN TIME.2 These two pairs are the more specific features he has to carry 

throughout his life as one ethnically different living in Britain. At the level of his 

work， these abstract features take on much more specific forms such as: home town vs 

big city， people on the ground floor vs people on the first floor， world affairs vs 

[1] An earlier version of this section was read at the Annual Conference of the Poetics and 
Linguistics Association (PALA 2000) at Goldsmiths College， London， June 2000. The 
ex仕actsare all from the faber and faber editions.百lisversion is based on S. Kikuchi (2006) 
寸oleave or to settle?: Kazuo Ishiguro's remains of the summer in Nag回 aki'，Philologia 4 
(Faculty ofPhilology， University ofBelgrade)， 129-138. 

[2] As for the importance of the text world an au出orcreated， see also Hasan (1996). She 
emphasizes出esignificance of the text-internal world， saying ‘Thirdly，…there is the 
reconstructed context which is specific to血atone text-what it is about， in what relations the 
characters and events are placed vis-a-vis each other， how do theses hang together and what 
are the strategies through which白etext achieves a generally recognizable generic shape...' 
(H出 an1996: 52). For the multi-layered communication system working in a fictional text， as 1 
briefly in仕oducedin Chapter 2 of this dissertation， see also Chatman (1978)， Leech & Sho此
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family affairs， and traditional vs non-traditiona1. In the course of my discussion， 1 wi11 

show how these two polar terms are mediated into less extreme terms， which are， to 

Ishiguro， psychologically easier to overcome. 

4.5.2 HOWIS四 GURO'STHEMATIC CONFLICTS ARE 1¥伍DIATED:

CHANGE IN LOCUS AND CHANGE IN TIME 

4.5.2.1 A Pale ViewofHills 

Ishiguro's A Paleηew ofHills can be viewed in terms oftwo types of change: that is， 

the change in locus and the change in time. The two abstract EVENT types for these 

changes can be termed MOVING and SETTLING. By combining these two EVENT 

types with the above-mentioned Location pairs JAPAN vs BRITAIN and PAST vs 

PRESENT， we can diagram them as Figure 1 below. These diagrams illustrate the 

abstract and two-dimensional change under1ying all Ishiguro's novels， not only A 

Pale View of Hills: 

(1981)， Short (1996)， Hennan (2003) and Keen (2003). More cognitively， for Werth (1999). 
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CHANGE lN LOCUS discourse theme CHANGE lN TlME 

/ ¥  
INTER-ERA moving1 settling1 

Old Japan (TW)ー
New Japan /'、、¥

/¥、 TW¥loseschild 
，、 ¥[+human]

m ・ERAmoving2 settlゆ
(TW) . 

discourse rheme 
(E=E臼uko，S=Sachiko， N=Niki) (TW=Tokyo Woman) 

Figu陀 I

A Pale View ofHills 3 

1 will start my discussion with A Pale View 01 Hills， with which it is easier to explain 

Ishiguro's sort of functional pa悦 rnsthat 1 propose here. A Pale View 01 Hills is a 

story about two women: one is Etsuko， who leaves Japan and her former Japanese 

husband. She moves to Britain with her new English husband. The second heroine is 

Sachiko. Her first hope to marry an American husband and live in America fails， and 

she stays in Japan， though later she moves with her daughter Mariko from Nagasaki in 

Western Japan to Kobe in central Japan. 

What the left diagram in Figure 1 above illustrates is this: after moving from Japan 

to England， Etsuko in the end regains the feature of ‘settling' in her new home near 

London， that is， the same feature she had in Japan before moving to England. What 

this diagram， and the right・handdiagram as well， shows is the attenuation of change 

whether in place or time. Etsuko， by moving internationally， loses one of her 

[3] The text used is K Ishiguro (1982) A pale view of hills (London: Faber and Faber). 
Throughout出issection， STRONG OPPOSITION represents discourse theme， WEAKENED 
OPPOSITION mediation， and NO OPPOSITION discourse rheme. This is the same in the 
other Figures. 
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daughters， Keiko， her daughter by her Japanese husband. On the other hand， by 

staying in England， and in her English home， that is， by refusing to move from her 

new home， Etsuko does keep her second daughter， Niki， her daughter by her English 

husband. Sachiko， the second heroine in this novel， represents the oppositive pattern. 

This second heroine， Sachiko fails to fulfill her dream of going to America with an 

American husband and stays in Japan instead. By not moving internationally， luckily 

for her， she keeps her daughter Mariko. Instead of moving internationally， she moves 

intra-nationally to central Japan to live with her uncle in Kobe. Here， Sachiko's 

international opposition between moving and settling is weakened into a 

geographically less distant oppostion. Similarly， for Etsuko，由egeographically great 

opposition between Japan and England is reduced to a geographically small 

opposition between her English home town and a new one in Britain. Just as for 

Sachiko， the geographical ditTerence between Nagasaki and Kobe is only a small one， 

so for Etsuko， it is a small geographical ditTerence between her home near London 

and a new home elsewhere in Britain， though in the end Etsuko dismisses the idea of 

this small move and chooses to stay in her original home. By replacing the strong 

opposition with the weaker one， Etsuko， or Ishiguro， psychologically a抗emptsto 

overcome the international difference in reality that she or he faces in life in England 

as a Japanese. Only with this mediating structure of weakening oppositions in mind， 

can we appreciate the comment that Niki， Etuko's second daughter， makes about her 

mother's idea ofmoving out ofthe house in the final scene ofthe novel: 

(1) ‘'1 was just thinking the other day，" 1 [ Etsuko ] said，“'perhaps 1 should sell the house 
no，v." 

“Sell it?" 
“Yes. Move somewhere smaller perhaps. It's just an idea." 
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“You want to sell the house?" My daughter [ Niki ] gave me a concemed look.“But 
it's a really nice house." 

“But it' s so large now." 

“But it' s a really nice house， Mother. 1t'd be a shame." 
“1 suppose so. It was just an idea， Niki，白紙'sall." 

(Pale， p.l83 (Chap.ll))(underline mine otherwise indicated) 

The same discoursal implication can be seen in the following lines at the beginning of 

The Remains 01 the Dα(Y: 

(2) ‘Y ou realize， Stevens， 1 don't expect you to be locked up here in由ishouse all the 
tIme I'm away. Whv don't vou take the car and drive off somewhere for a few davs? You 
look like you could make good use of a break. ' 

(Remains， p.3)4 

What is thematically important here is that Stevens never moves out of the Manor. 

After his ‘break'， he retums and remains there， though not in completely the same 

environment. This is also the case with Ishiguro's long novel， The Unconsoled， in 

which towards the end ofthe story， the narrator narrates as follows: 

(3) 1 filled my coffee cup almost to the brim. Then， holding it carefully in one hand， my 
generously Iaden plate in the other， 1 be問 nmaking mv wav back to mv sea1. 

(The Unconsoled， p. 535)5 

‘My seat' here is a seat in a tram. Mter taking his breakfast at the rear ofthe tram， the 

world-travelling pianist here too RETURNS to his seat in the tram. 

The extract from his latest novel， When We Were Orphans， below shows us the 

stage he has reached through his mother or his mother's love for him; that is， no 

[4] The passage is from K. Ishiguro (1989) The remuins ofthe day (London: Faber and Faber). 

[5] The text is K. Ishiguro (1995) The Ullcollso1ed (London: Faber and Faber). 
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change in location and in time: 

(4) What 1 mean is， 1即alised也atshe' d never ceぉedto love me， not through any of it. All 
she' d ever wanted was for me to have a good life. And all the rest of it， all my trying to 
find her， trying to save the world from ruin，白紙wouldn't have made any difference 
either way. Her feelin!!s for me. thev were alwavs iust there， they didn 't depend on 
anything. 1 suppose血.atmight not seem so very surprising. But it加okme all白紙time
to realise it. 

(Orphans， p. 305・306)(ita1ics origina1)6 

Here we will turn our attention to the right-hand diagram in Figure 1. In A PIαle 

View ザHills，Sachiko， the second heroine， wItnesses a woman drowning her baby in 

the ruins of air-raid To匂ojust after the war. We can diagram this as a parallel of the 

left diagram. The parallelism shows us that our transition from one era to another is 

accompanied by a big loss， just as Etsuko's moving from Japan to England was 

accompanied by her daughter' s death. What is implied here is clear: negative 

evaluation of a big change in time. 

This is also the case with The Artist of a Floαting World. Ono， the hero of this 

novel， is a nationalist artist who supported his country on its disastrous path into war， 

from which New Japan emerged. The painter， who， as it were， helped bring about the 

transition in time， is denied a fu加re.He has two daughters and one grandson， the 

child of one of the daughters. His only son， Kenji， is dead， and his grandson wi1l 

inherit his father's family name. Without a son or a grandson to inherit his family 

name or his artistic tradition， he hero painter is denied a fu加re.Five years after the 

end ofthe war he says to Matsuda， his nationalist friend: 

[6]百letext used is K Ishiguro (2000) Whell we li四万orphans(London: Faber and Faber). 
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(5) ‘Indeed.1've been most fortunat怠部 regardsmv daughters.' 
(Artist， p.198 (June 1950)) 

These words imply his lament over his life without a son. His nationalist friend， 

Matsuda. is not married and he is a1so denied a 印刷rebecause he has no son. This is 

why towards the end ofthe novel， at Matsuda's house， Ishiguru has them meet a boy 

in a tree in the neighbour's garden. The lines go as follows: 

(6) It was while we [ Ono and Matsuda] were standing祇 theedge of山 pond，looking into 
the thick green water，血ata sound made us both glance up. At a point not far合omus，呈
E旦豆L主QY.of about four or five was peering over the top of the garden fence， clinging 
Wl由botharmsto由ebranch of a tree. Matsuda smiled and called out: 

‘Ah， good aftemoon， Botchan!' 

.. But he [ the small boy ]' s shy and正![ Matsuda ] !rv and soeak ωhim he runs awa'.v. ' 
(Artist， pp.200・201(June， 1950)) 

Towards the end ofthe story， the hero， Ono， sees ‘groups of employees in their bright 

white shirtsleeves emerging from the glass-fronted building' for lunch. They are. of 

course the young people who belong to New Japan， but none of them belongs to the 

painter. Ono and Matsuda， both played a positive role in changing Old Japan into 

New Japan， though it did not turn out the way they hoped it would. And in the process 

of transition， a lot of people suffered great hardships. In this way， also in An Artist of 

the Floating World， a big transition in time is negatively evaluated. 

4.5.2.2 The Remians ofthe Day 

By considering the closely parallel relations of the two diagrams in Figure 1， we can 
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see that someone has to die when one makes a big change in location or in time. Our 

next topic is The Remains ofthe Day， in which these two dimensions are again closely 

interrelated， both resisting a change. 

Before discussing The Remains of the Day， 1 wish to recall remarks made by the 

French structural anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss， who stated that the function of 

myths is to reduce oppositions encountered in reality， ofwhich some can be overcome， 

but others cannot. 1 discussed this in 3.4.3.1 in Chapter 3. In his Savage Mind， he 

says:‘Mythical thought always progresses from the awareness of oppositions toward 

their solution'. (SA 1 :224) Thus the purpose of myth is to provide a logical model 

capable of overcoming a contradiction. Myths provide an imaginable solution to real 

contradictions perceived in society. They progressively mediate the contradiction felt 

between the two oppositive terms like Life and Death and replace one opposition with 

weaker oppositions until we no longer feel the contradiction or until we feel it easy to 

overcome. 1 assume that， as 1 have discussed in Chapter 3， in the mediation the same 

opposition-weakening process is taking place. Through his works， Ishiguro attemps to 

give a solution to the two contradictory terms of JAPAN vs BRITAIN and PAST vs 

PRESENT. Ishiguro unconsciously hopes to solve the irreducible form of antitheses 

白atcan be expressed in these abstract pairs， JAPAN vs BRITAIN paralleling PAST vs 

PRESENT. And 1 hope my discussion so far proves the correctness of my assumption 

about Ishiguro's view of his life as composed of two sorts of duality， spatial and 

temporal. 

Now 1 will go back to the discussion of The Remains of the Day. Figure 2 below 

illustrates that The Remains of the Day has the same struc加ralnetwork， one that 

gradually reduces the original contradiction by replacing one oppositive pair with a 

weaker one until we feel it easy to overcome: 
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F恕ure2

The Remains ofthe Day 

The strong intemational opposition at the top level that Ishiguro presented in A Pale 

View of Hills is now mediated into a weak opposition of Upstairs vs Downstairs. In 

the first part ofthe novel， Stevens's father dies upstairs， while on the ground floor an 

intemational secret meeting is held. In the second half of the novel， an intemational 

meeting with Ribbentrop， the German Ambassador， is held upstairs， while on the 

ground f1oor， Stevens and Miss Kenton separate. The two events-the intemational 

ぽ airsand the family affairs-are combined with two geographically contrastive 

places， namely， Upstairs and Downstairs， in an antitheic manner. Though the 

opposition between Upstairs and Downstairs is smaller than that between Japan and 

Britain， the hero still loses his father due to old age， and Miss Kenton or his fu旬re.

However， compared with Etsuko's loss of her Japanese daughter or the To勾o
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Woman's drowning ofher baby in the ruins ofTokyo， Stevens's loss is small. Namely， 

in the weakened oppositions the hero's loss is attenuated. He loses his father， but this 

is due to old age. He may lose Miss Kenton and may not have a child or a fu加re

(because he would not have a child)， but he does not positively cause the death of a 

human being. 

Also in this work， the CHANGE IN LOCUS parallels the CHANGE IN TIME. Stevens， 

helping Lord Darlington， assists Britain in its transition into New Britain after its 

great difficulties in war， which in加m causes Darlington's suicide. Lord Darlington 

himself brings about the consequent social change in Britain and is denied fu如reby 

not having a child. Also in this novel， resistance to change is thematically implied.7 

4.5.2.3 The Unconsoled 

My next discussion is about a story of a world famous pianist in The Unconsoled. The 

pianist is traveling worldwide. The pianist' s name is Ryder， the same name as a big 

moving company in the US，‘Ryder'， a suitable name for a world-traveling pianist. 

As the tree diagram in Figure 6 below shows， here also several strong oppositions 

are mediated down to a weak one of moving inside a tram: 

[ηOno and Stevens are positively rationalizing‘past'， but not ‘past“professional" failures' 
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/ ¥ ム in-Iaw

TRA-ERA(?) moving2 settlingT 

(R2) 

(R=Rydぽ)

The hero comes back to a Hungarian city， in which he travels from his hotel to several 

areas in the ci句， and retums to the hotel every time he goes out. This story ends with 

the hero's moving from his seat on the tram to the back of it to take a delicious 

breakfast， and returning to his seat. Moving in the world is geographically reduced to 

moving in a city and then to moving in a tram: 

(7) 1 filled my co除 ecup almost to the brim.百len，holding it carefully in one hand， my 
generously laden plate in the other， ! began making mv wav back to mv seat. 

(The Unconsoled， p. 535) 

In the process of reduction of oppositions， there is certainly of a death， that of Ryder' s 

father-in-law， but this is almost like a death due to old age. The hero does not 

positively cause his death. Also the hero's parents never appear before him. Again 

(ShafIer: 1998). 
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there is no positive act by the hero to make them disappear. And at the bottom of the 

diagram， weakest in opposition， the hero seems to be promised to live with his wife 

and son in the city. How about the change in time in this novel? The right diagram 

shows no big change in time. 

As 1 argued in 3.3.1 in Chapter 3， in discourse analysis， what is called ‘discourse' 

consists of ‘text'， a linguistic stretch of language， and ‘context'， or roughly speaking， 

things that surround the ‘text' (Cook 1989， 1994， Downes 1998). In understanding a 

literary discourse， it is not enough to specify what the pronoun‘it'， for example， refers 

to in Niki' s comment on her mother' s plan to move to a smaller house. In (1) above， 

Niki says，‘It' d be a shame'. The pronoun‘it' anaphorically and cohesively refers 

back to her mother's plan of moving out. But this identification of cohesion is not 

enough for the appreciation of a literary discourse. Considering the discussion 1 have 

made so far， what Niki discoursally means is: It would be a shame to move out of the 

house into a new one because it might cause another disaster like someone' s death. 

For the same reason， the but1er， Stevens， retums to Darlington Hall after his brief 

excursion and he stays there; and Miss Kenton never says yes to Stevens， who wants 

her to move back to the Hall with him. Instead she stays with her family in a small 

port town. Following the same scheme， the world famous pianist， Ryder， decides to 

settle in the Hungarian city where his wife and son live， not 印刷mingto Britain， the 

original place where he was bom and his parents live. And he retums to the hotel in 

the city several times and in the end he goes back to his seat on the tram with 

breakfast， gradually making distance smaller. All these discoursally imply the further 

weakened state ofMOVING， or CHANGE IN LOCATION.8 

[8] We may call出IS血eprocess of reduction of‘disconnection' caused by冶lisunderstandings
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4.5.2.4 W再開 We Were Orphans: No CHANGE IN TIME or LOCUS 

In his newest novel， W五enWe Were Orphans， there appear zero oppositions in Time 

and Location， as is naturally expected， when the hero says as follows: 

(8) What 1 mean is， 1 realised that she'd never ceぉedto love me， not through any of it. All 
she'd ever wanted was for me to have a good life. And a11 the rest of it， a11 my trying to 
fmd her， tryingωsave the wor1d from ruin，白紙 wouldn'thave made any difference 
either way. Her feelings for me， thev were alwavs iust there， they didn't depend on 
anything. 1 suppose白atmight not seem so very surprising. But it took me a11白紙 tImeto 
rea1ise it. 

(Orphans， p. 305・306)(italics origina1) 

4.5.3 CONCLUSION OF 4.5 

So far 1 have compared five of Ishiguro's novels to show th剖 throughhis theme of 

moving internationally and experiencing a big cultural change， the topic or discourse 

theme is progressively mediated through the weaker oppositions into the comment 

about the topic， or discourse rheme. At the stage of discourse rheme， there are no 

oppositions or there are only small oppositions that mean almost no psychological 

burden. 1 will conclude this section with a small interpretation of a phrase in The 

Unconsoled;血atis， the phrase ‘Number Nine' ， or the name of a toy football player of 

whom Ryder's son， Boris， is a great fan. Anyone who was born or lived in Nagasaki 

connects this figure 9 with the 9th of August， 1945， not with the centre forward of 

football. However， as the last diagram shows， the disaster that Nagasaki experienced 

in the summer of 1945， a historical disaster that is placed in parallel with his own 

and missed chances' (pico: 1995). 
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traumatic experiences of moving to Britain， seems to have been given a psychological 

solution in Ishiguro's mind throu出血emediations of the episodes that gradually 

reduce the original difficu1t experiences to something由剖issurmountable in his mind. 
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4.6 THE PALACE OF POE: HOW PAST GLORY IS 

MEDIATED INTO PRESENT 'PLEASURABLE' FALL
1 

2 

4.6.1 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose ofthis section is to examine Edgar Allan Poe's short poem，‘The Haunted 

Palace'， in a functional perspective， i.e.， how his discourse theme， PAST GLORY， is 

mediated， through various transformational devices， into the discourse rheme， 

PRESENT FALL. In this short work embedded in The Fall ofthe House ofUsher， we can 

see his exquisite skills in using poetic devices which are at their fullest evolutionary 

peak. Unlike Old English poetry， which was only delivered orally， or Medieval poe位y，

which was circulated in manuscript but transmitted largely through the medium of 

sound， this 19th cen旬rywork of poetry adds to this type of delivery a number of 

different transmittal aspects characteristic of those circulated in print. Just as with 

Shakespeare's play within Hamlet and Roderick Usher's Mad Trist in Usher's Fall， this 

mystery writer foretold his own白旬reto the readers. First， 1 critically examine the 

arrangements of rhymes and phonological， lexical and grammatical items， the stylistic 

features of which are a good example of his skill in using the stylistic results of the 

evolution of English， and then consolidating these facts， 1 will show what the author 

intended to convey to us through this text. 

[1] An earlierversion ofthis section was read at the 6th conference ofthe Japanese Association for 
Semiotic Studies， Tokyo， 1986， and published in Studia Semiotica 9 (Semiotics of City)， Tokai 
University Press， Tokyo， 1989. This revised version was read at the Linguistics and Literary 
History Conference， Trinity College， Cambridge University， UK， 1996. 

[2] The extra仙台omPoe's works are taken合omThe complete tales alld poems ofEdgar Allall Poe， 
edited by James A. Harrison， the AMS Press Inc.， New York， 1965. 
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The Haunted Palace 

1 And all with pear1 and ruby glowing 

2 Was the fair pa1ace door， 

3 Through which came flowing， 

flowing， flowing 

1 4Radiant pa1ace-reared its head. N 4And sparkling evermore， 

51n the monarch Thought's dominion-

6It stood there! 

7Never seraph spread a pinion 

80ver fabric so fair! 

1 Banners yellow， glorious， golden， 

20n its roof did float and flow， 

3(This-a11 this-was in the olden 

II 4 Time long ago，) 

5And every gent1e air that dallied， 

61n that sweet day， 

7A1ong the ramparts plumed and pallid， 

8A winged odor went away. 

5A troop of Echoes， whose sweet duty 

6but to sing， 

71n voices of su中assingbeauty， 

8 The wit and wisdom of their king. 

1 But evil things， in ro bes of sorrow， 

2Assailed the monarch's high estate， 

3(Ah， let凶 mourn!-for never morrow 

V 4Shall dawn upon him desolate!) 

5And round about his home the glory 

6That blushed and bloomed， 

71s but a dim-remembered story 

80fthe old time entombed. 

1 Wanderers in that happy valley， 1 And travellers， now， within that 

va11ey， 
2Through two luminous windows， saw 2Through the red-litten windows see 

3Spirits moving musically， 3 Vast forms， that move fantastically 

III 4To a lute's well-tuned law， VI 4To a discordant melody， 

5Round about a throne where， sitting， 5Whi1e， like a ghast1y rapid river， 

6(Po中h戸ogene!) 6Through the pale door 

7In state his glory well befitting， 7A hideous throng rush out forever 

8 The ruler of the realm was seen. 8And laugh-but smile no more. 

(Vo1. III， 284ー286)

‘Now hear it? -yes， 1 hear it， and have heard it. Long-long-long-many minutes， many hours， many 
days， have 1 heard it-yet 1 dared not-oh， pity me， miserable wretch that 1 am ! -1 dared not-I dared 
not speak! We have put her livillg in the tomb !' 

(The FaU ofthe House ザUsher)(Vo1. III， 295-296) 

Words， when orally delivered， are just a succession of sounds. This is what Geofj仕ey

Chaucer pointed out in his HOllse 01 Fame. He said that words are nothing but air. Ifwe 

go back to literary works in Old English like Beowulf or The Battle 01 Maldon， when 

they were delivered orally， those who transmitted or Iistened to the work never dreamed 

of considering the visual aspect of the arranged words. In Medieval England， Chaucer' s 

works were circulated in the form of manuscripts， but they were mostly read aloud -
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that is， transmitted orally. The court ladies who listened to his works being read most 

likely did not think of visualizing the spatial formations of words. If there was anyone 

who was concerned about the visual arrangements of words or letters， it was the author 

GeoD仕eyChaucer himself. In the 15th century， William Caxton printed Chaucer's 

Cαnterbury Tales on his printing press and introduced the visual age for literary works 

for the first time in history. 

However， typical stylistic devices such as those given later did not appear until the 

dawn of the wide circulation of printed books and magazines. To understand Poe's 

works of toetry， we should consider not only the rise of journalism， a new mass media 

ofwide circulation and one which formed Poe's working milieu， but also the fact that 

the 19th c印刷rysaw the birth of a new literary genre， detective stories， which 

popularized the use of stage properties of the time such as candles， letters written in 

invisible ink， buried仕切sureon islands and so forth. Nineteenth c印刷ryAmerica was 

the time of ‘reason.' The pu中oseof this chapter is to focus upon the visual aspects of 

one work of poetry by Edgar Allan Poe，‘The Haunted Palace' ， which was contained in 

The Fall ofthe House of Usher， 1840. In this poem Poe fully used a wide variety of 

features of the English language and the stage properties of the time. By analyzing 

these features of language and story properties in the context of the 19th century， we 

can develop a deeper appreciation of this work， and only then will Poe， both 

figuratively and literally，‘rise'合omthis 19th century text. 

4.6.2 THE WHIRLPOOL STRUCTURE: A GRADUAL MEDIATION 
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1 will divide my analysis of this text into three parts: first， 1 will concentrate upon the 

most outer layer of the text， Stanzas 1 and 6; second， upon the next layer， Stanzas 2 and 

5; third， the central core of the text， Stanzas 3 and 4. The outer同'0parts form two 

layers of concentric circ1es around the core， or the innermost part of the text. Here we 

should remember Poe's favorite maelstrom. In the final part 1 wi11 explain how he 

reappears before our eyes like the narrator who is sucked into a maelstrom rises to the 

surface again losing everything he had. In this six stanza poem， the discourse theme， 

PAST GLORY， is gradually mediated or transformed into the discourse rheme， PRESENT 

FALL， through various manipulations of stylistic devices. 

4.6.2.1 The outermost circle: Stanzas 1 and 6 

Before going into the discussion of the outermost circ1e of Stanzas 1 and 6， 1 would like 

to present an overall view of the text. If we take a look at the supematural animate 

nouns that appe訂 throughoutthe text， that is， nouns with the semantic features of 

[-NATURAL] and [+ANIMATE]， we see that they are arranged concentrically. These 

nouns are: in the first stanza， 1_2angels and 1_7seraph; in the third sta白色 III_3Spirits;in 

the fourth sta回 a，IV-sA t1・oopof Echoes; and in the last sta白色 VI・3formsand VI・7A

hideolls throng. There are no such nouns in Stanzas 2 and 5. In this mirror symmetry we 

see there is a transition of theme仕om[-OMINOUS] to [+OMINOUS]: 
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I 

~ ---， I 
1-2 angels， 7Seraph 

II 

卜OMINOUS]
III :コ 11

III-3争irits
IV N_5A troop ofEchoes 

[+OMINOUS] 
V !二土lVI VI・3fonns，7hideous throng 

Figure 1 

Prevailing ominous undertones 

Ifwe divide each stanza of eight lines into a pair of quatrains， we still see there a mirror 

arrangement of these items. In the first stanza， 1-2angels is placed in the first quatrain， 

1_7seraph in the second quatrain， which faces the last stanza where we see the same 

arrangement， that is， VIゆrmsin the first quatrain， VI・7Ahideous throng in the second 

quatrain. In the third sta白色 theonly superna旬ralnoun III・3Spiritsis placed in the first， 

or outer， quatrain; whereas， in the fourth stanza which is facing the third， the only 

supema旬ralnoun phrase IV-sA 仰 op01 Echoes is placed in the second， or again outer， 

qua仕ain.Edgar Allan Poe called some ofhis stories ‘tales of ratiocination¥Thinking of 

his emphasis of rationalism and a well-balanced ratio in the arrangement of these 

supematural nominals in this text， we may say that this is also a text of ratiocination. 

All these symmetrical arrangements iconically support the thematic transition from 

[-OMINOUS] to [+OMINOUS]: 
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Balanced distribution of supematural nominals 

b 

We can see another parallelism supporting this concentric structure in the allocation 

of six colour terms: 1・19reenest，n・J)lellow，m_rPorphyrogene， IV・lruby，v_6blushedαnd 

bloomed， and vl-zred. One colour term or phrase is allocated to each 湖沼a:

greenest 
__ yfjlow 

、Porphyrogene

./ ruby 
~ blushed and bloomed 

rea 

I 

11 
III 

w
v
w
 

Figure 3 

Into more ominous tones 

They all show a gradual change in tone from‘green' to‘red¥m-rPorphyrogene is 

pu中leand IV_Iruby crimson red. The first term 1・19reenestis on the chromatic scale 

opposed to the last vI-zred， forming an oppositive relationship and thus supporting the 

thematic change仕omthe first half of the text to the second half. 
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4.6.2.2 The second circle:・Stanzαs2 and 5 

Now， let us examine the second outer layer ofthe text， Stanza 2 and Stanza 5. There is 

a gradual transition of theme from supreme happiness in the past to the present fall of 

the main character in the poem， which， as we saw， was supported by the chiastic 

arrangement of linguistic items. Between these two states， we can see two ‘transi ti onal 

states'. In one ofthese two， the ‘happiness' begins to be overshadowed， and in the other 

this‘happiness' shows a last flicker. Before treading deeper into Poe's inmost world， 

we should see that the two areas of仕ansitionto and仕omthis world of Poe iconically 

parallels these two Stanzas， 2 and 5. 

Stanza 2 is a transitional stanza in which an ominous shadow begins to come over 

supreme‘happiness'， the first orchestral theme represented by the colour term 

I・Igreenestin Stanza 1. With the colour term 11・lyellowin Stanza 2， we see a slight tinge 

of foreboding， the first appearance of the second theme，‘fall¥Stanza 5， on the other 

hand， is the place where the first theme ofPAST GLORY flickers for the last time. These 

two transitions are iconically represented by a change in verb tense. 

The parallelism between the transition in theme and the change in tense is as 

follows: The 'pastness' of the日rsttheme ‘past bliss' is realized in the last ‘main' verb， 

v_2Assailed， which is located in the second line， Stanza 5， a verb with the feature 

[-PRESENT]. Furthermore this ‘pastness' is downgraded and it is realized in the 

‘subordinate' verb v-tTlushed and bloomed. In the same sta回 a，in the next line， the 

‘main' verb v・7Iswith the feature [+PRESENT] replaces this theme of pastness and past 

bliss. This Stanza 5 is a transitional stanza in which the original theme of ‘past bliss' 

vanishes. 
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To reinforce this transition， the白旬reis also denied， as seen in the expressions 

V-3，4never morrow / Shall dawn， and this confirms the second theme， or the discourse 

rheme， ofPRESENT FALL. 

Paralleling these verbal arrangements， in these two second outer stanzas there are 

two phrases which stand for ‘time buried away': they are， first in Stanza 2， 11-3， 4the 

olden / Time long ago; and second， in Stanza 5， v-sthe old time entombed. 

As we have now seen， these second outer stanzas， 2 and 5， are given the role of 

transition in theme; that is， the former containing the ‘beginning' of the transition， and 

the latter， the ‘ending' of the transition. 

This coupling of‘beginning' and ‘ending'向rtherparallelsthe phonological contrast 

of /p/ and /b/， both bilabial plosives， and different only in voicing: 11・7plumedand pallid 

and v・6b1ushedand bloomed. In other words， the ‘beginning' is linked with the 

voiceless bilabial plosive /p/; whereas， the ‘ending' is linked with the voiced bilabial 

plosive /b/. We have come far enough that we can say that these two different 

phonemes are so placed that one contrasts with the other in‘v01ce¥Here we should 

remember Roderick Usher's laments， which 1 quoted at the beginning， below the text of 

this poem， saying he hears his sister's voice coming out of the ground. We see this 

phonological contrast realized at the head of each word in the two phrases. In these 

phrases the two words are linked together with the coordinate conjunction and. The 

first coordinated phrase， 11弓plllmedand pallid， appears in Stanza 2， the first transitional 

stanza. On the other hand， the second coordinated phrase v・6blushedand bloomed is 

placed in Stanza 5， the second transitional stanza. 

We also see that these coordinated phrases are placed in parallel to enclose the 

central stanza group. The first word in this first coordinated phrase 11・7plllmed and the 

second word in the second phrase vるbloomedare both linked with the masculine rhyme 
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/・lu:mdlforming the rhyming pair plllmed-bloomed and contrasting with each other by 

the oppositive head phoneme of /p/ and /b/. Moreover， both of these rhyming words 

have the form -ed. The remaining two words， II・7pallid and v・6blllshed，are linked with 

the masculine rhyme /ーIdIand differ in voice at their head sound. These two coordinated 

groups are the only phrases with the coordinate conjunction and，五lrtheremphasizing 

the phonological and then ‘semantic' contrast of /p/-Ib/， which 1 discuss below. 

By drawing a crossing line between these rhyming pairs， we get the following 

diagram: 

11 Plumed and pallid 
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Here looming up is a coffin-like square at the central stanza pair. Befor.e discussing this 

square we would like to talk about how far Poe was conscious ofthis sound contrast of 

/plー/b/.

1 would like to give several examples of this phonological contrast， both in poe仕y

and prose， to reach the convincing conclusion that Poe deliberately used this opposition 

to signal a pa吋icularsemantic contrast. In his The Oval Portrait one passage goes:‘I 

thus saw in vivid light a picture all unnoticed before. It was the portrait of a young girl 

just ripening into womanhood. 1 glanced at the painting hurriedly， and then closed my 

eyes'. (Vol. IV， 246)(italics mine) Here we see a succession of /p/ sounds: 

picture-portrait-painting. They are all key content words referring to the same object. 
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Another example i臼s‘〉判p〆leaωsu町11汀r油lepai加n'(Vol. V， 255) in The Premature Burial. In this 

title The Premαture Burial we also see a contrast of voiced and voiceless. Another 

example in the title itself: The Pit and the Pendulum. Here also we see the 

above-mentioned phonological correspondence. Some others are ‘blackplume' in‘The 

Raven XVII' (‘The Raven' Vol. VII， 94-100);‘the pallid bust of Pallas' also in‘The 

Raven XVIII' ;‘Bird or beast upon the...bust' also in‘The Raven IX' ;‘bird and bust' 

in 'The Raven XII' ; and‘burial before death' (Vol. V， 263) in The Premature Burial. 

Here we now clearly see in this title Premature Burial that the two head sounds， The 

Premature and Burial， contrast in voice. Also in The Murders in the Rue Morgue， one 

‘Ourang-Outang'， symbolizing uncivilized Bomeo， is brought to Paris， a symbol of 

reason and civilization， and causes incidents. Here voiced /b/ in‘Bomeo' (Vol. IV， 

188) stands for non-reason and non-civilization; whereas， voiceless /p/ in ‘Paris' reason 

and civilization.‘The Parisianpolice' (165) and ‘the Prefect of Police' (167) ofParis， 

who is the仕iendof‘Dupain'， does a desperate search before they arrest this ‘brute 

beast' (184ー185)in the ‘Bois de Boulogne'(183). In this prose， it is clear that voiceless 

/p/ is linked with reason; while， voiced /b/ is linked with non-reason and wildemess. 

This contrast of /p/ーIb/iconically represents two reversed worlds. Phonologically， 

these two bilabial plosives differ in voice; that is， voiceless or voiced， or， unmarked or 

marked. Graphologically， or in terms of grapheme， these two letters significantly differ 

in whether there is a ‘descender' (p) or an ‘ascender' (b) on the left side of a circle: p 

/pi:/ versus b /bi:/. 3 

[3] For a discussion of grapheme， see Quirk et al. (1985: Chapter 1.12). 
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4.6.2.3 The central stanza group where the king resides 

Now let us go on to the central pair of stanzas， 3 and 4， examining the following four 

facts: that -ing forms converge in this pair; that what Poe calls the most ‘sonorous' 

sound， 4 that is， the long open back vowel /ο: / is used twice in the first masculine 

rhyme; that we see anagrams; and that a thematic change realizes itself visually by a 

change of grammatical voice， by a letter inversion， and by a transition仕omdaylight to 

night. These four points - -ing forms， a sonorous / ~: / sound in the masculine rhyme， 

anagrams， a visual thematic change - are what we are going to discuss now. 

First， let us look at the convergence ofthe -ing forms， both verbals and adjectives， in 

this central pair of sta回 as.These -ing forms are， first in Stanza 3， III-3 moving， ssitting， 

and7well bψtting; and in Stanza 4， lV・19lowing，3jlowing，jlowing，jlowing， 4Sparkling， 

and 7surpassing. To this we may add the noun Iv-sking in Stanza 4. This is the only 

noun with the sound shape of /・11)/ and， this word， being placed at the end of the 

succession of -ing forms， becomes foregrounded. We shall soon retum to this specially 

foregrounded word king. In this way these -ing forms converge in this central pair of 

stanzas. In Stanzas 2 and 5 we find two words which have the sound shape of /・11)/ 

inside them. In Sta回 a2， this form is changed into an 叫jectiveby an addition of -ed， as 

with n_swinged， and in Stanza 5， this -ing form ends with the plural ending -s， as with 

v-lthings. Poe carefully avoided /・11)/ at the end of words， thus making it possible for 

this -ing form to appear only in the central pair of stanzas. 

[4] Poe， E. A. (1965). The philosophy ofcomposition. In Harrison， James A. (edよThecomplete 
ta/.回 andPoems ofEdgar Allan Poe， Vol. XIV， 200. 
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Examining the first masculine rhyme pairs (1II-2SaW : 41αw; IV・2door:4evermore) we 

see that these two pairs are identical in their rhyming sound / ~: / and this fact also 

contributes to strengthening the tie of the two central stanzas. 

These facts which we have discussed so far highlight the central stanza pair， the 

innermost part of the text. 

These Stanzas 3 and 4， or the core of ‘maelstrom' or the core of concentric circles， 

are the place where Poe' s self-conscIousness is verbally and eminently realized. Above. 

1 pointed out that IV・sking，which has an -ing form， is foregrounded in the stanza. So is 

the co-referential lII_sru/er. The ru/er through paronomasia is linked to his domain to 

which he stands in a metonymical relationship (the ruler of the realm)， and furthermore， 

by alliterating IV・lruby(ruler-ruby) embedded in the ‘palace door'， it has the function 

of consolidating these two central sta回 as.We may say that in this p制 Poepresented 

the one who dwells， or‘king' or‘ruler' ， in the innermost realm， the ‘palace¥Here we 

should pay special attention to this king or ru/er. In the second section， where 1 

discussed Stanzas 2 and 5， 1 pointed out that Stanzas 2 and 5 were where the contrastive 

pair of p / b was foregrounded. In this central stanza group， the word with the voiceless 

bilabial plosive /p/， which， we should remember， represented ‘reason'， collapses. The 

word III-rJJOIphyrogene meaning ~Bom in the pu中le'is the only citation in the Oxford 

English Dictiona1Y (OED)， a word which is labelled ‘rare¥Poe coined this word for the 

use here. Ifwe carefully look at this special word， it is not impossible to find here his 

nameP・o-eanagrammatically embedded twice， as in the way of 

(1) PO伊hyrogene(Po-p-o-e-e) 

Phonologically by the alliterative /p/ sound， visually by the anagrammatical 

embedding， the sound and the image of this word standing for ‘Bom in the pu中le'
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(OED) links with the author Poe. 1n the other stanza of the central pair again， Poe with 

subtlety embedded one phrase with his ‘dismembered' name. It is the phrase in line 5， 

IV-sA troop ofEchoes. 1n this Stanza 4， the voiceless bilabial plosive /p/ repeats itselfin 

lpearl -2jJalace -4時parkling，which is then followed by the repetition of /ou/ in 

19lowing -3flowing， flowing， flowing. The sound complex of /p/ and /ou/ further 

converges upon the following phrase A troop ofEchoes， which has the sound shape /p… 

ou/ embedded inside， forming an echo rhyme. Thus， the aforementioned red ruler or 

foregrounded king whose name is Poe echoes among those who praise him: 

11 
III 

IV 

V 
VI 

PO・p・o・e-e

A troop ofEchues /p..ou/ 
alliteration /p/ + anagram 
echo rhyme + anagram 
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This technique of embedding his divided name into a text is also used in 1he Purloined 

Letter， a prose work which the French psychoanalyst Jacque Lacan analyzed at the 

beginning ofhis Ecrits， though his highly theoretical analysis does not provide us with 

the clue to the one who wrote this letter， the very thing that we would like to know. 1n 

this prose， the letter in question is placed in Minister D-'s room， to use the author's 

description in ‘a加 mperyfillagree card-rack of pasteboard， that hung dangling by a 

dirty blue ribbon，合oma little brass knob just beneath the middle of the mantelpiece'. 

Here we also see a whirlpool structure， that is， the Minister' s room lies in the outermost 

circle， then the mantelpiece， and in the very center of them， stands the letter. 5 The 

[5] If we use Lakoff & Turner (1989: 103)'s cognitive metaphorical analysis， the letter and 
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adjectival modifier of this prose‘Purloined'， which this French psychoanalyst calls 

‘rare' (39)， 6 appears to have the same anagram in itself. The author's name is divided 

into three separate letters， p-o-e， and buried in this rare modifier as in: 

(2) Purloined (P-o-e) 

The very person who signed this letter is thus Poe himsel王

In this work， in仕ontofthe fire ofthe mantelpiece， the author's name， as ifwritten in 

invisible ink， appears before our eyes. The same stage property is also used in The 

Gold-Bug. In this work， a skull and a cryptogram emerge on theparchment， just like the 

anagram which lacks identity as a word. 

We now see that，丘omthe above discussion of the outer-most pair of Stanzas 1 and 

6 and the second inner pair 2 and 5， this central stanza group is the very place where the 

thematic current ofthis text inverts itself，just as in Poe'sA Descent into the Maelstrom 

in which the hero narrowly escapes the whirlpool， taking a chance when the gyrations 

become less violent and finally stop， to ascend up to the surface， while his blood brother 

becomes engulfed in the abyss. 

The author presents this change in theme iconically in two visual ways. First， the 

word 1U-Zsaw with strong beat at the end ofline 2， Stanza 3， by way ofthe grammatical 

passive form III-8was seen in line 8， a medial stage， reappears in stanza 4 twice in the 

visually inverted form IV-ZWas..・6Wasin lines 2 and 6. Second， in this central stanza 

group there are several words and phrases which stand for a change in light， from bright 

mantelpiece，‘mapped by image-metaphors onto male and female genitalia， stand 
metonymically for sexual vitality¥ 

[6] Lacan (1972: 39) says，‘the purloined letter， c'est-a-dire qui use d'un mot assez rare....' (出e
purloined letter， a title containing a word rare enough....) (italics mine). 
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to dark. Earlier in our discussion， 1 pointed out that the two colour words of 1・19reenest

in Stanza 1 and VI-2red in Stanza 6 were in chroma opposite to each other， iconically 

representing the two contrastive meanings in Stanzas 1 and 6. In addition to this 

chromatic difference， we should consider ‘light' here. The I_lgreenest in Stanza 1 shows 

that this is the ref1ection ofbright suns，hine， or we should say， the brightest sunshine; on 

the other hand， in Stanza 6 there is a ref1ection of VI・6Pα/emoon on the door. One of the 

outermost Stanzas， Stanza 1， has a feature which we may call DIURNAL， representing 

‘daytime'， which is linked to it; while linked to the other outermost Stanza 6 is 

NOCTURNAL， a textual distinctive fea旬rerepresenting ‘nighttime'. With these two 

oppositive stages on the outermost stanzas， the central stanza group features a stage for 

‘crossing' in which ‘daytime' and ‘nighttime' meet and encroach upon each other. Here 

the daylight gradually disappears and the darkness df night creeps in. Please examine 

the two phrases: III-2two /uminous windows and IV-4Sparkling. Furthermore in Poe's 

prose entitled Berenice， the author gives a similar description ofthe death scene to the 

death ofhero's beloved Berencie， that is the crossroads oflife/death: 

…the phantasma of the teeth maintained its terrible ascendancy， as， with the most 
vivid and hideous distinctness， it floated about amid the hanging lights and shadows 
ofthe chamber. 

(Vol. II， 24， original emphasis) 

As well exemplified in Berenice， the t1ickering of light serves as a kind of sign which 

shows a border state dividing two contrastive states， a positive state， and a negative 

state. 

If put together with the visual reversal of letter-succession in the two words saw-

was， which 1 stated above， we will get the diagram below: 



I 
II 

III 
IV 
V 
VI 

saw ... was seen 
Was …Wω 
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greenest (DIURNAL) 

two luminous windows 
宅parkling

pale (NOCTURNAL) 

Figure 6 
Other elements that support the coffm 

This stylistic type ofphonological chiasmas also appears in Poe's 'The Raven'. This 

is what Roman Jakobson pointed out in his ‘Linguistics and Poetics'， the analysis of 

which Professor Randolph Quirk positively endorsed for me at the Apptied Linguistics 

Conference 1988 held in Kyoto， Japan. Roman Jakobson pointed out that the famous 

phrase of never in this poem is repeated in the key word raven in a phonologically 

reversed form. Jakobson's analysis ofthis part of ‘The Raven' goes as， 

(3) The never-ending stay of the grim guest is expressed by a chain of ingenious 
paronomaslas， pa此lyinversive， as we would expect合omsuch a deliberate 
experimenter in anticipatory， regressive modus operandi， such a master in 
“writing backwards" as Edgar Allan Poe. In the introductory 1ine of this 
concluding sta回 a，“raven，"contiguous to the bleak refrain word “never，" appears 
once more as an embodied mirror image of this“never:" /n.v.r/-Ir.v.n/. 

(Jakobson 1960: 372， original emphasis) 

We also see this kind ofreversed s仕uc同rein his prose text， The Bl，αck Cat. In The Black 

Cat the narrator found his wife buried in the basement wall with their black cat on her 

head. Prior to this scene， before its final position at the head， this Black Pluto (Here 

again another example of the usage of /b/ and /p/よwhichis the name of this cat， was 

seen at the narrator's foot， on his lap， and then on his chest. The passage goes as， 

(4) Whenever 1 sat， it would crouch beneath my chair， or spring upon my knees， 
covering me with its loathsome caresses. IfI arose to walk it would get between my 
feet and thus nearly throw me down， or， fastening its long and sharp claws in my 
dress， clamber， in this manner， to my breast. 
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(Vol. V， 150) 

We now see that in Poe's textual wor1d， the black cat on the head symbolizes a world in 

which the inverted ‘negative state' wins over the ‘positive wor1d' . In The Black Cat this 

negative wor1d is the one in which the b symbolically rules over the positive wor1d. The 

b is here the first letter of ‘black' in ‘black cat'. 

This motif of reversal also appears in The Gold-Bug， another prose text. In this prose 

a black A仕icanslave climbs up仕omthe foot of‘an enormously tall tulip-tree， 

which...far surpassed...all other trees…in the beauty of its foliage and form' (Vol. V， 

109)， just as the black cat moves up from the foot to the breast. And at the very top of it， 

this black slave finds ‘a skull'. Blackness stands， as it were， in a metonymical relation 

with death. Spatially they are both juxtaposed; and temporally it was a crossing stage 

when ‘the sun was just setting'， when daytime mingles with nighttime. 

We see again this motif in Narrative of A. Gordon Pym. In this work， thousands of 

savages of the black skin climb up the white vessel named Jane and split open and rip 

up her decks and demolish the ‘cordage， sails， and everything movable on deck¥ 

4.6.3 CONCLUSION OF 4.6 

In conclusion， as these examples above show， in Poe's texts ‘chiasmus' ， or the chiastic 

arrangement of items or events is related to the mediating textual function that results in 

‘destruction'. In The Fal! of the HOllse of Usher or A Descent into the Maelstrom， the 

narrator approaches the center ofthe‘House' or the ‘Maelstrom' and then escapes from 

them. With their reversed moves， in the former prose the brother and the sister sink into 
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the deep tam with the house， and in the latter the narrator's brother becomes engulfed by 

the whirlpool. In The Gold-Bug they drop the beetle through the right eye of the skull 

and then through the left eye. After that they discover buried treasure and skeletons. In 

this chapter we have discovered Poe's embedded name Iying there in the center ofthe 

poem like buried仕切sure.We have seen Poe 100m up丘omthe 19th century text. 

Roman Jakobson， though he cites in his ‘Linguistics and Poetics' a passage from 

Poe'sMαrginalia which runs ‘as evil cannot exist without good' (Jakobson 1960: 363) 

and calls this author‘a masterin“writing backwards'" (Jakobson 1960: 372)， seems to 

pay attention only to Poe's reversals in writing. Now we are fully aware that this author 

paid more attention to the instant when this reversal in parallelism occurs. 
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4.7 CAT IN THE RAIN AND GEORGE ON THE BED: 

HEMINGWAY'S OBSSESSIVE TRUST IN REALITY 1，2 

4.7.1 INTRODUCTION 

Few literary texts have been as widely discussed as Hemingway's 'Cat in the Rain'. 

Among the literary critics and linguists who have joined the discussion are David 

Lodge， Ronald Carter and Michael Stubbs. Here， applying the assertion of Short 

(1996: 178) that‘In well-constructed dramatic dialogue， everything is meant by the 

playwright'， 1 shall examine the effects produced by details of Hemingway's story 

and the author' s underlying message. Why does an American woman look down仕om

their second-floor room at a cat in the rain on the ground， not仕omthe first floor or 

the third? Why are this cat and the one the maid brought up to her room made difficult 

to identifシasone and the same animal? Why is the cat's identity questionable， while 

that of George as the woman' s husband not? The conclusion we can draw from the 

standpoint of stylistic and narrative technique is: George's identity is never 

questioned， because the author places him in the immediate presence of the American 

woman and emphasizes his reality by referring to him by name， but the cat in the rain 

is only a linguistically created fiction because it is not placed immediately before the 

Americans' and， at the same time， the readers' eyes. What Hemingway wanted to 

convey through 'Cat in the Rain' is the impossibility ofreporting things only through 

[1] This section is based on my short essay entitled ‘George on the Bed' that appeared in our 
Modern English Circle's Newsletter 3， 1998; and the revised version ofmy‘Ame no naka no 
Neko， Bed no ue no George， sosite Kataru Onna' [Cat in the Rain， George on the Bed and a 
Reporting Woman: Reference and Referent in Herningway]， Kigoron no 砂akushu[Revenge 
of Serniotics] (Tokyo: Tokai University Press) 2002， 194ー205.

[2] AlI references are to Ernest Hemingway， The Old Man and the Sea (Scribner Paperback 
Fiction) (New York: Simon & Schuster Inc.) 1980. 
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verbal means. Seen仕omthis perspective， two discourse analysts， Carter and Stubbs， 

were misled by Hemingway's verbal technique to make the cat appear‘small¥They 

both judge the cat in the rain and the one the hotel maid brought up to be different 

because the latter appears bigger than the former. 

4.7.2 TWO NARRATIVE DEVICES: THE LOCATION OF THE ROOM AND 

TWO MISLEADING ADJECTIVES 

First， 1 wi11 discuss the two narrative devices， the location of the room and two 

misleading a司jectives，which Hemingway employed to make existential identity 

ambiguous. 

4.7ユ1First device:・the/ocation 01 the room 

The question of why the American woman saw a cat企oma room on the second floor 

of the hotel can be answered by considering what would happen if the room were on 

the first f1oor? The Americans， or the reader through the Americans' eyes， would see 

the cat very c10se and could recognize specific details. At the end of the story， the 

maid appears at the door of the room with a specific ‘big tortoise-shell cat' (a cat seen 

through the husband's and the reader's eyes)， unexpectedly to both the Americans and 

the readers. Unexpectedly， because the cat is depicted with the two new epithets，‘big' 

and ‘tortoise-shell¥For this to be ‘unexpected'， the woman must not see the cat丘om

the first floor， where she could see it c1ear1y. At the same time， the third f100r appears 
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to be too distant and contrived as a setting合omwhich to see the cat but to avoid 

specification. The second f100r is， therefore， suitably distant from the cat for the 

author's purpose to make the cat appear small， while actually leaving it unidentifiable 

by its size. 3 

4.7ユ2Second device:向。 misleadingadjectives 

The second device， which reinforces the apparent smallness of the cat due to the 

distant location of the room， appears in the following passage: 

(1) The American wife stood at the window looking out. Outside right under their 

window a cat was crouched under one of the dripping green tables. The cat was 
trying to make herself so compact that she would not be dripped on. 

“I'm going down and get that kitty，" the American wife said. 
(italics mine) (p. 167) 

The second device consists of two words:‘crouched' and ‘compact¥The cat could 

actually be small， but with these two misleading adjectives， we find ourselves facing a 

cat verbally made to appear small. And even at this early stage， the woman's 

description ofthe cat's size is not reliable. These two diminutive adjectives help make 

us feel it quite natural for the woman to refer to the cat as‘kitty' ， it being a realization 

of what she wishes the cat to be like: 

(2) “Yes，" she said，“under the table." Then，“Oh， 1 wanted it so much. 1 wanted 
a kitty." 

[3] Dr Hisashi Takahashi， Professor Emeritus of Hiroshima University， Hiroshima， Japan， 
suggested that all the hotel rooms are situated on the second floor or above. To the device of 
distant location， as Saito (1996) points out， we can add the effect ofrain that obscures the cat's 
real size. 
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(p. 168) 

These two techniques， the location of their room moderately distant仕omthe cat and 

the two words suggestive of the cat' s size， have the effect of concealing仕omthe 

reader the cat's identity in size and sort， and the woman's word ‘kitty' further makes 

the reader believe that the cat is actually small. And this effect lasts to the final scene 

of the story， when the reader is brought face-to-face with a big tortoise-shell cat. By 

carefully employing these verbal devices to make the cat appear small， the author 

skillfully created this effect of仕us仕atedexpectation. 

In Carter (1982: 76)， Ronald Carter denies the identity of the cat that the maid 

brought up as the cat in the rain: 

(3) 1 do not see a correlation here between ‘cat' and ‘kitty'. To me， this is a grotesque 
outcome to the kind of associations aroused in me by the word ‘kitty¥ 

Stubbs (1983: 209) draws the same conclusion in his discourse analysis of this short 

story， arguing that the maid's is 'a different cat': 

(4) My interpretation is therefore that Hemingway implicates that it is not the same 
cat. He does this by inserting information which is otherwise irrelevant: that the 
maid brings a big tortoise-shell cat. Informally， we might say that there is no 
reason to mention what kind of cat it is， unless this is significant， and unless we 
are expected to draw our own conclusion. 

These two discourse analysts are misled to this conclusion about the maid's cat by the 

stylistic and narrative devices that make the cat in the rain appear‘small " and that 

make it impossible to identify the two cats as one and the same. 

To sum up， these two devices， the location ofthe American tourists' hotel room and 

the two adjectives discussed above， serve to make it impossible to identify the cat in 
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the rain. 

4.7.3 A SINGLE WITNESS 

Another device that makes the cat's identification difficult is the deliberately created 

setting in which the husband is lying on the bed， reading a book. In this setting， it is 

not unnatural for the man not to go to the window to look at the cat仕om;only the 

woman sees the cat. Had the husband been sitting on a chair to read， he would have 

gone to the window to witness ‘the cat' as a natural course of action. For him not to 

do that， the author placed him on the bed， creating a situation in which he sees only 

the cat brought up by the maid towards the end ofthe story. Thus， the cat in the rain is 

made the合agilereality reported only by the woman. The author apparent1y made the 

cat in the rain ambiguous by making it exist only through reporting. 

4.7.4 HER EYES OFF THE CAT 

To enhance the function of the three devices which produce the effect of 

unidentifiability (the location oftheir room， the two 叫jectivesand the single witness)， 

the woman takes her eyes off the cat when she goes downstairs to get it， by which she 

loses certainty of the cat's identity. It is particularly noteworthy that the woman's 

aversion of her eyes合omthe cat is carefully paired with the singleness ofwitness， i.e.， 

the fact that her husband does not see the cat. The story develops in such a way that 

only the woman sees the cat and when she， the only witness， looks away仕omthe cat， 
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it becomes impossible to restore the certainty of identity. 

In this way， by this carefully created setting and these stylistic techniques， the cat is 

made impossible to identifシ.The cat is an unidentifiable cat， effectively named 'Cat 

in the rain' without an article， as justifiably pointed out in Lodge (1981) and Ronald 

Carter's aforementioned analysis ofthis work. 

4.7.5 GEORGE ON THE BED 

What can we conclude about the identity of George as the woman's husband? Unlike 

the cat， George is endowed with ample means of identification. 

4.7.5.1 George's immediateコpresencewith the womαn 

The first specification of George is that he is immediately present in the room with the 

woman. Because of his presence in the same room， the woman sees his existential 

reality. 

4.7.5.2 George lying on the bed in the same posture 

Secondly: he is identified as one and the same man by being depicted lying on the 

same bed in the same pos回reas before she goes downstairs. When she goes 

downstairs， she has to look away仕omthe cat; and she also has to take her eyes off 
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the man. Though she looks away合omhim， the constancy of the stage setting ensures 

George's identity. The husband， whom we can identify as‘George' who ‘was on the 

bed， reading'， retains the situational sameness. This sameness is particularly important 

judging丘omthe fact that our attention is focused on the identity of the man and his 

pos旬re，not on the identity of a vase or a carpet. At what Short calls the 

‘character-character level' of discourse， the man' s sameness of pos旬reshows the 

woman's feeling of boredom with the husband; while， at the ‘narrator-narratee level' 

of discourse， it helps convey the fact that the man's identity is retained even after she 

looks away仕omhim to go downstairs to get the cat in the rain. 

4.7.5.3 The same mαn on the same bed 

Thirdly， 1 will discuss further his being the same man on the same bed企omthe 

standpoint of‘specification¥This story begins with a reference to the two Americans， 

then it shifts to the viewpoint of the woman. Reference to the man is丘omthe 

woman' s perspective. After the woman retums仕omdownstairs， what Susumu Kuno 

calls ‘empathy' in Kuno (1987) is transferred to the man. Even when empathy was 

with the woman， she was referred to only by the common nouns ‘wife' and ‘girl'. 

After her retum， the man is referred to by a proper noun， one of the highest degree of 

empathy，‘George' (E(George)>E(a wife， a girl))(p. 203・270).From the passage 

below we can tell that the wife is feeling more empathy with her husband than vice 

versa， because the husband does not identify the woman using a proper noun， her first 

name: 
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(5) She opened the door of the room. George was on the bed， reading. 

(p.169) 

The direction of specification is仕omless specified to more specified， as we see in 

reference to the man as ‘husband' before she goes downstairs and ‘George' after she 

comes back. This follows the same natural course of specification as that which van 

Dijk calls ‘normal ordering of state descriptions' (p.l06) (general→specific， or whole 

→part/component) in Text and Context (1977)， which does not exist in the succession 

合om'a cat' in the early part ofthe story to‘a big tortoise-shell cat' at the end. 

In addition， the name ‘George' itself is not an uncommon name， and it does not 

sound conspicuously unique. This also helps give naturalness to his existence as a real 

ロlan.

4.7.6 HEMINGWAY'S OTHER WORKS DEALING WITH THE SAME 

IDENTIFICA TION PROBLEM 

‘The Killers' also deals with the theme of ‘identity': 

(6) “Well， good-night， Mrs.Hirsch，" Nick said. 
“I'm not Mrs.Hirsch，" the woman said.“She owns the place. 1 just 

look after it for her. I'm Mrs.Bell." 
“Well， good-night， Mrs.Bell，" Nick said. 
“Good-night，" the woman said. 

(p.288) 

This short story deals with the question of identity of the men who Ole Anderson 

thinks came to kill him， and those who came to the restaurant and asked Nick about 

him.百lereason why Ole Anderson rejected Nick's detailed description of the men is 
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because he believes in‘reality' beyond ‘reporting¥The theme of this story is the 

unambiguous identity in reality， as we can tell企omthe definite article ‘the' and the 

plural ending ‘ーピ in the tit1e， the specification devices that the tit1e ‘Cat in the Rain' 

lacks. 

‘Old Man at the Bridge' has the same theme of reference and identification. In this 

story， an old man， who escaped leaving his animals behind， starts to tell his story at 

the end of the bridge. Like the American woman in‘Cat in the Rain' or Nick in‘The 

Ki11ers'， there is no telling if the old man' s story is true or not. 

Also in‘Another Country'， the identify of the pictures， which show a wounded 

hand and a recovered hand after operation， is questioned. Nothings prove that the both 

hands are identica1. In this story， the phrases of a doctor who is playing the part of a 

reporter are questioned. 

Nick in ‘Indian Camp' or the boy in The Old Manαnd the Sea are given a role who 

witnesses identification of an event at the place of occurrence of the event. 

In The Old Man and the Sea， though there is no witness (“1 wish 1 had the boy. To 

help me and to see this" (p. 48))， the old man presents a big mar1in's bone as 

undisputable evidence of the truthfulness of his story on the sea. The marlin' s bone 

also attracts our attention in the same way that a big tortoise-shell cat does. One 

difference， however， is that a mar1in logically entails the bone (a mar1in has a bone); 

while， a cat does not entail the features of ‘big size' or ‘tortoise-shell-ness' (*a cat is 

big/tortoise-shell). The bone， therefore， is evidence of the existence of that to which it 

belongs; on the other hand，‘being big / tortoise-shell' does not presuppose the 

existence of that to which the epithet is attributed， because a cat can be of some other 

sort. 

Hemingway's‘The Doctor and the Doctor' s Wife' also deals with his obsessive 
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feelings about factuality: 

(7) He pushed the magazine 白11ofthe heaηyellow shells and pumped 
them out again. 

(italics mine) (p. 102) 

Here again， the author expresses his obsession with the real， solid， heavy feelings of 

she11s， the same feelings as are felt with the ‘tortoise-she11 cat' which the maid 

brought up for the two Americans: 

(8) She held a big tortoise-shell cat pressed tight against her and swung 
down against her body. 

(italics mine) (p. 170) 

4.7.7 CONCLUSION OF 4.7 

In conclusion， by scrutinizing what Leech & Short (1981: 257-287) and Short (1996: 

255-287) ca11s the ‘narrator-narratee' level in Hemingway's 'Cat'， above the 

‘character-character' level， we can now conclude that what Hemingway wanted to 

convey to us through ‘Cat in the Rain' is his obsessive feelings about reality， and this 

world of reality is what he looked for throughout his life in hunting， marlin fishing， 

bullfighting and wars. To achieve this， Hemingway created a linguistic fiction as the 

cat in the rain using the above discussed stylistic and narrative devices. This is most 

evident when the cat is compared with George. George's identity is never questioned， 

because， as we can te11合omthe fact that the author emphasizes his reality by 

referring to him as‘George'， he is placed in the immediate presence of the American 
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woman. The cat in the rain， in contrast， is only a linguistically created fiction. 
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4.8 PLEASE FORGIVE ME. 1 REALLY DIDN'T MEAN WHAT 1 

SAID: FALSE EFFECTS OF LITERARY SPEECH 1 

4.8.1 INTRODUCTION 

The pu中oseof this article is to discuss two false effects of literary exchange: 

‘over-involvement' and ‘distance' in communication of literary characters. These two 

effects tend to be created in literary exchange because， due to the features 

characteristic of the written representation of speech， what is not necessarily the 

author's original intention could be conveyed to the reader. 

The questions of how and why literary speech differs from spon胞neousspeech 

have not been so fully discussed until quite recent1y， until， for example， Rebecca 

Hughes' contribution through Par1iament exchanges， Mick Short's comprehensive 

analysis of poems， plays and prose or Masanori Toyota's analysis of phonetic 

‘slurring policy' in Kingsley Amis as of ‘a paradox of "real" speech in literary 

dialogues'. In the ear1y stages of analysis， comparative studies treated speech and 

writing， not spontaneous speech and fictional speech. Ear1y works include Tottie and 

Backlund's collection of articles on speech and writing， published ten years before 

Hughes' book ofthe same tit1e， Douglas Biber's statistical analysis ofthe two， M.A.K. 

Halliday's (Spoken and Written Language) and David Crystal's (Speaking ofWriting 

and Writing of Speaking) concise sketch of how the written medium is different from 

the spoken medium. Biber et al 's Longman Grammar 01争okenand肝 ittenEnglish 

[1]百lissection was originally published as S. Kikuchi (2001)‘Please Forgive Me. 1 Really 
Didn't Mean What 1 Said: False Effects ofLiterary Speech'， in Y. Nakao & A.五mura(eds.)， 
Dokuso 10 boken: Eigo・eibungakuronshu [Originality and Adventure: Essays on English 
Language and Literature・InHonour of Professor Masahiko Kanno]σokyo: Eihosha) 197-211. 
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is in this tradition， and two out ofthe four core registers are named ‘conversation' and 

‘fiction¥Here also the conversation in fiction is not discussed as a separate subject. In 

由estudy of literature， the differences have attracted little attention， because this field 

has focused more upon what the characters say than upon how they say it. I.A. 

Richards， for example， though emphasizing one of the two roles of criticism as 'an 

account of communication'-the other of which is ‘an account of value' -does not 

offer an answer. 

In this article 1 will concentrate on the two false effects， over-involvement and 

distance， which the artificial literary exchange has upon the reader-Hughes only 

touched upon the former-， and in the course of discussion， 1 will also attempt to give 

a more comprehensive explanation of the cause of the differences， taking examples 

from literary works like Shakespeare， Dickens， and Titanic.‘Hesitations'， one of the 

features of spontaneous exchange， for example， occur far less often in literary 

exchange. Natural discourse， on the other hand， is full of such interpersonal features. 

They are pragmatic in that they are not ‘errors'， but rather evidence that shows the 

speaker's positive participation in the interaction. What impression then does the 

presence or the absence of the features in literary exchange give to the reader? Why 

does Peggotty'ピWaita bit， Master Davy， and 1'11-1'11 tell you something' conveys 

her hesitation， while David's‘You give me my money back， if you please' sounds 

disinterested? And what else is behind their presence or absence besides the 

conventions ofthe printed page? 
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4.8.2 SPONTANEOUS EXCHANGE: INTERACTIVITY AT THE LEVEL OF 

SPEAKERS TO MONITOR REAL TIME EXCHANGE 

In discussing writing and speech in a wider sense， Quirk et a1. touched only light1y 

upon the difference between them: 

(1) JOHN didn't do it. 
It was not in fact John that did it. 

(Quirk et a1.， Comprehensive Grammar， 25) 

The difference in (1) is due to the fact that the written medium lacks the prosodic 

features of speech (stress， intonation， etc.)， which necessitates more explicitness in 

sentence formation in written exchange. Halliday， in his list ofwhat writing leaves out， 

adds paralinguistic features to the prosodic ones: voice qualities， tempo， loudness and 

facial/bodi1y gestures (31). But prosodic and paralinguistic features do not cover all 

出e differences that lie between natural and literary exchanges. To these 

untranscribable spoken fe仰 reswe can add the ‘normal disf1uency features'但ughes，

English inやeechand肝 'iting，54-55) or‘interpersonally generated features' (52)， 

which are also present in natural spoken interactions. The disf1uency features are， for 

example，‘over1aps'，‘hesitations' ，‘interruptions' or production errors such as ‘false 

starts'. These normal non-f1uency features are， contrary to our expectation， not errors 

in speech， but contribution elements that show the participant's positive attitude to the 

exchange. Before looking at literary exchange， 1 wi11 discuss the three major 

speech-specific features: (a) hesitations， (b) over1aps (and interruptions)， and (c) false 

starts. 

Hesitations are typically realized as in the following (2): 
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(2) A: Are you still playing er 2 

B: LGui-tar 

(C制 er& McCarthy， Exploring， 42) 

The hesitation and the gap filler ‘er' on the part of A are a discourse marker th剖 invite

the second speaker to break in for conversational contribution， to fill the possible gap. 

Overlaps and interruptions， 3 the former of which are what Deborah Tannen calls 

‘cooperative overlap' (Conversαtional， 30) to show interpersonal involvement in由e

exchange， a feature of high-involvement style， occur when the second speaker hastily 

breaks into the first speaker's turn， again attempting to show his or her contribution to 

the exchange: 

(3) A: 

B: 

A: 

Are you still playing er 

LGui-tar 

Irish music， yeah 
B: No 1 don't play very much now， no， not at all 

A: L 1 thought you were touring the 

country at one pomt. 
(Carter & McCarthy， Exploring， 42) 

False starts are typically realized as in the italicized part in the following (4): 

(4) A: Right， (.hhh) who's goin' to lift the bottom? 

Well...come 0' ...someone's got to take 'old ofit. 
B: 1 ain't goin' to. 

A: Don りus'…Comeon will you? 
(Cook， Discourse， lO)(italics mine) 

Speaker A， without completing his sentence， starts a new sentence ‘Come on will 

[2] The italics in the citations are mine. 

[3] Avoidance of overlaps， or waiting for the end of出eother's turn， is one of the conversational 
rules that tends to limit the number of speakers to one per turn. This paradoxically means that 
overlaps will occur in conversation;白紙 iswhy the conversation participants attempt to avoid 
overlaps. 
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you?'， because， by finding better phrasing， he attempts to accommodate himselfbetter 

to the conversation. 

What interpersonal function do false starts have in literary exchange? Or do血ey

appear in literary exchange at all? 

4.8.3 LITERARY EXCAHNGE:悶 TERACTIVITYAT THE LEVEL OF AUTHOR 

AND READER TO CONVEY乱伍SSAGE

The absence and presence of interpersonal features in literary exchange can be 

accompanied by ‘distance' and ‘over-involvement' in communication of 

conversational participants. 

First， 1 will start my discussion with ‘distance' in communication. Generally， in 

fictional exchange， there appears far smaller number of these interpersonal， 

involvement features. The following text from an Oscar winning film， Titanic， well 

illustrates a fictional dialogue that lacks the above three involvement features: 

(5) (ROSE RUNS INTO THE ROOM WHERE JACK IS HANDCUFFED TO A 
POLE) 
R: Jack! Jack!.. .I'm so汀y.I'm sorry. I'm sorry. 
J: That guy Lovej oy 

put it in my pocket. 
R: 1 know. 1 knOw. 1 knOw. 1 know. 
J: Listen. Rose， you're 

going to have to find a spare key， all right? Look in that cabinet there. It's a 
little silver one. Rose. 

R: These are all 
brass ones! 

J: Check right here， Rose! 
(R=Rose，J=Jack) 

The exchange above， while containing ‘repetitions'， includes neither overlaps nor 
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interruptions， which usually accompany a panic scene， even though， being orally 

delivered， the lines could have had these two fea加res.Tums are taken regularly in 

such a way that the second speaker starts to speak only after the first one ends his or 

her part. 

The following two (6) and (7) are from litera旬re，Dickens's David Copperfield and 

Shakespeare's Richard III. They share the same features with (5) in由atthey also all 

lack interruptions that accompany the overlaps， which on the page are not easy to 

represent under the current conventions of the novel， because these conventions do 

not include such transcript system as that of phonetic transcription: 4 

(6) “Wot!" said the young man， seizing me by my jacket-collar， with a frightful 
gnn.“This is a pollis case， is it? You're a going to bo1t， are you? Come to the 
pollis， you young warmin， come to the polis!" 
“You give me my money back， if you please，" said 1， very much frightened， 

“and leave me alone." 
“Come to the pollis!" said the young man.“You shall prove it youm to the 

pollis." 
“Give me my box and money， will you!" 1 cried， bursting into tears. 

(7) Alarums. Enter KING RICHARD. 
K. Rich. Ahorse! Ahorse! My kingdom for a horse! 
Cat. Withdraw， my lord; 1'11 help you to a horse. 
K. Rich. Slave! 1 have set my life upon a cast， 

And 1 will stand the hazard of the die. 
1 think there be six Richmonds in the field: 
Five have 1 slain today instead ofhim. 
A horse! A horse! My kingdom for a horse! 

(173) 

[Exωnt.] 
(ACT V， SC. IV) 

The exact tum・takinggives us a false impression由atthe second conversation 

[4] Page's remark， with reference to Defoe， Richardson， Fielding， Dickens， H. James， and Beckett， 
about the early stage of the development of a novel is suggestive: 

‘In its purest form a passage may consist so largely of direct speech， so little diluted with 
other elements， as to resemble an ex回 ctfrom a play....This is perhaps the point to 
recall...血atthe English novel drew a considerable portion of its sustenance in the earlier 
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participant is quietly waiting for the end ofthe first speaker's talk. In Titanic， Jack and 

Rose start to talk， unnaturally， only after the other ends his or her turn. So do the 

conversation participants in (6) and (7). 

The second feature of literary exchange is ‘over-involvement' in communication by 

literary characters. As Hughes argues， this does not mean that none of the three 

interpersonal features appear in literary exchanges，‘but rather these features take on a 

different significance on the page' (52). The use ofthese features on the page gives us 

another type of false impression， what Hughes calls ‘hightened emotion... such as 

anger， fear or uncertainty' or‘menta1 disturbance' on the part of the speaker (38， 54， 

96). We should say， however， that the speech-specific features in fictiona1 exchange 

also show the participant's positive participation at the same time. 

In the case of (8) below， in which Miss Peggotty hesitates to tell David of the 

remarriage of David's mother， we can say that the sample feature indicates both 

willingness to interact and， as Yamamoto rightly points out (David Copperfied， 

139-140)， considerate hesitation on the pa此 ofMiss Peggotty， her reluctance to have 

to impart some bad news to David: 

(8) “Why， Peggot勿!"1 said ruefully，“isn't she come home!" 
“Yes， yes， Master Davy，" said Peggotty.“She's come home. Wait a little bit， 

Master Davy， and I'll - I'll tell you something." 
(40)(italics mine) 

Hesitations are a common feature ofrea1-time exchange， where the use ofthis feature 

does not necessarily indicate speaker's agitated feelings or reluctance to convey bad 

news. Ifused in literary exchange， however， it also adds an emotional colouring to the 

speech. Interruptions， if not overIaps， can be represented in the present writing 

phases of its development from the drama¥(Speech， 26) 
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convention， as in (9) below. The sample of interruption is also from Dαvid 

Coppeだfield，in which the italicized part gives on the reader an impression of the 

speaker's agitation， in the same way as Hughes' sample from Malcolm Lowry's 

Under the Volcano (52-53) shows， during the discussion ofwhich she wams us ofthe 

possible misinterpretation of the verbatim transcripts of the police interview (54-55). 

5 Interrupting Miss Betsey to give her what she thinks is correct information， David's 

mother shows both willingness to cooperate as well as a degree of agitation: 

(9) “You were speaking about its being a girl，" said Miss Betsey.“1 have no doubt 
it will be a gir1. 1 have a presentiment that it might be a gir1. Now child， from the 
moment of the birth of this girl -" 
“Perhaps boy，" my mother took the liberty of putting in. 

(p.7)(italics mine) 

A sample extract of a false start is again from the same author: 

(10) “The rooks - what has become ofthem?" asked Miss Betsey. 
“There have not been any since we have lived here，" said my mother.“We 

thought-Mr Coppeポeldthought-it was quite a large rookery; but the nests 
were very old ones， and the birds have deserted them a long while." 

(p.6) (italics mine) 

The underlined repoはingclause of this indirect thought，‘We thought'， is what Biber 

et a1. term ‘retrace'， and the following ‘Mr Copperfield thought' is a ‘repair' in a 

‘retrace-and-repair sequence' (1062)， more appropriately termed than由efalse start. 

Again this shows that she is willing to cooperate with Miss Betsey for their better 

exchange by giving her more accurate information， but at the same time it also shows 

some agitation on the part ofDavid's mother. 

[5] For detailed discussion of血is，see MalcoIm Coulthard，‘Forensic Discourse Analysis'. 
Advallce inやokenDiscourseAllalysis. Ed. MalcoIm CouIthard， London: RoutIedge， 1992. 
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Why is it， then， that literary exchange creates these two communicative efTects， 

distance 6 and over-involvement， and why are they difTerent from the features in 

spontaneous exchange? 

4.8.4 WHY LlTERARY EXCHANGE HAS DIFFERENT EFFECTS 

There are two reasons why the features that show the participants involvement in the 

exchange are dropped in written， literary exchange: one is conventional and the other 

structural. 

First， unlike in phonetic transcriptions， there is no convention of representing 

overlaps or interruptions on the pages of a nove1. If the author uses speech-specific 

features， the broken and overlapping utterances become difficu1t for the reader to 

decode. 

The second reason is structural and this is more important. Communication in 

literature does not take place between in-work speakers， but between playwright and 

audience， novelist and reader， at the top layer of Short's communication system 

(Discourse analysis 149; Exploring 169， 171， 189， 257， 261). Everything written in 

literature， whether character's speech or narrator's explanation， is addressed from 

playwright / author to audience / reader. Allliterary exchanges are， therefore，‘filtered' 

by the playwright / author. 

Montgomery et a1. charted the four difTerent ways of presenting speech and thought， 

[6] For discussion of血iscommunication phenomenon in terms of spontaneous speech， see 
Lakoff's strategies of distance. Whether in literature or film， fictional dialogue occurs close to 
one end of Lakoff's involvement continuum， where only the content of message is important 
and the perfect conveyance of message is expected. At the other end of the continuum， 
speakers are emotionally involved with each other at maxim. 
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illustrating ‘the different degrees to which a character's speech or thought can be 

filtered through the narrator' (陥~S 01 Reading 207). In the chart， Free direct 

speech/thought (Come here tomorrow.) is labeled as ‘Unfiltered by narrator'， while 

Direct speech / thought (She said to him，‘Come here tomorrow'.) is ‘Some filtering' . 

Free indirect speech / thought (She said to him to come tomorrow.) and Indirect 

speech / thought (She said由athe was to come there the next day.) are most filtered. 

Structurally， as everything written in literature is addressed by playwright/author to 

audience / reader， we should say that literary speech-even Free direct speech (Come 

here tomorrow.) -is all filtered， or to use Fowler's word， transformed (Linguistics 

and the Novel 114)， by playwright/author. Literary speech represents what Halliday 

calls ‘products'， or what is constructed by the author， while spontaneous speech 

represents‘processes' (81). Jack is not directly talking to Rose in Titanic， David not to 

the young man in David Copperfield nor Catesby to King Richard in (7).‘That guy 

Lovejoy put it in my pocket'，‘You give me my money back， if you please'， 

‘Withdraw， my lord. I'll help you to a horse': all these lines are addressed to the 

audience / reader as well. In Ross's declarative sentence theory based on Austin's 

speech act theory， which I detailed in Chapter 2 and 3， the multi-layered 

communication system would be illustrated as (11). The upper layer corresponds to 

Short's playwright / author-audience / reader level: 

。1) 1 (AUTI-IOR) -TELL-YOU (READER) 
Dickens ¥ 

Tannen's analysis of acquisition ofliteracy provides us with a good illustration ofhow 
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spoken discourse (12) is translated into written discourse (13)， eliminating 

speech-specific features: 

(12) This guy .. this man was .pickin' pears // 

.. and so ... the-.. this gu:y 

... 'he was .riding around .. he was .riding on his bike / 

(13) This man was picking pears and this boy was riding by on his 
bike and he saw the pears . 

(Tannen， Coherence， 240-241) 

Here speech-specific features do not indicate the speaker's emotional agitation. They 

are just normal non-fluency features. If the speaker were emotionally agitated， he or 

she would use these features all the more. In the case of (6)， as David was frightened， 

he may have spoken as in (14) below if he had been a real person. Whether or not 

with the narrator's description ofDavid's emotion，‘very frightened' in (16) or‘with a 

quiver in my voice' in (17)， which makes the speech-specific fea加resall the less 

necessary， the passage (14) would be filtered or transformed into (15)， (16) or (17)， or 

of course， if necessary， into free indirect speech， dropping the speech-specific feature， 

‘hesitation' (Gim.. .gimme; my.. .my): 

(14) Gim.. .gimme. ..my...my money back...ifyou please...an' leave 
me alone 

(15) [“You give me my money back， ifyou please， and leave me 
alone."] 
(FREE DIRECT SPEECH) 

(16) [“You give me my money back， if you please，" said 1， very much frightened， 
“and leave me alone."] 
(DIRECT SPEECH) Dickens's phrasing 

(17) [1 told them， with a quiver in my voice， that they should give me my money 



back and leave me alone.] 
(INDlRECT SPEECH) 
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Whatever the type of speech， they are all repo目edspeech. Just as involvement 

features are dropped in a reported clause of indirect speech， so do they in literary 

speech. 

In a film dialogue， the actor's or actress's lines need to be heard clearly by the 

audience， so overlaps seldom occur. To borrow Hughes's phrase， literary exchange is 

so constructed as to be more help白1to 'an ever-present eavesdropper' than to由e

conversation participant (49). Characters talk to be heard by the reader or audience， as 

well as to be listened to by the other party in conversation. 7 80， in a 

message-within-message， the speech-specific features， which are not necessary for the 

pu中oseof sending a message to the audience / reader， are dropped. At the playwright 

/ author-audience / reader level of communication， what is involved is the content to 

be conveyed and the features that show the author's involvement in the 

communication with the reader. Other elements like fictional characters' interpersonal 

features are not of immediate need， and血eyare dropped. An exchange in which all 

these features are filtered out is， as it were， UNMARKED. And if present， thus 

MARKED， their presence becomes informationally redundant and conveys what the 

speech-specific features do not originally signi今.Rather their presence convey what 

author intends， i.e.， character's emotion. 8 

[7] For Coultharずs‘over-explicitness'in a fabricated police interview record， see his ‘Forensic 
Discourse Analysis'， pp. 249-250， and for the sarne characteristic in a literary text， see his 
11llroducti01l to Discourse Allalysis， p. 171. These texts are sometimes over-explicit because 
the message is directed to the court or the audience， not to the police interviewer or to a 
character in a drarna. 

[8] If we follow the Grice's Cooperative Principle ('Make your conversational contribution such 
as is required， at the stage at which it occurs， by the accepted pu中oseor direction of the talk 
exchange in which you are engaged' 45)， the use of speech-specific features is over 
informative in UNMARKED literary exchange. 
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This gives a comprehensive explanation of why interpersonal features at the 

character level of communication are omitted and why， if these features are present as 

in (8) (9) and (10) and in Hughes' example (52-53)， they convey the speaker's 

emotion (over-involvement) th剖 theauthor originally intended to transmIt to the 

reader. This is because agitation or excessive involvement of the speaker is 

thematically important for the author. In (8)， Peggotty hesitates because what her 

hesitation indicates is thematically important for Dickens. In spontaneous exchange， 

Peggot句，'shesitations would not convey such a kind as additional emotional 

colouring of the speaker， but her positive attitude to be better accommodated in the 

commumcation. 

In literature or film， the longer the exchange continues， or the more often we read 

the same passage， the further the author-reader level recedes into the background， 

while the character-character level comes to the fore， or in other words， the more the 

audience / reader feels involved in a real conversational situation. In such an 

emergency scene as above， we tend to expect the presence of these features， and if 

they are absent， we feel that the characters sound unwilling to be involved in 

communication (distance). 

4.8.5 CONCLUSION OF 4.8 

In fictional exchange， particularly in literature， real interactiviザ doesnot occur at the 

characters' level， but at the playwright / author-audience / reader level. Interpersonal 

exchanges at the characters' level serve only for the author to report his or her 

message， not for the characters to monitor a real-time discourse. The author filters all 
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sorts of information that characters exchange with each other in order to make it best 

suited for the conveyance of the message， omitting interpersonal features at the 

speaker's level. If the UNMARKED literary exchange has speech-specific features， 

出eytend to signify not only the speaker's involvement， but also the person's emotion. 

If， therefore， the author attempts to reproduce natural speech too faithfully， then the 

speech could carry the emotional overtones of over-involvement of the character and 

give the reader a false impression that the character is emotionally reacting to the 

situation (over-involvement). And if the literary exchange is long enough to convey 

the impression that we are encountering a real conversation， or if it occurs in a scene 

of panic， then the exchange without the features of naturally occurring speech gives 

us another false impression that the speakers are disinterested or not willing to 

contribute to the exchange (distance). 
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Chapter 5: CONCLUSIONS AND DlRECTIONS FOR FUTURE 

WORK 

This chapter concludes on the work done in this thesis and presents directions for 

印刷rework. Section 5.1 concludes this dissertation and summarizes the contributions 

ofthis work. Section 5.2 discusses possible directions for fu旬rework.

5.1 CONCLUSIONS 

The main motivation behind the discussion in this dissertation has been the conviction 

that a literary text is also a communicative event and it is addressed to the reader in 

the equivalent form of Ross's (1970) performative sentence. According to his 

'Performative Hypothesis'，‘the deep structures of declaratives in all languages 

resemble each other in having a performative clause containing a verb of saying as 

their highest clause.. .'(1970: 259) and ‘what ends up in surface structure as an 

independent clause' (1970: 224). This being the case， the text， which is equal to the 

propositional independent clause of the performative sentence， has the same 

information structure as a clause equipped with the theme-rheme structure. If a 

literary di角courseis also a communicative event then it should share the same 

characteristic of communication as‘problem-solving' (Leech 1983: x). In addition to 

this， in literary discourse there should the message-extemal part， or in other words， the 

addresser-addressee structure， above the propositional and thematized text. For 

example， macro-elements for communication such as message forms， in which 

parallelisms are realized， and the addressees， in which macro-functions are manifested 

in the form of the authorial points of view， should be also considered. 
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Driven by this motivation， 1 have argued that the common textual characteristic 

underlying literary discourse， that is，‘the addresser's mental binary categorization of 

the outside world along the time axis'-theme (problem presentation) and rheme (its 

solution)-， derives from the most general mode ofman's thought when composing a 

literary text. This is the author's mode of thought. One writes following the 

thematization pattem at the level of literary discourse. He or she， who grasps the 

outside world in some way (thematization)， attempts to provide some solution to it in 

the rheme (‘problem-solving'). This feature underlies the multi-layered企ameworkof 

literary communication (Figure 5 in Chapter 2 and Figure 7 in Chapter 3) whether 

short or long poetic works， narrative literature， prose fiction， or other genres of a 

fictional discourse of aesthetic value. The issue of literary discourse has only been 

included within the scope of linguistic sciences by a few linguists. Until quite recent 

times， the quest to understand literary language has been oriented chief1y towards its 

textual or contextual description， that is， towards a mere collection of literary uses in a 

text or a simple gathering of historical events surrounding the author. An approach to 

literary discourse仕omthe perspective of the literary text's fundamental mode of 

organization has， therefore， remained largely outside the perspective of modem 

linguistics until two recent endeavours in linguistic sciences， pragmatic and functional. 

The first one is John Ross' Performative Hypothesis， which places the author -reader 

level in a new， clear perspective of literary communication; the second are the Prague 

linguists' idea of functional sentence perspective (Danes 1974: 106--128， Mathesius 

1975: 82) and M. A. K. Halliday's concept of language as social semiotic (Halliday 

1978). Both of these approaches provide us with a view of textual structures. In this 

thesis， borrowing ideas企omthese two fields， 1 have thus discussed the thematizing 

function， parallelisms and the authorial view points. The central role of these 
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linguistic fields should not be interpreted as a deprecation of traditional literary 

criticism. Traditional approaches to literary language provide many advantagesー the

problem is simply that those advantages are not fully incorporated within the study of 

language. The main potential advantage arising丘omthe concept of communicative 

function is that it contributes to a deeper understanding of literary texts by bridging 

the theoretical gap between language and literary studies. 

The overall contributions of this dissertation， then， consists of widening the 

coverage of functionalism within the仕ameworkofRoss's Performative Hypothesis to 

the area of literary language. 

5.2 FUTURE WORK 

In the previous section the main contributions of the dissertation are summarized and 

it is conc1uded that the discussion in this dissertation contributes to the improvement 

of the practical applicability of Ross's仕ameworkof Performative Hypothesis. 

However，仕omthe discussions of related work in Chapters 2 and 3 it can bee seen that 

the performative and functionalist perspective for natural language is an on-going 

research field still being widely studied. Hence， in the application of the method for 

literary discourse， there are still many possible directions for future work. Future work 

could also inc1ude the other meta-functions of language than authorial thematization 

manifested in the propositional text， parallelisms and the viewpoints; that is， other 

macro-elements such as the addressee， channel， code and setting. These aspects of 

macro-elements in a literary text should be examined more. 
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